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This study was begun some years ago when I decided to explore “French
Marxism and the National Question.” Within weeks of commencing the pro-
ject I discovered the richness of the relevant conceptual debates, and soon
after that I began to understand the mammoth dimensions of the literature on
French nationalism. Even more dauntingly, once I reengaged with the Marx-
ists of the fin de siècle, I realized that nationhood suffused their textual
legacy—even where I had least suspected it. Their angry dialogue with French
nationalism suddenly loomed as an important, even decisive, determinant in
the “meaning of Marxism.” At the same time, the convoluted heritage that I
was beginning to unravel amplified and sometimes challenged the insights of
today’s scholarship. My experience powerfully confirmed E. P. Thompson’s
belief that conceptual analysis and empirical history live healthily only when
in harmony.

Suffice it to say that a project planned for a semester’s writing has
extended over a decade—as I have read and reread the Parti Ouvrier’s corpus,
battled to master the literature on nationhood, and studied work on French
nationalism. In the process, my present, no less than the Marxist past, has
acquired new meaning. Fin de siècle socialists, after all, struggled to make sense
of a world governed both by parochial nationalism and global capitalism—a
world, in fact, very like our own. Their insights (and their errors!) have proven
uncannily apropos while reading my weekly Economist or watching Fox News.

Here I must make known my sympathies, since true objectivity, as con-
temporary historiography teaches, lies only in being critically aware of one’s
biases, and making others aware of them. So (deep breath) . . . The militants
of the Parti Ouvrier are, at a century’s distance, “my people.” Despite Marx-
ism’s failures since their “time of hope,” I still sympathize with the dream that
capital’s world-spanning imperium might someday, somehow, empower
working people to construct something better. That dream has faded.
Nonetheless, despite the “End of History” (aka “the end of Marxism”), I con-
tinue to reject postmodern legerity and neoliberal triumphalism. Sometimes
dreams, however spectral, are better than reality, however crushing. As for
nationalism, I am proud to confess myself a “rootless cosmopolitan,” while
sometimes yearning for the roots that ground others so comfortably. Having
been born into a Canada that I now hardly know, having been raised in a
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United States that was not mine, having resided in France, Britain, and Aus-
tralia—whatever roots I have sunk are shallow indeed. Spectral dreams, shal-
low roots. . . . Hardly grounds for ideological arrogance! Nonetheless, my mar-
ginality, both political and national, has awarded me a liminal perspective of
considerable use for this study.

I have accumulated obligations—both institutional and personal. In
particular, I owe a debt to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, where a visit-
ing fellowship gave me tranquility and ideal working conditions. Without
Corpus, this project would never have been initiated. The University of West-
ern Australia, for its part, supported two extended research leaves that allowed
me to revisit my European sources. Many individuals have also aided me in
one way or another, and I thank them all. Richard Bosworth and Chips Sow-
erwine read the entire project in draft, however, and deserve particular grati-
tude, while being absolved of all responsibility for the errors, omissions, and
infelicities that have survived their generous ministrations. Finally, my thanks
and love to Viv, without whose support this book would never have been
completed.
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At the end of summer during 1891, Europe witnessed two world-historical
events. The socialist parties of the Second International assembled in Brus-
sels, celebrating labor’s mobilization against capital. Shortly thereafter, the
French fleet visited Kronstadt, consolidating France’s rapprochement with
imperial Russia. Contemporaries noted this conjunction. The liberal publicist
Jules Simon, for one, complained that the Brussels assembly had “substituted
the class patriotism” of labor for the Baltic naval demonstration’s “patriotism
of peoples.” If socialism prevailed, he warned, “the French” would disappear,
displaced by “the proletariat.”1

Simon’s forebodings have not been realized. The workers of the world
have not united into the universal “genre humain” promised by the Interna-
tionale. The nineteenth century gave way, not to the radiant socialist world
order anticipated by Marx, but to a “world of nations”2 imperiously com-
manded by nationalists, and sometimes brutally ruled by national socialists.
How have Marxism’s class warriors understood their struggle against nation-
hood, and their defeat? Badly, according to most accounts. Historians have
identified Marxism’s interpellation of nationalism as its “great historical fail-
ure,” social scientists have condemned Marxist theorizations of national iden-
tity as mere evasion, and a particularly scathing account has even contemptu-
ously suggested that there has been no such a thing as a genuine “Marxist
theory of nationalism.”3 Marxists, their critics affirm, have championed a cos-
mopolitan humanism that has blinded them to the inevitability, and certainly
to the desirability, of nationalist particularism. No wonder, then, that Marx-
ism’s militants have self-confessedly misunderstood and mishandled national
identity.4

Much of this critical scholarship has fixed repetitively on Marx himself.
Studies comment caustically on the master’s indifference to nationality. Marx
may have planned to write a book on the national question, but no more than
2 or 3 percent of his actual work, allegedly, even touches on the issue.5 His
critics suggest that Marx’s overwhelming preoccupation with “world history”
undermined his every engagement with that potent particularism, the nation.
This charge, however, has been challenged. Marx’s defenders contend that his
vast corpus manifests profound, if ambiguous, insight into nationhood and
nationalism.6 But whatever the master’s own success or failure, Marxism
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should not be judged primarily against Marx’s work, but against the practice
of Marxists, as the doctrine has lived and died only as incarnate in its mili-
tants. Their commitment and striving accorded Marxism its vast historical
vitality, while their defeats and retreats have led inexorably toward today’s
“death of Marxism.” Certainly the best analyses of Marxism’s entanglement
with nationalism situate the doctrine in milieus of militancy. The Soviet expe-
rience has undergone particularly intense study, if only because of the USSR’s
final nationalist implosion. The sanguinary war between Communism and
fascism left one of the great sites of scholarly exhumation: a mass grave in
which lie entombed some the past century’s most inspiring visionaries and
most ghastly despots. And Marxism’s starring role in the drama of twentieth-
century anti-imperialism has received due attention, despite Marx’s own
Eurocentric indifference toward peripheral “nations without history.”7

But the doctrine’s “golden age” during the Second International,
Marxist socialism’s own belle epoque, remains the locus classicus of Marx-
ism’s engagement with nationhood. Lenin and Stalin’s opportunistic con-
struction of a “nationalities policy” for newborn Bolshevism, Rosa Luxem-
burg’s quixotic forays against Polish “socialist nationalism,” Otto Bauer’s
inspired disassociation of statehood from nationhood—all have undergone
skillful scholarly dissection.8 Yet scholars’ assessments of the Second Inter-
national echo their critiques of Marx. Fin de siècle Marxists stand accused
of promoting a “utopian cosmopolitanism”9 that disabled their socialism.
After all, the International never once placed the “national question” on its
agenda. Ignorant obliviousness? Irresponsible neglect? Embarrassed avoid-
ance? Perhaps nationalism during the belle epoque indeed constituted
Marxism’s “Achilles heel,”10 its self-engulfing “black hole.”11 “Post-Marx-
ists” have certainly highlighted this supposed lacuna in their former devo-
tions. According to Régis Debray, a cosmopolitan revolutionary turned
Gaullist ideologue:

The “national question” is the critical gap in Marxist theory. In this small
gap, everything not said in Marxism is concentrated and crystallized. And
when the unsaid is said, it explodes all the rest. In this sense . . . the nation
is like the atomic nucleus in a general conflagration of Marxism as theory
and socialism as practice.12

“Black holes,” “nuclear explosions,” “general conflagrations”—confronted by
the collision between Marxism and nationalism, critique waxes apocalyptic.

This rhetoric is overblown. Marx’s work on nationality bequeathed a
rich legacy, and Marxists of the “golden age”—the Bauers, Luxemburgs, and
Lenins—richly embroidered it. Such enrichment might have been expected.
The fin de siècle witnessed Marxism’s transformation from a cosmopolitan con-
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geries of militants into an international association of national parties.13 How
could these emergent “socialist-nationalist” organizations ignore the national
question? In fact, they didn’t. At the same time, a grisly protofascism clawed
its way into Europe’s political culture, menacing the ascendant socialists no
less than the regnant liberals. How could Marxism slight this demonic mani-
festation? In fact, it couldn’t. Despite critics’ aspersions, fin de siècle Marxists
thought long and hard about national identity, and thought well. Their
“entanglement in perplexities that continue to entangle us” should ensure that
“we would be wrong to call [their answers] to the national question passé.”14

Bauer, Luxemburg, Lenin—these personae recur in studies of Marxism
and nationalism. Mapping their names points to Austria, Poland, and Russia,
to the marchlands of Eastern Europe. Studies of Marxism’s encounter with
nationalism move without exception from the founding fathers to theorists
from the eastern multinational empires. According to these studies, Marxists
in Western Europe largely ignored the national question, and in turn can be
safely ignored.15 Neglect of the French case, in particular, has been a troubling
feature of this scholarship. Even French studies of Marxism and nationalism
ignore France—despite the French having pioneered modern nationalism,
despite the fascination of Marx and Engels with France, despite the Parisian
ultra-Right’s spearheading of nascent national socialism.16

Instead of suffering neglect, France should take center stage in any his-
torical assessment of Marxism’s long engagement with nationalism. France of
the prewar Third Republic traced Europe’s trajectory toward today’s hege-
monic synthesis of capitalist economics, liberal democracy, and the centralized
nation-state far more clearly than did imperial Germany (still struggling to
reconcile its Prussian legacy with its capitalist dynamism), more obviously
than Victorian and Edwardian Britain (hardly democratic, and an imperial
metropolis rather than a nation-state), and certainly more starkly than the
ramshackle eastern empires of Austria and Russia (still mired in the legacy of
early-modern state-building). The French Republic, in effect, prefigured
today’s neoliberal “end of history.” At the fin de siècle, however, history
dragged on. The near-mortal crises of the Republic—Boulanger’s Caesarean
uprising of the late 1880s, the anti-Semitic insurgency during the Dreyfus
affair—foreshadowed the impending “era of fascism.”17 France, more than
anywhere else on earth at the time, embodied both the force and the frailty of
liberal nationalism.18

France of the belle epoque not only exemplified national liberalism and
originated protofascist “integral nationalism,” but gave birth in 1882 to a
potent Marxist movement, the Parti Ouvrier Français.19 Although little more
than a militant sect during the 1880s, the POF transformed France’s political
culture during the 1890s, molding the Left to its Marxism before melding
into the unified French socialist party of 1905. Led by Jules Guesde, one of
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France’s most charismatic orators and a vulgarizer of genius, inspired by Paul
Lafargue, son-in-law of Marx and a brilliant, if erratic, ideologue, and rein-
forced by thousands of devoted militants, the Parti Ouvrier self-consciously
represented Marxist socialism in France. There the POF pioneered the mod-
ern mass social-democratic party, invented much of the ceremony and sym-
bolism of twentieth-century socialism (including the flying of the red flag, the
singing of the Internationale, and the celebration of May Day), and organized
the Parisian founding of the Second International. Across France, from the
humblest mining village to the arrogant capital, the Guesdists (as they were
known) indicted bourgeois rule, promoted proletarian mobilization, and
augured the socialist revolution.

But what of the Parti Ouvrier Français and the “national question”? Like
Marxists in Vienna or Warsaw, Guesdists had to respond to that interrogative.
France, after all, prided itself on being the model nation-state, and its rulers
ruled as “national liberals,” even if (unlike their German counterparts) they
never designated themselves as such. As a revolutionary party, as the French
embodiment of international socialism, the POF needed to discredit a “certain
idea of France” in order to undermine bourgeois hegemony. At the same time,
Guesdists fought ferociously against rival claimants to the liberal succession.
Paul Déroulède’s paramilitary Ligue des Patriotes constituted an “anti-POF”
that mobilized the French not only against the Germans, but against the
Marxist “internal enemy.” The virulent anti-Semitic movement patronized by
Edouard Drumont, harbinger of the Holocaust, battled against the “Jewish
socialism” of the Parti Ouvrier no less than against the Jewish bankers of the
rue Lafitte. And Maurice Barrès’s “national socialism” defined its “socialism”
against Guesde’s Marxism as well as against Ferry’s national liberalism. How
could French Marxists ignore the nationalist challenge, challenged as they
were by both national liberals and national socialists? They couldn’t, of course.
During decades of ideological contention, the Parti Ouvrier formulated many
answers to Marxism’s “national question,” from cosmopolitan repudiation of
the nation to near-Barrèsian appropriation of nationalism. Yet this long, ardu-
ous, and ambiguous engagement between French Marxism and French
nationalism has remained virtually unstudied.20 As scholarship struggles to
make sense of Marxism’s epochal failure, the emblematic case of the Parti
Ouvrier Français deserves scrutiny.

This study scrutinizes the Guesdists’ experience analytically rather than
through “narrative.”21 Guesdist discourse certainly responded to salient events,
and makes sense only in terms of those events.The Parti Ouvrier’s electoral suc-
cesses of the 1890s, for instance, undoubtedly inflected the movement toward
socialist nationalism, if only because its enemies discovered nationalism’s utility
in maligning the Guesdists’ cosmopolitan convictions.22 Nonetheless, the intri-
cate dialectic between Marxism and nationhood during the French fin de siècle
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is best elucidated not by “telling a story” but by systematic analysis. The Parti
Ouvrier certainly oscillated between alternative understandings of national
identity, but little overall “development” occurred in its confused answer to the
national question. Even during the POF’s most “nationalist” phase during the
mid-1890s, it remained permeated by cosmopolitanism, while socialist nation-
alism recurred in its record even during the sectarian 1880s. Indeed, a reading
of Marx’s own work or perusal of today’s Trotskyist pamphlets reveals conflicted
responses to national identity strikingly similar to the Parti Ouvrier’s own equiv-
ocations. Marxism’s unchanging imperatives defined the Guesdists’ equivocal
interpretation of national identity, while the Guesdists’ oscillating viewpoint in
turn tells us much about the unstable essence of Marxism. Analysis, not story-
telling, best illuminates this fluid yet closely channeled discourse. Although
attentive to the shifting setting of the French fin de siècle, this study dissects an
invariant, if complex and at times even self-contradictory, “meaning of Marx-
ism.” It is an “anatomy,” not a narrative.23

Chapter 1 anatomizes Marxism’s “default mode,” the conviction that
“the workingmen have no country.”24 When obedient to this conviction,
Guesdists repudiated all identities founded on “various human fragments dis-
seminated across the planet” in favor of a “final human communion, a plane-
tary internationalism.”25 This chapter elucidates the French Marxists’ brilliant
insights into a capitalist world market that transgressed every boundary, and
their utopian expectation that bourgeois globalization would necessarily
engender a working class without ethnic allegiance, a proletariat loyal to “only
one homeland: the social revolution.”26

Chapter 2 begins an examination, to be completed in chapter 3, of the
French Marxists’ forced recognition that “workingmen” did, indeed, “have a
country.” During the fin de siècle, national welfare systems, national mass
media, and national primary education universalized national identity. At the
same time, “social imperialism” and universal conscription generalized chau-
vinism. When Guesdists puzzled over the survival of a nationhood that “no
longer has any rationale,”27 they most often faulted bourgeois brainwashing in
schoolrooms and barracks.

Chapter 3 dissects the Parti Ouvrier’s encounter with “national econom-
ics.” At their most disillusioned, Guesdists sometimes acknowledged that cap-
italist cosmopolitanism paradoxically engendered a “national proletariat.” Ever-
higher tariff barriers, the “Chinese Walls of patriotism,”28 united protectionist
French workers and employers against foreign labor and capital, while “native”
and immigrant workers clashed bloodily throughout France’s “national” labor
market. Often, during the belle epoque, the Marxists’ exhortation “Workers of
the world, unite!” echoed frustration rather than hope. Indeed, the POF itself
sometimes championed “socialism in one country,” its advocacy of “socializa-
tion” segueing easily into enthusiasm for “nationalizations.”
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Chapter 4 analyzes Marxism’s resultant Mr. Hyde persona, socialist
nationalism, as opposed to its Dr. Jekyll, global cosmopolitanism. Capitalism’s
“international of financiers and thieves,”29 Guesdists raged, speculated with
the national interest, thereby poisoning the nation’s very fecundity while
betraying France to her enemies. Far from abolishing nationhood, the Parti
Ouvrier promised that socialism would restore France “to her first place
among nations.”30 In their socialist-nationalist persona, Guesdists vaunted
themselves as France’s only true patriots.

In sum, chapters 1 to 4 explicate Marxism’s “erratic unity of opposites”31

in the Guesdists’ oscillation between cosmopolitanism and socialist national-
ism. Chapter 5 moves to the POF’s encounter with race. The French Marx-
ists occasionally succumbed to their time’s endemic racism, most frequently
when terrified by a supposedly impending invasion of coolie laborers—“Chi-
nese sodomites,”32 as Le Socialiste coarsely characterized them. Most often,
however, Guesdists derided “the theory of race” as “absurd, ridiculous, unreal-
izable.”33 The instance of anti-Semitism, so virulent in the France of the Drey-
fus affair, best illuminates these Marxist ambiguities. Scholars have con-
demned Guesdists for their supposed anti-Semitism, highlighting the Parti
Ouvrier’s refusal to rally behind “that traitor Dreyfus,”34 instancing the Gues-
dists’ denunciations of Rothschild, “that villainous Jew from Frankfurt.”35 Yet
the French Marxists also lauded Jewish creativity, and bemoaned their own
inability to recruit Jewish militants.36 Chapter 5 scrutinizes both the Gues-
dists’ occasional racist failings and their fundamental antiracism, with partic-
ular reference to the POF’s answers to the “Jewish question.”

The belle epoque’s nascent “national socialism” violently challenged the
Parti Ouvrier’s command of the proletariat, not least by mobilizing anti-
Semitism against the French Marxists. This challenge supplies the rich sub-
ject matter for chapter 6, validating Tom Nairn’s contention that fascism tells
us much about the ultimate logic of nationalist politics.37 Did Guesdists ever
connive with France’s protofascists, as has sometimes been alleged, thereby
prefiguring the supposedly intermeshed “totalitarianisms” of the twentieth
century? Did irresponsible French Marxists hope to seduce the nationalist
ultras on the assumption that “nationalism is one of the harbingers of social-
ist triumph”?38 Alternatively, did the two militant movements duel to the
death, despite their shared hatred of the hegemonic liberals? Did infuriated
Guesdists aspire to put the ultranationalists “up against the wall”?39 And how
did the Parti Ouvrier understand the origins, class identity, and destiny of the
time’s embryonic national socialism? Answers to these questions, until now
virtually unasked, explicate a vital episode in the chaotic collision of class ide-
ology with ethnic fanaticism.

Finally, to foreshadow a conclusion. The Guesdists inherited rich
insights from Marx, and elaborated them richly. They engaged with aspects of
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nationalized modernity that Marx had hardly imagined, and foreshadowed
many of twentieth-century Marxism’s most brilliant theoretical engagements
with ethnicity. Yet the brilliance of these illuminations often blinded the Parti
Ouvrier to the benighted world of “blood and belonging.” Blindness and bril-
liance. These antinomies of Guesdism tell us much about Marxism’s travails
in a war-riven “world of nations”—the unfortunate Guesdists’ world, and
unfortunately our own.
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In one of its incarnations, the POF validated the accusation that Marxists are
alien to nationhood, strangers to patriotism, mere “rootless cosmopolitans.”1

Certainly Parti Ouvrier texts offer few hints of that “enracinement”2 in land-
scape, kinship, and heritage so vital to national identity. The rhetoric of “blood
and belonging” played virtually no role in the Guesdists’ discursive self-con-
struction, in sharp contrast to the instinctive nationalism characteristic of their
ideological interlocutors—all of whom, from socialist-nationalist competitors
like Jaurès, through National Liberal opponents like Ferry, to national-social-
ist enemies like Barrès, rejoiced in their national “roots.” In the Parti Ouvrier’s
most cosmopolitan persona, the movement derided the patrie as a false god
invoked by charlatans like Jaurès, Ferry, and Barrès to mislead the masses.
Rather than mindlessly worshipping that fake “homeland,” Guesdist obeyed
The Communist Manifesto’s mandate, often underscored in Parti Ouvrier dis-
course, that “Communists . . . point out and bring to the front the common
interests of the entire proletariat, independently of all nationality.”3 This
injunction could be interpreted as repudiating nationhood, both as authentic
historical experience and as valid political project, and was so interpreted when
the Parti Ouvrier self-consciously embodied Marxism’s “universal, placeless,
and especially nation-less”4 proletariat. Lafargue exemplified this ultracos-
mopolitanism when he quoted Renan’s sour observation that “where socialism
appears, there patriotism vanishes”—an observation that the Guesdist leader
gleefully accepted, not as the intended criticism, but as unintended praise.5

This anational, even antinational, sensibility recurred sporadically
throughout the POF’s history, and was deeply grounded in the Guesdists’ pas-
sions and preoccupations. Prosopographically, their openness to the world mir-
rored that of their German-Jewish-English master.6 Long years of exile typi-
fied the life histories of the POF’s leadership—the catastrophic Communard
experience having ensured that, like Marx himself, Guesde, Lafargue and many
of their lieutenants had joined European socialism’s multitude of “uprooted.”
Guesde himself retained strong Italian connections from his exile years, during
which Milan had witnessed his abandonment of youthful anarchism for proto-
Marxist socialism, and his marriage to a beautiful and polyglot Milanese.7 For
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his part, Lafargue exemplified nineteenth-century “multiculturalism” and
“hybridity.” Of Cuban extraction, flaunting Negro, Jewish, and American
Indian blood, living an exile’s life abroad in Spain and England, and married to
a London-raised Jew (née Laura Marx), the Guesdist leader was often vilified
as a foreigner . . . and rejoiced in the characterization.8 On one occasion, hav-
ing been viciously attacked as alien, Lafargue, described in Le Socialiste’s
account (almost certainly in his own words) as “priding himself on being inter-
national,” simply shrugged with indifference.9 French, Cuban, Spanish, Carib,
Jewish, Negro—none of these ethnic identities mattered. As far as he himself
was concerned, Paul Lafargue was simply a socialist and, as such, a citizen of
the world. Other militants proudly emphasized their own years of exile, assert-
ing that the salutary experience had immunized them against nationalist con-
tamination.10 Yet other Guesdists—like the multilingual Charles Bonnier, who
had taught French in Oxford—even if spared Communard banishment,
exploited their ramified international networks to enfold themselves in a sup-
posedly seamless fabric of cosmopolitan communion.

Nor were these instances of self-asserted cosmopolitanism individual
eccentricities. The Parti Ouvrier as a whole was, in some ways, as cosmopolitan
as its cadres. Its membership manifested the Party’s relaxed openness to ethnic
“others”—most obviously in the Nord, the heartland of Guesdism, where Bel-
gians played a starring role first in founding and then in sustaining the POF.11

Guesde’s enemies, indeed, indicted the deputy from Roubaix as representing
only the city’s teeming naturalized immigrants!12 At the other end of the coun-
try, the Parti Ouvrier strove to recruit the Midi’s many Italian workers, if neces-
sary by appealing to them in their own language. Commenting on the forma-
tion of a “section italienne du POF” in the Savoy, Le Socialiste happily concluded
that this commingling of French and Italians conclusively demonstrated that
“for socialism and for the Parti Ouvrier Français, there are no frontiers.”13

L’Egalité and Le Socialiste filled their columns with articles culled from
the world’s Marxist press—not least with articles against nationalism—even,
or even particularly, when drawn from German socialist journals. Clara
Zetkin, for one, might well have been on Le Socialiste’s staff, given her promi-
nence in its pages. Financial reports emphasized foreign donations to the
POF’s coffers, almost as if to confirm nationalist slanders that the Parti
Ouvrier was treasonously funded from abroad.14 French Marxists, in turn,
made demonstrative contributions to socialist movements elsewhere.15 Gues-
dists confirmed their cosmopolitanism in noticing how, “each time there is an
outburst of labor unrest in a particular country, it finds a sympathetic echo in
all other countries.”16 Guesdists amplified those echoes. Their press publicized
foreign support for French strikes, while urging French workers to support
labor militancy abroad, on the clear and often explicit assumption that labor
should recognize no ethnic boundary separating worker from worker.
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As an instance of cosmopolitanism, Le Socialiste’s commemoration of
the Commune’s twentieth anniversary emphasized messages from friends out-
side France—missives from Liebknecht and Engels leading the edition, fol-
lowed by best wishes from socialists in Spain, Holland, England, Austria,
Denmark, Romania, and Italy, giving pride of place to Zetkin, and only then
presenting French contributions.17 The Parti Ouvrier’s inclusive language pol-
itics reflected this openness to the world. On one fraught occasion, for
instance, Le Socialiste elatedly reported the anti-Semitic Libre Parole’s fury over
a workers’ meeting in Paris, where foreign socialists had been invited to
address the throng in their own languages, allegedly evoking enthusiastic
cheers. Unlike the splenetic ultranationalists of the Libre Parole, the Guesdists’
newspaper welcomed this multilingual concord.18 German, French, Italian,
English—all had really spoken the language of socialism; all had ignored the
Libre Parole’s urging of “La France aux Français.” At the same time, the Parti
Ouvrier’s press extensively covered the activities of foreign socialists exiled to
Paris, and depicted them, not as resident foreigners, but as comrades with a
non-French linguistic background—as, for instance, “German-language
socialists resident in Paris.”19 Militants from across Europe embarked on
speaking tours through France at the behest of the Parti Ouvrier, and social-
ist luminaries from many countries attended the POF’s congresses, provoking
well-publicized clashes with inflamed nationalist demonstrators.20 Comment-
ing on a violence-ridden tour of southeastern France by Rinaldo Rigola, a for-
mer Lyonnais member of the POF and recently elected socialist deputy in the
Italian parliament, Le Socialiste summed up the experience by affirming that
“Italian socialist party or French socialist party, we are citizens of the same
nation, the nation of labor.”21

“That Absurdity: A Preference for a Special Place”:
The Guesdists and Parochialism

In this universalist mode, Guesdists reviled all territorially embedded identities,
and mocked not only nationality, but attachment to any pays—that untranslat-
able term for a native place, whether a dialect domain, a historically distinct
province, a much-loved village, or a venerable Parisian quartier.22 Most obvi-
ously, the Parti Ouvrier evinced no sympathy whatsoever for the nascent
regional identities of the Bretons, Catalans, and Basques. Guesdists totally
ignored these emerging “ethnies,” although the POF had constructed powerful
party organizations in Nantes, the Pyrénées-Orientales, and the Southwest.
Even more indicatively, despite the Parti Ouvrier’s deep implantation in the
humid plains of the Nord, it never recognized a distinct Flemish identity among
its adherents—whether in French Flanders itself, or among the thousands of
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Belgian immigrants who sustained the POF in its strongholds of Lille and
Roubaix. Flemish, Catalan, Basque, Breton—languages spoken by hundreds of
thousands on the French periphery—might as well not have existed, for all the
attention they received from the Parti Ouvrier. If the POF could thus simply
ignore the still timid ethnic reassertion of the Basques or Catalans, it could
hardly overlook the militant Languedocian and Provençal regionalist move-
ments—blossoming as they were during the fin de siècle, sung into rebirth by
the poetry of Mistral. Nevertheless, no editions of Le Socialiste du Gard appeared
in the recently reinvented phrases of the langue d’oc. Instead, Guesdists cruelly
mocked the Midi’s regionalists, deriding their resurrection of a moribund lin-
guistic tradition as pathetic and “grotesque.”23 Unwittingly, ironically, and in
common with most of the French Left, the supposedly cosmopolitan French
Marxists thus reinforced the jealous hegemony of the “national” language.

The Guesdists’ obliviousness to France’s own “nations without history”
raises a disturbing question: did the Parti Ouvrier’s absolute indifference to
Basques, Catalans, Flemings, and Bretons and its hostility toward the
renascent Midi express a veiled chauvinism, adherence to an all-conquering
French identity thinly disguised as universalism?24 So long as the Parti Ouvrier
maintained its scathing hostility toward French nationhood itself, the answer
to this question must be no. Within a genuinely cosmopolitan POF, the
much-mocked “national” identity of France enjoyed no more legitimacy than
the “regional” identity of an equally derided Languedoc. But on those other
occasions (to be considered in subsequent chapters) when the Party shifted its
identity politics from cosmopolitanism toward socialist nationalism, Guesdist
indifference to France’s multiple ethnic identities lends itself to more critical
readings. At best, a “socialist-nationalist” POF has to be indicted for culpable
neglect of long-standing historical injustices; at worst, for Francophone cul-
tural imperialism.

Nor did Guesdists sympathize with the provincial localism that was
cautiously reemerging from beneath France’s Jacobin carapace. This reticence
surprises. Despite much militancy in Paris’s working-class quartiers, Guesdists
had failed to make inroads into the capital’s socialist subculture, so that the
largely provincial POF might well have championed a provincial socialism
against the overweening metropolis. Why not meld Marxism with the
“regionalism” resurgent throughout provincial France—an inchoate identity as
yet without fixed ideological orientation? The French, after all, genuinely
experienced their many pays, felt them in their hearts as they felt for their fam-
ilies. Why not bind that heartfelt experience of home to the “imagined com-
munity” of global socialism, as nationalists would so effectively bind it to the
imagined community of the nation?25

Yet the Parti Ouvrier utterly failed this opportunity. As true heirs of the
First Republic’s revolutionary centralism, Guesdists self-consciously rejected
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the dialectic between the organic local and the locally transcendent so impres-
sively mastered by the ultranationalist Right.26 Guesde paraded none of the
intense Parisian “patriotism” characteristic of Edouard Drumont, although the
Parti Ouvrier’s leader was as much the son of vieux Paris as the chauvinist agi-
tator. As for Barrès’s flamboyantly publicized enracinement in his beloved Lor-
raine, the national socialist’s affectation struck Guesdists as absurd, while the
kindred particularism of the Action Française’s Charles Maurras, both
Provençal poet and integral nationalist, found no echo whatsoever in either
the Parti Ouvrier’s antinational or socialist-nationalist self-identities. The
nation, for French Marxists, was either repudiated, along with its provinces, or
construed, in the grand Republican tradition, as “one and indivisible.” Ironi-
cally, the largely provincial Guesdists were thus de facto as centralist as the
largely Parisian Blanquists. In practice, in the practicalities of headquarters,
meeting places, and editorial rooms, the French Marxists’ world turned on
Paris—however cosmopolitan that world may have been as ideal, however
local and provincial as embedded political culture. Not for French Marxists,
then, their period’s “reveil des provinces.”27

The POF, indeed, campaigned ferociously against local identities, if
only because such identities had planted deep roots in France’s proletarian
subsoil, and thereby impeded the Guesdists’ cultivation of a nationwide, even
worldwide, “working-class interest.”28 Manifesting these impediments, work-
ers’ diatribes against “foreigners” who invaded local labor markets sometimes
referred to “immigrants” from other parts of France—an indication that, for
the “popular classes,” “French” nationality hardly became an instituted reality
until the later nineteenth century, with the citizenship code of 1889 and the
administrative identification of “resident aliens” in 1888.29 Parisian building
workers thus barely distinguished between Breton and Italian laborers who
trespassed upon their terrain.30 Acutely aware of this threat to proletarian
unity, French Marxists fiercely criticized socialists like Paul Brousse and Jules
Joffrin—Possibilists, Parisian notables, and leaders of the anti-Guesdist
“municipal” tendency on the French Left—who shamelessly advanced the
interests of their local constituents against “outsiders.” The Parti Ouvrier’s
Possibilist enemies on the Paris municipal council had thus sought to solve the
unemployment crisis of the 1880s, at least for Parisians, by denying employ-
ment to workers with less than six months’ residency in the capital—a strat-
egy that utterly outraged the Guesdists. Confronted by such exclusionary
manoeuvers, the POF angrily contended that socialists represented a univer-
sal proletariat, not the arrogant exclusivity of the great metropolis, and cer-
tainly not the parochial selfishness of a Parisian quartier.31

In their critiques of parochialism, French Marxists at their most cos-
mopolitan simply denied that proletarians had local identities. “As to workers,
where are their neighborhood interests [intérêts de quartier]?” asked Paul
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Grados, one of the few Parisian leaders of the POF. “Everywhere,” he contin-
ued, “they endure—at Batignolles no less than at Montrouge, at Grenelle just
as at Ménilmontant—the same starvation wages and the same slums, the same
exploiters and the same landlords.” According to his reasoning, workers had
the same class-interest and hence the same identity everywhere, “not only in
the various quarters of Paris, but in every city and region throughout the
land.”32 Once proletarianized, Guesdists like Grados argued, workers had been
effectively uprooted—their identities thus everywhere identical, whether they
loaded barges on the quays of the Seine or ships on the docks of Marseille,
whether they excavated mine shafts in the Nord or tunnels for the Parisian
metro. In their less absolutist reflections, however, Guesdists admitted, if only
to deplore the fact, that some workers still manifested ingrained local identi-
ties. “All too many otherwise sensible people,” Le Socialiste grumbled, “still
have difficulty in ridding themselves of that absurdity: a preference for a spe-
cial place, for the people they find there, and [have], as a consequence, a sin-
gular animosity toward those who live elsewhere.”33 Guesdists, in such
moments of cosmopolitan extremism, evidently found themselves at home
everywhere, or perhaps nowhere, but never somewhere in particular.

This absolutism has, for Marxists, repeatedly obscured the persistence of
particularism, and has hindered socialism’s mobilization of those—virtually
everyone, in fact—who love their home or their homeland. Marxism’s utopian
universalism has, in particular, all too often forestalled creative engagement
with the “national question,” and thereby made Marxists more vulnerable to
nationalism—whether as enemy or as seducer.34 Marxism’s resultant defeats
and seductions have convincingly demonstrated that “it is only by ‘going
through’ nationality, rather than around it, that we can get to the other side, to
universality.”35 Why, then, have Marxists, when confronted by particularism, so
often adopted “avoidance strategies”? Most fundamentally, they have refused to
answer “the national question” (or the “question de quartier,” for that matter)
because they have failed to see its pertinence. They have founded their philo-
sophical anthropology on the universal human capacity for creativity, rather
than on individuals’ particularizing hunger for self-identity. Manifesting cre-
ative capacities—or “labor,” as Marxists have conceived creativity—has no par-
ticularistic implications, only implications for the individual or for humanity as
a whole. Becoming a fine parent, being a good friend, conceiving a novel idea,
crafting a beautiful pot—none of these necessarily divides “man from man” (or
even man from woman!). They are groundings from which can grow cos-
mopolitan universality. Establishing self-identity, however, implies particular-
ity defined against an “other” (initially, of course, against the parent). “I am a
man, not a woman.” “I am normal, not a pervert.” “I am Catholic, not a Jew.”
“I am French, not German.” All such identities are particularistic; all are poten-
tially divisive. Combine their terms, represent the man, the heterosexual, the
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gentile, the Frenchman, and there emerges a “National Front”—patriarchal,
homophobic, anti-Semitic, chauvinist. Marx was able to reject, even ignore,
this divisive dialectic of identity formation because his own self-identity was so
all-inclusive. “I am a human,” he was wont to claim. “Nihil humani a me
alienum puto” (Nothing human is alien to me).36 He, like his followers, failed
to realize that “real” individuals (even Marx himself, in his unthinking
moments as Victorian patriarch or imperial European) humanize themselves
through identification with “particular wholes” defined against others, as well
as through laboring for the “greater whole” of universal humanity.37

At the same time, Guesdists were misled by their political theory, or by
their lack of one. They shared Marx’s bitter hostility to politics as “represen-
tation”—whether in the “general interest’s” representation by Hegel’s rational-
istic bureaucrats, in Caesarist embodiment, or through “bourgeois parliamen-
tarianism.”38 Guesdists thus remained trapped in a noble but vacuous
commitment to direct democracy. Without bureaucracy, Caesar, or parlia-
ment, they had no way of embodying a people in a polity, while still expect-
ing such embodiment on a world scale! Their political theory might, just con-
ceivably, have legitimized the participatory democracy of a works council or a
community forum, and Guesdists dreamt vaguely of a global commonwealth.
But no intermediate entity between comradeship and cosmopolis made much
sense within their (non)political paradigm.39 No wonder Guesdists found it so
difficult, if not impossible, to appropriate the nation, or even the pays or the
province, for their political purposes! 

Their universalistic political theory generated a further fallacy: the
assumption that any polity short of cosmopolis meant war—an assumption
remarkably similar to the brutal “realism” of the modern Machiavellians, albeit
used to justify cosmopolitanism rather than an endless war-of-all-against-all.
Guesdists here failed to distinguish between power-political nationalism and
universalistic patriotism. The Parti Ouvrier might have adopted and adapted
the “French” ideal of the “patriot-citizen,” while rejecting the particularistic
“Central European” mystique of “blood and soil.”40 Such patriotism could, at
least in theory, have been blended with the Guesdists’ treasured cosmopoli-
tanism, and might then have articulated a range of nonexclusive Marxist iden-
tities—from the beloved locality, through nations as civic communities, to an
all-inclusive world-state. Guesdists, unfortunately, conflated “patriotism,” the
legacy of antique Stoic republicanism, with “nationalism,” defined as ethnic
exclusion. This indiscriminate commingling of universalistic Republican patri-
otism with “blood and soil” chauvinism, and the Guesdists’ repudiation of the
two together, played into the hands of their enemies. France’s liberal Republi-
cans were given a “free goal,” monopolizing civic patriotism, while the antilib-
eral national socialists appropriated ethnic “France” for their mythic cause—
with Guesdists relegated to a universalism without concrete embodiment.41
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“That Final Communion: A Planetary Internationalism”:
Guesdist Cosmopolitanism

The Marxists of the POF thus rejoiced in a cosmopolitanism at least as all-
inclusive as Marx’s own. In their universalistic mode, Guesdists pledged alle-
giance to “the grand homeland that is humanity”42 and sharply distinguished
the “homeland of which we dream” from “that of our chauvinists.” The French
Marxists’ dreamworld encompassed “humanity as a whole,” and promised “the
liberation of every human being, without distinction of sex, of race, or of
nationality.”43 As true heirs of the Enlightenment, Guesdists systematically
incorporated the philosophes’ humanistic universalism into fin de siècle
socialism, loyal to Marx’s maxim that “nothing human is alien to me.” Loyalty
to a particular place, to a particular people, as Guesdists understood such par-
ticularism, betrayed Marxism’s all-embracing allegiance to global humanity.
“For us the world!” cried Guesde: “A world become the great homeland for all
in which we will all be equal citizens!”44

French Marxists inflected this Enlightenment trope with their own
class-focused ideology. Just as integral nationalists arraigned “internal ene-
mies” (including Marxists) before the court of national interest, so Guesdists
indicted class traitors before the tribunal of worldwide humanity. In the Parti
Ouvrier’s rogues’ gallery, “bourgeois nationalists” were the worst culprits. They
had literally “alienated” themselves from the human race. As so often with the
humanist dictum that “nothing human is alien to me,” there lurked the latent
suggestion that “all that is alien to me is inhuman.” In keeping with the “oth-
ering” inherent in identity politics (even in the identity politics of cosmopoli-
tanism), dehumanizing metaphor peppered Guesdist polemic. Nationalism
was a noxious “weed” to be uprooted by the socialist plough;45 it was “bestial,”
and transformed men into ravening brutes;46 it was a “plague” against which
socialism alone conferred immunity.47 Weeds, beasts, bacilli—bourgeois
nationalists were the “alien other” to socialist humanity.

On the other hand, Guesdists found compatriots wherever workers
mobilized, whether they came “from Prussia or from Lorraine, whether they
are Semites or Latins.”48 In the Guesdists’ cosmopolitan code, the “homeland”
to which Marxism pledged allegiance was “the workers’ revolution” fought
“without distinctions of nationalism or race.”49 This proletarian patrie was
worldwide, fulfilling the promise of that radiant dawn of 1789 when “the
homeland had not been . . . a bit of territory limited by geological determin-
ism or the accidents of history”; when, instead, “the homeland was the revo-
lution.”50 The POF thus claimed the “sublime internationalism of the revolu-
tionary bourgeoisie” originally manifest in the Jacobins’ First Republic, before
that internationalism had “degenerated” into the Third Republic’s “disgusting
cosmopolitanism of thieves.”51 Once the workers’ revolution had destroyed
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this repulsive “bourgeois republic,” once socialism had triumphed across the
globe, Guesdists expected the resultant socialist world order to dismantle the
last barriers dividing man from man, whether they were the barriers of class
or of nationality. Entranced by this messianic vision, the Parti Ouvrier eagerly
anticipated the millenarian moment when “various human fragments, dis-
seminated across the planet, will attain that final communion: a planetary
internationalism.”52

What, then, of that other “communion,” the one in which French
nationalists worshiped: the patrie—that “homeland” consecrated by the blood
of ancestors, binding the ancestors’ heritage to the aspirations of today’s
enfants de la patrie, incarnate in the numinous landscape of la belle France? Not
for Guesdists such mysticism. Enraged by nationalism’s “savage passions,”53

Guesdists let fly an astonishing repertoire of vituperative rhetoric. “Savagery,”
indeed, was a favorite Guesdist characterization of nationalism, which was
portrayed, for instance, as a “bloodthirsty and savage incitement to mas-
sacre.”54 According to the French Marxists, in a time commanded by the cap-
italist world-market and promised by history to the socialist International,
nationalism had become as obsolete, ridiculous, and ultimately malignant as
tribalism. Affronted by nationalist demonstrations against performances of
Wagner’s Lohengrin at the Paris Opéra, Guesdists contemptuously pointed
out (ignoring Wagner’s own Teutonic racism) that “Wagner, along with social-
ism, has history on his side. Patriotism can do nothing against either of them,
or with either of them. It’s too petty, and won’t last.”55 Not for the Parti
Ouvrier that absurd toast: “Wright [sic] or wrong, my country!”56

France, instead of emanating from her people’s blood, instead of flow-
ering from her fecund landscape, was for Guesdists a mere historical construct
built “solely by force,” the force that “alone has constituted the transient unity
that carries the name French Nation.”57 Following the logic of this “construc-
tivism,” the Parti Ouvrier derided “natural frontiers” as geopolitical fantasy.
Asking himself why a randomly winding river like the Rhine was treasured as
a “national” boundary, Lafargue could find only one answer: “force!”58 Stras-
bourg and Colmar may have become German in 1871 by force majeure, he
admitted, but they had earlier been rendered “French” in exactly the same
manner. Languedoc, for its part, had been incorporated into France during a
thirteenth-century “crusade of extermination.”59 Simon de Montfort’s genoci-
dal campaign against Cathari Languedoc, according to the Guesdist, was only
one of many royal instances of bloodletting that had eventually coagulated
into “France.” Paradoxically, the cosmopolitan Lafargue thus agreed with the
ultranationalist Maurras: France had been constructed by monarchical aggres-
sion. The two ideologues, however, reached opposite conclusions from this
historical insight. For Maurras, it legitimated monarchy; for Lafargue, it dele-
gitimized the nation.
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Following the logic of these antinationalist precepts, the Parti Ouvrier
shunned France’s national symbols. Guesdists chanted the Internationale
rather than the Marseillaise, celebrated the Commune’s anniversary rather
than Bastille Day, and flaunted the red flag rather than the tricolore. The col-
ors of the national flag, after all, supposedly symbolized the nation’s tripartite
division into classes: white for the aristocracy, blue for the bourgeoisie, red for
the proletariat. The tricolore would soon be superseded—once class had been
abolished.60 Purged of bourgeois and aristocrats, the classless France of the
future would fly the workers’ red flag, as would the entire world—the drapeau
rouge thus proclaiming both the end of class and the extinction of nationality.
As for Bastille Day, it had supposedly degenerated into a bacchanalian orgy
even as it had, to the Guesdists’ chagrin, seized the popular imagination. “It
must be admitted,” Guesdists sneered after a particularly exuberant celebra-
tion, “that, as with most things national, the national holiday degenerates fur-
ther with every year.”61 For the Parti Ouvrier, the fête nationale would “always
be the celebration of others.”62 One POF section actually expelled militants
caught celebrating the holiday!63 Summing up the POF’s antinationalism,
Lafargue quoted Renan’s Stoic words during the siege of Paris: “Let France
perish . . . there is above her the realm of duty and reason”—a realm that, for
Lafargue (although certainly not for Renan!), included all the world where
socialists strove “to construct the greater homeland of humanity” on “the ruins
of [today’s] lesser homelands.”64

For Guesdists in this ultracosmopolitan mood, national identity was cap-
italist fraud. Bourgeois vendors of false consciousness peddled nationhood as
another “opium of the people,” but themselves abstained from their stupefying
drug. Capitalists abjured nationhood. According to one of Lafargue’s mordant
satirical pamphlets, which “revealed” the invention by the global ruling elite of
a “religion of capital,” this all-conquering cult avowed that “capital knows nei-
ther homeland, nor frontiers, nor color, nor race, nor age, nor sex; it is an inter-
national deity, a universal deity; its law will rule over all the children of man.”65

As avatars of this universal divinity, the capitalists themselves had “only one
homeland: the love of gold”;66 their “true nation” was “such and such a percent-
age of interest.”67 Developing this theme, the Congress of Montluçon, in for-
mulating the POF’s definitive edict on the “national question,” thus indicted
the cosmopolitan bourgeoisie’s pushing of national identity as “the last word in
confidence tricks.”68 The credulous might be conned, but bourgeois con men
themselves never credited their own nationalist trickery.

The Parti Ouvrier’s journalists and speakers regularly evoked the news of
the day to illustrate nationalist fraud. Did the French fleet attend ceremonies
inaugurating Germany’s Kiel Canal? “So much the better for us!” exclaimed a
delighted Le Socialiste. “Not only won’t we have war, but [this incident] is so
funny and so instructive [of nationalist hypocrisy].”69 Did the mill owners of
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Roanne protest that striking workers were betraying France by appealing for
support to British textile unions? The Guesdist newspaper L’Egalité acerbically
disclosed that these self-same “nationalist” employers imported textile machin-
ery from Britain.70 Did Paul Leroy-Beaulieu—editor of French capitalism’s
house organ L’Economiste Français, scourge of socialism, and proud patriot—
propose an entente for the duration of the Boer War between French and Ger-
man holders of Transvaal mining stock? Guesdists roared with laugher, since
the resultant organization would intermingle “patriots [in France and Ger-
many] who are thrown into fury by the very word ‘internationalism.’”71 Did the
same Leroy-Beaulieu advise his plutocratic readers to liquidate their holdings
in the underperforming French bourse . . . and invest their wealth in booming
turn-of-the-century Germany? “So much for patriotism!” crowed Le Socialiste.72

Did Leroy-Beaulieu attend a meeting in London of the “Liberty and Property
Defense League” at the very moment when his political mentors were expelling
the German socialist August Bebel from France? The conjunction, Le Socialiste
pointed out, demonstrated “a logically implied contradiction”: “[I]nternational-
ist, or at least antipatriotic, in its own interest, the bourgeoisie is only patriotic
for—and against!—the proletariat.”73

“Our Instructors in Internationalism”:
Globalization, Metahistory, and the Capitalist World Order

Why were Guesdists so convinced that “bourgeois exploitation is today inter-
national,” that “it knows neither races nor frontiers”?74 There was one obvious
answer: the Parti Ouvrier’s political economy. Like Marxists before and since,
Guesdists repeatedly demonstrated that capitalism’s commodification of the
world and its logic of accumulation undermined every particularism, includ-
ing nationhood.75 The French Marxists faithfully followed the Manifesto’s por-
trayal of how

the need of a constantly expanding market for its products chases the bour-
geoisie over the whole surface of the globe. It must nestle everywhere, settle
everywhere, establish connections everywhere. The bourgeoisie has through
its exploitation of the world market given a cosmopolitan character to pro-
duction and consumption in every country. To the great chagrin of Reac-
tionists, it has drawn from under the feet of industry the national ground on
which it stood. All old-established national industries have been destroyed
or are daily being destroyed. They are dislodged by new industries, whose
introduction becomes a life and death question for all civilized nations, by
industries that no longer work up indigenous raw material, but raw material
drawn from the remotest zones; industries whose products are consumed,
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not only at home, but in every quarter of the globe. In place of the old wants,
satisfied by the productions of the country, we find new wants, requiring for
their satisfaction the products of distant lands and climes. In place of the old
local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in every
direction, universal inter-dependence of nations. And as in material, so also
in intellectual production. The intellectual creations of individual nations
become common property. National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness
become more and more impossible, and from the numerous national and
local literatures, there arises a world literature.76

Cosmopolitanism, Guesdists affirmed, was not some quixotic Marxist fancy.
It was “already everywhere, in the clothes we wear and which owe their wool
to Australia and their cotton to America; in the letters that we write and
which international conventions transport to the four corners of the world; in
the bread that we eat, baked from the wheat of Russia or India.”77 French
Marxists of the belle epoque—like all Marxists, or at least all those of the Sec-
ond International—ruthlessly discarded the “depreciated currency of supposed
eternal principles” in favor of that “most vulgar yet most indispensable of real-
ities, economic reality.”78 By this accountancy, nationhood was one of the most
worthless of the fin de siècle’s badly “depreciated currencies.”

In pursuing this thesis, Guesdists highlighted the cosmopolitanism of
France’s supposedly nationalist industrialists—a cosmopolitanism described
with scathing irony as “the patriotic procedures of employers for the promo-
tion of national industrial prosperity.”79 If the Guesdists were internationalists,
then how much more so were capitalists! Socialists like Guesde, after all, had
never, unlike Eugène Motte—Roubaissian mill owner, ultrapatriot, and victor
over Guesde during the 1898 parliamentary elections—invested their earn-
ings in foreign factories, investments that then returned to France as cheap
imports to dispossess the Roubaissian workers who had succumbed to Motte’s
nationalist blandishments. Having revealed a massive textile works under con-
struction in Russian Poland, Le Socialiste drove home the fact that 

the headquarters of this enterprise are not in Russia, but in France. . . . Its
owners are not Russians, but the industrialists of Roubaix, Tourcoing, and
Lille. . . . They are the famous “patriots” of the “Union Sociale” who have
hurled the epithet “internationalist” against Guesde.80

Thus the Parti Ouvrier understood supposedly “French” industrialists: corpo-
rate headquarters in France; class interest invested anywhere and everywhere.

In the POF’s historical dramaturgy, “multinational corporations” strode
forth as lead actors in the epic creation of the modern globalizing world.
Utterly indifferent to nationality, these vast enterprises bought wherever prod-
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ucts were cheapest, invested wherever returns were highest, and sold into the
most lucrative markets, wherever they might be. Their shareholders’ portfolios
carried no passports as they toured the world, searching for the best coupon.81

This insatiable accumulation process, according to the Guesdists,

has increasingly substituted the world market for the national market. It has
created new industries dependent on foreign sources for their raw materials
and on foreign markets for their sales. . . . And, above all, its [international-
ism] is in the exploitation of labor, which increasingly replaces a nation’s
workers . . . with Belgians, Spaniards, Italians, Swiss, Germans, not to men-
tion Chinese, all turned against their brothers as low-price competition.82

Raw materials, markets, even labor—all were global, not national, despite the
bourgeoisie’s lying rhetoric.

However sincere the capitalists’ nationalism (and the Parti Ouvrier
rarely granted them sincerity), they had no alternative but to pursue an inter-
national and even antinational investment strategy. The POF’s astute political
economy demonstrated conclusively that, if “enclosed within ‘national’ fron-
tiers, . . . capitalism could no longer function normally, and would soon col-
lapse.”83 This accumulation imperative governed the world: it knew no limit,
and certainly no national limitations. The foundation of Guesdist social and
economic theory thus rested solidly on a “capitalist world system” that relent-
lessly “remakes the world in its image.”84 That image shone bright in the
Guesdists’ social imaginary:

[N]o nation can any longer enjoy an independent existence. . . . Just as indus-
trialization creates a division of labor within the workplace and within the
nation, so it unites workers and nations. It works toward the abolition of
class and the unification of the human race.85

In this classically Marxist analysis, capitalism moved with majestic inevitabil-
ity toward its supersession—toward its own transcendence in the classless
society of the future, and toward the abolition of nations, which would meld
into cosmopolis.

Antinationalism was thus not a pernicious socialist plot, but a dynamic
inherent in capitalism’s commodification of the world. Cosmopolitanism was
not the utopian dream indicted by realist statesmen, but the gathering reality
of capital’s global dominion. Just as eighteenth-century merchant capital had
smashed provincial impediments to trade, constructing a cohesive national
market and enabling the French Revolution’s abolition of the ancient
provinces, so twentieth-century finance capital would demolish nationally
bounded economies, constituting an all-encompassing world market and
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dooming the nation-state. No longer economically necessary, France would
follow Aquitaine into the wastebasket of history. In explicating the anti-
national logic of global capitalism, the Parti Ouvrier deemed capitalists, iron-
ically, to be the Guesdists’ own “instructors in internationalism.”86

The Parti Ouvrier founded its cosmopolitan conception not only on
political economy but on metahistory. The Guesdists’ historicization of
national identity, linked to their historicization of modes of production and
“modes of reproduction,”87 rendered the nineteenth-century bourgeois order
of capital, patriarchy, and nationhood transient rather than eternal. How so?
Each stage of world-historical development, French Marxists contended, had
evoked contingent forms of “patriotism” appropriate to its primary mode of
production—an insight that generated a surprisingly complex typology,
depending on whether patriotism “was embodied in an individual phenome-
non (the king, the chief, the family); a corporative entity (a city, a municipal-
ity, a guild); or, finally, a much greater body, a being much more complex (a
nation, a province, an empire with its colonies).”88 All these forms had been or
would be transient. The patriarchal clan, the God-King’s domain, the city-
state—each ancient particularism had believed itself eternal; each had
nonetheless succumbed to history’s relentless erasure. The same would hold
true for modern nationhood. Guesdists concluded that “no matter how recent
the birth of patriotism, how much nearer its death!”89

These variations in patriotic modes, according to Guesdist historical
thought, had been determined by mutations in the property system. Rulers
whose wealth derived from the exploitation of a particular form of historical
community would articulate their identity through a commensurate form of
“patriotism.” When a nomadic clan’s property was engrossed by its chief, he
necessarily focused its patriotic identity. Let the city-state—classical Athens,
medieval Florence, early-modern Geneva—become the locus of property
ownership, and patriotism became communal. With the rise of modern
“French,” “German” and “Italian” bourgeoisies whose economic domains tran-
scended mere cities or provinces, the French, German and Italian nation-
states had been born. As burgeoning capitalism created a proletariat with
global interests, so arose a novel universalist identity, a contemporary “patrio-
tism” of humanity as a whole.90

The Guesdists’ “useable past” served them well in mastering their pre-
sent. If the Parti Ouvrier sought to prove that the allegedly “French” bour-
geoisie (whose wealth was actually drawn from around the world) would soon
betray France, then the POF could recall how the wealthy of Athens had
betrayed their polis to protect their property, when the interest of polis and
property had diverged.91 If French Marxists needed to explain why bourgeois,
who had created the modern nation, now betrayed it, then Guesdists could
relate how seventeenth- and eighteenth-century capitalists had been mercan-
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tilist, dependent on the force and favor of strong “national” states, while show-
ing how contemporary capitalists, by contrast, had become cosmopolitan,
their interests “disseminated across the globe.”92 If Guesdists sought to explain
why the modern proletariat would never heed nationalist exhortations, they
could demonstrate how workers under capitalism, unlike the intensely patri-
otic and securely propertied artisans of medieval towns, had had their means
of production expropriated, and thus lacked any stake in “their” nations.93

Nor did the Guesdists confine their history lessons to explication of the
past and interpretation of the present. A vision of the future conditioned their
readings of both past and present, as has been the case with all metahistories,
from the chronicles of Ur to Lyotard’s vision of the “postmodern condition.”
Here, in their historical imaginary, the Guesdists augured an imminent
utopia: the socialist unification of mankind. According to Alexandre Zévaès,
youthful second to an aging Guesde,

[T]he nation presents itself to the eyes of scientific socialism as a stage, as a
stage in human evolution in which the tribe, the city, and the province have
been successive phases. The International of tomorrow will be the culmination
of that long evolution. It is the product of contemporary civilization itself.94

Tribes, cities, provinces, nations—their march through the millennia led
toward cosmopolis.

The workers of the world incarnated this utopian potential. Their “par-
ticular interests as a class,” Guesde contended, “coincide with the general
interest, thus transforming the proletariat . . . into the champion of all human-
ity.”95 Unlike every preceding ruling class, a triumphant proletariat would
usher in a genuine “commonwealth.” Workers’ property in their socialist order
would not exclude others from ownership, from participation, and hence from
belonging. Community would deepen to include all those once propertyless,
and expand to encompass the world. Just as universal property-ownership
would eradicate class divisions, so the consequent universalist identity would
erase national distinctions. In Le Socialiste’s tracing of this trajectory into the
future,

at one time limited to the clan, to the tribe, the idea of the homeland has
grown, forming the bourgeois [national] society of all those who have the
same interest. It has arrived at its final stage with the proletariat: the Inter-
national of producers. This [International] will be a very negation of the
homeland . . . and this word will no longer have a raison d’être, for there will
henceforth be only one class, only one collectivity.96

History promised global communion.
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Easier said than done. Guesdists occasionally admitted that transition
from the nationalist present to the universalist future would be more convo-
luted than this unilinear scheme suggested. At their most sophisticated,
French Marxists foreshadowed Lenin and Trotsky’s concept of “uneven and
combined development.” On one occasion, for instance, the Bonnier brothers
explained that capitalism had, as yet, left some industries small-scale and indi-
vidually owned, and therefore unready for “nationalization”; others large-scale
and collectively owned through national share markets, and thereby ripe for
such nationalization; and yet others all-encompassing in scale and globally
owned, and thus ready for the “internationalization” that would be the destiny
of all enterprise.97 At the fin de siècle, the Bonniers conceded, local, national,
and international proprietorship coexisted and clashed, to the befuddlement
of any unitary socialist strategy. Clearheaded Marxists such as themselves,
however, understood the simplifying logic of history. No Guesdist doubted for
a moment that capitalist modernity drove toward transcendence of the nations
that capitalism had first erected but would soon demolish—in their place con-
structing a world order to be inherited by the proletariat.

“All the Sons of Toil of the Universe”:
The Guesdists and Proletarian Internationalism

Despite their doubts about the imminence of universal globalization, Gues-
dists imagined an imminent universal proletariat. Capitalists, the Parti
Ouvrier suggested convincingly, bought labor power at its cheapest wherever
it might be found, and the resultant transnational dynamic, Guesdists argued,
not so convincingly, had standardized wages across the globe, thereby creating
“common conditions and common interests for workers everywhere.”98 In an
astonishing triumph of theory over observation, Guesdists sometimes seemed
to believe that this process had already everywhere equalized wages and con-
ditions, instituting “common conditions” constitutive of a united global prole-
tariat. In the categorical formulation of “Jacques Vingtras” ( J.-B. Lebas, the
future Guesdist mayor of Roubaix), the capitalist world system had already
ensured that “the interests of workers . . . are [throughout the world] identi-
cal.”99 For the Parti Ouvrier, these “common conditions” and “common inter-
ests” rendered working-class nationalism nonsensical in practice and incon-
ceivable in theory. Wherever workers lived, whatever their labor, they should
realize, would realize, that “any isolated campaign . . . has become impossible.
Only international militancy possesses any value.”100 Bourgeois cosmopoli-
tanism—the agency that had created the world market in capital, labor, and
goods—thus created proletarian cosmopolitanism, the agent of worldwide
socialist revolution. This dialectic ensured that
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the nation is today a word devoid of meaning. Most civilized nations are
exploited by a band of cosmopolitan capitalists, to whom have been delivered
the soil, commerce, industry, and the national finances. These capitalists have
only one homeland: the exploitation of every nation’s workers. Workers dis-
possessed of land and tools . . . now have only one homeland: the social rev-
olution, which will free them from cosmopolitan capitalist exploitation. That
homeland is not contained within the frontiers of one nation, but embraces
all the sons of toil of the universe.101

“All the sons of toil of the universe”—Marxism’s constituency, humanity’s
hope . . . and the nation’s doom.

The colossal emigration from nineteenth-century Europe, often evoked
in L’Egalité and Le Socialiste, classically manifested the bourgeoisie’s interna-
tionalization of its workforce. Cornish miners on the Victorian gold fields,
Piedmontese masons in the building sites of Buenos Aires, Polish ironwork-
ers at the furnaces of Pennsylvania—these regiments mobilized into “the army
of the sans-patrie”102 had been recruited not by socialism, but by capitalism. In
the Marxists’ amazingly optimistic (and wildly unrealistic) understanding of
American society, the United States, that New World called into existence by
capital, classically illustrated proletarian cosmopolitanism.103 Systematically
misled by their correspondents in New York and Chicago, the editors of Le
Socialiste retailed accounts of American workers who had already mingled
indistinguishably with midcentury German and Irish immigrants, and now
welcomed the tidal wave of Italian, Polish, and Jewish labor sweeping across
the Atlantic.

This American melting pot, for Guesdists, exemplified a worldwide
dynamic. Throughout capitalism’s global domain, among workers from San
Francisco to Siberia, from Norway to Argentina, “unity and the common
interest that it embodies ends by becoming dearer than any official homeland,
which represents in [workers’] eyes only employers’ . . . interests.” Thus, “for
the industrial proletariat, an international union has been created which is its
true homeland.”104 French Marxists at their most cosmopolitan thereby vali-
dated Michael Walzer’s insightful comment that “solidarity is the patriotism
of the left; often it replaces the sense of citizenship and even love of coun-
try.”105 Certainly Guesdists, in their cosmopolitan guise, had no doubt what-
soever that 

the coming revolution will be essentially proletarian, and, since the condi-
tions of life, since the goals, since the interests of the proletariat are every-

where identical, that revolution can only be international. . . . If the bourgeois
revolution of the eighteenth century abolished the provinces, the workers’
revolution will abolish the nations.106
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Transfixed by globalization, the Parti Ouvrier welcomed a fusion of national-
ities like that which had supposedly occurred within the American proletariat,
and heralded a consequent worldwide working-class revolution that would
institute a United States of the Earth.

This vision served Guesdists well in their running battles against critics
of cosmopolitanism, critics whose nationalism collapsed into absurdity if
posed against the awe-inspiring world market. When Maurice Barrès advo-
cated unity between French workers and French capitalists against foreigners,
and particularly against German workers and German capitalists, Guesdists
contemptuously referred him to the capitalist mode of production, which sup-
posedly bonded proletarians on both sides of the Vosges into a single revolu-
tionary mass. “In place of national working-class combinations . . . we will see
international combinations,” predicted Albert Delon, the Guesdist leader in
Nîmes. “We are moving toward a sort of European union”107—a vision well
calculated to outrage the Euro-skeptical Barrès and his protofascist followers.
Against Barrèsian nationalism, the Parti Ouvrier anticipated a day “when a
German candidate will be able to stand for election in France, and a French
candidate in Germany, because the workers will be united by the same mili-
tancy and the same cause on both sides of the border.”108 Guesdists thus based
their ultimate ideological identity on the principle that

socialists have only one homeland: the social revolution. All socialists, what-
ever their nationality, race or color, are fraternally united. The fundamental
sentiment uniting them is hatred of capitalism and its agents, whether
they’re named Ferry, Bismarck, Salisbury, or Katkoff.109

For the Parti Ouvrier, socialists could only overthrow their Ferrys and Bis-
marcks by working together internationally. Uncoordinated proletarian
national revolutions during the twentieth century would be as futile as unco-
ordinated local peasant insurrections had been during the Middle Ages.110

At their most prescient, Guesdists fully realized that “socialism in one
country” would prove fatally vulnerable to international capital, in the same
way that an isolated revolutionary France had eventually been defeated by the
united ancien régime.111 What is more, Guesdists argued, if national revolu-
tions were necessarily doomed to defeat, then socialist assumption of
“national” responsibilities under capitalism suggested an even worse conse-
quence: catastrophic self-betrayal, rather than mere catastrophe. Guesdists
foresaw the disastrous socialist-nationalist dynamic of August 1914, when
socialist “statesmen” would mobilize their followers against foreign socialists
and foreign workers, and do so in collaboration with their nations’ bourgeois
and with bourgeois nationalists.112 As uncompromising advocates of proletar-
ian unity across borders and fanatical opponents of class collaboration any-
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where, French Marxists feared and detested adventures in national “solidarity,”
exemplified for them by Millerand’s “treason” in joining a “bourgeois” govern-
ment that included General Gallifet, the “butcher of the Commune.” As “His
Excellency the Minister of Commerce,” Guesdists snarled, Millerand
betrayed not only French socialism, but also the international working class.
Such betrayal could not be countenanced, as working-class cosmopolitanism
was the form of the future, the destiny of mankind, “the furnace in which will
be founded all the melded elements of past society and of future humanity.”113

Thus was Guesdism at its most cosmopolitan—pledging its allegiance
to a universal humanity, embodying that humanity in the global working class,
renouncing nationhood as a rotting revenant from the savage past, denounc-
ing nationalism as malignant bourgeois ideology. This obstinate universalism
should command our respect. Cosmopolitan inclusion, however utopian, is
surely preferable to nationalist exclusion, however pragmatic; proletarian
globalism, however spectral, is surely better than working-class xenophobia,
however authentic.114 For that matter, the Guesdists’ stringent Marxism illu-
minated the hard realities of their world, and of ours. Who today, living under
the dominion of the IMF, would deny capitalism’s globalizing force? Trillions
of dollars sloshing through international capital markets must overwhelm the
skeptic. Who today would question that working-class militancy, if confined
to single nations, must prove easy prey to capital? The vulnerability of nation-
ally organized labor movements to footloose hedge funds cruelly demonstrates
the point. The Guesdists’ cosmopolitan convictions were extreme, but not
completely deluded.
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Despite the globalization limned in the Communist Manifesto, nationhood
has survived modernity. The century following Marx’s death may have wit-
nessed Marxism’s transient ascendancy as socialism’s master discourse, but it
also experienced the far more spectacular triumph of nationalism. Whether
in Paris during the Dreyfus affair, in Vienna during August 1914, in Berlin
during the Nazi ascendancy, or in Moscow during the “Great Patriotic War,”
the question confronting Marxists became “who [is] the ‘we’ in the domi-
nant political discourse, and who [is] the ‘other’ which defined that ‘we’”1—
“we workers” against capitalism, or the “we of our nation” against other
nations? In this contest, national identity repeatedly “trumped”2 class con-
sciousness. Workers fought workers, if separated by nationality; employees
and employers united, if allied by nationalism. And, even before our recent
“century of total war,” Marx and Engels had sometimes despaired at nation-
alism’s class-divisive and class-collaborationist force, not least as manifest in
France.3

Guesdists certainly had to contend with nationalism’s enduring vitality.
And they, too, like Marx and Engels, lapsed into consequent confusion, and
occasionally despaired. After all, floods of nationalist enthusiasm periodically
swept away the rivulets of Marxist militancy that crept across the contours of
the French political culture—Boulangism inundating proletarian constituen-
cies during the 1880s, Henri Rochefort’s “national-socialist” Intransigeant far
outselling Le Socialiste, and Pierre Biétry’s ultranationalist “Jaunes” overnight
erecting a labor organization far grander than the Guesdists’ withered Fédéra-
tion Nationale des Syndicats. Fin de siècle nationalists summoned workers to
their cause, and French proletarians responded.

“Our Brethren of Alsace-Lorraine”:
The Parti Ouvrier and “Revanche”

Lorraine, that mutilated member of the French body politic, illustrated this
Guesdist agony in microcosm, and in extremity. Even the incendiary magic of
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Guesde’s oratory fizzled when discharged in the mining villages and textile
towns of the northeast, with their “proletariat that’s so numerous, so compact,
so oppressed, yet so little imbued with the principles of modern scientific
socialism.”4 Nationalist heckling repeatedly barred Guesdists from even being
heard by the metalworkers of the Meurthe-et-Moselle, the textile operatives
of the Vosges, or the miners of the Longwy Basin.5 It was only in 1899, for
instance, that French Marxists finally established a POF branch in Lorraine’s
capital, Nancy, expecting that this hard-won bridgehead would soon mobilize
workers “until now diverted by nationalist and anti-Semitic tricksters.”6 Not
so. Maurice Barrès’ “national socialists” easily prevailed against newly intro-
duced Guesdism among Nancy’s metallurgists, mill workers, and glassblow-
ers. From first to last, Lorraine’s proletarians mobilized against Germans,
Jews, and immigrants, but not against capitalists.7

Why this Marxist fiasco in one of France’s most proletarian regions?
Quite simply, it happened because Guesdists repudiated revanche—that
dream of “revenge” for the annexations of 1871 that so empowered the belle
epoque’s virulent nationalism, and that so saturated Lorraine’s heated politi-
cal atmosphere.8 The Guesdists’ own understanding of “1871” produced a very
different agenda, and one with little resonance in the borderland. “The only
revenge that matters,” claimed the Parti Ouvrier, was “revenge for the Com-
mune, for the thousands of workers massacred by the bourgeoisie.”9 Even
more tellingly, the Parti Ouvrier detested the Alsatian “Protestaires” who
doggedly defied their province’s annexation to the Reich.10 The Protestaires,
after all, had voted unanimously for Bismarck’s antisocialist laws. From the
Parti Ouvrier’s jaundiced perspective, those most infuriated by Germany’s
annexations of 1871—Déroulède’s Ligue des Patriotes, Barrès’ national social-
ists, the pro-French recalcitrants within the lost provinces—were all “bour-
geois nationalists,” antisocialist reactionaries, counterrevolutionaries. They,
not imperial Germany, threatened aggression against both French and Ger-
man socialists.

All the same, Guesdists realized full well that their enemies’ cacopho-
nous calls for “revenge” could drown out the “social question,” so that its
answer would be deferred to the distant future when France was once again
whole. “If,” the Parti Ouvrier worried,

in order to organize themselves into a class party and pursue their libera-
tion . . . which is that of all humanity, the proletariats of different countries
have to await the return to the national cradle of all the lambs violently
detached from the national flock, then the capitalist Minotaur will have
many hundreds of years before him during which to levy his tribute of mis-
ery, tears, and blood from labor. That, of course, is what rulers and the
wealthy everywhere are hoping for and working for with all their force.11
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Fixated on the capitalist Minotaur, indifferent to Alsatian lambs, French
Marxists sometimes simply dismissed Alsace-Lorraine as a nonissue. As
Lafargue put it, in an ultracosmopolitan moment:

The Alsatians—before 1697, before the Republic of Strasbourg, defeated by
Louis XIV, was united, by brutal force, to France; before 1798, before the
Republic of Mulhouse, under the threat of seeing its industry ruined by the
customs barrier with which the Republican government of France had sur-
rounded it, had succumbed—the Alsatians were not French. Today, now that
Alsace has been brutally ripped from France, the Alsatians are no longer
French.12

According to Le Socialiste, all that really mattered in France, in Germany, and
in Alsace-Lorraine was the revolution, which would finally resolve both the
social question and the national question. “We . . . socialists,” Guesdists pro-
claimed, “witness with joy the swelling flood of German socialism, crossing
the Rhine, climbing the Vosges, and ending by effacing the frontier that sep-
arates France and Germany.”13 Guesdist publicists regularly reminded their
readers that the German Social Democrats had opposed Bismarck’s annexa-
tion of Metz and Strasbourg, had endured brutal repression for their pains,
and still advocated “self-determination” for Alsace-Lorraine.14 Reinforcing the
point, French Marxists highlighted vicious attacks launched by German
nationalists against the SPD, accused of working for French revanchists—in
ironic symmetry with those same revanchists’ accusations that the POF
worked for German imperialism.15

At the same time, Guesdists sought to demonstrate that bourgeois
nationalists disdained Alsace-Lorraine—in reality, if not in rhetoric. The
Parti Ouvrier elaborated an idiosyncratic thesis that “proved” that the
French bourgeoisie had no desire whatsoever to recover the lost provinces,
and that the French ruling class had encouraged their annexation to Ger-
many. Why so? Because France’s industrialists had benefited mightily from
placing Metz and Alsace beyond the tariff wall that ran invisibly along “the
blue line of the Vosges.” Ceding Lorraine’s coal mines to Germany, for
instance, had skyrocketed dividend income from the Anzin Mining Com-
pany, vastly enriching its plutocratic French owners.16 Guesdists actually
contended that regaining Alsace-Lorraine would ruin French capitalism.17

According to Lafargue,

[S]o long as the capitalist order continues, Alsace must remain German, in
the economic interest of France and of Alsace itself. However, once the social
revolution has nationalized the means of production and abolished industrial
competition, Alsace can return to France without danger. But, by then,
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Europe will form a single vast republic, then frontiers will have disappeared,
then the imbecilic and barbarous patriotic passions [of today] will have been
extinguished.18

As Lafargue summed up this thesis, “[I]t is difficult in a bourgeois world to
reconcile the interests of wealth and homeland.”19 After the revolution, tri-
umphant socialists would suffer no such difficulties—if only because bour-
geois wealth and national homelands would then have disappeared together.

Alternatively, however, when Guesdists donned their socialist-national-
ist persona, when they abandoned their stringent cosmopolitanism, they
sought to demonstrate that the POF, above all, and perhaps alone, cared for
Alsace-Lorraine—in sharp contrast to self-seeking bourgeois and hypocritical
nationalists, who were “content with speaking of it always and thinking of it
never.”20 This polemic, while evident throughout the Parti Ouvrier’s history,
became particularly prominent during the mid-1890s, after the election cam-
paign of 1893 had demonstrated that nationalist attacks could lose Guesdists
support in the Nord no less than in remnant Lorraine. Although French
Marxists always abjured revanche, they sometimes claimed that they, unlike
cynical bourgeois nationalists, had “not forgotten the little France detached
from the greater,” that “the workers of Alsace-Lorraine” had “their place . . .
in the heart and in the ranks of the Parti Ouvrier.”21 Illustrating this suppos-
edly heartfelt commitment, Guesdists organized a rally of Alsatians in French
Lorraine, where two Alsatian SPD Reichstag delegates, banned by the Ger-
man government from speaking in their constituencies, would finally be able
to address their border-crossing constituents. When the French government
forbade the rally and expelled the assembled Alsatians back to the Reich, the
Guesdists enjoyed a field day in the Chamber of Deputies, their account of
this exercise in Franco-German repression replete with descriptions of “weep-
ing Alsatian women” forced back over the frontier by French police.22 What
better proof of who really sided with the unfortunate Alsatians?

If the ugly frontier ripping through Lorraine was thus buttressed by
bourgeois on both sides of the border, then the ascendancy of socialism in
both France and Germany prefigured the end of 1871’s baleful legacy. Jour-
nalists at Le Socialiste, addressing their German comrades, affirmed that

Alsace-Lorraine, far from dividing us, can only unite us. The suppression of
borders, which is in our program as well as in yours, will transform our
brethren of Alsace-Lorraine into a token of unity between our two victori-
ous proletariats. In the name of the Parti Ouvrier Français, Le Socialiste joins
itself to the Sozial-Demokrat to proclaim with a single voice: Peace and unity
between the workers of all countries! War—and war to the death—to our
national and international exploiters!23
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According to Guesdists, those “national and international exploiters” exploited
the unhappy people of Alsace-Lorraine for propaganda no less than for profit.
Only socialism promised surcease.

The Parti Ouvrier thus oscillated between two utterly contradictory
theses: that the lost provinces mattered not a jot, or that the victory of social-
ism alone could return them to grieving France. In one persona, Guesdists
gloried in their indifference to Alsace-Lorraine; in the other, they postured as
the only hope for France’s reunification. In both personae, however, French
Marxists indicted bourgeois nationalists as essentially indifferent to the revan-
chism they pretended to champion, or even as complicit in the national muti-
lation from which bourgeois profited both economically and politically. Anti-
capitalism was the sole constant in this otherwise vacillating discourse.

“Binding Workers to the Homeland”:
Bourgeois Hegemony and the Welfare State

Faced by demoralizing realities like their failure to evangelize Lorraine, Gues-
dism’s certainties sometimes wavered. Nationhood survived, Guesdists sadly
admitted, as a formidable “obstacle to our propaganda.”24 According to the
Parisian Marxist Georges Crépin,

[E]verything [in bourgeois society] is calculated to inculcate savage passions
into the people which can be ignited whenever the bourgeoisie tosses in a bit of
incendiary material. [The bourgeoisie] has enveloped [the people] in an atro-
cious propaganda. . . . They have been saturated with it since their childhood.
Their spirit has been entirely poisoned by it. The streets down which they walk
carry the name of victories. There are statues of generals at every crossroads;
everything is draped in the national colors; everything reminds their exhausted
minds of that idiotic idea of the homeland. Open any newspaper, whichever
comes to hand, and read the leader or the feuilleton—you’ll find it loaded with
ringing phrases about Duty and Revenge. In the evening, exhausted by a heavy
day, head off . . . to any performance, and the singer . . . will evoke “Marceau,
Hoche, Kléber!—Victor Hugo, his glory!—the wine of France, which is blue,
white and red!” . . . Without questioning their own stupid fanaticism, [people]
become patriots. Why? They don’t know. Everyone’s like that.25

When Guesdists sought to make sense of this everyday world, they had to
explain or explain away the evident discordance between their experience of
rampant nationhood and their theory of cosmopolitan capitalism. “How,” they
asked themselves, “to account for the survival of a [nationalism] that no longer
has any rationale?”26
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Why then did nationalism survive, even thrive, in a world owned by
cosmopolitan bourgeois and promised to a transnational proletariat? Marxists
have proposed a multitude of answers to this vexed question.27 These many
answers may be subsumed into two alternative paradigms: one of which spec-
ifies the “real” aspects of modernity that justify national identity, the other of
which indicts nationalism as pernicious “false consciousness.”28 The two are
not mutually exclusive, but Marxists have tended to emphasize the latter.
They have assumed that, since workers should “naturally” opt for international
socialism, those who opt instead for antisocialist nationalism must be utterly
“irrational.”29 Nationalism, then, resembles religion—with both the ethnic and
the transcendent occluding the “real” world, and with both “faiths” serving to
divert workers from their “real” interests. Guesdists, indeed, often used this
analogy, arguing that, “just as [the bourgeoisie] has abandoned its atheism and
Voltaireanism in order to base its economic and political domination on reli-
gion, so it has abandoned the fraternity of peoples characteristic of its revolu-
tionary period and instead fans the flame of chauvinism, which has become an
instrument of oppression as powerful as religious sentiment.”30 This indict-
ment warrants review.

During their many explorations of “false consciousness,” contemporary
Marxists have devoted much thoughtful attention to modes of “national inte-
gration,” focusing above all on the welfare state and the “mass media.” Gues-
dists of the belle epoque, however, neglected these two nationalizing instru-
mentalities. The superstructural “disciplinary regimes” and “cultural
hegemonies” that have preoccupied recent “Western Marxists,” sometimes to
the near exclusion of Marx and Engels’s own emphasis on political economy,
played only a minor role in the Parti Ouvrier’s critiques of nationalism. In this
respect, Guesde and Lafargue reprised Marx and Engels rather than fore-
shadowing Poulantzas or Althusser. Not for Guesdists the dissection of
modernity’s “ideological state apparatuses,”31 although these apparatuses pro-
liferated during the fin de siècle.

This surprising neglect is exemplified by the Parti Ouvrier’s indifference
toward the “welfare state”—that complex of nurturing (and disciplining) insti-
tutions that the nation-state was developing to succor its citizens, thereby
gaining the motherland her children’s love and allegiance. “Motherland” . . . ?
Such “familial” metaphor already suffused nationalist rhetoric well before the
communitarian twentieth century.32 Nationalists have always melded the real
blood ties between parents and children with the fictitious blood ties between
compatriots.33 Since the later nineteenth century, however, as the nation-state
has assumed an ever-greater role in the provision of health, education, and
welfare, parental metaphors have gained a more powerful resonance. To affirm
that “the working men have no country”34 may have made sense when Marx
wrote the line in 1848. “Their country,” then, for most workers, meant avari-
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cious tax collectors, oppressive policemen, and brutal recruiting sergeants.
Marx’s dictum, however, had lost much of its credibility by the fin de siècle,
as mention of “fatherland” or “motherland” (the nurturing maternal image
now more plausible than the authoritarian paternal one)35 evoked instruction
by state-paid teachers, care from national health services, and “social security”
through nationally mandated unemployment and pension funds.36

In this sense, Guesdists appear surprisingly old-fashioned. Their
episodic but fierce hostility toward la patrie manifested an unthinking equa-
tion of the modern “homeland” with an antiquated regime of overt class priv-
ilege. French Marxists all too often elided “the nation” with the “bourgeois
state,” that “public coercive power created by class division”37—an elision more
appropriate to the France of Guizot than to that of Clemenceau. Witness
Lafargue, writing as late as 1891: “For the worker, the homeland is burden-
some and repellent: he knows it only by the weight it places on his shoul-
ders. . . . The homeland imposes taxes on everything he eats, drinks or
wears.”38 This ancient bracketing of burdensome state with repellent nation
retained some residual force at the fin de siècle. For the popular classes, after
all, “France” had long been little more than “the agents of the state”—royal,
republican, or imperial.39 The French state, across the centuries, had extor-
tionately taxed the poor to finance its panoply of judges, soldiers, and tax col-
lectors—all of them dedicated to maintaining this self-sustaining cycle of
exploitation and domination, all obedient to the wealthy and powerful who
profited from that cycle. Lafargue thus spoke for a venerable tradition of well-
justified popular hostility toward both the state and “its” nation, but a tradi-
tion already half-effaced by the nascent welfare-state.

At the fin de siècle, the age-old repulsion between the common people
and “their” nation, repulsion driven by the nation’s equation with an exploita-
tive state, had actually gone into reverse. Melding homeland and state increas-
ingly legitimated the state, rather than discrediting the nation. The reigning
French Republicans battened on this legitimating dynamic.40 The sleek men
in frock coats who thronged the corridors of power supposedly were as one
with sweat-stained peasants at their ploughs or grimy miners at the coal face.
The state belonged equally to them all as Frenchmen, nurtured them all
equally as enfants de la patrie. Little wonder, then, that, when encountering
such rhetoric, revolutionary Guesdists sometimes clung desperately to past
political mentalities. The Parti Ouvrier insisted that the patrie was, in fact, no
more than the oppressive and exploitative “bourgeois state,” and urged “the
people” to repudiate both.

The POF, however, sometimes abandoned this ur-Marxist absolutism,
since the debunking equation of illusory homeland with real but repellent
state generated crippling problems for Guesdist polemicists. Above all, it pre-
cluded a fruitful alternative: a revolutionary disjuncture between the rulers’
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pays légal and the people’s pays réel—that maneuver deployed by so many
insurgent nationalists against so many oppressive states.41 Why not separate
state from nation? As Marxists with a class agenda, Guesdists could then con-
trast the alienating, even alien, “bourgeois state” to the “real” working-class
nation. When Guesdists instead “tightened the hyphen” in “nation-state” to
the point where it disappeared entirely, they played into the hands of the rul-
ing bourgeois, who could then claim the nation as their own. “Lengthening
the hyphen” in “nation-state” promised greater rewards—on the principle that
“it makes political sense for an opposition . . . to claim to represent the nation
against the . . . state.”42 This card, however, could be played only by Marxists
willing to essay a “radical patriotism,” and thus risk a nationalist trump that
might subject socialism to nationalism.43 Guesdists, as we shall see in chap-
ter 4, were sometimes willing to take this risk.

Anti-Marxists, for their part, strove mightily to fuse state and nation.
This program enthused the many “communitarian” (as opposed to “socialist”)
critics of the fin de siècle’s individualist free-market polity—a regime that,
communitarians argued, abetted Marxism’s cosmopolitan class warriors by
alienating workers. According to national socialists, for instance, the coming
“national revolution” could be truly national only if it cherished all the French,
incorporating (exactly the right word for these corporatists) both France’s
humble and disadvantaged and her powerful and wealthy into a cohesive
national community.44 Nascent Christian Democracy and the “Solidarism”
recently invented by “social liberals” followed exactly the same communitar-
ian, corporatist, and anti-Marxist logic.45 To these critics of laissez-faire,
“nationalism” meant “care for the interests of all members of the community.”
“Patriotism,” they proclaimed, “involves a spirit of solidarity, mutual aid, and
fraternal charity.”46 Why? Asking himself the question “what is the point of
my campaign for the protection of the workers?” Barrès confidently replied:
“To bind them to the idea of the homeland!”47 National socialists, Christian
Democrats, and Solidarists all urged the nation-state to intervene against
impoverishment, unemployment, and extremes of exploitation—the grounds
for working-class alienation from the motherland, the breeding ground for
cosmopolitan Red revolution.

How did nationalist communitarians articulate this anti-Marxist pro-
gram? First, workers, having been deprived by proletarianization of property-
owning security, would gain “social security” through nationally provided unem-
ployment insurance, sickness benefits, and retirement funds. Workers would
thus prosper as “shareholders” in the nation-state. Second, their fragile families
having been disrupted by the market’s vagaries, proletarians could expect their
child rearing to be sustained by the nation. The nation-state would thus stand
godparent at every working-class baptism. Finally, their traditional patterns of
apprenticeship and trade solidarity having been destroyed by liberal anticorpo-
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ratism, workers would be trained and their careers promoted by the nation. The
nation-state would thus serve as a vast guild incorporating every proletarian.
“Over many centuries,” Barrès opined, “the French nation has managed to give
its members political security. It must now protect them against the economic
insecurity from which they are suffering at all levels.”48 Communitarian nation-
alists like Barrès, seconded by Christian Democrats and social liberals, origi-
nated the modern welfare state, determined as they were to refute Marxism’s
revolutionary claim that “the workers have no fatherland.”49 Their solidaristic
program would rule the West until today’s neoliberal reaction.

Thus, at the fin de siècle, whether in Edwardian Britain or Wilhelmine
Germany, and even in Waldeck-Rousseau’s France, governments had begun to
protect labor from the vagaries of the “free” market. Once workers had mobi-
lized as citizens with their power invested in the ballot box and the lobby
group, rather than as proletarians with their power manifest in the strike and
the street, they came to rely on “their” national state to regulate working hours
against capitalism’s voracious appetite for their life force, arbitrate labor dis-
putes where labor might otherwise be overwhelmed by capital, establish min-
imum wages and acceptable working conditions protecting workers against
the inhuman consequences of an unregulated labor market, and institute the
welfare state’s “social wage” that supplemented the meager wages awarded
through the labor market. Reformist labor leaders cooperated successfully
with bourgeois reformers to thus “humanize” capitalism.50 Against every
Marxist expectation, working hours were regulated, strikes were arbitrated, the
worst iniquities of the labor market were checked, and unemployment, illness,
and old age did gradually shed some of their terrors. French workers at the fin
de siècle really did have some reason to view France and its state as “theirs.”

Yet Guesdists virtually ignored this burgeoning counterrevolutionary
enterprise. Why? How could French Marxists continue to believe that the
“bourgeois state” and its nation would always represent class exclusion, but never
social integration? One answer might be that France had been slow to elaborate
a welfare state, certainly by comparison with imperial Germany. Wedded as they
were to laissez-faire, the Third Republic’s rulers detested Barrèsian “national
socialism,” the Christian Democrats’ Christian socialism, and even the social
liberals’ Solidarism. Yet liberal orthodoxy wavered at the fin de siècle. The haut-
bourgeois Opportunists and the petit-bourgeois Radicals—often against their
better judgment, and always with second thoughts—mobilized their state wher-
ever and whenever the invisible hand of the market had let drop the “national
interest.” France did move toward state-supported social protection, and French
workers did respond with hope and, sometimes, with nationalist enthusiasm.51

There is a more plausible explanation for the Guesdists’ obtuseness: that
they ignored the welfare state because of its apparition. In the Marxists’ night-
mares, if not in their waking calculations, they must have been terrified that a
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“bourgeois” nation-state that protected its workers might indeed gain their
loyalty. Best to deny the very possibility! Such denial became particularly evi-
dent once the Parti Ouvrier’s “reformist” enemies had gained power after the
Dreyfus affair. With Alexandre Millerand as minister of commerce, with a
flood of social legislation before the Chamber of Deputies, Guesdist denun-
ciations of the “false consciousness” inherent in social amelioration reached a
paroxysm.52 Marxist political economy made this “head-in-the-sand” strategy
theoretically possible, if not very credible. According to Guesdism’s theorists,
capitalism exerted “a mysterious force that laughs at all legislative measures
seeking to limit its power.”53 More credibly, the Parti Ouvrier denied that
bourgeois France would ever be willing, even if it were able, to integrate work-
ers into the nation.54 French Marxists refused to believe that the French
nation-state of the belle epoque might represent anyone but the bosses. For
the Parti Ouvrier, “so long as the bourgeoisie exists . . . the bourgeoisie will be
the ruling class. The [national] government, whether a monarchy, an empire,
or a republic, will serve the capitalists and oppress the workers.”55 The com-
munitarian welfare-state—dependent on national solidarity, working to
enhance that solidarity—presupposed concord between wealthy and poor,
employers and employees, the ruling class and the masses. The Guesdists’
entire conception of the capitalist order, by contrast, rested on class conflict.
When French Marxists encountered the reformist ideal of “labor negotiating
with capital, as equal to equal,”56 the Parti Ouvrier denounced this emollient
vision as “treason and delusion.”57 According to the Parti Ouvrier, “national
solidarity” would always be frustrated by “the bestial egotism of the bosses.”58

When faced by reformists’ plans for national arbitration authorities and
national labor market regulation, outraged Guesdists responded with the war
cry “Long live the liberation of the workers by the workers themselves!”59

If Guesdists grossly underestimated the welfare state’s nationalizing force,
they largely ignored the mass media. Yet the popular press had, by the fin de siè-
cle, already assumed its paramount role in forging the modern political culture,
not least by imposing nationalism on an increasingly all-encompassing “public
sphere.” Chauvinism, after all, has always fouled popular journalism, from the
Crimean War’s “jingoism” to the Falklands conflict’s “Gotcha!” How, then, could
Guesdists have so neglected the revanchist, militarist, and racist Petit Journal,
when it outsold Le Socialiste twenty to one?60 What might account for this aston-
ishing failure to engage systematically with the “bourgeois press”—that ultimate
instrument of false consciousness that has impelled today’s “eclipse of class,” with
our society’s endemic class conflict obscured by a swirling cloud of tabloids?61

The most obvious answer to this question is that the new mass-circula-
tion dailies, with their virulent ultranationalism, had, at the fin de siècle, as yet
made little impact on the working class, appealing instead to a largely petit-
bourgeois readership. Before the eight-hour day and “affluence,” most indus-
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trial workers had neither the time nor the resources for even the “penny press.”
Thus, in impoverished Roubaix, Le Socialiste could still compete with Le Petit
Journal. Guesdism throve within a doomed milieu of pamphlets distributed
through reading groups, of journaux d’opinion read collectively in cafés and
workplaces, of public meetings attended as a major locus of popular enter-
tainment. In the Marxists’ own destitute domain, they had yet to confront the
capitalist “culture industry” in all its monstrous might.

Mass education, by contrast, could not be ignored. By the end of the
nineteenth century, primary schooling had been imposed on all France’s chil-
dren. Proletarian young people were now subjected to the disciplines and doc-
trines of the schoolmaster, and the Republican politicians who presided so
proudly over this vast project of “public enlightenment” ensured that schools
drilled students in nationalism as forcefully as in the “three Rs.”62 Well might
the modern nation be described as “the dictatorship of the professoriat”!63

France’s “secular” schools were, in fact, not only dictatorial, but deeply reli-
gious—teaching, in the words of the great Republican propagandist Paul Bert,
the “religion of the motherland, that cult and conviction, at once passionate
and reasoned, which we wish to inculcate into the heart and spirit of our chil-
dren.”64 And malleable young hearts and spirits, by their millions, were indeed
molded to the nationalist faith.

For the Guesdists, this “education” indoctrinated the working class with
nationalist false consciousness. Confronted by the rise of ultranationalist poli-
tics during the early twentieth century, challenged by the “nationalist revival”65

so tragically incarnate in the bellicose “generation of 1914,” Guesdists angrily
attributed the phenomenon to “the public instruction given to our children, to
whom it is explained that all those born outside our frontiers are enemies, sav-
ages against whose attacks we must always be prepared.”66 As the nineteenth
century ended, the Parti Ouvrier became uneasily aware how powerful this
indoctrination could be. Commenting on the ultranationalist triumph in Paris
during the 1900 municipal elections, when the great city shifted its allegiance
from the radical Left to the chauvinist Right, Le Socialiste blamed the “fall of
Paris” on “bourgeois politicians” who had “poisoned the population with . . .
patriotism, the poisoning beginning at the youngest age, in the primary
school.”67 During the mid-nineteenth century, revolutionaries had feared the
policeman; at the fin de siècle, Guesdists dreaded the schoolmaster.

“That System of Blood and Filth”:
The Guesdists and Social Imperialism

According to recent Marxist theory, capitalism’s “ideological state apparatuses”
have been buttressed by “social imperialism”—that ever-popular strategy
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whereby ruling classes mobilize subalterns through imperialism, xenophobia,
and war.68 The belle epoque exemplified this project, as Europeans imbued their
political cultures with the martial drama of parading soldiers, embodied their
national identities in flags newly unfurled on exotic shores, and judged them-
selves against Darwinian measures of “national fitness” for combat. Transfixed
by eye-catching uniforms and foreign adventure, many metropolitan proletari-
ans succumbed to the time’s ambient imperialism—abandoning class war for
international competition, defining themselves against subjected colonial peo-
ples rather than exploitative bourgeois, identifying themselves as a ruling race
rather than as an oppressed class. Imperialist “othering,” in turn, evoked the
anti-imperialism of its “others.” If English workers in Liverpool could be mobi-
lized against the Irish, so Irish workers in Dublin (and Liverpool!) could be
mobilized against the English. Marx and Engels themselves had realized, if only
from their frustrating experience of “the Irish question,” that both ruling nations
and those they ruled, failing “national liberation,” abjured social revolution.69

Fin de siècle France manifested “social imperialism” in both those
counterrevolutionary dimensions. Like the Irish, the French viewed them-
selves as victims. The loss of Alsace-Lorraine to Germany, that unforgotten
and unforgiven “mutilation of 1871,” awarded French nationalists their most
potent issue. At the same time, like the English, the French considered
themselves an imperial people. French carpenters and French building con-
tractors, French dockworkers and French shipping magnates, French peas-
ants and French grain merchants—all were cohesively French, when chal-
lenged by rebellious Algerians who hated them all equally. Ethnic identity
politics had originally, from Boulainviller in the eighteenth century until
Gobineau in the nineteenth, separated classes within France, with Germanic
aristocrats distinguished from Gallic commoners. By the fin de siècle, how-
ever, France’s increasingly racialized identity effectively distinguished a uni-
tary nation from alien neighbors and subjects—thereby extinguishing class
war beneath race wars.70

The POF loathed this dialectic, hating the “hatreds that politicians and
financiers use . . . to bring on international conflicts.”71 Guesdists depicted the
fin de siècle’s fevered chauvinism as mere bourgeois propaganda wielded by
“ringleaders whose prime purpose is to provoke the working class to murder,
to pillage, and to arson . . . against our neighbors across the frontier—our fel-
low citizens of tomorrow.”72 The Parti Ouvrier’s consequent antimilitarism
and anti-imperialism contrasted sharply with the tradition from which Gues-
dism had emerged: that of the bellicose Blanqui and the warlike Commu-
nards. Fin de siècle political culture witnessed a profound transformation, of
which Guesdist pacifism was one striking manifestation. The Right, which
had once feared war and imperialism as roads to revolution, instead recycled
them as barricades against the Left. The Left, in turn, became increasingly
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pacifist, abandoning its century-old conflation of the “people armed against
reaction” with the “people armed against the foreigner.”73

Not that the Parti Ouvrier cared much for pacifism and anti-imperial-
ism as such. According to French Marxists, warfare and empire were mere
symptoms of a sickened and sickening capitalism. Guesdists intended to cure
the disease. Socialism, they contended, was the only balm for war fever.
According to the Parti Ouvrier’s adherents, the POF was France’s “party of
peace,” but only because it was also “the party of labor, of socialism and of rev-
olution.”74 High-minded liberals who promoted capitalism while opposing
war and imperialism were at best obtuse, at worst perfidious. Kant’s vacuous
dream of perpetual peace, Guesdists were sure, could only be realized through
Marx’s hardheaded program of socialist revolution.

Unfortunately for Marxist revolutionaries determined to extirpate cap-
italism’s ills, imperialism has proven to be a particularly nightmarish chal-
lenge: a sort of metahistorical brain tumor—insidious, progressive, incurable,
and eventually fatal. What Alvin Gouldner has described as “nightmare
Marxism,” Marxist theory that undermines faith in socialism’s inevitability,75

has focused acutely on the ways in which metropolitan workers can be cor-
rupted by the “superprofits” of international “unequal exchange.”76 Workers,
too, it transpires, may profit from exploitation, if they and their masters jointly
exploit colonial “others.” The Parti Ouvrier, however, resolutely resisted
“nightmare Marxism.” Guesdists never even hinted that French workers, as
beneficiaries of empire, might benefit from being French.

Although French Marxists never developed Leninist insight into imperi-
alist “labor aristocracies,” they still reviled the French empire—denouncing it as
a burden on metropolitan proletarians, as an atrocity committed against con-
quered peoples, and as a source of corrupt bourgeois profit. According to Gues-
dists, “theft, torture, and murder” were the real contents of imperialist “patrio-
tism.”77 The POF mocked the imperialists’ narcissistic argument that France
embodied a “superior civilization destined to prevail”—an arrogant Eurocen-
trism characterized by Guesdists as “error, not only from a moral viewpoint, but
from an ethnological perspective.”78 As empire, the Parti Ouvrier sneered,
France’s “superior civilization” manifested only “in Maxim guns, alcohol, opium,
and venereal disease.”79 When confronted by anti-imperialist revolts, Guesdists
foreshadowed the Third International’s enthusiasm for “national liberation
movements.” Such revolts, the POF affirmed, were “a necessary phase through
which all peoples must pass on the way to development.”80 When Egyptians or
Malagasies revolted against imperialist marauders, Guesdists cheered.

The Parti Ouvrier remained absolutely true to its precept that

internationalism is not, and cannot be, the subordination of one nation and
the elevation of another, the sacrifice of one nationality to another, but rather
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the liberation, by the combined efforts of the workers and socialists of all
lands, of all the fragments of a humanity finally united, thereby becoming a
single united family.81

“Social imperialism” thus attained no purchase over the POF, in admirable
contrast to, for instance, Hyndman’s contemporary Social Democratic Feder-
ation. Convinced that workers would never be seduced by imperialist tempta-
tion, the Parti Ouvrier maintained the Second International’s pur et dur faith
in an “incorruptible working class and irreconcilable class struggle.”82 As a
consequence of their own purity, however, Guesdists disregarded the many
ways in which workers could indeed be corrupted by empire’s wealth, pomp,
and power. If French workers had been more immediately vulnerable to impe-
rialist co-option, as British workers proved to be during the Boer War, the
Parti Ouvrier’s insouciance would have cost it dear.

The Parti Ouvrier’s overly optimistic version of Marxism also gener-
ated systematic misreadings of the intersection between war and “bourgeois
hegemony.” Above all, the POF all too often assumed that bourgeois
nationalism’s trump card, patriotic solidarity during war, could never be
played. According to Guesdists at their most naive, high explosives, rapid-
fire small arms, and long-range rifled artillery had made warfare virtually
unthinkable, even for the most ruthless of generals. In the Parti Ouvrier’s
prescient vision of future war, if the unthinkable were to actually happen,
battlefields would be “slaughterhouses many kilometers square where hun-
dreds of thousands of men will be massacred without glory and without
heroism.”83 The Guesdists’ error, having brilliantly foreseen the all-conquer-
ing mud and murder of the Somme, lay in believing that future Haigs would
flinch from such horror.

Reinforcing their skepticism about the bogyman “war threat,” Guesdists
sometimes credited the old adage that war meant revolution. According to the
Parti Ouvrier at its most optimistic, the social conservatives who ran the Third
Republic would never dare to mobilize the “proletariat in uniform.”84 The
mass conscript armies of the belle epoque, if mobilized, would march on cap-
ital. In a rather more complex, if equally optimistic, Guesdist understanding
of the issue, warfare generated yet another “contradiction of capitalism.”
Going to war would indeed destroy capitalism, as armies mutinied against the
social order. But not going to war would also ruin a bourgeoisie that depended
on ever-escalating military expenditure, just as peace would fatally sap bour-
geois regimes that relied on chauvinism.85 In the authoritative formulation of
the POF’s National Council:

We favor peace, peace to the limit, because it works to our advantage and
against the capitalist domination that has to be destroyed and that is able to
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prolong its miserable and malignant existence only through divisions and
antagonism between peoples. We favor peace because the bourgeois order is
fated to die of it.86

Either way, through war or peace, socialism would win.
A darker vision shadowed this optimism, however. War would indeed

lead to revolution, Guesdists were sure, but victorious socialists might inherit
only ruins. “It’s not just the bourgeoisie that will disappear in the catastrophe
[of a modern war],” Charles Bonnier predicted gloomily, “but so too will all
the still healthy elements that might serve us in the construction of a new
society.”87 A nation traumatized by war, “its social edifice collapsed,”88 would
be the worst imaginable building site upon which socialists might raise their
New Jerusalem. With such forebodings, as with their prefiguring of the
Somme, the French Marxists prophesied impressively. What better represen-
tation could there be of the Bolsheviks’ woeful legacy from the past, after Rus-
sia’s devastating years of war and civil war, than that of a “collapsed society”?

Finally, at their most pessimistic, Guesdists very occasionally admitted
that nationalist warmongering might actually work. Foreign wars, they con-
ceded, offered capitalist regimes “their last chance to obviate the imminent
social revolution.”89 If the gaunt specter of future war manifested as social
imperialists hoped, “the social revolution might indeed be deferred to the
Greek Calends.”90 Workers would fight workers, rather than combating capi-
talists; socialists would tear at socialists, rather than at bourgeois. Thirty years
before Sarajevo, a prescient Guesde foresaw that “although the class war is the
order of the day for proletarians everywhere, a European war would be
fatal . . . as it would rupture [socialism’s] necessary international unity.”91

August 1914 proved him right. Guesde himself, that doughty class warrior,
joined France’s all-party (and all-class) Government of National Defense,
once he confronted German proletarians in feldgrau advancing on Guesdist
Roubaix.

The nightmare of socialism-destroying warfare darkened further when
the Parti Ouvrier decided that such conflicts inhered in the bourgeois order,
that “war is to capitalism what cholera is to the Ganges Delta—a necessary
effect.”92 In their bleakest analyses, French Marxists pointed out that

the progress of capitalist production does not consist, as bourgeois idealists
believe, in the pacification of conflict, nor in the establishment of harmony
between interests. On the contrary, today each step forward leads us toward
conflict.93

Why bourgeois bellicosity? In answering this question, Guesdists mobilized
virtually every argument that Marxists have ever advanced to equate war with
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capitalism.94 They regularly, of course, identified warfare as inherent in bour-
geois nationalism, contending that “the idea of war” was linked “to that of
patriotism, as cause and effect.”95 War justified nationalism, nationalism vin-
dicated war—a self-reinforcing dialectic that the Parti Ouvrier indicted as a
conspiracy to divert workers from class war toward war between nations. The
“warfare state” thus apparently reinforced bourgeois hegemony far more effec-
tively than the “welfare state” ever could. Guesdists could still dismiss the wel-
fare state as utopian; they could hardly so dismiss the belle epoque’s already
fully realized militarism and imperialism.

In less conspiratorial analyses, Guesdists discerned a contradiction
between the world’s “forces of production” and “relations of production”—a
contradiction that explained the dysfunctional international order. The dis-
juncture between hypertrophied modern production and antiquated private
ownership, Guesdists argued, ensured interminable international crises. Great
transnational companies trampled across the world market, but remained
individually owned, as if they were still local firms. These behemoths stalked
the earth, wreaking havoc wherever they trod, not least by collapsing the frag-
ile edifice of international order.96 Only their taming, their socialization,
would restore harmony to the global economy, and thereby grant peace to a
tormented world.

More often, however, the Parti Ouvrier obscured this globalizing per-
spective behind a critique of “national economics.” Guesdists argued that war,
or more specifically preparation for war, shored up national capitalisms other-
wise doomed by the “falling rate of profit.”97 As local enterprises, industrial
sectors, or entire economies exhausted their domestic investment opportuni-
ties, economic entropy doomed them to a lingering death. Armaments expen-
diture, however, promised a reprieve. According to this version of Marxist
political economy, military spending opened final frontiers to locally confined
capitalisms that had otherwise depleted their expansionary potential, but
would wither without expansion. Governments poured wealth into arma-
ments not so much to strengthen national defenses, but to resuscitate
“national industry.”98 Governments risked war so that the their bourgeoisies
did not risk bankruptcy.

The falling rate of profit also diverted domestic capital toward foreign
opportunities, thereby launching “capital flight.” Predatory investors hovered
over the globe like vultures, driven from metropolitan markets by declining
rates of return on capital, swooping upon every peripheral high-profit oppor-
tunity, only to quarrel furiously over the spoils, thereby provoking “financial
wars”99 between their sponsoring governments. At the same time, capitalists in
mature economies engaged in an increasingly desperate search for external
markets, as ruthless impoverishment of their own workers generated an unin-
tended but inexorable decline in domestic demand and profitability.100
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Responsive to their capitalist backers, “bourgeois states” thus sought to appro-
priate as much of the underdeveloped world as they could, with commercial
wars the inevitable consequence. Challenged by the liberal contention that
commerce meant peace, Guesdists riposted that “it’s precisely commerce . . .
that ignites war.”101 Only the triumph of socialism, the Parti Ouvrier con-
tended, could short-circuit this diabolical dialectic between capitalist profit-
seeking and international conflict, for “only then will disappear industrial and
commercial competition between man and man and between nation and
nation and thus war between peoples; . . . only then will peace and harmony
reign between all the members of the great human family.”102 For French
Marxists, international disorder manifested the “order” of capitalism

A severe critic would highlight the Guesdists’ consequent unconditional
adhesion to the Primat der Innenpolitik, indicting their reduction of interna-
tional relations to socioeconomic relations.103 French Marxists certainly repu-
diated the guiding premise of fin de siècle social imperialism: that the imper-
atives of international competition structured, and should structure, a nation’s
domestic politics. Unlike today’s Marxists and post-Marxists, scarred as they
have been by the “era of world wars,” the Parti Ouvrier contemptuously dis-
missed this Clausewitzian conception. Not for Guesdists the Primat der
Aussenpolitik. At the most, war lurked on the horizon of the Guesdists’ world-
view, at times profoundly menacing, sometimes implicitly autonomous of
“class war,” but never theorized in its own right, never understood as an inde-
pendent historical variable.

Why this reductionism? Did the Guesdists’ antinationalism determine
their resistance to nationalist “realism” about war, or did their obliviousness to
Clausewitzian insight command their antinationalism? The alternatives are
not mutually exclusive: causality flowed smoothly in both directions, with the
two causal currents greatly amplified by the relative tranquility of interna-
tional relations during the Guesdists’ heyday.104 Nor were French Marxists
altogether wrong in their philosophy of international relations. Who today
denies that international order manifests social order? The “new history of
international relations” conclusively demonstrates the overdetermination of
diplomacy by the domestic realm.105 Nonetheless, the brilliance with which
the POF highlighted these realities blinded it to the many ways in which the
international order in turn conditioned social order.106

In sum, Guesdist analyses of international affairs abounded with
insight. Only the most shameless apologist for capitalism would dismiss link-
age between disequilibria in the capitalist world-economy and the belle
epoque’s waxing diplomatic disorder. Armed and armored against each other
by “national economics,” the great powers of the fin de siècle did represent
competing national capitalisms. Imperialism and the capitalist world-market
did determine each other’s fate through a potentially self-destructive dialectic.
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The Parti Ouvrier’s ideologists, however, never synthesized their many
insights. Instead, their understanding was profoundly unstable, even self-con-
tradictory—shifting from the conviction that capitalist modernity made large-
scale warfare inconceivable, to arguments that capitalism necessarily marched
off to war; oscillating between the assumption that war would bring the rev-
olution, to apprehension that the burgeoning warfare-state had erected a near-
impassable barrier against socialist advance.

“Militarism”—the mustering of young Frenchmen under a sword-bear-
ing officer caste, the generalization of military values throughout the broader
society—fascinated and frightened Guesdists quite independently of warfare
itself.107 French Marxists even suspected that France’s soldiers were not
intended to fight wars at all; that their real purpose was counterrevolution, not
national defense; that the French army, “called the national army because it
oppresses the nation,”108 served only as a weapon against “the workers, who are
the internal enemy.”109 Europe’s armies armed themselves not against each
other, Le Socialiste contended, but “against workers and socialists.”110 For
Guesdists, the sight of parading soldiers did not evoke memories of the Army
of the Loire heroically fending off Prussian invaders in 1870. Instead, tramp-
ing boots and ranks of fixed bayonets recalled the merciless Versaillais of 1871,
advancing through the smoldering ruins of revolutionary Paris. The uni-
form—proudly donned by France’s professional soldiers, and devoutly wor-
shiped by France’s professional nationalists—was worn, according to Gues-
dists, as a “livery of slavery and murder.”111

The army’s many imperial engagements during the belle epoque did
nothing to reassure Guesdists. The vicious pacification of Tonkin, mass-mur-
dering punitive expeditions in Madagascar, the periodic brutalization of
restive Algerians—all were presented by Guesdists as training exercises for
future metropolitan repression. The Parti Ouvrier opposed imperialism if only
because “the generals of the ruling class, in our civil wars, will treat the French
as they have treated the Arabs and the Mexicans.”112 This thesis stood uneasily
against the Guesdists’ alternative conviction that Europe’s armies marched
forth as “the proletariat in arms,” that mobilization meant revolution. The
POF, however, made a distinction between France’s conscripted metropolitan
forces and the largely professional colonial army, with the latter maligned as a
saber in the hands of “the Cavaignacs, the Bréas, the Saint-Arnauds, the
Espinasses, the Lamoricières, the Clinchants, and the Gallifets, those mass
murderers of French republicans and revolutionaries.”113 France’s ultranation-
alists unwittingly confirmed Marxist paranoia. After all, Maurice Barrès
embodied his national-socialist ambitions for France in Marshal Gallieni—
not despite but because of Gallieni’s genocidal ferocity as Madagascar’s mili-
tary governor.114 Guesdists had good reason for anxiety.
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Their fears were intensified by the dire intuition that militarism—with
its hierarchical, authoritarian, and ultranationalist values—modeled future
capitalist regimes.115 All France, Guesdists feared, might some day be mar-
shaled onto a vast parade ground. Memories of the First and Second Empires
amplified these fears. “Boulangers, like the Bonapartes,” Guesde pointed out,
were “born from the military.”116 The paramilitary leagues of the 1890s, and
particularly the Ligue des Patriotes in its ultimate protofascist metamorpho-
sis, reinforced the Guesdists’ dread of militarized counterrevolution.117 When
confronted by Déroulède’s martial project for France, by the LdP’s program of
disciplined internal unity and chauvinist mobilization against the alien, Gues-
dists warned that it augured reactionary regimes to come no less than harking
back to nineteenth-century Bonapartist dictatorships. At their most prescient,
Guesdists suggested that militarized autocracy might some day rescue the
bourgeoisie from revolution, that “the supremacy of the army and the fero-
cious worship of the saber” would one day save “a social order [capitalism] that
cannot exist without oppression and illusion.”118 These insights foreshadowed
later Marxist critiques of fascism, some of the most trenchant of which were
to link Mussolini and Hitler to Napoleon and Louis Napoleon.119 Quaking
before the prospect of neo-Bonapartism, Guesdists understandably detested
the military and its repressive lineage. They dreaded the advent of a social
order founded on militarism, “that system of blood and filth.”120

Which is not to say that Guesdists themselves were completely immune
to a certain “socialist militarism.” After all, at the fin de siècle, genuinely “uni-
versal” conscription, shortening of the once punitive term of service, and more
humane treatment of conscripts had transformed the once hated army into a
genuine “school of the nation,”121 and a school looked back on with nostalgia
by some of its proletarian alumni. More specifically, the Nord—bastion of the
industrial working class, and the Guesdists’ own redoubt—had been horribly
scarred by Prussian occupation during 1870–71. As community leaders,
Guesdism’s local luminaries had to conciliate their neighbors’ militarized and
sometimes militaristic traditions, as when Guesde himself spoke during a
commemorative service at the war memorial of Croix, “saluting those who
have died for the homeland.”122 The POF even sought to organize its own
movement of socialist war-veterans!123 This attempt to appropriate the army
for socialism featured strongly during the Guesdists’ riposte during the mid-
1890s against their electoral enemies, all of whom indicted the Parti Ouvrier
as a cabal of traitors. Nonetheless, “militarism” remained a minor theme in the
Parti Ouvrier’s ideological repertoire, and one designed to recruit proletarian
ex-soldiers more as proletarians than as soldiers.124 The Parti Ouvrier’s munic-
ipal “military manoeuvers” amounted to little more than support by Guesdist
town councils for the families of serving reservists, families that otherwise suf-
fered atrociously from the absence of breadwinners—“tricolor patriotism,”
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according to Le Socialiste’s characteristic denigration of both the tricolore and
patriotism, being “only interested in appropriating the head of the family,
while installing misery and starvation in the home.”125 Even at their most mil-
itarized, French Marxists instinctively lapsed into antinationalism.

The Parti Ouvrier never experienced a Boer War, much less an equiva-
lent of August 1914—episodes when militaristic ultranationalism prevailed
triumphantly against Marxist cosmopolitanism. Nor did Guesdists dream that
Barrèsian “national socialism” would mutate into a Europe-wide fascist move-
ment that, for a brief bloodstained moment, would exterminate socialism
across the continent. And they certainly never envisaged the wars between
avowedly Marxist states that since the Soviet invasion of Hungary and the
Sino-Vietnamese conflict have contributed so lethally to the “death of Marx-
ism.” Nonetheless, the Parti Ouvrier’s uncertain engagement with its “age of
empire” foreshadowed the agonized reassessment of Marxist certainties after
1914, suggested many of the contradictions between theory and practice that
would first defeat and then destroy the Third International, and manifested
confusions characteristic of recent “neo-Marxist” and “post-Marxist” encoun-
ters with capitalism’s triumphant world-system. The POF’s anti-imperialism
and antimilitarism were admirable in principle, less so in performance.

Overall, then, the Guesdists’ theorization of nationalism as bourgeois
hegemony, for all its brilliance, suffered from systematic lacunae and instabil-
ities. The POF failed to fully comprehend the many ways in which the mod-
ern nation-state, whether as welfare state or warfare state, integrated its citi-
zens126 into a undoubtedly “imaginary” but nonetheless cohesive community.
Perhaps because the Guesdists believed that the “bourgeois state” would never
serve anyone but bourgeois, perhaps because their understanding of politics
still reflected the exclusive nineteenth century rather than the inclusive twen-
tieth, they never correctly gauged the prevalence and potency of proletarian
nationalism. More extensive exploration of social imperialism and better
focused illumination of “ideological state apparatuses” awaited later genera-
tions of Marxist theorists. The resulting engagement has led away from Marx
and toward Foucault, away from the Marxist critique of political economy,
with its revelation of the “truth of regimes,” and toward the Nietzschean
deconstruction of disciplines that mold masses into (nationalist) “regimes of
truth.”127 Marxists of the belle epoque, however, had not yet embarked on this
theoretical adventure. Unlike today’s post-Marxists, Guesdists still looked to
Engels for guidance, not Nietzsche.
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Marxists have reviled nationalism, and particularly working-class national-
ism, as mere “false consciousness.” But might it instead be an “authentic”
aspect of modernity? Might even workers manifest “natural” nationalism?
Some Marxist now agree with more eclectic theorists that both the “verti-
cal affiliations” of nationhood and the “horizontal affiliations” of class are
“normal” responses to modernity. According to this consensus, “imaginary”
national communities are real enough—“materially” embodied as they are
in the welfare state, the warfare state, and, not least, in “national econom-
ics.”1 Critics of the “false-consciousness” interpretation of nationalism thus
portray nationhood as no less “natural” than class consciousness; national-
ism as no less “authentic” than socialism—with the two ideologies every-
where conflicting, commingling, and even, at times, fusing into socialist
nationalism.2

This dialectic has arisen within labor’s own political economy. In
workers’ lived experience, the nation has been far more than a mere “imag-
ined” community. Training and apprenticeship, employment and unem-
ployment, workplace conditions and relations, occupational health and
safety, invalidity and retirement—all have fallen into the protective
embrace of the nation-state. This tightly regulated “nationalization” of the
labor market has been far more evident in workers’ day-to-day lives than
the global mode of production that actually determines their class status.
Bourgeois, not workers, have existentially “lived” globalization—buying
and selling on global markets, globe-trotting themselves as they trace cap-
ital’s international networks, constituted as individuals by a transnational
class-culture of clothing, cuisine, leisure, friendship, and intermarriage.
Few workers have experienced anything similar. For well over a century, the
“workers of the world” have been far more “national” than the world’s
increasingly cosmopolitan bourgeois.3

Yet bourgeois too have sometimes been thoroughly “national.” Marx-
ists, of course, have usually argued that capitalism is preeminently, even
exclusively, globalizing. But coexisting uneasily with this argument has been
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the alternative understanding that capital is not cosmopolitan, or at least that
it is not consistently cosmopolitan. Marxists have even suggested that capi-
talism necessarily inhabits the nation-state—the provider of the “law and
order” essential for contracts, the guarantor of the financial structures
demanded by exchange, the builder of the infrastructure without which com-
merce would be impossible. Marx and Engels themselves viewed the nation-
state as “a good thing,” not because they were nationalists, but because
nation-building empowered capitalist development, and thereby prefigured
the transition to socialism. In the Marxist classics, bourgeoisies engendered
modern nations, while the modern nation bolstered the bourgeoisie.4

Both the experience of proletarians and the needs of capitalists have
thus empowered an all-embracing “national economics.” Led to this conclu-
sion, Marxists have nonetheless balked at its implications, if only because the
very existence of a “national economy” militates against class conflict.5

Employers and workers, capital and labor, bourgeoisie and proletariat—how-
ever the dyads are denominated, they manifestly share a common interest in
“national development.” A nation that prospers, nationalists have argued,
offers prosperity to both capitalists and workers; an impoverished nation
imposes poverty on both. Classes must collaborate for their nation’s good!
Outraged Marxists have refuted such class collaborationism by arguing that
the supposed “national economic interest” is mere “bourgeois class interest.”
Dispossessed workers supposedly have no stake whatsoever in “their” national
economy. Whether a capitalist nation be rich or poor, Marxists have insisted,
its workers will suffer impoverishment.

This intransigence has rarely convinced. Today, all but the most dog-
matic Marxists have conceded, however reluctantly, that workers indeed have
a stake in their nation’s prosperity. National affluence need not benefit the
proletariat, as the proportion of a nation’s wealth accruing to workers will
always depend on labor’s strength vis-à-vis capital. But national prosperity is
a necessary, if not sufficient, condition of workers’ well-being, as even the
strongest working class will suffer from an impoverished economy.6 Workers’
resultant commitment to national prosperity, their complicity in “national eco-
nomics,” thereby integrates labor into both the capitalist social order and the
nation-state.

Most Marxists thus no longer denigrate nationalism as mere “false con-
sciousness,” conceding instead that the nation is a “material” reality with its
own grounding in the modern political economy.7 Rather than surviving as a
residue soon to be swept away by globalization, instead of persisting as an illu-
sion soon to be obliterated by socialist enlightenment, nationhood, chastened
Marxists acknowledge, will live on into the future. “Nationalism,” they now
admit, “has been as ‘natural’ a response to capitalism as socialism,”8 and will
endure as long as capital does—if not longer.
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“The Chinese Walls of Patriotism”:
The Guesdists, Free Trade, and Protection

At the fin de siècle, Guesdists too could not ignore national economics. They
would have liked to have done so, but their times were against them. The last
decades of the nineteenth century witnessed France’s transition from laissez-
faire to protectionism—a transition paralleled throughout the capitalist world,
apart from stubbornly free-trading Britain.9 This mutation necessarily
inflected Marxism’s own development. The nascent Marxism of the mid-
nineteenth century had been very much a product of Britain’s “imperialism of
free trade.” Marx’s cosmopolitanism, his devotion to an unmediated global
perspective, and his repudiation of closed community all reflected the same
mid-Victorian conditions and convictions that animated Cobden and Bright’s
free-trading liberalism. By contrast, the Marxism of the Second International
had to accommodate itself to a novel (or resurrected) bourgeois political econ-
omy that had abandoned faith in the market’s “invisible hand” for trust in the
nation-state’s highly visible iron fist—above all when the neomercantilist
nation-state intervened against the free play of international exchange. Marx-
ism’s traditional cosmopolitanism hardly disappeared, but “inter-nationalism”
increased its salience, and occasionally lapsed into full-fledged socialist
nationalism.10

The mentalities imposed by “nationalizing” capitalism certainly suffused
fin de siècle political culture. The French may have lagged behind imperial
Germany in developing protectionist economic policies. They certainly lagged
the Germans in formulating the solidaristic social programs associated with
“Listian” national economics.11 But France nonetheless followed the Reich,
albeit some paces behind. Powerful interest groups had long resisted the free-
trading policies initiated by the Second Empire’s Cobden-Chevalier Treaty of
1860, and tariff policy had stalled during the 1870s and 1880s as protection
stalemated laissez-faire. During the 1890s, however, protectionism tri-
umphed—partly because the agricultural depression mobilized landowners
behind protectionist industrialists, and partly because France’s bourgeoisie
discovered protection as a surety of social peace. By the 1890s, especially after
the Méline tariffs of 1892, the well-being of “national industry” measured
statesmen’s status, France marshaled for trade wars as well as for war itself,
while the French imagined their nation as a closed community of producers
no less than as a collectivity of independent citizens.12

Fin de siècle protectionism, however, was as much about social defense
as about economic policy. The alternative to protection, pundits opined, was “to
lower the wages of workers, which is a serious and dangerous business.”13 The
long deflation of the later nineteenth century indeed imposed reductions in
nominal wages across Europe, with consequent labor unrest and working-class
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political mobilization. Free trade geared every economy into this global defla-
tionary dynamic. Critics of laissez-faire, advocates of a protectionist political
economy, nationalist economists—all tacitly accepted the Marxist assumption
that unfettered world markets were thus everywhere reducing the price of labor
power toward subsistence levels, and would thereby compel the world’s work-
ers toward world revolution. At the end of the nineteenth century, this apoca-
lyptic vision darkened further. Commentators from across the political spec-
trum dreaded a future in which the newly industrializing Orient, with its vast
labor reserves, would further impoverish European workers, eventually driving
them to desperation.14 According to the protectionists’ zero-sum appraisal of
the global market, employment for Osaka’s textile workers meant sackings for
Roubaisian operatives, Shanghai’s prosperity implied Lille’s impoverishment,
unlimited labor supply in the Ganges Delta meant starvation wages across
France. Neither French workers nor their employers were reassured by the lais-
sez-faire litany that all was nonetheless for the best in the best of all possible
(free-trading) worlds.

In contrast to the revolutionary risks of unconstrained globalization,
protectionism supposedly guaranteed workers both secure jobs and a living
wage. Capitalists who protected their markets (and their profits!) could pro-
tect their workforce against impoverishment, and thus protect themselves
against proletarian revolution. Goodwill (at least toward conationals) fused
with capitalist self-enrichment and bourgeois self-defense in an irresistible
protectionist mélange.15 The protofascist “national socialists” who flourished
during the 1890s explicitly founded their class-collaborationist program upon
this fusion of overt altruism with covert self-interest. The Ligue Antisémi-
tique summed up national socialism’s economics as the imperative “to protect
‘national labor’ without any distinction between social classes against . . . the
competition of foreigners.”16 The ascendant Christian Democrats and even
many among France’s previously free-trading liberals and Radicals eagerly
seconded this protectionist mandate.17 France’s “social problem,” nationalists
agreed, should be solved at the expense of foreigners, thereby restoring peace
between France’s classes. As the Méliniste journal Le Travail National empha-
sized, “protectionism is the best defense against socialism.”18

French proletarians, at least in part, responded to protection as nation-
alists hoped they would.19 Paradoxically, the breakneck expansion of the world
economy during the belle epoque actually accentuated the proletariat’s “nation-
alization.” Roubaisian textile employees thrown out of work by cheap imports
from Lodz felt little solidarity with Polish spinners and weavers; Lyonnais silk
workers suffering from the burgeoning Italian export trade resented the Pied-
montese proletarians who benefited from it. Many of France’s unhappy work-
ers thus backed their employers’ pleas for protection against “unfair” foreign
competition. Vosgian textile employees and Vosgian mill owners were equally
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Méliniste; the ironmasters and the metalworkers of the Massif Central col-
laborated to protect their antiquated industry; sugar beet magnates and sugar-
mill employees campaigned together against imported cane-sugar. “Material
interest”—the hard realities of comparative prices and competing products,
the even harder realities of bankruptcy and unemployment—drove the jug-
gernaut of nationalist class-collaboration.

This juggernaut sometimes overran Marxist socialism. French workers
readily blamed their ills on foreign competition—evident in everyday life, and
comprehensible in everyday terms—rather than on the labyrinthine capitalist
malignancies revealed by Marxism’s abstruse value theory.20 And the protec-
tionists’ diagnosis of those ills offered a reassuring “second opinion” to Marx-
ism’s daunting prescription. For many workers, protective tariffs promised an
immediate surcease to their suffering, compared to the uncertainty of social-
ism’s revolutionary surgery. The workers of the world united less readily in
1900 than they had in 1848. They had their tariffs to lose.

How did Guesdists respond to this challenge to their cosmopolitan
socialism? With consternation. They worked desperately to devalue the
debate between protection and free trade, fully understanding its class-collab-
orationist potential. Once protection became the issue, French Marxists
feared, both protectionist workers and their free-trading fellows would align
themselves with their employers rather than with each other. Given the
malign logic of economic nationalism, the cotton manufacturers and textile
workers of the Nord would unite against low-price competition from Poland,
while employers and employees in the Parisian luxury trades would combine
to maintain an open world market for their incomparable products.21 Class
war would succumb to tariff wars and wars over tariffs.

Class collaboration, from the Guesdists’ perspective, was not necessarily
the worst part of the matter. Not only might workers and employers unite, but
France’s protectionist workers could be set at daggers drawn with their free-
trading “comrades.” In the Guesdists’ worst nightmares, they imagined a civil
war between workers in France’s protectionist industrial cities and workers in
free-trading “commercial and maritime towns, such as Le Havre, Bordeaux,
Marseille.”22 For a Marxist movement that was above all else dedicated to
working-class solidarity, international tariff wars (dividing French from for-
eign workers) and domestic wars over tariffs (dividing the French proletariat)
were utter anathema.

The Parti Ouvrier’s most common reaction to these twin nightmares—
the nightmare of class collaboration between “nationalized” capitalists and
workers, the nightmare of conflict between protectionist and free-trading pro-
letarians—was to ridicule trade policy as corrupt bourgeois business. “When
[bourgeois] need protection, one speaks of national labor, when it’s really just
a matter of a couple of industrialists who fear foreign competition,” Charles
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Bonnier commented cynically. “But, when it’s a matter of their exports, of
their financial affairs, then free trade reigns supreme.”23 Socialists and work-
ers, Guesdists sternly advised, should shun self-interested bourgeois debates
over trade.

Advice that was easy to give, but difficult to take. French workers, if
protectionists, cared too intensely about their firm’s viability within a global-
izing economy or, if free traders, worried too much about their industry’s
future when constrained by “national” economics for French Marxists to
delete protection from the proletarian agenda. Driven by polemical impera-
tives, impelled by their constituents’ immediate economic concerns, Guesdists
themselves reluctantly entered into the bitter debates that swirled about pro-
tectionism. When thus engaged, they usually replicated Marx’s bias in favor of
free trade.24 They indicted protection as profoundly regressive, as a “return to
the barbaric epoch when each nation, each locality, had to limit its needs to
what it could produce itself.”25 French Marxists drew dispiriting pictures of life
without global exchange. Diets would be boring and unhealthy, clothing rudi-
mentary and inadequate, industry little more than the local blacksmith and
the village potter. In their free-trading persona, Guesdists contended that pro-
tectionists “wounded the just interests of other peoples, oppressed and robbed
our own, and impeded the overall development of humanity.”26

“The overall development of humanity” . . . French Marxists knew very
well that the modernity they cherished, the modernity of worldwide progress
and universal humanism, depended on ever-expanding globalization, and they
fully accepted Marx’s enthusiastic portrayal of capitalism’s world-spanning
civilizing mission.27 According to Le Socialiste,

[I]f we revolutionary communists regard with indifference the oratorical
jousts between protectionists and free traders, we nonetheless hope for the
triumph of the latter. We know that free trade generalizes and intensifies
working-class misery, [but it also] . . . unifies nations once barricaded behind
the Chinese walls of patriotism, . . . and creates in every country a proletariat
having the same needs and the same aspirations to liberation.28

Free trade universalized bourgeois exploitation, but also cosmopolitan solidar-
ity. Capitalist globalization, Guesdists were sure, augured global socialism.

The Parti Ouvrier’s most common critiques of protectionism, however,
cited not its metahistorical malignancy but its malign effect on France’s con-
sumers. For the POF, protection, as “a tax on bread,”29 simply increased the
cost of food for working-class shoppers. This opposition to agricultural pro-
tection came easily to Guesdists. Damning the protectionists’ exclusion of
cheap American grain, cheap Argentinean meat, and cheap Caribbean sugar
diverted attention from the question of industrial tariffs, which genuinely
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divided the POF’s working-class constituency—every member of which, how-
ever, yearned for cheap bread, low-price beef, and inexpensive confectionary.
At the same time, the Parti Ouvrier, in campaigning against agricultural pro-
tection, ran no risk of alienating its rural constituency. Guesdism had few, if
any, supporters among the protectionist wheat, cattle, and sugar-beet growers
of the northern plains—most of them prosperous farmers, many of them
agrarian capitalists. The Parti Ouvrier mustered its rural supporters among
the small-scale mixed-crop farmers of the Midi, themselves vulnerable to
escalating grain, beef, and sugar prices. To the POF’s pleasure, its polemicists
found that they could easily unite peasants and proletarians against what they
called a Méliniste “famine pact.”30

Some of the Parti Ouvrier’s arguments, however, transcended such sim-
ple consumerism. On occasion, indeed, Guesdists echoed Ricardo’s splendid
free-trading polemics. In one such instance, Lafargue analyzed the costs of
protecting the iron and steel industry, pointing out that exclusionary tariffs
greatly increased metal prices for France’s beleaguered engineering industry.
Cosseted ironmasters, however, could win external markets through dumping
their product abroad—a strategy that advantaged no one except a few preda-
tory French metallurgical companies and, ironically, foreign engineering firms.31

France as a whole suffered terribly by thus violating the laws of comparative
advantage. Reflecting Marxism’s origin in classical political economy, Gues-
dists here seconded France’s dwindling coterie of Manchesterian liberals.

Nonetheless, the Guesdists’ free-trading principles sometimes wavered.
At times willing to sacrifice theory to polemic, the Parti Ouvrier appropriated
protectionist rhetoric for its own socialist purposes. The POF could be found
berating capitalists for jeopardizing the “national interest,” with Guesdists
mocking “patriotic bosses who don’t show the slightest repugnance when
profiting from foreign goods at the expense of the products of their own coun-
try.”32 At their most innocuous, such polemics simply demonstrated that bour-
geois nationalists were hypocrites; at their most insidious, they implied social-
ist protectionism. This implication very occasionally became explicit,
particularly when evoked by “capital flight.” In Lafargue’s plaintive words, for
instance: “[I]f the billions invested elsewhere had remained in France and
served to develop our industrial and agricultural technology, French workers
would have at least some chance of recovering their stolen wealth on the day
when they seize power and expropriate the capitalists.”33 Lafargue’s fantasy of
financial autarchy paralleled the protectionist musings of French industrial-
ists, who dreamed of replacing Paris’s cosmopolitan merchant banks with
nationally orientated “industrial investment banks.”34

Guesdists even fell foul of that ultimate protectionist nightmare: Asian
industrialization. Imagining Chinese economic development during the
upcoming twentieth century, Le Socialiste shuddered. “No taxes, abundant
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manpower at low prices, lots of raw material, and steam engines! Tomorrow,
China will inundate Europe with its inordinately cheap products.”35 In this
version of the “yellow peril,” French workers were not so much threatened by
imported “coolie labor” as by that same coolie labor beavering away in the
teeming slums of Shanghai.36 Guesdists well understood how capitalists could
exploit such international differentials to justify low and falling wages, thereby
turning the workers of the world against each other. Such exploitation ensured
that “in this universal divisiveness, proletarians everywhere become the only
barrier to raising or even maintaining salaries. Workers end up impoverishing
each other.”37 Might protection short-circuit this “universal divisiveness”? In
the POF’s most cosmopolitan persona, it refused such solutions in favor of a
worldwide socialist commonwealth. But lying behind this cosmopolitanism
lay the twisted shadow of proletarian protectionism.

“A Jealous and Hostile Mob”:
Immigrant Workers, Guesdists, and Xenophobia

To an even greater extent than protection, immigration powered the ascent of
working-class national economics in fin de siècle France, as hundreds of thou-
sands of foreign laborers “invaded” the country.38 This invasion lacked the
grandeur of 1870 or 1914, but nonetheless evoked its own chauvinist hysteria,
provoked resistance movements, and wrote its casualty lists. Surveying the
battlefields of the French labor market, xenophobes were sure that the
invaders were winning. By the 1880s, in the depths of depression, foreign
labor already furnished 7 or 8 percent of France’s workforce. And, as the eco-
nomic boom of the later 1890s coincided with France’s demographic stagna-
tion, the figure rapidly increased to 10 percent, the highest level in Europe. By
the early twentieth century, an “invasion force” of 1,150,000 foreign workers
had penetrated France39—with Spaniards bivouacking in the vineyards of
Languedoc, Belgians consolidating their entrenchment throughout the north-
ern textile industry, and Italians infiltrating the mines and steelworks of Lor-
raine. According to a racist like Gustave Le Bon, this silent invasion was more
frightful than the worst defeats inflicted by marauding armies.40 Other nation-
alists agreed. “The foreigner,” Barrès trumpeted, “is poisoning us.”41

This human wave from abroad overwhelmed Guesdist bastions across
industrial France, and undoubtedly shifted the balance of class forces in favor
of capital. Virtually unlimited Belgian labor in Roubaix, for instance, imposed
a cutthroat local labor market “as close as anyone could come to an ideal
Marxist scheme of capitalist exploitation.”42 Capital’s “reserve army of labor”
in Roubaix’s region consisted of mercenaries, not conscripts, with Belgian
immigrants composing fully a quarter of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais’s work-
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force.43 The flexibility of such imported labor stabilized French capitalism and
increased employers’ rate of return on capital. During booms, foreign workers
reduced domestic wage pressure; during busts, immigrant workers were repa-
triated, loading the costs of crisis onto noncitizens.44 And, whether boom or
bust, immigrant laborers weakened trade unions (their transience, vulnerable
legal status, and linguistic disabilities discouraged organization) and broke
strikes (without community attachments, they were easily recruited as strike-
breakers)—thereby earning them an unenviable sobriquet as “the providence
of struck factories.”45 Witness the heroic ten-month glassworkers’ strike at
Rive-de-Gier during 1894, one of the great battles of fin de siècle labor mili-
tancy—smashed by the company’s recruitment of German strikebreakers!46

Finally, on the rare occasions when immigrant workers mobilized against
French employers, they often did so by forming their own associations. Yid-
dish-speaking clothing workers in Paris exemplified this separatism, organiz-
ing their own exclusive union and supporting the particularist Bundism of
their Russian origin.47 Even immigrants’ militancy weakened working-class
solidarity!

Given such circumstances, xenophobic invective suffused proletarian dis-
course. Enraged labor militants even vilified thoroughly French strikebreakers
as “Italians”!48 Embittered by their subjection to an increasingly global labor
market, France’s “native” workers ferociously resisted “alien” threats to their
precarious well-being, concentrating their fear and fury on vulnerable foreign
laborers rather than on the well-protected French capitalists who imported
them. Intercommunal conflict increased in proportion to the swelling influx of
immigrants, sometimes culminating in mayhem and murder.49 As the violence
escalated, even the Parti Ouvrier could not completely discount bloody inci-
dents like the massacre of Italian salt workers at Aigues-Mortes. Guesdists
would have preferred to ignore such terrifying events, but, in the end, had to
take them seriously indeed. Communities that mobilized against foreigners,
disheartened Marxists recognized, defied socialist mobilization.50

The rampant national socialists of the belle epoque certainly battened
on the “defense of national labor.” Their ugly travesty of the national anthem
turned ethnic cleansing into an employment program:

Go home foreigners,
That’ll give us some work
And put up our wages.
Chase out of the country 
The whole gang of Yids.51

What a contrast between this protofascist Marseillaise Antijuive and the
Guesdists’ Internationale! At every turn, sour xenophobia empowered the
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national socialists’ assault on Marxism. The Ligue des Patriotes’ bitterly anti-
Marxist “new nationalism” owed much of its ascendancy during the “Great
Depression” to labor protectionism, as desperate French workers blamed
immigrants for their suffering. Later, during the 1890s, Barrèsian national
socialism and the political anti-Semitism patronized by Drumont ruthlessly
exploited working-class xenophobia, not least to turn workers against the cos-
mopolitan Parti Ouvrier. And, at the beginning of the twentieth century, the
violently anti-Marxist “Yellow” trade unions became synonymous with hostil-
ity to immigrants.52 Proletarians bellowing “La France aux Français!” every-
where challenged others chanting “Workers of the World, Unite!” The proto-
fascists’ class collaborationism was founded on anti-immigrant sentiment.
“French capital stands shoulder to shoulder with the French worker,” trum-
peted Maurice Barrès (against all the evidence), “not with [the foreign]
worker.”53 From the Boulanger crisis to the Dreyfus affair and beyond, dema-
gogic abuse of foreign workers served national socialists well—mobilizing the
working class against the nation’s enemies, rallying workers behind the
“national” revolution against the liberal Republic, and marshaling the prole-
tariat behind capitalism against Marxism. French Marxists understandably
dreaded this ultranationalist “dupery and reaction.”54

Worse yet, socialism and xenophobia sometimes met and merged, to the
Parti Ouvrier’s horror. Boulangist labor militants of the late 1880s had pas-
sionately demanded “French jobs for the French!”—the quasi-socialist Left
Boulangists’ variant of “La France aux Français!”55 Their passion survived
Boulanger. Mine workers’ murderous attacks on Belgian immigrants in the
Pas-de-Calais during 1892 were organized by the socialist (albeit anti-Gues-
dist) municipality of Liévin, and the French perpetrators of this “ethnic
cleansing” actually denounced their victims as l ’armée de réserve du capital (the
reserve army of capitalism)—echoing Marxist terminology, if not Marxist
cosmopolitanism. Worse yet, when an Italian anarchist assassinated the
French president, workers in Voiron rioted against local Italians while flaunt-
ing the red flag!56 Class mobilization and xenophobic militancy were not as
mutually exclusive as the Parti Ouvrier liked to think. Its own rhetoric and
symbolism could be mobilized by others against “aliens.”

Sadly, Guesdists themselves very occasionally succumbed to xenopho-
bia. In one shameful instance the POF, for instance, presented immigrant
workers as “a jealous and hostile mob which, . . . having lived off us and spied
on us, will return arms-in-hand.”57 Succumbing to the dominant nationalist
metaphor, Le Socialiste even described the influx of foreign workers as “an
invasion” that might benefit individual employers, but which was enormously
damaging not only to French workers, but to “French industry” (a nationalist
category that rarely surfaced in Guesdist discourse). Immigrants, the newspa-
per charged, would eventually return home, revealing “the secrets of our tech-
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nology to our foreign competitors.”58 Antoine Jourde—the Parti Ouvrier par-
liamentarian from the Gironde, and always the most nationalist of Gues-
dists—actually proposed a total ban on foreign labor, a ban that he hoped
would be backed by the entire workers’ movement, including his own POF.59

Jourde was to be disappointed. The Parti Ouvrier, and certainly
Guesde himself, never dreamed of expelling foreign workers.60 The move-
ment’s authorized spokesmen, in fact, violently opposed such exclusion,
always rejecting it in their capacity “as internationalists not wishing to dis-
tinguish between proletarians, whatever their origins.”61 Indeed, at their
most internationalist, French Marxists simply refused to recognize that
there could be such beings as “foreign” workers, given that proletarians
everywhere shared a common citizenship in the world of labor. This stub-
born cosmopolitanism enjoyed some contemporaneous currency. The con-
cept of an “immigrant” worker, at the fin de siècle, had, after all, only
recently crystallized among proletarians and employers—mid-nineteenth-
century social mentalities having made few distinctions between “French”
and “foreign” within the classe laborieuse. National distinctions may have
been clearly apparent to the “nationalized” elite, but these ethnic subtleties
were applied largely within and between the midcentury’s nationalized
elites, not to the supposedly amorphous and nationally indistinguishable
“masses.” Working-class mentalities had reinforced such bourgeois preju-
dice. In Marx’s Paris of the 1840s, for instance, trade solidarity had bonded
German compositors to their French fellows, while originary identities had
sundered Auvergnat laborers from equally “French” Bretons. “France” had
meant little to both employers and employees during those years before the
creation of a genuinely “national” labor market.62 The Guesdists’ presump-
tion that the working class lacked national definition thus resonated with
residual nineteenth-century reality.

The belle epoque had imposed new realities, however. On those occa-
sions when the POF had to concede that, by the fin de siècle, immigrant
workers did possess a distinctive identity, Guesdists almost always empathized
with them, sympathetically pointing out that foreign workers had been
recruited “into the most repugnant and dangerous of jobs.”63 How could
French workers denigrate, much less exclude, laborers who labored at tasks the
French themselves repudiated? Apart from thus recognizing foreign workers’
sad condition, the POF sympathized with their political dilemma. If immi-
grants seconded French labor militancy, employers would have them expelled;
if they refused to participate in strikes, their fellow workers would ostracize
them.64 An impossible choice!

For the POF, then, the immigrant worker was no less the innocent vic-
tim of capital than the native workers whose jobs he jeopardized. He was
characterized as
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isolated, most often without his family, ignorant of even the language and
customs of the country to which he is brought, and thus unable to defend
himself. This factory-fodder from Belgium, Italy, Germany, Switzerland—
and they haven’t given up dreams of China—is perfect for French employ-
ers, who can exploit it at will without fearing resistance.65

Instead of advocating the exclusion of this “factory-fodder,” Guesdists
embraced it. As the Parti Ouvrier patiently explained to France’s anxious
workers, low wages and poor conditions were inflicted by capitalist malig-
nancy, not by the foreigners’ feeble competition. According to Le Socialiste,
“[T]he expulsion of the 300,000 foreigners who work in France [an indicative
underestimation] will have absolutely no effect on the precarious situation of
our nationals.”66 Whatever France’s labor force, whether it was ethnically
homogenous or nationally diverse, capitalism would drive wages toward their
subsistence minimum.67

Abandoning this gloomy Lassalleanism, Guesdists sometimes argued
(not unlike their laissez-faire liberal enemies) that French workers actually
benefited from immigration. How so? Immigrants, the POF contended,
enhanced domestic production (French capitalists, if deprived of their labor,
would certainly decamp to foreign shores) while expanding the domestic mar-
ket (immigrants not only produced, but consumed). In a vivid illustration of
this argument, Le Socialiste imagined “a city with a hundred thousand foreign
workers out of its four hundred thousand people, like Marseille, which saw all
the foreigners disappear overnight”—a catastrophe that “the inhabitants
would find dreadful, as the resulting void, inflicting great harm on trade by the
lack of both consumers and producers, would make them wish to flee the
place as if it were a damned city.”68 French workers, the Parti Ouvrier insisted,
should welcome immigration, if they knew what was good for them.

Not that Guesdist polemic relied on such immediate self-interest, if
only because depicting immigrants as profitable producers and willing con-
sumers replicated the sordid motives of the governments that presided over
France’s liberal (in both senses of the word) immigration policy. Instead, ready
as always to ascribe the characteristics of the proletariat’s militant minority to
the entire working class, Guesdists attributed their own principled antina-
tionalism to all French workers, who supposedly “disdained the barbarous
prejudices of race and nationality,”69 who “never asked for the passport of any
worker before opening their ranks to him and making room for him at their
side.”70 Confronted by the xenophobic labor league “La France aux Français,”
Le Socialiste rhapsodized that

from one end of France to the other, French and foreign workers are tighten-
ing their bonds, sharing drinks together, every day. The hatred that suppos-
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edly divides them is a myth, for the workers are becoming increasingly con-
scious of their interests which only unity can lead to triumph, and all the
Leagues in the world won’t be able to divide them from each other: they are
marching in greater and greater accord toward their common emancipation.71

Most Guesdists, most of the time, thus pretended that their own cosmopoli-
tanism typified the French working class as a whole. In the very midst of the
nationwide anti-Italian rioting attendant on Caserio’s assassination of Presi-
dent Loubet, Le Socialiste brazenly asserted that “no socialist worker, no trade
unionist, will perceive an Italian [worker] as an enemy, but rather as a brother
in suffering.”72

This assumption had some contemporary grounding. Skilled foreigners
did assimilate easily into the French working class, and were in turn easily
accepted by their French fellow workers. It was the immigrant subproletariat
that repulsed, and in turn was repulsed.73 German compositors in Paris and
Belgian glassblowers in Carmaux were indeed soon exchanging drinks with
their French comrades, even while Italian street-sweepers and Spanish grape-
pickers were being harried from their hovels. Given that French socialism
recruited its militants among craftsmen and skilled workers, the Guesdists’
fantasy that French workers were generously inclusive made some sense—at
least to such militants. Over a million naturalizations during the belle epoque
undoubtedly manifested ready assimilation. Guesde himself, with his Italian
wife, would have understood such réenracinement at its most intimate.74

Nonetheless, some immigrant laborers did break strikes, and some
French workers did murder their foreign “comrades.” Most immigrants, after
all, were not skilled workers busily assimilating into their working-class com-
munities, but transient unskilled laborers driven from pillar to post by uncar-
ing employers and hostile fellow workers. These unfortunates were adminis-
tered in a two-tier labor hierarchy carefully designed to privilege the French
at the expense of the foreign, when not using the foreign to challenge the priv-
ileges of French workers.75 The results of such privileging, and its challenging,
were utterly predictable, and often sanguinary. How, then, did the Parti
Ouvrier understand the bloody violence that so frequently sundered French
from immigrant workers? 

The French Marxists’ favorite polemical strategy, apart from blissful
ignorance, reduced intercommunal quarrels to trivial local exceptions proving
the cosmopolitan rule. After all, Guesdist journalists assured their readers,
“the foreigners who drive down wages are a tiny minority. And if the foreign
colony provides its quota of traitors ready to submit to the capitalists, then
there are . . . French who do the same.”76 But French Marxists could not really
dismiss affrays like the Aigues-Mortes massacre as “regrettable conflicts that
hardly have the importance attributed to them,”77 although the Parti Ouvrier
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strove to diminish even that calamity. When unable to ignore or devalue such
atrocities, Guesdists denied that workers committed them. According to the
Parti Ouvrier, for instance, vagrant “lumpenproletarians” had murdered the
Italians at Aigues-Mortes, not “real” workers—an evasion that maintained the
long Marxist tradition of attributing proletarian sins to the polymorphous
lumpenproletariat.78

In sum, apart from the Parti Ouvrier’s very few and utterly aberrant out-
bursts of xenophobia, the movement interpreted France’s “invasion” by immi-
grant labor with characteristic cosmopolitanism. Foreign workers, Guesdists
maintained, posed absolutely no threat to French workers—first, because the
proletariat’s sad lot was inflicted by universal capitalism rather than by immi-
grant invaders, and, second, because French and “foreign” workers would soon
bond as friends and comrades. These theses had enough credibility to sustain
decades of Guesdist polemic. But, overall, on this issue, French Marxists spun
fantasies founded on socialist hope, not analyses based on galling national
experience.

“The Guilty Party”: Global Capitalism and Parochial Workers

Guesdists, however, sometimes abandoned their comfortable fantasyland,
conceding the repugnant prevalence of working-class xenophobia. On the
occasions when French Marxists admitted that French workers did ostracize
foreigners, how did the Parti Ouvrier construe this unhappy phenomenon,
which so flatly contradicted the movement’s cosmopolitan faith in worldwide
working-class solidarity? 

The POF usually responded to working-class xenophobia by pleading
with anti-immigrant workers to come to their senses, to realize that they were
acting “against their own class for the greater profit of the bosses.”79 Workers
injured themselves when they injured immigrants; only bosses benefited,
adding welcome working-class divisiveness to the superprofits extorted from
immigrant labor. Lapsing into their paranoid mode, Guesdists ascribed work-
ing-class xenophobia to bourgeois manipulation. “Employers,” contended the
Party’s Programme, “encourage the divisions and hatreds that . . . arise between
workers of different nationality, as these conflicts prevent any combination for
the defense of the workers’ labor power.”80 If bourgeois benefited, Guesdists
insisted, bourgeois must be responsible.

French Marxists deployed this argument in several directions. Above all,
the POF alleged that the ruling elite manipulated conflict between French
and foreign workers to antisocialist advantage.81 Le Socialiste contended, for
instance, that the “official” press encouraged French chauvinism as a response
to incidents like the Aigues-Mortes massacre.82 However dedicated that press
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may have been to liberal orthodoxy, including capital’s right to import work-
ers from the cheapest labor pool available, whether French or foreign, stuffy
journals like Le Temps and L’Economiste Français still slyly inflamed the ethnic
conflicts consequent on such importation. These establishment journals could
then deride Marxism’s picture of the “workers of the world uniting” as a vac-
uous myth conclusively disproved by “reality.” The Guesdists’ furious response
to this anti-Marxist maneuver indicated their sensitivity to such derision.83 If
bourgeois ideologists were right, if the Marxists’ supposedly monolithic pro-
letariat indeed fractured easily along ethnic fault lines, then the Parti Ouvrier’s
perspective on the past, its politics of the present, and its faith in the future
were all compromised, even exploded.

Guesdists convinced themselves that successive governments had
encouraged, even created, just such fractiousness. The Parti Ouvrier bitterly
pointed out that the “bourgeois state” banned foreign membership in French
unions, thereby precluding interethnic labor solidarity, while exempting for-
eign workers from social security contributions, thereby pitting them against
more expensive French workers.84 And employers who imported German or
Italian strikebreakers could count on the immigration authorities, Guesdists
cynically noted. Residency permits would always be forthcoming. A frontier
hermetically sealed against itinerant socialist speakers would be open to hun-
gry job-seekers, while immigrant workers recruited into the French socialist
movement would be unceremoniously expelled from France. From the Gues-
dists’ jaundiced viewpoint, the frontier that defined the nation-state served the
bourgeoisie by dividing workers from each other, both internationally and
domestically. Labor laws, employment regulations, immigration rules—all had
but one end: “to divide the proletariat, arming some against the others, in
order to dominate and exploit them all more easily and more profoundly.”85

Guesdists, however, reviled not so much capitalism’s agents as capital-
ists themselves. Neither scheming ministers nor lying newspapers actually cre-
ated interethnic conflict, according to the POF. Instead, employers themselves
fomented the sanguinary episodes that punctuated relations between French
and immigrant workers. Guesdists argued that capitalists, however nationalist
in principle, necessarily practiced cosmopolitan labor recruitment. According
to Guesde, “[L]owering the price of labor must be the supreme law . . . so that
it is not only permitted but commanded, where the labor of Italians or
Spaniards is offered more cheaply, to employ that labor at the expense of the
stomachs of nationals.”86 Confronted, for instance, by the murderous conflict
between French and Belgian miners at Liévin during 1892, the POF furiously
concluded that

the guilty party is not . . . the foreigners who, evicted by famine from their
unnurturing homeland, go to where there’s bread and, in order to eat, will
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work at any price, nor the locals who, thus challenged, defend as they can an
already insufficient salary. Those who are responsible in the first place, the
real and direct assassins, are the bosses who . . . in order to increase their
profits, buy at cut-rate a labor force from beyond the Alps, beyond the Pyre-
nees, or beyond the Vosges; it’s the capitalists who . . . make use of misery
abroad . . . to create misery at home.87

The Parti Ouvrier had a point. In its redoubt of Roubaix, the movement con-
fronted employers who thrived by importing Belgian frontaliers (daily com-
muters across the virtually nonexistent border) while at the same time basing
their local political hegemony on exploitation of the resultant ultranationalism
among impoverished French workers—an “irony” that, as one of these capi-
talists’ celebrants has commented, they “probably enjoyed.”88 Capitalism’s cos-
mopolitan dynamic, coupled with bourgeois manipulation, thus fractured the
working class, with workers negotiating the intricacies of the French labor
market as proletarian Frenchmen or proletarian foreigners, but not as prole-
tarian “workers of the world.”

In the Parti Ouvrier’s laceratingly realist moments, it recognized these
“objective” causes of intercommunal conflict. The global labor market, Guesdists
reluctantly concluded, “naturally” pitted low-wage immigrants against the
“native” workers they displaced. Marx, after all, had himself bemoaned the divi-
sion between “aristocratic” English artisans and “lumpen” Irish laborers, and the
Guesdists’ own period witnessed the massive creation of ethnic “labor aristocra-
cies”—not least as a continental elite in the workers’ “utopia” of Australia (with
its exclusionary “white Australia policy”), as race-war unionism in the United
States (with its increasingly ethnicized working-class stratification), and as a
privileged caste within the nascent racist polity of South Africa (with its separate
and grossly unequal white and black working classes).89 Lille and Lyons were not
Liverpool or Melbourne, much less San Francisco or Cape Town, but the Gues-
dists, like English, Australian, American, or South African socialists, nonetheless
themselves encountered intraclass conflict manifest as ethnic exclusion, and were
well aware of the miserable British, Australian, and American experiences
(although not, apparently, of the South African). In coming to terms with these
sad realities, the French Marxists contrasted the mobility of capital with the vul-
nerability of labor, and demonstrated that, while the world market ensured bour-
geois cosmopolitanism, it divided the world’s working class. In France itself,
“bosses make foreign workers starve French workers,” thereby inciting “hatreds
that politicians and financiers use . . . to bring on international conflicts.”90 Gues-
dists thus attributed working-class xenophobia to the very capitalist globalization
that otherwise supposedly guaranteed proletarian cosmopolitanism.

When French Marxists acknowledged this dire dynamic, they some-
times shifted gears from revolutionary exhortation to reformist pragmatism.
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In this mode, Guesdists proposed a minimum wage that would “put an end to
the [ethnic] conflicts that so often bloody our construction sites. Peace will
thus be restored within the great family of workers.”91 Building contractors
would no longer preferentially hire cheap foreigners, since they would no
longer be cheap, while French and foreign laborers could unite in concord. At
the same time, Guesdists demanded a shorter working week. If work were
more equitably shared, they hoped, competition between French and foreign-
ers would cease.92 As Lafargue put this recurrent theme, “[A]s soon as there is
enough work, and wages that allow one to survive while working, no prole-
tarian will think of demanding the expulsion of foreign workers.”93 French
Marxists even imagined the universalization of this solidaristic regime. If
France adopted it, would not other nations follow suit? “Once internationally
implemented,” the Parti Ouvrier hoped, equal pay for native and immigrant
workers everywhere would “ensure that all workers, without distinction of
race, will enjoy the full fruits of their labor.”94 Internationally agreed-upon
labor laws “would put an end to today’s hatreds,” given that French workers
attacked foreign laborers only because immigrant workers “despite them-
selves . . . depress wages.”95

A standard wage for French and foreign workers and a reduction in
working hours, however, would not entirely solve the problem of intercom-
munal labor conflict, as employers would still hire immigrants by preference,
given that foreign workers had no right to labor organization, and incurred no
social-security costs. The POF challenged these divisive distinctions, urging,
for instance, the extension of employer liability to foreign victims of French
industrial accidents. Such coverage would eliminate one of the major labor
market “advantages” of immigrant workers. At the same time, Guesdists cam-
paigned energetically against the law barring foreign workers from participat-
ing in strikes or organizing unions.96 If foreigners entered the French labor
market on fully equal terms, Guesdists predicted, conflict between immigrants
and natives would soon cease.

Troubling ambiguities clouded these reformist plans. First, did the Parti
Ouvrier hope that their achievement would exclude foreign workers from the
French labor market? Probably not. Le Socialiste never suggested that protect-
ing immigrants from poverty wages would also protect French workers from
immigrants. The Parti Ouvrier’s proletarian constituency, however, might well
have read an exclusionary agenda into proposals to strip immigrant workers of
the “advantages” that made them so employable. And, on one occasion, the
exclusionary cat was let out of the cosmopolitan bag. Antoine Jourde, so often
the limit case of Guesdist nationalism, happily noted that “the day when
employers are obliged to pay foreign workers the same salary as they pay our
nationals . . . our people [“our people,” French employers!] will prefer to hire
Frenchmen rather than foreigners.”97 In this startling instance, admittedly a
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wild aberration in the POF’s record, Jourde lapsed unequivocally from revo-
lutionary cosmopolitanism into class-collaborationist nationalism.

There was a second, and more significant, ambiguity: Guesdists (apart
from the egregious Jourde) never really took their own “reformism” very seri-
ously. When pressed, the POF always repudiated the very possibility of ame-
liorative reform. According to the Parti Ouvrier’s rigorous conception of the
bourgeois order, ameliorations that challenged capital’s dominion would nec-
essarily be frustrated by “industrial evolution—which has no heart.”98 Thus,
even when Guesdists were advocating universally-applicable minimum
wages and minimum conditions, they patently believed that the “bourgeois
Republic” would rebuff these proposals—exactly because such reforms would
protect French labor from the brutal competition of low-wage foreigners and
ward immigrants against the exploitation that so enriched and empowered
the bourgeoisie.99 The Parti Ouvrier pressed reforms in the confident expec-
tation that they would be rebuffed, thereby further discrediting bourgeois rule
among workers.

In the end, then, when faced with intercommunal conflict, French
Marxists—apart from a halfhearted, if not totally hypocritical, reformism—
retreated to the pious hope that “foreigners working in France will link
themselves with the French, which will eliminate the old hatreds.”100 When
these hopes were dashed, French Marxists, as was so often the case, deferred
the problem to the utopian future, when all such dilemmas would be
resolved.101 Once workers, French or foreign, had all rallied to socialism, they
would no longer fall prey to nationalist demagoguery.102 And, come the rev-
olution, nationalism would disappear from the world of work. “Foreign”
workers of the future, entering socialist France, would be met by comrades
intoning

The world is large, and all men are brothers. Come among us and earn your
daily bread; we don’t fear your competition. Support yourselves and support
your families, as salaries will no longer, because of you, be reduced and
restricted.103

The workers of a socialist world, no longer divided by capitalist labor markets,
would finally unite.

“National Property”:
The Economic Foundations of Socialist Nationalism

And what of that impending socialist world? Marxism’s utopia has always been
predicated on the “socialization of the means of production.” Social order and
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international order here conjoined. As the Bonniers put it, “[T]here’s absolutely
no . . . incompatibility between the nationalism that socializes individual inter-
ests and the internationalism that socializes national interests. The socializa-
tion that forms nations also unites them.”104 In other (less terse) words, social-
ist nationalism would eliminate class conflict within nations by socializing the
means of production, while these “nationalizations” would eliminate capitalist
clashes between nations and ready the world for a universal socialist common-
wealth. “Nationalizations” thus led unproblematically toward “internationaliza-
tion.” Perhaps. But, in a more skeptical assessment, the nationalism of “nation-
alizations” sapped the cosmopolitanism of “internationalization.”

The key expressions here are “socialization” and “nationalization”—with
both terms signifying “collectivization of the means of production.” Yet they
are not synonymous. Theoretically, “socialization” need not mean “nationaliza-
tion,” as there are many societies apart from the nation, some subnational,
others transnational. Nonetheless, in Marxist practice across a century, and
implicitly in Marxist theory from Marx onward, the “socialization” of the
means of production has meant their appropriation by a socialist nation-state.
Guesdists certainly manifested this slippage of meaning. According to
Guesde’s authoritative words, “[A] party such as ours, which is based on a pro-
gram of nationalization [Guesde’s stress] . . . must inevitably take a national
form.”105 How, Guesdists plaintively asked, could anyone possibly accuse the
Parti Ouvrier of being antinational, when its entire program turned on
“nationalization, the reappropriation [of national wealth] by the nation, state
monopolies as the road to nationalized production, creation of national
[social] services, etc.”106 How indeed!

At the fin de siècle, this “nationalism of nationalizations”107 remained a
dream of the future, and a dream not to be realized by the French. Unlike its
sister movement, the Russian Social Democratic and Labor Party, the Parti
Ouvrier would never dress its dreams in reality, never clothe its theory in prac-
tice. Yet the contours of a socialist-nationalist economy emerged dimly from
the vagaries of Guesdist discourse—manifesting as a social order in which
“the old nation having disappeared, workers busy themselves in reconstruct-
ing another.” The Parti Ouvrier pledged that, “in place of antagonistic indi-
vidual interests—which at present turn the national patrimony into a battle-
field where some triumph by dividing the others and by appropriating the
living force of the homeland—[we socialists] will establish coherence, the sol-
idarity of individual interests nationally associated and organized.”108 How,
Guesdists demanded, could France possibly be “sane and normal” when con-
vulsed, as she was under capitalism, by perennial class war? Only victorious
socialism could resuscitate France as “an organism that one can develop, and
that can develop itself . . . through reforms embracing all the organs of the
great social body.”109
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This construction, “organs of the great social body,” is telling—and dis-
turbing, as it instances an atypical conjunction between socialist nationalism
and national socialism. Ultras of the Right also imagined France as an “organ-
ism,” with classes working harmoniously together as the nation’s vital
“organs.” Guesdists angrily repudiated this irenic conception of “actually exist-
ing” capitalism, but replicated its ideal of organic harmony in their vague
vision of a collectivist France. For all the fundamental differences between
these organicisms, the visions of the class-conflictual Guesdist Left and class-
collaborationist nationalist Right shared a common crucial feature: their all-
encompassing organism was to be France, the national “body politic.”110

Once the socialization of the means of production had instituted a post-
capitalist and harmonious France, how would this “nationalized” nation relate
to the rest of the world? On rare occasions, Guesdists limned the nebulous
outlines of a future collectivist “globalization.” Charles Bonnier, for instance,
prophesied a socialist Europe nurturing the “young and vital forces of the Ori-
ent” to the mutual advantage of both East and West—rescuing the former
from capitalist exploitation, saving the latter from capitalism’s coolie labor
(“the new Mongols”).111 The mechanisms of such global “solidarity,” however,
remained obscure, even invisible. Neither Marx himself, nor any Marxist
since, and certainly no Guesdist, has ever suggested “how the proletarians of
the world were in practice to unite to appropriate human productive forces on
a world scale.”112 French Marxists, indeed, sometimes forgot the “world scale”
altogether, as their utopian vision contracted toward socialist-nationalist
autarchy. “The proletariat’s well-being,” French Marxists earnestly urged,
should be “founded on a corporative communism [communisme corporatif ]
that will allow the workers to produce for themselves, and that will substitute
an ever-larger domestic market for the disruptive and malignant quest for
external markets.”113 Here Marxist socialism degenerated into a Proudhonian
parochialism infinitely remote from Guesdism’s usual devotion to world-
spanning modernity, but highly indicative of the nationalizing logic of
“nationalizations.”

The POF’s “nationalism of nationalizations” aimed at restoring the pro-
letariat to the nation by restoring the nation to the proletariat. The “national-
ization of the means of production” was characterized by Lafargue as “the pro-
letariat’s possession of a patrimony in its homeland.” Workers could “not possess
[such a] patrimony until property, torn from the failing grasp of the capitalist
class,” had been “transformed into national property, which will then be com-
mon to all the children of the same homeland: then and only then will the pro-
letarians cease to be sans patrie.”114 The Parti Ouvrier thus proclaimed itself a
“national and patriotic party”—indeed, the only “national and patriotic party,”
because “its program is one of nationalization and its militancy is nationalizing
and organizing, that is to say patriotic above all else in the sole meaningful sense
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of the word.”115 At such moments, particularly frequent during the 1890s as the
POF (the newly denominated Parti Ouvrier Français) fought off the charge of
treason, Guesdists recognized that the nation-state that they otherwise so often
dismissed and derided actually underpinned their own project. No other politi-
cal framework accorded with economic “collectivism.”

Opposed in theory to both nationhood and state worship, Guesdists
unwittingly promised unprecedented power to the socialist nation-state.
Unaware of their own contradictions, Guesde and his followers never admit-
ted that their “nationalism of nationalizations” implied a nationalism more
radically nationalist and a state worship more firmly founded upon the state
than even the protofascists’ “national corporatism.” Nonetheless, the ultrana-
tionalist political culture and the hypertrophied state institutions of “socialism
in one country” already loomed on the Marxist horizon. The autarchic conse-
quences of “nationalizations” were soon to become evident with the advent of
“really existing socialism.”116

The POF’s disparate theses on national economics never congealed into
a systematic “party line.” Méliniste tariffs were denounced, but their challenge
to Guesdist internationalism also evoked an occasional shamefaced “socialist
protectionism.” Nationalist attacks on immigrant labor met with Guesdist
scorn, but with little beyond halfhearted “reformism” or cosmopolitan utopi-
anism as an alternative. Guesdist utopianism, in turn, promised unproblem-
atic internationalism, but only through “nationalizations.” These aporias
stemmed to some extent from the Parti Ouvrier’s theoretical incoherence, but
also from hard reality.117 Apart from capitalism’s epochal crisis between 1914
and 1945, that system has successfully harmonized its national embeddedness
with its cosmopolitan world order, thereby synthesizing “the local and the
global.” Marxism, by contrast, has never managed to integrate its cosmopoli-
tan principles into its national practices. The Parti Ouvrier’s muddled
response to nationalism’s economic ascendancy during the belle epoque cru-
elly revealed this shortcoming.

Ironically, the “national economics” that the Guesdists so vehemently
denounced would eventually, during capitalism’s decades of crisis, give the
heirs to Second International Marxism their opportunity—whether as Stalin-
ist “socialism in one country” or as social-democratic “national Keynesianism.”
Then, for three generations of Marxists, socialism constituted itself as an
ascendant reality. During our own recent fin de siècle, however, a resurgent
capitalist world-system has unconditionally defeated “socialist nationalism,”
whether as Stalinism or as social democracy—leaving Marxists with their cos-
mopolitan ideal intact, but without a political economy in which to embody
it.118 A future socialist globalization now appears to be as inconceivable as past
socialist nationalisms seem indefensible.
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Nationalism’s multisecular ascendancy has cruelly tested cosmopolitans.
Whether it has been eighteenth-century liberals or nineteenth-century social-
ists who have championed modernity, its universal promise has been repeatedly
betrayed, with both liberals and socialists degenerating from their original cos-
mopolitanism toward exclusionary nationalism.1 Why? Because modernity’s
foundational promise of “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity” begged the ques-
tions of “Liberty for whom?” “Equality between whom?” and “Fraternity among
whom?” According to cosmopolitans, of course, these questions require the
same simple answer: for, between, and among “all human beings.” All of them?
A project easily affirmed, but in practice virtually impossible.2

The French Revolution, after all, began as the voice of free men every-
where, but then, during its terrible years of war and counterrevolution, sank into
xenophobic nationalism. The Bolshevik revolution, too, degenerated from its
universalist inception into murderous “anticosmopolitan” campaigns. And, dur-
ing the French fin de siècle, the same nationalist involution characterized the
period’s “crisis of Marxism,” during which the “birth of fascist ideology” emerged
from the time’s increasingly destructive “revision” (better: “repudiation”) of Marx-
ist cosmopolitanism.3 Modernity’s universalism, then, whether liberal or socialist,
has occasioned, even required, a self-contradictory particularity.

Socialism, however, has suffered this self-contradiction with particular
intensity.4 By definition social, it has always relied upon “really existing soci-
eties” far more than has liberalism, with its socially attenuated project. Social-
ists’ commitment to collective freedom as well as to individual liberty, their
passion for social as well as for civic equality, their pledge of fraternity among
comrades as well as among citizens—all have rendered them far more depen-
dent on national encadrement than liberals have ever been.5 The liberals’
worldwide Kantian “civil society” and their impersonal “world market” have,
after all, always seemed considerably more plausible as alternatives to nation-
hood than has the Marxist aspiration to an almost unimaginable socialist
“global community.”6 Cosmopolitan socialism, then, because it has been so
genuinely social, has also been particularly vulnerable to particularism.
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Certainly Marxism’s theorists have systematically encountered this vul-
nerability, and have systematically succumbed to it. Their embodiments of
“modes of production” (feudalism or capitalism as analytical categories) in
“social formations” (Phoenicia or Germany as particular societies) have man-
ifested a persistent aporia—with modes of production exhaustively conceptu-
alized (Marxism’s great theoretical achievement), but with social formations
always arbitrary in theory while firmly national by implication.7 Indicatively,
in characterizing “social formations,” both Marx and Engels themselves con-
sistently “used the term ‘nation’ as equally applicable to polities from the
Phoenicians to the Germans both before and after unification.”8 From Marx
and Engels onward, then, Marxism’s powerful deconstruction of the capitalist
mode of production has been applied to particular social formations, while the
“primordial” ethnic identity of these formations has remained untheorized,
even unnoticed.9 Nationhood has thus lurked balefully behind the apparently
universal categories of Marxist analysis, waiting to pounce upon its unsus-
pecting adepts.

And pounce it has—no less in practice than in theory. The nationalist
hegemony infused by the welfare state, the chauvinist passions encouraged in
the warfare state, the nationalizing “material interests” enforced through
“national economics”—these armatures of the nation-state have repeatedly
constrained and, in the end, suffocated Marxism’s class cosmopolitanism. All
anti-Marxists, most scholars, and even many Marxists have thus come to the
conclusion that “allegiance to national communities will always trump all
other forms of solidarity.”10 The iron determinism of geographical community,
the vectors of heritage and history, the mind-forged manacles of language and
culture—all have seemingly bound the world with far greater force than have
the tenuous ties of class.

Marxism’s tortured history testifies to this nationalist hegemony. The
doctrine’s many crises witnessed its repeated surrender to nationhood: initially
during the nationalist paroxysm of August 1914, then throughout the inter-
minable experience of “socialism in one country,” and finally at the recent
“End of History.” Ironically, today, at the very moment when national welfare
states are disintegrating under the impact of neoliberal individualism, when
national warfare states are being dismantled in favor of mercenary military
professionalism, when national economies are dissolving into the world mar-
ket, “post-Marxists” everywhere are abandoning their erstwhile cosmopoli-
tanism for an uncritical celebration of premodern or postmodern “difference,”
including ethnic difference.11

Some contemporary Marxists, however, stubbornly refuse to surrender
cosmopolitan class politics to ethnic divisiveness. For these defenders of the
faith, nationhood itself has always been inflected by class conflict—even if
class identity, in turn, has always been conditioned by ethnic context. Far
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from abandoning themselves to nationalism, therefore, these intransigents
have fought heroically to appropriate the nation for international socialism,
and sometimes to appropriate it for a cosmopolitan socialism.12 Even at today’s
“End of History,” this dialectical understanding of class and ethnie, of cos-
mopolitanism and nationhood, offers theoretical potency and political pur-
chase. How much more so, then, at the fin de siècle, with Marxism still in the
ascendancy.

The very amorphousness of nationhood reinforces this syncretic logic.
The nation has been so polyvalent as to meld with any ideology—even osten-
sibly cosmopolitan Marxism.13 Nationhood, indeed, has provided the ultimate
“matrix of meanings”14 within which modern ideologies have competed for
dominance. Liberalism, Conservatism, socialism, even (under very peculiar
circumstances) anarchism—all have “naturalized” themselves by appropriating
the “national interest,” all have equated themselves with “their” nation’s
“national character” (Americans as “inherently” individualistic and freedom-
loving—i.e., liberal; Germans as “naturally” community-minded and disci-
plined—i.e., Conservative). Once an ideology has thus legitimated itself as
“national,” it can delegitimate its enemies as “alien”: a death blow in any ide-
ological combat. French nationhood at the fin de siècle thus stood vacant as
an “empty signifier” waiting to be “articulated”15 with a hegemonic ideology.
French liberals triumphed during the early Third Republic with just such a
strategy—identifying “their” Republic with a “true France” of Liberty, Equal-
ity, and Fraternity. National socialists such as Barrès strove mightily at the fin
de siècle to recover “France” for the Right.

And the French Marxists? Like so many cosmopolitans before their
time, and since, Guesdists discovered that “you have to position yourself some-
where in order to say anything at all”16—even to say cosmopolitan things. For
the Parti Ouvrier, that somewhere had to be France. Whether because of the
hidden logic of the POF’s Marxism, because of the social and cultural imper-
atives of the movement’s time and place, or because of the nature of modern
politics in general, the Party’s experience proved the dictum that nationalism
must be “the idiom of all contemporary political feeling”17—even the feelings
of Marxist cosmopolitans. Whenever the Guesdists moved from the general
to the particular, from universal principles to everyday pragmatics, they moved
from “humanity” to “France.” The Parti Ouvrier thus learned that “the social-
ization of the nation has as its natural corollary the nationalization of social-
ism.”18 Even the movement’s most fervently antinational militants, even the
ultracosmopolitan Lafargue, sometimes surrendered to the ardent nationalism
of many French workers, of comrades such as Jourde, and of virtually all their
enemies.19 Cowering before the tsunami of nationalist passion that washed
across the “age of empire,” the POF sometimes resolved to ride the wave,
rather than to withstand it.
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But there was more to the matter than force of circumstance. Marx and
Engels, too, had sometimes lurched from cosmopolitanism into what looked
suspiciously like nationalism. At mid-century, they regularly seconded what
they regarded as “progressive” nationhood. Witness their devotion to Polish
freedom, or Engels’s enthusiasm for Irish independence. Why did these self-
avowed cosmopolitans back some of the most fanatical nationalist movements
of their time? The answer? Pure opportunism. Marx and Engels measured
how the national self-assertion of the Poles and Irish might empower social-
ism, and made their decisions accordingly. In such calculations, particular
nationalist movements (even, perhaps, particular nations!) could be either
“good” or “bad,” depending on their class orientation and revolutionary poten-
tial. Thus, when “the nation” was mobilized by Bismarck against the SPD,
nationalism was renounced and denounced. But, when mustered against the
hated czarist empire by insurrectionary Warsaw, nationhood was zealously
supported. As with Marx and Engels, so with their followers. From Marxists’
engagement with the Fenians until their recent involvement in “national lib-
eration movements,” they have everywhere maintained this tradition of
opportunism—with Lenin and Stalin’s manipulative “nationalities policy” its
ultimate expression, and Rosa Luxemburg’s pristine (and failed) absolute cos-
mopolitanism the exception that proves the rule. So long as Marxists, even
Stalinist Marxists, maintained their ultimately universalist principles, they
were not “nationalists” in the exorbitant sense of making the nation or a nation
their ultimate value. But, as Marx and Engels themselves demonstrated, they
could still be instrumentally nationalist in particular cases, so long as their
favored nations worked toward socialism.20

Needless to say, it is easiest to celebrate one’s own homeland as
embodying the hopes of humanity, as destined for greatness, as a “good
thing.” And, needless to say, as children of Europe’s longest-established and
most successful “nation-state,” French Marxists sometimes succumbed to
such self-indulgent logic. They had august precedent for this episodic Fran-
cophilia. As an offspring of the gallicized Rhineland, Marx himself had
been politically “socialized” by French socialism—whether by Trier’s own
Saint-Simonians during his youth, or through his brief but intense experi-
ence of revolutionary Paris during the 1840s. The French socialists whom
Marx had read as a young man, and with whom he had fraternized as a
youthful émigré, never doubted for a moment that socialism’s future lay with
France. And, for the rest of his life, Marx, too, half expected that Paris
would initiate the workers’ revolution. French socialists of the belle epoque,
including those of the Parti Ouvrier, were sure of it. After all, Guesdists
proudly proclaimed, France had already given birth to two of the three great
pre-Marxist socialists (Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Owen), while hosting all
three of the first engagements in the modern class war (Lyon 1832, Paris
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1848, and Paris 1871).21 Like revolutionaries everywhere from 1789 until
1968, Guesdists might well cry “Vive la France!”

Guesdists had, indeed, been profoundly marked by their nation’s legacy
of revolutionary nationalism. When in socialist-nationalist attire, French
Marxists donned the heritage of the First Republic, that militant moment
when France supposedly represented not only her own interests, but the entire
world’s aspiration to liberty, equality, and fraternity. “We are,” Guesde proudly
proclaimed, “very much in the tradition of our country when we assume, as
our cause, the internationalism of the great revolutionaries of 1793.”22 Such
“Jacobin” socialism, eventually to have a great future in the hands of Commu-
nist historians, became particularly prevalent during the 1890s, as Guesdists
struggled against a multitude of Republican enemies—all claiming that the
newly ascendant POF was “alien” to France,” all mobilizing the mystique of
revolutionary nationalism against Marxist cosmopolitanism. The role of “real
patriots,” claimed the Guesdists, defensively identifying themselves as such,
“is to take up the revolutionary tradition of the last century [the eighteenth]
and announce the fraternity of peoples.”23 Given this heritage, a French iden-
tity affirmed universality, rather than betrayed it.

That identity, according to French Marxists, had been sadly betrayed by the
bourgeoisie’s degenerate chauvinism. It was no accident, according to the Parti
Ouvrier, that so many of the fin de siècle’s ultranationalists repudiated 1793.24

“Integral nationalists” like Charles Maurras indeed anathematized the Revolu-
tion—no doubt because of the Jacobins’ hostility to provincial and corporative
particularity within France, but above all because of the revolutionaries’ transna-
tional universalism beyond France. In that epochal transition discerned by the wise
Russian theologian Vladimir Soloviev—from the nation as embodying universal
values, to the nation as the denial of universality—socialist nationalists like the
Guesdists represented the former moment, ultras like Maurras the latter.25

In the Marxists’ metahistorical narrative, French nationhood had thus
dwindled from the country’s grand cosmopolitan role during the Great Revo-
lution into Maurras’s posturing patriotism. Guesdists would thus have agreed
with Soloviev’s damning diagnosis of nationhood’s teleology . . . to a point. But
the degenerative logic of nationalism, Guesdists were sure, could be reversed—
and would be reversed. “International socialism,” Guesde confidently predicted,
“far from threatening France, is destined to restore her to the first place among
nations.”26 In Lafargue’s figuring of this paradoxical revelation,

France has been and still is one of those nations that initiates and guides
human development: she cannot herself develop and change without exer-
cising an international influence. . . . The socialists will once again place
France at the head of the European peoples. She will once again become the
nation that awakens the world with her ideas and her social struggles. . . .
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Socialist France has become the universal homeland: socialist international-
ists everywhere have two nations, the one where chance has had them born,
and France, their homeland by adoption.27

Le Socialiste rejoiced when it learned Bismarck feared that the next invasion of
Germany would resemble the ideological War of the First Coalition, with the
red flag replacing the tricolore at the head of resurgent French armies march-
ing on Berlin.28 An insurrectionary France, Guesdists promised, would indeed
someday disseminate revolutionary socialism beyond the Rhine, just as
Jacobin France had once spread revolutionary liberalism. German socialists
would soon embrace liberating French invaders, just as German Jacobins had
once welcomed the armies of the First Republic. “June 1848 and May 1871
have drowned [European] socialists’ love for capitalist France in blood,” the
Parti Ouvrier sadly admitted. “But there is a France that socialists of all
nations adore with an ardent devotion: revolutionary France, the France
which . . . will plant the Red Flag of the social republic throughout Europe.”29

At their most nationalist, Guesdists sometimes dropped that red flag for
the tricolore. “It belongs to us as well as to you, the tricolore flag,” Guesde cried out
to France’s rulers, “and I defy you and forbid you to monopolize it!”30 At that
moment, the Guesdist leader shamelessly disavowed his Party’s innumerable
denunciations of the national emblem. Even more astoundingly, the red flag
itself, usually presented as the transnational, even antinational, insignia of the
universal proletariat, was instead sometimes deployed as “the old national flag,
under which our forefathers fought against the Romans, and Jeanne d’Arc
against the English.”31 Here, the drapeau rouge ceased to be the standard of the
global proletariat, and flew instead as the oriflamme, the scarlet banner of Saint
Denis and medieval “true France.” Joan of Arc herself, soon to become the patron
saint of French ultranationalism, rode forth under the oriflamme as “proletarian
patriotism”32 incarnate. For the Guesdists, in their socialist-nationalist guise, the
peasant girl of Domremy represented the plebe no less than la belle France.
Indeed, La Pucelle represented France because she represented plebeians. Marx-
ists, too, could mobilize the romantic medievalism so beloved of nationalists.

This socialist nationalism could take troubling forms. In making France
the marker of socialism, Guesdists all too easily and all too often measured
their foreign friends by their “Frenchness,” as in the case of a certain Crivelli,
who, “although of Italian origin,” nonetheless “had a virtually French tem-
perament and spirit: intelligent, ardent, passionate in all noble causes.”33 What
would Crivelli’s “temperament and spirit” have been had he, instead, reflected
his “Italian origin”? Would he have been, as seems to be suggested, “stupid,
pusillanimous, petty in his preoccupations”? And did Guesdists really believe
that their French compatriots shared a “temperament” of intelligence, passion,
and nobility? French financial speculators? French colonial policemen? French
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journalists of the reptile press? In their socialist-nationalist persona, Guesdists
were patently not immune to nationalism’s trivial stupidities.

Worse yet, the Guesdists’ episodic affection for “their” France foreshad-
owed the self-destructive nationalist paroxysm of August 1914. French Marxists
insisted that they would defend even a bourgeois-led France, if that France were
unjustly attacked. Had not “French internationalists . . . accepted the crushing
burden that France had assumed [after 1871] in order to repair her forces and
reconquer her rank as the prime military power?”34 The Parti Ouvrier’s 1893 con-
gress thus resolved “that France, if attacked, will have no more ardent defenders
than the socialists of the Parti Ouvrier, convinced of the great role reserved for
her in the coming social revolution.”35 Unfortunately, German socialists, too,
believed in their nation’s revolutionary mission, and assumed that Germany, as
the hope of the socialist world, would have to be defended, if attacked. In August
1914, French and German socialists—convinced that their nations were indeed
under attack, persuaded that their countries prefigured the socialist future—
would mindlessly slaughter each other at the behest of their despised rulers.36

And, when French soldiers finally did march into the Rhineland in 1919, they
did so behind the tricolore of bourgeois France, not the red flag of revolution, and
sometimes they marched behind the tricolore against the red flag.37

These contradictions in the Guesdists’ ideology are best revealed in the
POF’s ferocious hostility toward anarchist cosmopolitanism. As Guesdists
themselves had so often done, Jean Grave, Elisée Reclus and the journalists of
Le Père Peinard denounced national identity as a malignant false consciousness
imposed by bourgeois brainwashing.38 Surely Guesdists and anarchists were
thus brothers in cosmopolitanism? Not for a moment. French Marxists relent-
lessly condemned anarchist antinationalism as ignorant, nonsensical, and
counterproductive—even indicting anarchists who shouted “A bas la France!”
as police provocateurs!39 This double standard vis-à-vis antinationalism typi-
fied the Parti Ouvrier’s broader relationship to anarchism. When resiling from
their own most radical beliefs, Guesdists habitually ascribed them to the anar-
chists, thereby abjecting an unwanted part of themselves onto the frères-enne-
mis they had previously excluded from the socialist movement. The extreme
violence of Guesdist antianarchism, in this instance, manifested the savage
strain imposed on the French Marxists by the schizophrenic disjuncture
between their cosmopolitan and socialist-nationalist personae.

“Guesde Candidat des Prussiens”:
The Parti Ouvrier on the Defensive

The Guesdists’ periodic capitulations to nationalism must be situated in their
polemical context. From the POF’s foundation until its subsumption into the
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SFIO, its many adversaries monotonously charged Marxists with being “alien”
to France and indicted Marxism as an “imported” German doctrine.40 A
Parisian parliamentary candidate, for instance, having denounced his socialist
opponent as advocating “the abolition of all property, of the family home, of
the army, and [above all] of the nation,” then terminated his tirade with the
rhetorical question: “Surely you will not allow this disciple of the German Jew
Karl Marx to attempt the realization in Paris of those toxic schemes hatched
on the other side of the Rhine?”41 Such assaults on Marxism came from every
point on the ideological compass. Ultranationalists, however, specialized in
the genre. According to his own account, Paul Déroulède had become a fero-
cious antisocialist when “alien” red flags were flaunted at a military commem-
orative service, and the nationalist demagogue then strove unrelentingly for
the rest of his life to have that emblem of proletarian internationalism banned
from France. Maurice Barrès, for his part, anathematized Marxism, a sup-
posed compilation of rabbinical dogmas from Trier, as manifesting both the
soulless materialism of the Germans and the arid logic of the Jews. According
to Barrès, the collectivism of the POF was no more than “a fantasy evoked by
the imagination of a few messianic Semites.”42 Charles Maurras reinforced the
theme, despising the Parti Ouvrier as yet another German invasion. He spoke
for all France’s ideologues of la terre et les morts (“the land and the dead,” the
French equivalent of the Germanic “blood and soil”) in proclaiming that
“[Marxist] socialism was rejected by the very soil of France.”43

The extreme Right, however, had no monopoly on such invective. Even
the POF’s socialist competitors joined the clamor. Xenophobia was to be
expected from the Blanquists—always ultranationalist, and with their dominant
faction sliding toward protofascism. But others, like Benoît Malon and Gustave
Rouanet, precursors of Jaurès’s irenic socialism, also denounced Marxism as 

the ultimate stage in the evolution of the German historico-fatalist school that
was a reaction against eighteenth-century [French] philosophy. Marx’s thought
was essentially anti-French. Hence the complete rupture with our traditions,
with our old socialist parties, effected by [Marx’s Guesdist] translators.44

From extreme Right to extreme Left, via the flaccid liberal center, every
French faction (apart from the anarchists) berated the Parti Ouvrier for its
cosmopolitanism.45

The POF’s enemies most often denounced the movement as more Teu-
tonic than French, as a treasonous offshoot of the German Social Democratic
Party, itself supposedly German nationalist and anti-French.46 Nationalists of
every stripe regularly charged that the real purpose behind the Parti Ouvrier’s
cosmopolitanism was subversion of national identity, thus rendering France more
vulnerable to German aggression—a subversion allegedly underwritten by
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Hohenzollern secret-service funds. During the decisive election campaign of
1893, for instance, Guesde’s enemies in Roubaix placarded a poster entitled
“Guesde Candidat des Prussiens” that accused him of “betraying his country and
accepting money, as the price of his betrayal, from the hands of those who . . .
butchered our women and children.”47 According to the Guesdists’ innumerable
enemies, the POF came not from the French Left, but from the German East.

To nationalist delight and Guesdist dismay, many French workers fell for
this aspersion. The POF’s endemic weakness in Paris manifested the capital’s
patriotic political culture—with the city sealed against Marxism by the Blanquists’
chauvinist insurrectionism and the Possibilists’ Republican nationalism. Over the
centuries, after all, Paris had made France, and the city’s plebeians, in their mod-
est way, fed from the same trough as its nationalist intellectuals, bourgeois, and
bureaucrats. Workers elsewhere, however, even workers in half-Belgian Roubaix,
exhibited a national passion similar in kind, although lesser in degree. Guesde,
campaigning to represent Roubaix, survived the nationalist onslaught of 1893, but
succumbed in 1898. Nor was Guesde the only prominent Marxist savaged during
that poll. Gustave Delory, the mayor of Lille and the POF’s leader in the all-
important Nord, lost his bid for election to the Chamber of Deputies because he
had welcomed a delegation of German socialists to his mairie. And, on one utterly
humiliating occasion (the Ninth Congress of the POF), the Party’s leadership was
forced to request police protection for German comrades threatened by an
enraged nationalist mob—and this in Lille itself, the heartland of French Marx-
ism!48 The terrified German delegates could retreat to Berlin; Lillois Guesdists
had to go on living with their furious neighbors. Whether as frustrated national
leaders in ultranationalist Paris or as traumatized provincial militants in Lille,
French Marxists paid a high price for their internationalist notoriety.

How did they calculate that price, and how did they weigh it against
their cosmopolitan principles? They certainly recognized a cost. According to
the Party’s National Council,

[I]n their impotent rage at the Parti Ouvrier’s ascendancy, our class enemies
are using the last weapon in their armory: slander. They’re attempting to
travesty our internationalism, as they’ve tried to travesty our socialism. Those
who are trying to present us as sans-patrie are the same people who, through-
out a century, have permitted the invasion and dismemberment of our
homeland . . . we’ll not allow them to parody our glorious cry Long live the

International! as the pathetic belch Down with France! 49

In response to such “slander,” if slander it was, the Parti Ouvrier, it must be
reiterated, often pleaded “guilty” to the charge of being sans-patrie. When
adversaries alleged that the Parti Ouvrier was a “German import,” for
instance, the POF sometimes recklessly agreed.
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Yes indeed! We’re a product of the Marx factory. We’ve emerged from The

Communist Manifesto, and, as this demonstrates, we’re a German import. . . .
The indigenous products of the Constans-and-Clemenceau factory are beg-
ging for a tariff wall against the foreign ideas that encumber and paralyze
them.50

Brave, no doubt, but hardly prudent, and certainly false. As subsidiaries of a
global enterprise, “Marx factories” were scattered across the globe, albeit being
most productive in Germany, and Guesdists were foolish to concede their
enemies’ point. Such self-immolation was rare, however. More often, more
wisely, and more accurately, the Parti Ouvrier insisted that theories like Marx-
ism had no national provenance whatsoever. They were “neither French nor
German, but true or false.”51 By this more sensible criterion, Marxism was
true, not Germanic; the Parti Ouvrier was in the right, not from the East.

The Parti Ouvrier, nonetheless, refused to disown its German friends,
however intense the pressure to do so. Quite the contrary. Guesdists prided
themselves on their trans-Rhenian connections, and assiduously cultivated the
SPD’s support during their ongoing war against other French socialisms.
Guesde and Lafargue had triumphed over Brousse’s Possibilists during the
1880s with the aid of Engels and the German Social Democrats, and, at the
turn of the century, Kautsky and the SPD reinforced a beleaguered Guesde
against Jaurès’s Independent Socialists. During the great orators’ famous
debates during 1904, in responding to Jaurès’s attempt to oppose “French
socialism” to “German Marxism,” Guesde retorted that this maneuver, if suc-
cessful, would create “as many socialisms as there are different nationalities. It
would be nothing less than the negation of proletarian internationalism.”52 For
the POF, in this cosmopolitan mode, there was but a single socialism: its
Marxism—one with the SPD’s identical ideology, because worldwide and
universally valid.

Nevertheless, despite their proud internationalism, French Marxists
were French, and they often enough affirmed the dignity and distinctiveness
of that national identity within the global socialist community. When angered
by the SPD’s attacks on the Parti Ouvrier’s “reformist” agrarian policy, for
instance, or antagonized by Bebel and Liebknecht’s own tolerance of
“reformists,” Guesdists were quite capable of flaying the German socialism
they otherwise exalted, and occasionally they identified the Germans’ flaws as
German.53 But, whether praising the SPD or denouncing it, the POF always
demanded full equality in the worldwide community of collectivists initiated
by “Karl Marx, Bebel, and Liebknecht for Germany, England, and America,
[and] Guesde and Lafargue for France and Belgium.”54 Indeed, even when
arguing sensibly that ideas had no nationality, Guesdists could slip badly.
Marx’s thought might be universal, and therefore certainly not “anti-French,”
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but even in making this powerful point a Guesdist could then demonstrate
that Marx had been “pro-France” in his adherence to the “French intellectual
tradition”!55 Cosmopolitan universalism, even for Marxists, was obviously far
easier in theory than in practice. Guesdists discovered that they could partic-
ipate in the worldwide socialist movement only by periodically affirming their
French particularity—both with their foreign friends, and against their
domestic foes.

Above all, against their domestic foes. At its worst, the Parti Ouvrier’s
defensive appropriations of French national identity could lapse into xenopho-
bia. When the POF was criticized as internationalist by a certain “M. Edwards”
of the Parisian “bourgeois press,” for instance, Le Socialiste’s riposte moved
unthinkingly from cosmopolitanism to socialist nationalism and on toward
national socialism. The Guesdist journal suggested that Edwards was himself
“of Jewish origin and, we believe, English—others say Levantine,” so that his
profession of French patriotism “bewilders our simple understanding as good
Gauls.”56 Good Gauls! How far from the French Marxists’ alternative charac-
terization of themselves as “foreign imports.” The contradiction was character-
istic. Guesdists systematically oscillated between denial and exploitation of their
national identity—with both tactics responding to nationalist attacks on Marx-
ist “rootlessness,” but the one never successfully reconciled with the other, and
neither free of disturbing excess and unhappy consequences.57

“Making Money while Ruining the Homeland”:
The Parti Ouvrier on the Offensive

On the battlefields of French ideological discourse, as the Parti Ouvrier’s ene-
mies bombarded the movement with charges of treason, the POF returned
fire. French Marxists scourged capitalists as irredeemably “antinational,” lam-
basted bourgeois as venal traitors, and assailed antisocialist nationalists as the
real sans-patries. Guesdists here prolonged a long socialist tradition.58 Ever
since the early nineteenth century, first Fourierists, then Proudhonians, and
finally Blanquists (but never Saint-Simonians!) had demonized the haute
bourgeoisie as foreign to France. The merchant bankers of Paris, French
socialists had alleged, were parasitic, predatory . . . and alien. This rhetoric
tapped a deeply ingrained popular antipathy toward hauts bourgeois—tradi-
tionally viewed as remote from la France profonde, as more at home in London
and Vienna than in Paris itself, and as altogether foreign to grimy but pro-
ductive Roubaix and Roanne. At the turn of the century, the more sincere
“national socialists” such as Rochefort and Drumont best represented this tra-
dition. These ideologues of the populist ultra-Right explicitly claimed the
antibourgeois (and anti-Semitic) legacies of Fourier, Proudhon, and Blanqui.
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But similar “socialist-nationalist” critiques of cosmopolitan capital suffused
the Left, including, at times, the Marxist Left. On that Left, in a weird inver-
sion of the Manifesto, globalizing capitalists, rather than sweeping away bar-
barous barriers to worldwide communion, instead became traitors to the
nation, while socialist workers, instead of “having no homeland,” became
repositories of the national interest against capitalist globalization. Such cri-
tique, when offered by French Marxists, sat strangely with their more com-
mon enthusiasm for capitalism’s worldwide civilizing mission.

Why were capitalists traitors to France? Guesde answered this question
definitively at the very birth of the POF. “Capital,” he contended, “does not have,
and cannot have, a homeland, or rather, to make much the same point, there
where the rate of return is highest, even if it’s among enemies, there is capital’s
homeland.”59 (“Enemies” abroad? What a peculiar trope for the assiduously cos-
mopolitan Guesde!) From the Parti Ouvrier’s perspective, bourgeois were, “above
all, businessmen. They know what’s what: a penny’s a penny; the homeland’s
nothing.”60 (“Homeland”? So much for the Marxists’ rootless cosmopolitanism!)
It therefore hardly surprised Guesdists when they caught Paul Leroy-Beaulieu,
the doyen of French national liberalism, recommending to his bourgeois readers
that they place their investments anywhere but in low-interest France, even if
such placements were German. Whether French or German, whether Jewish or
gentile, the bourgeoisie, according to Marxists, represented an abstract capital
that recognized no national community, no ethnic solidarity, and no linguistic
belonging in its blind fixated search for the maximum rate of return.

Despite capital’s abstract lack of embodiment, Guesdists sometimes
personalized it in France’s “dynasties bourgeoises”61—those inbred families of
notables who had long ruled the nation without, according to POF, ever
becoming truly French. When Jean-Paul-Pierre Casimir-Perier became pres-
ident of France, for instance, the Guesdists compiled a xenophobic charge
sheet against him that began with his grandfather’s frustration of union
between Belgium and France (thus protecting the Casimir-Periers’ lucrative
Anzin coal mines against Belgian competition), continued by pointing out
that the Casimir-Periers were “half Russian” and (worse yet!) descended from
the Russian general who had burned Moscow and thus defeated France in
1812, and concluded by asserting that the president’s relatives were “French
foreigners” who had all invested their vast fortunes outside France.62 Such
accusations were well calculated to outrage French “commoners”—long dis-
trustful of the great notables’ overweening power, envious of their enormous
wealth, and suspicious of their cosmopolitan connections.

On most occasions, however, Guesdists indicted capitalism’s market-
driven (ir)rationality for betraying France, rather than indicting individual
capitalists. In one such indictment, Le Socialiste analyzed the decline of the
Massif Central’s charcoal-fueled forges, and their replacement by more prof-
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itable Atlantic-coast mills dependent on British coking coal and Spanish iron
ore. According to anxious Guesdists, this metallurgical transition from the
interior to the sea rendered France pathetically vulnerable to a superior naval
power. “But what does that [vulnerability] matter to capitalist France,” Le
Socialiste asked rhetorically, “so long as it’s profitable?”63 Why was the pacifist
Parti Ouvrier worried about France’s strategic vulnerability? Quite simply
because bourgeois could be blamed. The usually antimilitarist POF repeatedly
criticized the French bourgeoisie exactly for neglecting the country’s
defenses.64 By implication, in these polemics, a socialist France would shelter
behind stronger fortifications, sail forth in mightier battleships, and marshal
more army corps than the militarily impotent France of the bourgeoisie. In
this peculiar argument (admittedly rare), bourgeois were not at fault for their
militarism (the usual Guesdist charge), but for their lack of martial spirit.
France’s “Parti de l’Etranger” (the “party of the foreigners,” an insult com-
monly launched against the POF) was really, Le Socialiste claimed, “composed
of those who denounce us as sans patrie.”65 In “the trial before patriotism,” the
POF affirmed, Marxism was “not the accused, but the prosecutor.”66

Guesdists pressed their case in several jurisdictions. The world market, in
particular, offered a happy hunting-ground for Parti Ouvrier prosecutors.
Despite the POF’s principled commitment to free trade, Guesdists lapsed eas-
ily from their principles, savagely denouncing capitalism’s international com-
merce, whether manifest in imports or exports. On such occasions, the POF
sadly observed that the world market compelled the nation to export its prole-
tariat’s product, with supposedly noxious consequences—particularly for prole-
tarians. As usual, capitalists were at fault. “As men of our land,” wrote Edouard
Fortin, translator of Marx’s works (who should thus have known better),

[industrialists] think only of producing for other lands. As guardians of the
homeland, they work only for elsewhere. It’s thus that these French patriots
each year eject beyond our borders one billion seven hundred million [francs
worth] of French production.67

Fortin here forgot that exports, and the resultant imports, benefited both
“other lands” and “our land”—the Ricardian essence of his movement’s pre-
dominant free-trading convictions.

Capitalists, Guesdists charged, were no less nation-killers when they
imported. Nationally produced goods were no good, the Parti Ouvrier
sneered, if importers could buy abroad more cheaply. Commenting on an
industrialist who excused his imported German machinery by its incompara-
bly low price, Le Socialiste scathingly summed up his purchasing policy as
“making money while ruining the homeland.”68 Again, not for socialist
nationalists the Ricardian free-trading faith—the faith that, when nations
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produced on the basis of their comparative advantages, they all benefited
from mutual exchange. Instead, according to the Parti Ouvrier in its social-
ist-nationalist mode, “comparative advantage” meant only the comparative
advantage of bourgeois class interest over the French national interest.

Guesdists also denounced foreign investment, both as French investment
among foreigners and as foreigners’ investment in France. The nation’s capital-
ists, according to the POF, gained their wealth at home, but placed it abroad—
to their profit, but at France’s expense. In an exposé of French industrialists
who invested in Russian Poland’s burgeoning textile industry (a reiterated
Guesdist grievance), Le Socialiste denounced this “stealing of French jobs” as
“un crime de lèse-patrie.”69 “High treason against the nation”! What right did
cosmopolitan Guesdists have to lay such a charge? Perhaps the right of reply.
The “treason” of capital flight, after all, had been committed by the same ultra-
nationalist capitalists who denounced Guesdists as sans-patrie. At the least, the
northern textile magnates, with their ultranationalist rhetoric in politics and
their ultraprofitable factories in Lodz, were guilty of gross hypocrisy.

Even more than foreign direct investment, Guesdists reviled portfolio
investment abroad—that vast and accelerating outflow of French savings into
foreign stocks and bonds that, at the fin de siècle, had turned France, or at least
the French bourgeoisie, into the world’s rentier. This outflow, too, was suppos-
edly high treason against the nation. Indeed, it was far worse than the “real”
treason perpetrated by spies. Spies, Le Socialiste cynically remarked, reduced the
risk of war by alerting governments to their enemies’ clandestine military
preparations. By contrast, bourgeois rentiers betrayed their country in a far
more fundamental way—by exporting their wealth to France’s detriment, rein-
forcing competitors’ economic advantages, and enhancing the military power
of France’s enemies.70 When French nationalists “proved” that Dreyfus was a
traitor because his fortune was invested in Germany, the Parti Ouvrier riposted
that all rich bourgeois placed their capital where it would earn the most—
whether at home or abroad, whether among friends or enemies. Le Socialiste
ruled that “because such treason is everywhere, it can basically be concluded
that it’s nowhere . . . unless it’s resolved that the great traitor is capital itself.”71

Guesdists so resolved. Having detailed the ways in which the “wealth cre-
ated . . . by the nation that works” (that is, by the working-class “nation”) had
been exported by greedy bankers “in order to militarily and industrially equip
rival nations,” Lafargue fumed that capital “knows neither homeland, nor
humanity, but only the percentage of interest.”72 A few thousand extra securi-
ties, or a secure France? Bourgeois would always favor their portfolios.

As for foreign investment in France, Guesdists abominated exploitation
of the nation’s workers by “alien” capitalists. Having investigated frightful
working conditions at an English-owned textile mill outside Reims, Le Social-
iste raged that 
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bourgeois rule, whether monarchist or republican . . . never defends the
interests of French workers, even against foreign capitalists: it delivers . . . the
workers without defense to exploiters from all over the world. It’s thus that
bourgeois governments understand patriotism.73

Apparently, there was something particularly outrageous about foreign
exploitation of French textile workers, and something particularly intolerable
about the French state’s complicity with British capitalists. The Parti Ouvrier,
in this instance, seemed to be suggesting that Rémois workers would be bet-
ter off if exploited by French mill owners. As a protectionist and nationalist,
Barrès would have wholeheartedly agreed. But, as Marxists, Guesdists had no
business distinguishing, even implicitly, between iniquitous “alien” and benign
“national” employers. Nonetheless, when overwhelmed by spasms of socialist
nationalism, Guesdists very occasionally wobbled down the slope toward just
such Barrèsian “national economics.”

Enervating outflows of exported wealth, a suffocating influx of foreign
goods—this socialist-nationalist depiction of a grinding clash between the
capitalist world market and the “national interest” hardly exhausted the Parti
Ouvrier’s armory of invective. The POF’s arraignment of nation-killing capi-
talism also tapped the time’s terror of demographic decadence. At the fin de
siècle, the French worried incessantly about their country’s low natality and
consequent slow population growth. France was moribund, even dying! It was
all the fault of capital, claimed Guesdists, who accused the bourgeoisie of
“nationalicide.”74 Why? Because the bourgeois preference for accumulation
over procreation, combined with capital’s exhaustion of its workers’ life force,
had tipped the demographic balance from birth toward death. Capitalism,
mourned French Marxists, “valued the wealth of employers over the existence
of France, whose declining natality condemns her to disappear through infil-
tration or engulfment.”75 Le Socialiste worried that

the French nationality is on its way to being suffocated under the pressure
of ultraprolific Italians and Germans. And in order to save ourselves from
tomorrow’s inevitable invasion, all that our ultrapatriotic economists can
imagine is to have us invaded today by introducing into our factories, into
our shops, even into our public service, the largest possible number of trans-
Vosgiens and trans-Alpins. Prussianize ourselves! Such is the apex of their
science. Thanks, idiots! Please permit us to prefer a socialist . . . France to
an Italian or a German one created by suffocation or infiltration. Once all
the means of production have been nationalized, we’ll no longer fear to
make children, and we’ll make lots of them, by God! as many as necessary,
without having to leave the pleasure of making them to others, to our
neighbors.76
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So much for the Parti Ouvrier’s cosmopolitanism, renounced for an interna-
tional baby-making contest! Still, polemical efficacy compensated for theoret-
ical incoherence. Guesdists reveled in their “discovery” that France’s demo-
graphic decadence stemmed from capitalist exploitation. Only socialism, they
were sure, could rejuvenate the motherland. Come the revolution, France
would once again be fecund.

If France’s impending “suffocation” by prolific neighbors could be por-
trayed as capitalist “nationalicide,” then working-class emigration was equally
to be condemned, although it remained less of an issue than demographic
stagnation. The French, after all, had largely abstained from the nineteenth
century’s trans-Atlantic mass migration. Nonetheless, the Parti Ouvrier
emphasized its hostility toward workers abandoning France for abroad. Gues-
dists explained that “French capitalists have not yet succeeded in expelling
French proletarians” in any great number “because [French workers] have an
absolute revulsion against emigration.”77 But, if workers did begin to flee cap-
italist France, the POF promised that Marxists would categorically oppose the
exodus. Flatly contradicting the Parti Ouvrier’s usual enthusiasm for interna-
tional labor mobility as a surety of socialist cosmopolitanism, Guesdists
affirmed that “as internationalist socialists, [we] are the enemies of emigra-
tion; we have no desire for workers to quit their natal land; we wish them to
find their well-being at home.”78 According to a socialist-nationalist POF,
proletarian emigration from bourgeois France would betray both proletariat
and nation.

Antisocialists commonly slandered the French Marxists as being really
Germans—portraying individual Guesdists as abject disciples of their Ger-
man Jewish prophet, denouncing the POF as a subservient offshoot of the
Teutonic SPD. During the 1880s, Guesdists reversed the slander, arraigning
the Third Republic’s supposedly nationalist rulers as servile German agents.
With lethal repetitiveness, the POF recalled 1871, when “the bourgeoisie, out
of fear of Parisian revolution, opened the city’s gates to the Prussians.”79 This
bourgeois treason, according to the Parti Ouvrier, endured across the decades.
The Parti Ouvrier bitterly marked the ways in which Paris collaborated with
Berlin against labor. During industrial insurgencies, Le Socialiste snarled,
“Freycinet puts his bayonets at the service of German exploiters [established
in France], while Bismarck returns the favor for French exploiters established
in Germany.”80 As with the labor movement, so with socialism. Year after year,
exiled militants resident in Paris were summarily expelled by the police pre-
fecture at the behest of foreign secret services, including the German political
police, and, year after year, the Parti Ouvrier caustically demonstrated how
“the patriotism of our ruling bourgeois is of a very special nature. It receives
its orders from Humbert of Italy, from William of Prussia, and Alexander of
Russia.”81 In a weird Marxist replication of the belle epoque’s chauvinist para-
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noia, French appeasement of Berlin met with Guesdist outrage. Just as French
socialists of the 1930s would charge that the bourgeoisie preferred German
conquest to leftist government (“Better Hitler than Blum!”), so Guesdists
charged French capitalists with following an abject policy of “Better Wilhelm
than Guesde!” The bourgeoisie, Lafargue suggested bitterly, “would prefer to
see France under the boots of Bismarck rather than . . . in the hands of the
proletariat.”82

During the 1890s, as the Quai d’Orsay’s policy shifted from conciliation
of Germany to cultivation of Russia, so Guesdist polemic switched from high-
lighting Franco-German cooperation to denouncing the Russian alliance.
When French police harassed Russian dissidents who had sought asylum in
Paris, these refugees attained iconic status in the Guesdist press. Why, Gues-
dists asked, this shameful abandonment of France’s glorious tradition of polit-
ical asylum? When French diplomats subordinated their country’s “national
interest” (not least French interest in the recovery of Alsace-Lorraine) to
Russian foreign policy (which had no desire whatsoever to reverse the settle-
ment of 1871), Le Socialiste’s international reporting emphasized the shame of
the Russian connection. Why, the POF asked, this self-destructive diplomacy?
Guesdists easily answered their own rhetorical questions. According to the
POF, France’s Russian entanglement arose from St. Petersburg’s voracious
appetite for foreign capital and from French capitalists’ equally voracious
appetite for easy profit. What did it matter to the bourgeoisie if France’s
wealth was squandered in corrupt and insecure, but nonetheless lucrative,
loans to the bankrupt Russian treasury? “What patriots these ruling bourgeois
are!” Le Socialiste remarked sarcastically.83 In the French Marxists’ persona as
the real French patriots, they angrily insisted that “the French bourgeoisie
doesn’t have the right to even speak the word patrie—this bourgeoisie that,
having inherited a great nation . . . has reduced her in less than a century to
her present sad state, territorially despoiled and lying dishonored at the feet of
the emperor of all the Siberias.”84

For Guesdists, the arms trade disclosed bourgeois treason at its most
baleful. The industrialists who produced armaments, the merchants who
exported them, and the bankers who financed their purchase had no care but
for profit. Commenting, for instance, on a couple of Berlin financiers who had
organized a vast loan to the Russian state, a loan that would be used to under-
write Russia’s rearmament, Le Socialiste concluded that “these German bankers
are no exception [to the rule that capital has no national allegiance]: Jews, they
have underwritten the oppressor of their race; Germans, they have helped raise
an army against their nation.”85 French armorers were no better. The Parti
Ouvrier revealed with feigned shock that the Chinese and Vietnamese soldiers
resisting France’s invasion of Indochina had been armed with French weapons.
“Ah!” Le Socialiste exclaimed. “What a lovely thing is bourgeois patriotism!”86
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Once European war broke out, Guesdists predicted, workers would be
astounded to discover that all the combatants had been armed by their ene-
mies. The armaments industry would have achieved a nationally catastrophic
but vastly profitable business-exchange: “the ultimate in patriotism, as it’s
understood by capitalists.”87

Thus advanced the Guesdists’ counterattack against France’s “bourgeois
nationalists.” The Parti Ouvrier damned capitalist commerce as corrosion of
the nation, capital flight as vampiric predation on France’s substance, bour-
geois demographics as “nationalicide,” and Republican diplomacy as treason.
Charitably interpreted, this invective merely countered attacks on Guesdists
as sans-patrie. “You’re one too!” Yet these counterattacks elicited troubling
ambiguities. In the Parti Ouvrier’s socialist-nationalist critiques of capitalist
globalization, the world market no longer spread as a civilizing force eventu-
ally to be appropriated by the proletariat, but instead raged across the globe as
a nation-killing menace. When posturing as patriots, Guesdists thus aban-
doned international revolution in favor of national revolution against the cos-
mopolitan bourgeoisie.

“We Complete Nationalists”: The Guesdists as French Patriots

In their guise as socialist nationalists, Guesdists reviled “bourgeois patriotism”
while championing the “real thing”: proletarian patriotism. They had doctri-
nal warrant. Closely studied, Marx’s texts sanctioned both working-class cos-
mopolitanism and socialist nationalism. The Manifesto’s famous assertion that
“working men have no country” was closely followed by the affirmation that
“since the proletariat must first of all acquire political supremacy, must rise to
be the leading class of the nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is, so far,
itself national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word.”88 Which argu-
ment to emphasize? That the proletariat had been stripped of national partic-
ularity? Or that revolutionary workers must come to embody their nation? By
the fin de siècle, within the Second International, the latter increasingly pre-
vailed. The affirmation that “the working men have no country” had, for many
Marxists, mutated from cosmopolitan boast into nationalist lament.89 From
Dublin to St. Petersburg, from Oslo to Athens, socialism increasingly meant
giving “working men” a country by seizing a country for them.

In their socialist-nationalist persona, Guesdists exemplified this transi-
tion to affirmation of the “national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the
word.” They crafted an alternative theory of nationalism that identified the
proletariat as France’s “national class.” This concept of a “national class” is one
of the most intriguing ideas in the Marxist repertoire, and a concept that has
clearly distinguished Marxism’s episodic nationalism from that of its enemies.
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Rather than classes uniting around a socially transcendent national interest
(the ideal of both national socialists and national liberals), Marxists have
argued that one class alone embodies the nation “when [that class] serves the
general interest in serving its particular interest.”90 For “patriotic” Marxists,
then, the proletariat can embody the nation only by fighting the class war, by
“serving its particular interests.” At the same time, Marxist theorists have
argued, modern class hegemonies prosper only when and where they have thus
donned national clothing.91 For socialist-nationalist Marxists, then, the work-
ers will win the social war because they really are the nation.

“Bourgeois hegemony” was the exemplar for this theory. According to
Marxism’s metanarrative, the bourgeoisie had triumphed as “les bourgeois
conquérants,”92 as modernity’s ascendant “national class”—forcing the unifica-
tion of Germany upon recalcitrant Junkers, molding the intractable peasants
of Piedmont and Puglia into “Italians,” and, above all, commanding France as
“La Grande Nation.” Guesdist historians elaborated this exemplary tale.
According to the POF, the “Patriot” faction that initiated the French Revolu-
tion in 1789 and then carried it to triumph under the Jacobins had been a self-
ish class-party of “bourgeois revolutionaries.” But these self-regarding bour-
geois had also heroically defended France against cosmopolitan
counterrevolution, both domestic and foreign. Quiberon and Valmy had been
triumphs for the bourgeoisie and for France. The class that had given the
eighteenth-century French their gallant Patriots had woefully degenerated,
however, represented as it was during the belle epoque by the despicable
Opportunists. Having exhausted its historical mission, the bourgeoisie had
abandoned France, devoting itself instead to cosmopolitan parasitism—
thereby replicating the role of the historically transcended aristocracy.

As the bourgeoisie faltered in the historical relay-race of progressive
“national classes,” the proletariat seized the baton. When the Parti Ouvrier con-
trasted France’s proletarians with bourgeois, it represented workers as “fulfilling
their [national] duty”93 to France. Revolutionary against capitalist exploitation,
patriotic against cosmopolitan capital, France’s workers had constituted them-
selves as the new Patriot Party: the Parti Ouvrier. It would lead the nation into
a radiant future, toward the final realization of the ideals of 1789 that had been
so travestied and then so completely abandoned by the degenerate bourgeoisie.
Ironically, by sowing this hegemonic aspiration among workers, the POF pow-
erfully contributed to the “nationalization of the masses.” France’s proletarians,
after all, were far more likely to be seduced by the Guesdists’ socialist national-
ism than by the Barrèsians’ national socialism or the Oppportunists’ civic
nationalism.94 The Hegelian “cunning of reason” thus ensured that nationalism’s
demiurge found a powerful historical agent in cosmopolitan Marxism.

When fully assimilated by its Marxist proponents, this theory of the
“national class” resulted in sociological “double vision.” For the POF, France
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doubled into a nation of bourgeois nationalists (essentially fraudulent, really
representing capitalist cosmopolitanism) and a nation of socialist patriots (the
true France, representing working people’s national authenticity). There were
“two Frances,” Guesdists argued, because “all nations . . . are divided into classes
with antagonistic interests that are, as a consequence, enemies.”95 Lafargue
enlisted classical philosophy and the English novel behind this insight. “Every
nation,” he wrote, “when founded upon private property, is divided into two
enemy nations. Socrates, more than two thousand years before Disraeli, pro-
claimed this truth.”96 “Two enemy nations” in “every nation.” . . . According to
Guesdists, an “international” war raged within France.

These “intranational” enemy nations generated their own distinctive
nationalisms. “There is not one patriotism,” Charles Bonnier insisted. “Each
[class] possesses its own.”97 One patriotism, the proletariat’s socialist national-
ism, authentically represented the nation; the other, degenerate “bourgeois
patriotism,” violated the “true interests of France.”98 As self-avowed represen-
tatives of a working class that represented the real nation, Guesdists abandoned
their antinational cosmopolitanism for socialist nationalism, vaunting them-
selves as personifying the “true interests” of the “true France.” French Marxists
felt that they could, in this socialist-nationalist personification, “declare our-
selves patriots” with a clear conscience, for “it is we, the international socialists,
who alone have taken up the defense of the interests of the great mass of our
compatriots.”99 French Marxists pledged to defend the “the idea of the home-
land, . . . the living remnant of France, transmitted to [us socialists] across the
centuries.” They would, in turn, “transmit it to the generations that will follow
us.”100 Barrès himself could not have put it better—had he been a mystical
socialist nationalist rather than a mystical national socialist.

While socialist nationalism obviously contradicted the Guesdists’ oth-
erwise stringent cosmopolitanism, it nonetheless empowered a robust “inter-
nationalism.” According to the Parti Ouvrier, the proletariat’s hegemony
within nations would ensure amity between nations. Guesdists portrayed the
hegemonic workers of the future as “extending the hand of friendship across
borders while working to give their own nations the highest degree of devel-
opment.”101 Not for working people the chauvinism, racism, and militarism of
the degenerate bourgeoisie. The revolutionary working class in each country
embodied both their nation’s national interest and the entire world’s Kantian
aspiration to “perpetual peace.” As representatives of such workers, Guesdists
could thus represent themselves both as France’s only true patriots and as the
nation’s only real internationalists. “French socialists are French just as Ger-
man socialists are German,” Guesde affirmed. “What we’ve signed with them
is not a mutual pact of treason against our respective homelands, but rather a
solidarity pact aimed at the liberation of all homelands into a humanity regen-
erated and free.”102
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In this formulation, “internationalism” was not “the denigration and sac-
rifice of nations, but their recognition, even their consecration” (contrast with
the Parti Ouvrier’s interpretations of internationalism as a cosmopolitan cam-
paign against nationhood!).103 According to Le Socialiste,

[T]he role of a patriotic internationalist will be . . . to struggle against every-
thing that isolates his own nation, everything that particularizes it. His patri-
otism will consist in developing everything that might adapt it [to the com-
mon good], everything that might contribute to the common interest of the
International, and thus gradually lead to union between the nations.104

The triumph of the International depended upon this free development of free
nations, and would in turn empower that free development. As usual, the
Guesdists historicized this insight into a teleology that led toward utopia—just
as they did with their antinational cosmopolitanism. “The international or
human homeland toward which we are moving,” Guesde promised, “is the
highest stage of that long evolution of which the family, the tribe, the province,
and the nation have been successive phases. It operates, not by the death, but
for the life of nations, to whom it will bring peace and well-being.”105 Guesde
explained (misleadingly) that “just as in 1789, when the French nation was
being constituted, the cry of ‘Vive la France!’ did not mean ‘Down with Nor-
mandy!’ [Normandy was actually to be abolished by revolutionary departmen-
talization] . . . so no more does the cry ‘Vive l’Internationale!’ mean ‘Down with
France!’”106 This socialist-nationalist dialectic was why, Guesdists affirmed, “we
internationalists are . . . the complete nationalists, while M. Maurice Barrès and
his [chauvinist] friends are simply limited nationalists.”107 Barrèsian ultrana-
tionalism betrayed both France and humanity; Marxist socialist nationalism, by
contrast, affirmed both. In their socialist-nationalist persona, Guesdists would
have fervently seconded that great twentieth-century theorist of national iden-
tity, Frantz Fanon, when he argued that “national consciousness . . . is the only
thing that will give us an international dimension.”108

Understandably, the Guesdists’ “bourgeois nationalist” adversaries
derided the POF’s chiliastic expectation that socialist nationalism would usher
in a utopian “perpetual peace.” Even if such dreams were desirable (and many
nationalists instead viewed war as the “hygiene of nations”), they were impos-
sible. Nations, these “realists” argued, defined themselves through conflict—a
definitional truth that would be just as applicable to future socialist nations as
it was to the current capitalist ones. Even the socialist “nations” emergent
within the states of the fin de siècle supposedly warred against each other. The
nationalists’ most telling critique of socialist internationalism asserted that the
parties to the “International” quarreled just as fiercely as did the belle epoque’s
bellicose “bourgeois” states. In particular, the Guesdists’ enemies sought to
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demonstrate that French socialists and German socialists replicated the con-
flicts between the Third Republic and the Reich.109 These demonstrations had
considerable force. Bebel and Guesde could hardly shoot each other, as social-
ists would do in the future—the future that would see Russian tanks clanking
into the People’s Republic of Hungary, skirmishes between the Soviet Union
and Communist China, and socialist Vietnam’s invasion of (putatively) social-
ist Cambodia. But the acrimony that marred the International’s “fraternal”
congresses foreshadowed the worse to come, and thus legitimated the “realist”
critique of Marxism’s internationalist idealism.110

Guesdists responded to such critique with little more than dogmatic
denial. According to French Marxists, workers’ interests were by definition
compatible, whether those interests manifested within nations or between
nations. Confronted by conflict within the International, Guesdists retreated
toward utopia:

The day will come, and it’s not far off, when [bourgeois chauvinism] will
finally disappear to make way for the only reasonable patriotism, which will
exclude all chauvinism and will encompass all nations in a global fraternity
and solidarity, nations retaining their own characters and their own particu-
lar qualities, but combining them and adding to them, rather than separat-
ing them. And then will be realized, under the flag of socialism, Schiller’s
prophesy, hymned by Beethoven: “Embrace each other, you millions!”111

The extraordinary repetitiveness of such florid rhetoric measured the anxiety
that it repressed. In their cosmopolitan persona, after all, French Marxists
fully agreed with nationalist “realism”: nationhood meant war.

Close reading of the Guesdist corpus reveals an oscillation between con-
tradictory paradigms: the repudiation of nationhood, on the one hand, and the
appropriation of national identity, on the other. Both rhetorics—that of anti-
national cosmopolitanism and that of socialist nationalism—served the POF
well in its long war against “bourgeois” nationhood, but the Party’s two per-
sonae were never reconciled, much less synthesized. French Marxists, of course,
denied self-contradiction, and the denial sometimes rang true—but only so
long as Guesdists aligned socialist nationalism with internationalism, rather
than with cosmopolitanism. As Guesde made the point, “[I]n being interna-
tionalist, and in rejoicing in the title, socialists don’t cease to be French.”112 Per-
haps. . . . Unfortunately, a century of disillusioning experience—including the
experience of the Parti Ouvrier—has discredited any such easy harmonization
of the socialist universal with the national particular. Irresolvable conflict
between cosmopolitan telos and nationalist reflex better represents Marxism’s
enduring reality—as it represents the abiding truth of our modern world.
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Of all the ideologies besetting Marxism, racism has been the most rabid. Cer-
tainly the Parti Ouvrier could not ignore its challenge. Racists ravened across
fin de siècle Europe. Racist historians read the past as a Darwinian contest;
racist sociologists legitimated social hierarchy as biological variation; racist
ideologues assailed Marxists as traitors to the race. Traumatized by the deba-
cle of 1870–71, some of the French succumbed to this bacchanalia, forsaking
their ancestral ideals of equality and fraternity for a hierarchical and exclu-
sionary racism previously more characteristic of Central Europe.1 France,
indeed, exemplified the time’s racist onslaught on Marxism. Georges Vacher
de Lapouge and Jules Soury’s metahistory of decadent and virile races
thwarted Marxism’s teleology of transcended and ascendant classes; Gustave
Le Bon’s racial sociology subordinated the working-class “masses” to “natural
aristocracies” of (literally) breeding; Maurice Barrès concocted his potent anti-
Marxist brew from racial ingredients.2 The Parti Ouvrier’s reaction to this
aggression classically illustrates Marxism’s fraught encounter with ideological
ethnicity. It warrants scholarly recovery.3

“Barbarous Sentiments”: The Guesdists and Racism

Once domiciled in Paris, “race” came to mean many things. At its most for-
midable, as pseudoscientific dogma, it became a biological “essentialism.” The
racist French of the belle epoque could be found angrily disputing their iden-
tities as “Nordics” or “Mediterraneans,” sagely measuring each others’ skulls,
and debating the relative merits of the dolichocephalic and brachycephalic,
while smugly founding their intercontinental superiority upon “whiteness,”
with superficial skin color supposedly manifesting their transcendent “racial
soul.” In the stuffy academy no less than in the bohemian cafe, a “narcissism
of minor differences” reigned supreme. Less noxiously, “race,” in popular par-
lance, could mean little more than “nation,” with publicists writing of the
French or British “races”—a casual usage that reinforced an anything but
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casual ultranationalism. Between these vacuous extremes, between the fake
precision of “racial science” and the flaccid rhetoric of journalistic conve-
nience, dwelled a vast array of empty signifiers parading as ethnic absolutes,
from which void marched forth bizarre entities such as the “Latin race.”4 How,
then, did the Parti Ouvrier engage this dire discourse?

With humanistic honor. One of the Guesdists’ most distinctive, most
surprising, and most admirable traits was their bitter hostility toward racial
prejudice, and this at a time when racism fouled every other ideological dis-
course. Such impermeability to racist infiltration, of course, might have been
expected of French Marxists. Their German Jewish master had despised “race
theory,” and certainly detested the racists’ “master thinker,” Marx’s contempo-
rary Arthur de Gobineau.5 Even Marx’s own racist remarks, including sporadic
calumnies against his natal ethnicity, manifested only the ire of a cosmopolitan
confronted by particularism. Marx may have hated the Jews (as anti-Marxist
Jews have alleged), but only when Jews expressed a separate, and separatist,
identity. In the same way, he hated (he was a great hater) the French, the Eng-
lish, and the Germans, or, for that matter, the Bretons, the Welsh, and the
Sorbs—so long as they identified themselves as particularistic “races.” For
Marx, ethnic militants—whether Jewish or anti-Semitic, French or German,
black or white—betrayed universal humanity by asserting racial particularity.6

Guesdists thus remained almost entirely unsullied by their time’s other-
wise all-pervasive racism. Unlike so many of their compatriots, they never
attributed “national” differences to biology. Not for Guesdists the “mythology
of the blood” propagated by Volkish gurus. According to the POF, the racist
rulings of Lapouge or Soury were utterly nonsensical, and certainly unscien-
tific. “Scientific” socialists should ignore them. Rather than entrapping them-
selves in the dim dead-ends of racial mythology, the Parti Ouvrier urged
socialists and workers “to struggle against the system [capitalism], for which
the individual is nothing, and race still less.”7 French Marxists summarily dis-
missed the notion that racial identity bonded the French to each other. What
bonds linked ebullient Languedocians to dour Normands, asked the POF,
apart from manacles locked into place by bloodstained Crusaders or ruses
woven by conniving royal intendants? Certainly not some racial destiny man-
ifest in “la terre et les morts”! Guesdists had nothing but contempt for the
“obsolete idea of ‘the union of peoples of the same race,’” declaring it “false,
reactionary and ridiculously impractical.”8

If race failed to bond the French one to another, it could hardly separate
them from others. In the POF’s first of many edicts on the subject, L’Egalité
insisted that 

the theory of race is absurd, ridiculous, unrealizable. . . . There are no longer
races: there are only interests and classes; it is easier and more logical to unite
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the Latin bourgeoisie to the German and Anglo-Saxon bourgeoisie than to
unite the bourgeoisie and the workers . . . of the same race. That union
between the bourgeoisie of all nations and all races has been an accomplished
fact for a long time. Let’s now create the union of the workers of the world,
without any distinctions, in order to challenge the bourgeoisie of all races
and all nations. The Parti Ouvrier recognizes no races, only classes!9

Guesdists relentlessly reiterated these propositions: the dominance of a pan-
racial bourgeoisie, the coming-to-be of a transracial proletariat, and the irrel-
evance of race as compared to class. According to the Parti Ouvrier, those who
“confounded . . . race with social system”10 thereby misunderstood the past,
misjudged the present, and falsified the future.

The POF’s antiracism reprised the “globalization theory” of the move-
ment’s nationalism critique. According to the Parti Ouvrier, capitalists
ignored race in their ravenous quest for surplus value, just as they ignored
nationality. Black or white, Asian or Occidental, Aryan or Semite—all were
exploited with fine impartiality. “Only class interest, that grand leveler, indi-
cates the truth,” proclaimed Charles Bonnier, one of the most cosmopolitan
of the Parti Ouvrier’s theorists. “There’s no longer a racial question under cap-
italism; the factory accepts all men, black, yellow, or white, and they’re all
equal before the machine.”11 At its most extreme, this class reductionism woe-
fully misconstrued worldwide proletarianization. A few fin de siècle capital-
ists may have dreamt of indiscriminately marshaling the global masses into
their factories, but cultural and political barriers blocked such multiracial labor
recruitment, even if it could have been genuinely imagined by the racist bour-
geois of the belle epoque. At the same time, Guesdists were wrong to think
that, for workers, “servitude is neither white, nor yellow, nor black; it’s [solely]
proletarian.”12 For many of the world’s workers—in the mines of the Rand, on
construction sites throughout America’s Mexican borderland, among the rub-
ber plantations of Southeast Asia—servitude issued as much from ethnicity as
from class. In Algiers or Nouméa, as in San Antonio or Singapore, and to
some extent even in Marseille or Paris, capitalist globalization elicited both
class war and race war.

Despite these disheartening realities, or perhaps because of them, the
Parti Ouvrier urged socialists everywhere to preach the antiracist catechism to
the workers of the world, to lead a crusade “of proletarians of all races against
the capitalists of all races.”13 According to the POF, a black socialist from
Martinique should address white workers in France as a socialist, not as a
black; a white socialist from Roubaix should greet black workers in Fort-de-
France not as a white, but as a socialist. Marxists everywhere, the French
Marxists were convinced, could rest assured that “racial differences did not
exist within a socialist proletariat.”14 In the Parti Ouvrier’s transcendent vision
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of the future, and even in its perspective on the present, the whites of Roubaix
and the blacks of Fort-de-France melded into the red of the International, and
thus became the Interracial. In the categorical words of the Parti Ouvrier’s
Programme, “[T]he emancipation of the productive class is that of all human
beings without distinction . . . of race.”15

This feckless dismissal of the proletariat’s racialized reality will today
seem utterly bizarre to most Marxists and to all post-Marxists—obsessed as
they are by the ignominious collapse of class politics before resurgent racial
identity in Rotterdam or Dreux, by recurrent explosions of racist violence
from Tower Hamlets to Rwanda, by the renaissance of “scientific” racism in
bell curves and ethology. Nonetheless, the Parti Ouvrier’s insouciance
accorded well with some aspects of France’s nineteenth-century experience.16

Unlike American or South African Marxists, militants of the POF were
spared the daunting labor of constructing a united socialist movement for a
racially divided society. Regardless of France’s much-mooted rupture between
“Nordic racial types” in the north and “Mediterranean types” in the south, in
spite of frantic craniometry, despite the best efforts of the racist Right, the
French suffered few racial conflicts during the belle epoque, apart from a sui
generis anti-Semitism overlapping the country’s national, religious, and
“racial” cleavages.17 And, even during the anti-Semitic convulsion of the Drey-
fus affair, Guesdists did not endure the ethnic predicament confronting their
comrades of the Russian Social Democratic and Labor Party. Unlike its sister
party to the East, the POF never encountered any equivalent of the Bund,
defiantly recruiting Jewish workers into an exclusively Jewish socialist party.18

The Parti Ouvrier, then, if it so wished, could usually dismiss the “race ques-
tion.” In Roubaix or Roanne, even in Paris or Marseille, the Guesdist “mak-
ing of the French working class” contended against fractures of gender,
nationality, and religion, but rarely of race.

This relative immunity to racial conflict, of course, hardly pertained in
Algeria or the colonies, where every aspect of politics turned on “white
supremacy.” But race war in Constantine or New Caledonia rarely impinged
on the Parti Ouvrier’s ideological awareness. After all, the racialized outre-
mer hardly impacted on the metropolitan working class whose travails so
obsessed the Guesdists. At the fin de siècle, Roubaisian employers imported
cheap Belgians to work their mills, not the even cheaper but as yet inacces-
sible Algerians—and Roubaix interested the Parti Ouvrier far more than
Algeria, Black Africa, Indochina, and the Antilles combined. When Gues-
dists scanned the historical outlook, seeking to anticipate storms that might
check the proletariat’s headway toward socialism, it was nationalism that
clouded the horizon. No wonder the Parti Ouvrier gave so much attention to
nationhood, and so little to race—often failing, or refusing, to acknowledge
the latter’s existence.
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Very occasionally, however, the Parti Ouvrier uneasily recognized a
“biological” sociology separate from the economic order. Guesdists then iden-
tified a “milieu cosmique,” which established “les races humaines,” as distinct
from “le milieu économique,” which generated the classes of capitalist soci-
ety.19 As if subliminally guided by this insight, French Marxists unthinkingly
accepted “racial” distinctions between Europeans and non-Europeans,
although without granting such identities as “white,” “Negro,” or “Asian” ana-
lytical force or ideological weight. Nonetheless, the Parti Ouvrier tacitly dis-
tinguished between these “races” and European “nationalities,” and accorded
them very different polemical handling.20 The POF determinedly minimized
“national” distinctions between, for instance, the French and Germans, but
laxly accepted racial “difference” between Europeans, Asians, and blacks. No
doubt the Parti Ouvrier’s desperate desire to consolidate its “International”
explains these alternative discursive strategies. The Second International, of
course, remained almost entirely European, with little participation by Asians,
blacks, or even South African, antipodean, and American whites.

The Parti Ouvrier thus casually assumed that some “natural” difference
did indeed distinguish “whites,” “Asians,” and “blacks” from each other,
although the POF manifested little interest in the “milieu cosmique” that sup-
posedly differentiated them. Certainly the Guesdists exhibited none of “sci-
entific” racism’s obsession with race hierarchy and racial purity. Quite the con-
trary. Confronted with “race mixing,” Guesdists foreshadowed today’s
postcolonial celebration of “hybridity.” On one occasion, for instance, the
POF commented acerbically on Britons’ reluctance to interbreed with
“natives,” a squeamishness supposedly in sharp contrast to the behavior of the
French, who had engendered a multitude of fertile métis : the proliferating
hybrids “to whom,” Guesdists confidently predicted, “the future will belong.”21

Métis, the Parti Ouvrier argued with a peculiar inverse racism, were especially
vital and creative, and thus apt for historical leadership. French Marxists prac-
ticed what they preached, elevating the ostentatiously hybridized (and
undoubtedly creative and vital) French-Jewish-Cuban-Negro-Carib Paul
Lafargue to coleadership of the POF.22 As for racial hierarchy, Guesdists
eagerly anticipated an impending socialist revolution in Africa and the
Caribbean that would there inaugurate “the dictatorship of the proletariat of
the black race”23—an anticipation illustrating the Parti Ouvrier’s characteris-
tic vulnerability to racial categorization, but also the movement’s almost com-
plete immunity to racial prejudice.

Despite the Guesdists’ carefully cultivated indifference to race war, the
fin de siècle’s many racial conflicts did sporadically impinge on their ideolog-
ical awareness—most frequently with European anti-Semitism, sometimes
during colonial razzias, and occasionally with American lynchings. At the
same time, bewildered Guesdists found themselves beset, even at home, by
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racist doctrines that undermined their “scientific socialism.” Enemies such as
Edouard Drumont, who accepted Gobineau’s dictum that “the ethnic ques-
tion dominates all problems of history,” ostentatiously disputed Marx’s belief
that “all history is the history of class struggle”; Barrèsian ancestral determin-
ism flatly contradicted the Marxists’ historical materialism; and the anti-
Semites’ pursuit of race war disrupted the proletariat’s mobilization behind
Marxist class warriors.24 How, French Marxists uneasily asked themselves,
could meaningless “racial” differences so divisively intersect with the battle-
fronts of the class war—if not often in metropolitan France, then often
enough abroad? 

On the rare occasions when Guesdists sought to answer this vexing
question, they discerned a cunning plot to substitute race for class. Financial
speculators, according to the POF, diverted the rage of the petits bourgeois
they despoiled onto innocent Jews; cosmopolitan capitalists set Algerian
colons and indigenous Moslems to fighting each other, while exploiting both;
the American plantocracy ruled vulnerable poor whites by deflecting their
anger onto even more vulnerable poor blacks. Capitalist accumulation, Gues-
dists demonstrated, negated race, but bourgeois hegemony throve on it. Out-
raged by the barbarous survival of racial prejudice, Guesdists furiously
denounced the “grotesque theory of race invented by fraudulent bourgeois
scholars to enable despots to turn men against each other.”25

Very occasionally, however, Guesdists themselves succumbed to their
epoque’s ambient racism. Sadly, at the fin de siècle, it was not always true that
Marxist socialists suffered “neither from race hatreds nor from nationalist
hatreds” and that they “left these barbarous sentiments to the bourgeoisie.”26

The Parti Ouvrier’s most egregious lapses into racism always responded to the
era’s proletarian version of “the yellow peril”—that scenario in which cos-
mopolitan capitalists would flood the “white” labor market with Asian
“coolies.” “It will be the Western proletarian, who has a wife and children,
who’ll be replaced by these Chinese sodomites,” raged Le Socialiste in one such
highly unrepresentative paroxysm of racial terror and racist terrorism. “It will
take years of vicious war, as in the United States, to drive these born thieves
of the workers’ bread into the sea or force them to return home.”27 Such tirades
against coolies (Chinese “pédérastes,”28 as Guesde once uncouthly libeled
them) were rare and aberrant in the Parti Ouvrier’s otherwise monolithically
antiracist legacy. But they nonetheless exemplified the historical vulnerability
of socialism, even Marxist socialism, to racist contamination (not to mention
homophobia!).

Hostility to Asians failed to penetrate deeply into the POF, certainly by
comparison with the Left’s racist corruption in the United States or Aus-
tralia—if only because French employers, unlike their American and Aus-
tralian counterparts, never materialized the free-trade fantasy of infiltrating
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low-cost East Asian workers into high-cost “white” labor markets. But the
Parti Ouvrier nonetheless terrorized its working-class constituency by “reveal-
ing” how French capitalists still schemed to replace their “lazy, self-indulgent,
and drunken workers”29 with hardworking, self-denying, abstemious Chinese.
Employers supposedly intended to import Asian labor simply because “wher-
ever there are semibarbarians, like the Chinese, who can live . . . on a handful
of rice, [capitalists] not only can but must recruit yellow laborers in order to
starve white workers.”30 In a fantastical exaggeration of this racist paranoia, Le
Socialiste even informed its readers that experiments were underway in the
United State to replace human workers with trained monkeys—a project
whose success would be met with universal joy among capitalists, as they could
then “starve the entire human race in order to pocket yet a few more pen-
nies.”31 Only socialism, the Parti Ouvrier augured, would safeguard white
workers against impending Asian (and simian!) invasion.

Guesdists on rare occasions escalated this ugly polemic into a virtual
“battle of civilizations,” projecting a nightmare vision of Europe overwhelmed
by an Orient resurgent on waves of capital investment. This “renaissance of
[the Asiatic] people,” which, Guesdists suggested, “should be cause for rejoic-
ing,” instead threatened “the ruin of Europe.” Who was to blame? It was “the
bourgeoisie, [which] has launched itself blindly into unlimited production,
and which has thus put civilization at risk.”32 Inundated by low-cost East
Asian products, Europe’s stay-at-home capitalists would only be able to sur-
vive, the Parti Ouvrier warned, by replacing their high-cost local labor with
low-cost Asian immigrants, so that all the world’s workforce, from Peking to
Paris, would soon be yellow.33 Only a triumphant socialism could prevent
Europe’s resultant “Asianization.” According to a panic-mongering Le Social-
iste, Asians were

on the march in order to invade Europe, which [Asia] will ruin if it finds
{Europe] on its arrival still in a state of capitalist civilization. We have no
time to lose, and there is no other barrier that can stop the Chinese or Japan-
ese coolie except the communist and collectivist civilization that will not
accept [the Asian’s] low-cost labor, and will repel him back to . . . Asia.34

So much for proletarian internationalism! According to this preposterous pre-
diction, France would have to choose between “the conquest of Europe by the
yellow race and the conquest of political power . . . by the proletariat.”35

Such psychotic excesses rarely soiled the Parti Ouvrier’s cosmopolitan
persona, although they have received disproportionate attention from critics
of socialist racism.36 Actually, sympathetic reference to “coolies” vastly out-
numbered instances of anti-Asian paranoia in Guesdist discourse. Even when
foretelling “Asiatic invasion,” the POF usually empathized with the “so-called
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inferior races, who wish to take their revenge [by migrating into Europe] for
the conquests and insults loaded upon them by European civilization.”37 In
these more representative Guesdist accounts of the world’s racial dynamics,
capitalists and imperialists, not coolies, embodied the “yellow peril.” Accord-
ing to the Parti Ouvrier, the itinerant Asian workers scattered across the world
suffered exploitation in its most extreme form, alienated as they were from
both their labor power and their people. They deserved socialist sympathy, not
racist denigration.

In this more empathic mode, Guesdists depicted “coolies” as exemplary
workers, rather than as sodomitical invaders. Chinese laborers, according to the
POF, were “hardworking by piety, sober by nature.”38 These admirable qualities
constituted the real “racial” threat to Europe, as “capitalists naturally wished to
employ such workers, whose sobriety and patience are increasingly necessary [to
support] the luxury and greed of the bourgeoisie.”39 European and Asian work-
ers, Guesdists urged, thus shared a common cause: proletarians both East and
West should strive as one to rid their world of bourgeois parasites. When con-
sidering transcontinental relations among workers, Guesdists almost always
proposed a revolutionary alliance between “yellow” and “white” proletarians, an
“alliance that would embrace all the exploited, whatever race they belong to—
the whites of Europe and of America, just as much as the blacks on Martinique,
or as the yellow coolies of the United States or of Australia.”40 This cosmopoli-
tan alliance-strategy—overwhelmingly dominant in Guesdist discourse, pro-
foundly in keeping with Marx’s humanism, and catastrophically blind to the
time’s global realities—counseled a proletarian union of all the world’s races,
rather than a fortress Europe armored by socialism against Asiatic invasion.

Given the Parti Ouvrier’s absence from French Indochina, Asian work-
ers remained abstractions in Guesdist polemic, whether portrayed as threat-
ening invaders or as potential comrades. Not so with blacks. On Guadeloupe
and Martinique, Guesdists strove mightily to mobilize black workers against
the islands’ white planter elite. In the course of this mobilization, the charis-
matic (and black) leader of the Parti Ouvrier in Guadeloupe, Jean-Hégésippe
Légitimus, became both the founder of Antillean socialism and one of the first
and greatest champions of the islands’ long-oppressed blacks. His two-front
war against class exploitation and racial domination should have evoked
Guesdist acceptance that black workers suffered both as exploited proletarians
and as dominated blacks—a requirement very occasionally met, as when the
Parti Ouvrier dispatched its best wishes to workers in the colony of Guade-
loupe, who had “a double battle to sustain”41 against class oppression and racial
discrimination. Most often, however, Guesdists, even black Guesdists, simply
ignored the racial dimension of the Antilles’s ugly society.

Today, this neglect must seem highly culpable. Yet the Guesdists
remained admirably free of their time’s antiblack racism. After all, in the fin
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de siècle’s conventional racial hierarchy, blacks crouched submissively at the
bottom, barely above the great apes. Yet not a single instance of contempt for
the “Negroid” or hostility toward blacks sullied the Parti Ouvrier’s record. The
worst that might be attributed to the POF would be one or two implicit
devaluations of the blacks’ grievances by comparison with those of whites. The
POF, for instance, seemed to be more outraged by the “Massacre of Four-
mies,” with its white French victims, than by the even bloodier killings on
Martinique during 1900, which the Parti Ouvrier nonetheless denounced as a
“massacre recapitulating Fourmies.”42 Murdered black militants on Mar-
tinique, unfortunately, seemed to matter a bit less to their Party than did
slaughtered white demonstrators in the Nord. And Légitimus, while always
lionized, was also occasionally patronized, his speeches being described, on
one unfortunate occasion, as having been delivered “with a slightly exotic
accent, [but] in good French and in excellent form.”43 Nonetheless, the Parti
Ouvrier explicitly included the workers of the islands (“our black friends”)44 as
part of its proletarian constituency, and never denigrated them for their color,
when noticing it at all. Remarking that “Negroes . . . are entering, at this end
of the century, into the proletariat and consequently into the socialist move-
ment,” the Parti Ouvrier discovered to its joy that “as soon as they are prole-
tarianized, blacks comprehend the class war and . . . by their energy and their
organization, have shown themselves to be admirable soldiers of the workers’
cause.”45 For proof, Guesdists could point to the apex of their own party. As
coleader of the POF, Lafargue ostentatiously prided himself on his mélange
of Caribbean ancestries, identifying himself without qualm as “a product of
my Negro extraction.”46

Guesdists not only welcomed blacks into their comradeship, but explic-
itly repudiated “white supremacy.” This noxious racist formula, French Marx-
ists alleged, had been concocted by the world’s ruling class to set superordi-
nate whites against subaltern blacks, thereby subordinating both to global
capital. At the same time, white racism supposedly reflected bourgeois revul-
sion against nascent black labor militancy. Commenting on the fin de siècle
revival of antiblack racism in the United States, Le Socialiste explained that
while once the Negro had been “a brother [to bourgeois American whites]
when it had been a question of turning him into a free laborer,” now, “having
become suspect of wanting to appropriate the fruit of his labor,” the Negro
had once again become “the enemy, the inferior over whom the ‘white’ will
have the right of life and death.”47 Lynchings, race riots, white privilege and
black exclusion—all manifested capital’s malignancy. Black and white work-
ers, Guesdists urged, should unite to fight against both the capitalism that
exploited them equally and the bourgeois hegemony that so divided them.

For all their hatred of white American racists, and despite their enthu-
siasm for black Antillean socialists, Guesdists would still have preferred to
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ignore the “race question.” The Parti Ouvrier’s studied indifference toward the
racial dimension of its own implantation in the Caribbean, where newborn
Antillean socialism undoubtedly assailed white planters not only as planters
but as whites, itself indicated the extent to which French Marxists discounted
racial conflict. When describing Caribbean workers’ abominable suffering,
Guesde, Lafargue, and even Légitimus usually ignored the fact that they were
black. For Marxist militants, the anguish of the black plantation worker was
proletarian, not racial.48 This elision of race may, to some extent, have reflected
a “taken-for-granted” equation of class with ethnicity. In the Antilles, every-
one knew, black equaled worker, and worker equaled black.49 Nonetheless, the
Guesdists’ conviction that black workers in the Caribbean differed not at all
from white workers in the metropole also manifested the Parti Ouvrier’s
humanistic universalism. Studiously avoiding racial “difference,” French
Marxists enfolded blacks into socialism’s “great human family, without dis-
tinctions of race.”50 According to Alexandre Zévaès, “[F]or us socialists, the
Negro workers of Martinique, who are so odiously exploited, are our brothers
in a common humanity, workers having the same rights and the same aspira-
tions, proletarians having their place in the ranks and in the heart of the great
French socialist family.”51

The Parti Ouvrier thus characteristically preferred to ignore its era’s fes-
tering racial conflicts—conflicts that, in Point-à-Pitre or Fort-de-France,
strained the color-blind Marxist vision of class politics, but which were as yet
comfortably remote from fin de siècle Lille or Lyon. The very infrequency of
Parti Ouvrier commentary on racism indicated a disabling blind spot in the
movement’s understanding of the modern political culture, with consequent
failures of vision that would have cost the POF dearly in less favorable (met-
ropolitan French) circumstances.

“A Socialism of Fools”: Guesdists and the Anti-Semites

During January 1899, as France convulsed into the nationwide anti-Semitic
frenzy occasioned by the Dreyfus affair, a Jewish girl of Nantes was grossly
insulted by an anti-Semite. Her furious brother accosted the culprit and
forced him to apologize, and the next day their father’s watchmaker shop was
in turn assailed by an anti-Semitic gang. Passersby rushed to the aid of the
beleaguered Jews, a battle ensued, the police intervened . . . and arrested the
public-spirited passersby! In itself, this little story merely recapitulates that sad
moment in French history—a time of racist outrages, civil war in the street,
and a culpably incompetent state. But this minor incident must intrigue stu-
dents of Marxism, as one of those arrested was a local leader of the POF.52

What motivated him? Sympathy for his beset Jewish neighbors? Identifica-
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tion with a persecuted people? Hatred of the rampaging national socialists
who menaced his own movement even while assaulting Jews? We will never
know. But we can discern the ideological motifs that governed Le Socialiste’s
reporting of the fracas, and of so many like it during those fraught years.

Scholarship demands such discernment, if only because the French
Marxists have been so neglected in studies of “Marxism and the Jewish ques-
tion.” At the same time, in the voluminous literature on the “Jewish question
in France,” the Guesdists are frequently, even usually, indicted as anti-Semitic.
In some recent work, this indictment has been so tendentious as to barely war-
rant refutation. But serious scholarship has echoed the charge.53 According to
scholarly consensus, Fourier and Proudhon’s toxic legacy (the two ideologues
hated “Jewry” with an almost insane ferocity) has percolated down the gener-
ations, periodically poisoning French socialism, from the belle epoque’s left
antiDreyfusards until today’s left anti-Zionists.54 But the Guesdists? Were
they infected? 

It is tempting to answer this question with an a priori yes. At the fin de
siècle, even the most rigorously cosmopolitan socialist could hardly evade the
time’s all-pervasive anti-Semitism. Nonetheless, before the Holocaust, there
was anti-Semitism and anti-Semitism. Some of it was superficial and
episodic, and hardly inhibited determined opposition to political racism, or
even, on occasion, adoption of militant philo-Semitism. Jaurès’s valiant cam-
paign against the anti-Dreyfusard anti-Semites is deservedly well remem-
bered, his careless anti-Semitic asides deservedly less so. Zola is rightly famed
for the great Dreyfusard manifesto J’Accuse, but also wrote the rightly forgot-
ten anti-Semitic L’Argent. Clemenceau led the Dreyfusards with the same
strategic genius he later gave to wartime France, but also flinched from the
“greasy Jews” he encountered on holiday in Carlsbad. Even the Jewish hero of
the epic struggle for Dreyfus’s liberation, the wonderful Marius Bernard
(“Bernard Lazare”), tarnished a noble life with occasional casual denigration
of his own beleaguered people.55 If socialist “anti-Semitism” was of this sort, it
should carry little historical weight.

Yet socialist anti-Semitism of the fin de siècle sometimes was racist in a
systematic ideological sense, rather than being superficial, incidental, and of lit-
tle consequence. Socialists, after all, contributed their francs to the Monument
Henry, that roll call of anti-Semitic fanaticism—and contributed as socialists.
The aggressive protofascism of the 1890s, in one of its most virulently anti-
Semitic metamorphoses, erupted out of the decaying corpse of Blanquist
socialism. And Jules Guérin, leader of Paris’s anti-Semitic mobs, had been
spawned from the capital’s Rochefortite socialist milieu.56 There is cause indeed
to suspect fin de siècle French socialists of genuine racial anti-Semitism.

But the Guesdists? Cosmopolitan anti-anti-Semitism? Occasional care-
less prejudice? Or ingrained anti-Semitism? One answer given to this question
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is that the Parti Ouvrier’s Marxism, far from immunizing the movement against
racist pestilence, actually inculcated the plague. Was not Marx himself a noto-
rious “self-hating Jew”?57 The belle epoque offered some support for this diag-
nosis. French anti-Semites, after all, gleefully appropriated Marx’s supposedly
anti-Semitic essay on the “Jewish question,” thereby enlisting the great theorist
under their bloodstained banner. Here we have “guilt by association,” at least.
More seriously, an American scholar has argued that Marxism’s overvaluation of
production, and the doctrine’s consequent denigration of commercial “circula-
tion,” alienated Guesdists from the Jews, a people who were believed to inhabit
only the circuits of commerce and finance.58 But whatever the specific argument,
liberal ideologues and scholars, detesting both anti-Semitic national socialism
and Marxist anticapitalism, have regularly fused their two great enemies into a
single poisonous amalgam, no less (if less effortlessly) during the belle epoque
than at today’s “End of History.” Thus traduced, Marxism’s long history of anti-
anti-Semitism disappears from the historical record.

Marxist historians without liberal parti-pris have inadvertently rein-
forced this tendentious conflation of Marxism and Nazism. Claude Willard,
the Communist intellectual and premier historian of the POF, has revealed
moments of Guesdist anti-Semitism, notably an ugly outburst in one of the
Party’s most heterodox provincial papers (La République Sociale of Narbonne),
and his incidental mention of this unfortunate occasion has been deafeningly
amplified in subsequent appropriations of his research. That the Marxists’
authoritative Parisian press remained effectively unsullied by anti-Semitism
has, as a result, been virtually overlooked.59 This blindness to the evidence is
absurd. The POF imposed no equivalent of the “democratic centralism” later
championed by Communists like Willard, so that the Parti Ouvrier’s local
newspapers sometimes diverged wildly from the national “party line.” That
the eccentric and literally peripheral République Sociale has come to represent
French Marxism during the fin de siècle is therefore an astounding and utterly
unjustified substitution of Narbonne for the nation.60

Worse yet, Willard identified the Parti Ouvrier as aligned with anti-
Semitism because the movement’s militants appeared against anti-Semitic
speakers in “conférences contradictoires,” thereby supposedly lending the anti-
Semites socialist credibility—a charge that would make the Guesdists equally
guilty of abetting political Catholicism (they spoke against the Christian
Democrats), procapitalist liberalism (they debated the Opportunists), and
Conservative monarchism (they contested the traditional Right). Should
Guesdist orators have dodged debate, flinching from duels with their anti-
Semitic enemies, during a period when “conférences contradictoires” were the
prime fora of popular political culture? Surely not! Again, this minor absur-
dity in an otherwise magnificent study has become canonical—representative,
astoundingly, of Guesdist connivance with anti-Semitism.61
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Even when the Parti Ouvrier denounced its anti-Semitic enemies, his-
torians have complained that the Party’s willingness to quote their rhetoric
made the movement complicit with them. Guesde himself—a great hater, but
a hater of capitalism rather than of Jews—has been accused of anti-Semitism,
albeit without serious evidence.62 And, at its most ridiculous, in the hands of
Bernard-Henri Lévy, the charge of anti-Semitism has been leveled against the
POF because both the Marxist Lafargue and the anti-Semitic Drumont
denounced the army’s massacre of workers at Fourmies, and because Guesde,
like Drumont, attacked the Rothschilds. Apparently the POF should have
applauded the butchery of its Fourmisien supporters, because the responsible
subprefect was Jewish (a racial identity totally ignored in the Guesdists’ invec-
tive, however central it may have been in Drumont’s). As for Rothschild, Lévy
seems to suggest that the violently anticapitalist Parti Ouvrier should have
spared him socialist critique, because France’s premier plutocrat was a Jew.63

Such “scholarship” barely warrants critique. Yet a close reading of the
Guesdists’ textual legacy does reveal troubling material. When confronted, for
instance, by the fin de siècle’s illicit intimacies between finance and politics,
Le Socialiste, in the aftermath of the Boulanger crisis and the Panama affair,
recalled Balzac’s La Maison Nucingen, with its vivid portrayal of the imaginary
Frédéric de Nucingen: embodiment of the Jewish financial elite, manipulator
of the apparently powerful, and caricature of the real-life Rothschilds. Driving
home the point, the Guesdist paper then cited the avowedly anti-Semitic Sec-
ond Empire socialist Alphonse Toussenel as having further illuminated
Balzac’s lurid portrayal of plutocratic wealth, occult power, and public corrup-
tion—but in reality, rather than in fiction.64 Anti-Semitism? Perhaps. Yet per-
haps not. Recalling that the royalist money financing the Boulangist cam-
paign had been raised from the Jewish banking community, Le Socialiste
concluded its exposé with the observation that “the [liberal] Opportunists are
implicated in Panama; the [Boulangist] Orleanists dig deep into Jewish
strongboxes. Money obviously has no religion.”65 On which aspect of these
texts should we focus? On the invidious attention to “Jewish strongboxes”? Or
on the cosmopolitan contention that the ruling establishment was incarnate
in the cash nexus, not in race or religion? Anecdote might enforce either
emphasis.

Most “discoveries” of Guesdist anti-Semitism have resulted from just
such anecdotal foraging in the POF’s voluminous textual legacy. Trolling
through a random selection of texts without research rigor, choosing instances
without attention to context, and “interpreting” them without hermeneutical
empathy—these “methods” allow easy condemnation of the Parti Ouvrier.
Researchers with the opposite parti-pris, using the same casual methodology,
could easily reach exactly the opposite conclusion, praising the Guesdists for
their supposed philo-Semitism. A single speech might be subjected to these
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conflicting interpretive strategies, as with Lafargue’s address to his party’s
congress at Montluçon during 1898. Here he could be quoted as denouncing
Drumont as “a dirty Jew,” and as suggesting that “the megarich of modern
Jewry stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the capitalist class, of which they are
destined to become, at the moment of revolutionary peril, the most intelligent,
the most cynical, and the most ferocious leaders.”66 Stop there, and Lafargue
seems to be flirting with anti-Semitism. Go on, however, and he points out
that “if in the past and in the present the Jews have allied themselves with the
oppressors of humanity, they have also rendered humanity inestimable ser-
vices”—moving in his account from Jewish heroes of the Marxist intelli-
gentsia such as Spinoza to the conclusion that it was “a Jew, Karl Marx, who
founded and inspired the International and who forged the theoretical arms
which will give socialism its victory.”67 Anti-Semitism? Hardly! What to make
of such textual ambiguity? For the scrupulous historian of ideas, this particu-
lar polemic, as any other, yields its meaning only through rigorous explication.
As a text, it must be situated in its discursive domain—with its place estab-
lished in relation to the Guesdists’ massive textual legacy and, more challeng-
ingly, in dialogical relation with the Guesdists’ interlocutors. Anachronism
and anecdote will not do. Instead, Guesdist texts must be rigorously read for
their “pragmatics,” for their intent and consequence in time and place.68

A first observation from such an examination: however forcefully the
“Jewish question” may have been posed, Guesdists would have preferred to
ignore it. For the POF, spats between “Jewish financiers” and Christian anti-
Semites were bourgeois business, and thus no concern of Marxists. These
meaningless affrays, Guesdists argued, deflected socialists from class con-
flict—whether to war against the Jews, or to dispute with anti-Semites. Such
deflections had to be avoided. Thus, despite Drumont’s best-sellers, despite
inflammatory oratory from the Ligue Antisémitique Française, despite the
Dreyfus affair, the Parti Ouvrier self-consciously endeavored to disregard
class-disruptive anti-Jewish racism (and, for that matter, class-disruptive
philo-Semitism). When Drumont, for instance, peevishly suggested that the
French Marxists had failed to fathom “la question juive,” Le Socialiste ironi-
cally riposted that “Monsieur Drumont is right, for once: we have no desire to
have anything to do with the Jewish question.”69 This refusal to rush to “the
defense of the Jews, who aren’t any better than the Christians,” and the Parti
Ouvrier’s consequent injunction to “leave to the Radicals [France’s left-liberal
party] the monopoly on declarations in favor of the Jews,”70 must appear—in
hindsight, after the Shoah—to have been dreadfully misjudged.

What was the basis for this misjudgment? Essentially, the Parti Ouvrier
had convinced itself that the anti-Semites were a negligible nuisance. Thus
convinced, Guesdists dismissed anti-Semitism as “a purely artificial movement,
launched by a few fourth-rate scholars and mandarins, intended to feed the
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need for excitement that occasionally grips the masses.”71 Even when con-
fronted by Karl Lueger’s Vienna, French Marxists discounted the Viennese
anti-Semites’ terrifying triumphs, confidently predicting that “this coalition of
reactionary interests and ideas, this poorly articulated mixture, will soon evap-
orate without leaving a trace”72—an utterly awry assessment of the mayor, the
movement, and the city that would so odiously tutor the young Hitler. As for
France’s own anti-Semites, the POF despised them for believing that their
country’s ills had been caused by “a few thousand individuals belonging to a
race other than our own.”73 “All that is required,” Guesdists were sure, was “to
expose this thesis for it to collapse of itself.”74 French Marxists dedicated them-
selves to such exposure, and confidently awaited anti-Semitism’s collapse.

In the Guesdists’ exposés, capitalism alone caused France’s ills, and the
“socialization of the means of production” alone could cure them, not “the
[anti-Semites’] murder of a race.”75 Guesdists thus dimly imagined genocide,
but dismissed its possibility along with its rationality. On one occasion, for
instance, the Guesdists mocked Drumont by comparing him to his inquisito-
rial forebears, who had genuinely believed that Jews murdered Christian
babies. By contrast, the best that the contemporary anti-Semite could man-
age, according to a contemptuous Parti Ouvrier, was the lame assertion that
“the Jews, it is said, tortured young Christians,” with Le Socialiste sardonically
suggesting that the italicized (in the original) qualifier “would extinguish the
flames of any auto-da-fé.”76 The fanatics of the Inquisition had been burningly
sincere, Guesdists sneered, but anti-Semites like Drumont merely played at
mass murder. “We won’t,” the Guesdist newspaper smugly concluded, “take
Monsieur Drumont seriously until his first auto-da-fé.”77 Given their inveter-
ate optimism, Guesdists anticipated no such horror. They believed that the
anti-Semites’ efforts to reinstate the medieval ghetto, along with the mas-
sacres that had enforced its boundaries, would inevitably misfire. Anti-Semi-
tism, the Parti Ouvrier confidently predicted, “will never be able to construct
an impenetrable barrier between the Jews and the peoples of other races.”78

Indeed, the Parti Ouvrier sometimes suggested that anti-Semites did
not believe their own incendiary propaganda. Guesdists alleged that France’s
ultranationalist and ultramontane militants surreptitiously cultivated the Jew-
ish financiers they otherwise claimed to hate. As Le Socialiste mordantly
reminded its readers, “Baron” Rothschild held his title not from France, but
from the pope!79 The Guesdist newspaper often reported Catholic aristocrats’
attendance at social occasions hosted by Jewish financiers. When the chips
were down, Guesdists jeered, when it was the case of a good party chez Roth-
schild, “class always trumps . . . race.”80 Social reality, the social reality of Saint-
Germain soirées and country-house weekends, validated Guesdist cynicism.
Society anti-Semites like Boni de Castellane indeed frequented the Jewish
elite.81 In the world of anti-Semitic aristocrats and Jewish financiers, wealth
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called to wealth, and met a warm reply. Where Guesdists went wrong, of
course, was in their assumption that elite solidarity would always master wild-
men among the more plebeian anti-Semites.

The Guesdists’ dismissal of anti-Semitism, however misjudged it may
have been, was not anti-Semitic. But the Parti Ouvrier can be accused of
refusing to take sides in clashes between anti-Semites and their enemies.
When Drumont, for instance, demanded that the POF protest against the
liberal government’s dismissal of the democratically elected but violently anti-
Semitic mayor of Algiers, Max Régis, Le Socialiste disdainfully retorted that

if, in order to fulfill the wishes of M. Drumont, we were to protest against
the arbitrary actions of the prefect [of Algiers] . . . we would also have to
protest with equal indignation against the measures taken by Régis that will
exclude the Jewish workers of Algiers from their jobs. It’s only by such a
double condemnation of the abuse of power . . . that the Parti Ouvrier
Français will be able to deploy its class propaganda in the Algerian depart-
ments, where there are already militants who aren’t taking their orders from
either the prefecture or from the mayor.82

This blind indifference to the ideological (not to mention ethical) contrast
between the pogrom-promoting Régis and the antiracist prefect must appear
profoundly obtuse, even deeply immoral, to our Holocaust-sensitized twenty-
first-century eyes.

In any case, the Guesdists could not really ignore Drumont and Régis.
By the late-1890s, the Ligue Antisémitique Française had recruited between
five and ten thousand devoted militants, placing the LAF on a par with the
POF itself.83 On the street, in public halls, even on the factory floor, Guesdists
encountered agitators against the Jews—agitating furiously against Jewish
finance, against the “Jewish Republic” . . . and against “Jewish” Marxism.
Could the Parti Ouvrier really disregard these anti-Semitic ultras? Of course
not. By 1899, anti-Semitic and Guesdist street fighters would be battling each
other in streets across France. At the same time, could the Parti Ouvrier really
ignore Drumont’s journalism, when everyone else read it, either in horror or
with relish? Obviously not. The editors of Le Socialiste followed the Libre
Parole with fascination, refuting Drumont’s scurrilous commentary at every
opportunity. Guesdists thus systematically belied their pretense of indiffer-
ence. Beyond that shallow pretense, how did the Parti Ouvrier engage with
the anti-Semitic ascendancy?

Perhaps by gearing anti-Semitism’s surging energies into the drive
toward socialism—not least by manipulating the fratricidal feud between
bourgeois anti-Semites and bourgeois Jews. This coolly detached strategy was,
again, not in itself anti-Semitic. But supping with the devil risked a poison-
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ing, however pious the intent. Certainly, when we encounter a Guesdist leader
in the Loire-Inférieure suggesting to a friend that it was tactically “wise to
allow Jews and Jesuits to scratch each other’s eyes out,”84 the historian must
flinch. And what of the following guidelines on steering between wealthy
Opportunist Jews and rich Catholic anti-Semites?

When the balance tips a little too far in the direction of the Semites, our
duty is to rebalance it toward the anti-Semites, and vice versa. Our contempt
being equal for Jewish and for Christian capitalists, the more revelations they
bring us [against each other], the happier we’ll be.85

In retrospect, after Auschwitz, Le Socialiste’s Machiavellianism appalls.
This amoral detachment, with its indiscriminate melding of liberal Jews

with racist Catholics, in turn provoked liberals to indiscriminately meld anti-
Semitism with Marxism. Guesdists thereby suffered that commonsense and
commonplace, but always simpleminded, ideological gambit: “guilt by associ-
ation.” Angry Opportunists understandably, if foolishly, assimilated the anti-
Semitism that assailed them from the national-socialist Right to the Marxism
that assaulted them from the anticapitalist Left. Particularly in the aftermath
of the Panama scandal, as the Opportunists’ Republic tottered under the
onslaughts of Right and Left, it proved easy enough to conflate the two
antiliberal insurgencies. According to the oligarchy’s jaundiced judgment,
national socialists and Marxist socialists manifested as “spirits of the same lin-
eage.”86 Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu, a vociferous spokesman for the bourgeois
elite of the Third Republic, wrote an entire book “establishing” the complic-
ity of anti-Semitism and socialism. And the political police, eager servants of
the ruling Opportunists, continued to suspect covert collusion between the
POF and the anti-Semites well into the period of the Dreyfus affair, during
which, admittedly, the Guesdists rallied courageously against anti-Semitism.
The Dreyfus affair’s aftermath, however, revived liberal suspicion, as the Parti
Ouvrier and the anti-Semitic Action Française ferociously assaulted the
“Bloc” of bourgeois Republicans and reformist socialists that had claimed the
Dreyfusard legacy. Guesde may have attacked the Waldeck-Rousseau and
Combes ministries from the Left, and Charles Maurras from the Right, but,
to the beleaguered Bloc, Left and Right attacked together.87 The phantas-
magoric concept of “totalitarianism,” with its lumping of antiliberal fascists
and antiliberal socialists into a single dread monstrosity, long predated its
Cold War popularization.

The phantasms of liberal paranoia stalked abroad wrapped in broad-
sheets, as France’s “public sphere,” or at least its Grub Street, seemingly vali-
dated the Opportunists’ horror stories. The louche journalistic milieu of the
fin de siècle intermingled Marxists with anti-Semites, as in the enormously
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popular Cri du Peuple of the 1880s, or in Barrès’s astonishing La Cocarde of the
mid-1890s. Anti-Semites never contributed to the austere Le Socialiste, but a
few of Le Socialiste’s stable of contributors wrote for some very questionable
journals. Guesde himself signed editorials for Séverine’s Cri du Peuple, appar-
ently without worrying too much about the proprietress’s hatred of Jews. And
Clovis Hughes—one of the most prominent, if least orthodox, figures associ-
ated with the POF—threw himself into the adventure of Barrès’s Cocarde, side
by side with the anti-Semitic Charles Maurras. But it was the Guesdists’
ambiguous relationship with Edouard Drumont that best supported the lib-
erals’ rhetoric of “guilt by association.” Eclectic as always, the anti-Semitic
propagandist happily appropriated Guesde’s abuse of the ruling establishment
to buttress his own diatribes. According to the racist ideologue, his Marxist
counterpart was “not a political intriguer, but a man of faith and passion.”88

Drumont even praised Guesde’s socialism, albeit with many qualifications.
“The end pursued by [such] socialists of good faith,” Drumont decided, “is
very noble and their enterprise is very necessary”89—plaudits that socialists
could well have done without, at least in retrospect.

And the Guesdists on Drumont? It has been alleged that they, like so
many socialists of the time, were intimidated by his mounting popularity, or
were at least overly impressed by his polemical triumphs. The Parti Ouvrier
sometimes did laud Drumont’s work, deciding on the occasion of the publica-
tion of La France Juive, for instance, that “one has at last found oneself in the
presence of a writer who is sincere, passionate to the point of madness, strik-
ing out right and left, wounding both friends and enemies.”90 Le Socialiste’s
gushing reviewer then suggested that “carried away by his hatred of the Semi-
tes, the Catholic pamphleteer—who has forgotten that his Christ was born of
a Jewess, that his God had embodied Himself as a Jew—has ended up, with-
out realizing it, by ‘downing’ finance in general, without distinction of race or
religion.”91 In much the same way, the Guesdist newspaper praised Drumont’s
Le Secret de Fourmies for its bravura demolition of the hated Opportunists.92 At
such moments, to Guesdists reading their Socialiste, Drumont must almost
have seemed “one of us.”

Not yet, Guesde or Lafargue would have cautioned, but perhaps some-
day. Guesdists conjectured that the mazy paths of anti-Semitism led toward
an anticapitalism purged of racism, and thus into genuine socialism. They
evaluated even the Marquis de Morès—the most colorful, charismatic, and
popular of France’s many anti-Semitic adventurers—as a prospective recruit to
their cause. Having been overwhelmed by Marxist logic during a bruising
debate, the chastened marquis had supposedly conceded that the future
indeed belonged to the Parti Ouvrier and its “collectivism.” According to the
POF, such (actually imaginary) concessions were to be expected. After all, the
anti-Semites of the 1890s closely resembled the Boulangists of the 1880s, and
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French Marxists fondly remembered how leftist Boulangists had succumbed
to socialism during the early 1890s, as Boulangism’s disillusioned militants
abandoned the disintegrating “National Party” for the ascendant Parti
Ouvrier. Why not once again, with anti-Semitism shedding its disenchanted
supporters, even its disheartened leaders, into the lap of an expectant POF?93

For Guesdists, then, there were anti-Semites and anti-Semites, just as
there had been Boulangists and Boulangists. The Parti Ouvrier, for instance,
sharply distinguished some of Drumont’s followers, supposedly “left” anti-
Semites, from the “Stockers [sic] and other pontiffs of anti-Semitism, who
generally incline toward the conservative party.”94 Commenting cheerfully on
anti-Semitism in Stöcker’s Germany, Le Socialiste rejoiced that

where [anti-Semitism] is an expression of the capitalist order itself [in areas
like Hesse, where local capitalists tended to be Jewish], anti-Semitism will
be forced, sooner or later, to work for us, because, behind the Jew, it will
eventually find the capitalist. That’s not to say that we should help the anti-
Semites: that would only compromise us without any benefit, but their tran-
sient successes shouldn’t displease us. Once they are unable to keep their
promises to the peasants and small businessmen, these will turn toward us.
[Such anti-Semitism] is simply a preparatory school in which, in certain
countries, the ignorant have to enroll, before entering into the advanced
classes of socialism.95

The Guesdists predicted that France’s own “left” anti-Semites would soon
qualify for this educational promotion, smugly remarking that “enlightened by
our knowledge of the class war that dominates the past and present of human
history, we have predicted and prophesied this rising tide of [anti-Semitic]
reaction. Today’s reaction . . . will precipitate tomorrow’s revolution.”96 If anti-
Semitism was the “socialism of fools,”97 then Guesdists eagerly anticipated the
day when anti-Semites would grow wise.

The Parti Ouvrier’s expectations were hardly groundless. Fin de siècle
anti-Semites themselves sometimes recognized that popular anti-Semitism
expressed a displaced anticapitalism. Considering his working-class electors,
Barrès had mused: “Listen to the mob at public meetings crying ‘Down with
the Jews’; it is ‘down with social inequalities’ that should be understood.”98

“Jewish,” Barrès concluded sagely, “is only an adjective used to designate
usurers, hoarders, [and] speculators on the stock market—all those who abuse
the omnipotence of money.”99 The Third Republic’s usurers, hoarders, and
speculators apprehensively agreed. Having encountered Drumont’s vitupera-
tions, haut-bourgeois opinion ruled “that anti-Semitism is the most danger-
ous form of socialism; that it is, in reality and above all, a campaign against the
moneyed classes.”100 Putting this ruling into practice, bosses in Lorraine
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sacked workers who had campaigned for Barrès. According to the infuriated
bourgeois of Nancy, the anti-Semitic leader’s “national socialism” was too
socialist and insufficiently national, while his anti-Semitism was irrelevant.
Given such testimony, Guesdists could legitimately hope for a socialist out-
come to their time’s jarring collision between class interest and racial preju-
dice. Their hopes, however, should not be construed as indicating some Gues-
dist affinity with anti-Semitism.101 There was no such affinity. Instead,
according to the Marxists, anti-Semitism was false consciousness—an annoy-
ing obstruction on the road to revolution that would somehow have to be
avoided, negotiated, or leveled.

Fin de siècle anti-Semitism’s locus classicus, of course, was the Dreyfus
affair—that moment when the French chose sides in one of history’s most
spectacular ideological affrays, and chose sides for or against a Jew. In our his-
torical memory, the Dreyfusards, those who fought for Alfred Dreyfus, exem-
plify liberalism’s inclusive “civil society,” while the anti-Dreyfusards, those
who valued the army’s honor above Dreyfus’s rights, symbolize ultranational-
ism’s ethnic exclusion. But what of the French socialists, during this time of
choice? Scholarship has suggested that the Dreyfus affair marked a decisive
moment in their history, as they veered abruptly from their traditional anti-
Semitism toward principled antiracism.102 True enough, perhaps—for Malon’s
“Integral Socialists,” with their anti-Semitic Proudhonian traditions. But not
for the Guesdists. From first to last, from the beginning of the affair until the
triumph of the Dreyfusards, they clung to their own anti-Proudhonian and
antiliberal traditions: affirming, as they had always done, class conflict against
race war, and fighting single-mindedly to insulate workers from “bourgeois
politics”—whether the politics of anti-Dreyfusard revolutionary racism, or the
politics of Dreyfusard “Republican Defense.”

The Guesdists’ neutrality during the affair evoked at the time, and has
evoked since, bitter accusations that the Marxists were anti-Semitic. Histori-
ans have charged that “the Guesdist movement, on the basis of its class logic,
ranged itself in the anti-Dreyfusard camp.”103 This is historical travesty. Gues-
dists splashed the anti-Dreyfusards with at least as much ideological vitriol as
they sloshed over the Dreyfusards. But the charge has stuck in the scholarly
literature, much of which assumes that the Guesdists’ strategy of “a plague on
both your houses” indicated covert or even overt anti-Semitism. Anyone who
plagued the Dreyfusards, it is illogically argued, must thereby have been an
anti-Dreyfusard, and thus an anti-Semite. Since “Guesdists welcomed the
anti-Semitic diatribes of Drumont,” asks Pierre Birnbaum, “does not their
hatred toward Rothschild explain their comparable hostility toward Captain
Dreyfus?”104 The answer to this “question” must be, quite simply, no. The
Guesdists did not welcome Drumont’s anti-Semitism, except as an idiocy that
might mutate into something more sensible; they did not hate Rothschild as
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a Jew, but as one banker among many, some Jewish, others not; and they were
hostile toward Dreyfus because he was an army officer and a bourgeois, not
because of his race.

Like all the French except Dreyfus’s immediate family, the Guesdists ini-
tially assumed that the captain was guilty as charged. Significantly, however,
during this preliminary stage of the affair, the Parti Ouvrier’s national press
ignored Dreyfus’s Jewish origins. He was abused as an officer, reviled as a bour-
geois, and denounced as a traitor (with the POF again wrapping itself in the
tricolore). But the French Marxists never identified “that traitor Dreyfus”105 as a
Jew. If the Guesdists’ initial refusal to support revision had been motivated by
anti-Semitism, they would certainly have highlighted the captain’s ethnicity.
After all, for real anti-Semites like Barrès, Dreyfus’s race proclaimed his guilt,
and his guilt indicted his race.106 Guesdists, however, unlike the anti-Semites,
detested Dreyfus because of his class, not because of his people.

During 1898, as the affair’s bizarre personae swept the stage, Guesdists
still cold-shouldered the Dreyfusards (and, a fortiori, the anti-Dreyfusards),
even though Dreyfus’s guilt had become problematic indeed. Further “proof ”
of Guesdist anti-Semitism? Not at all. With France’s ruling elite fractured into
warring factions, the Parti Ouvrier simply refused recruitment into either
camp. Guesdists justified this refusal with the same argument that the POF
had used against becoming involved in the Boulanger affair. Why, Guesdists
asked in 1898, as they had asked in 1889, should socialists defend the “bour-
geois Republic” against its bourgeois enemies, or, for that matter, why should
they join its assailants? True socialists, Guesdists staunchly argued at the incep-
tions of the two crises, had to oppose both enemy factions. Urged to support
the Dreyfusards, French Marxists remembered that their earlier abstention
during the Boulanger years had worked wonderfully well. Then, once France
had finally emerged from its bitter factional conflict, Brousse’s reformist social-
ists, who had signed up with the ruling establishment to defend the Republic,
had exited the crisis utterly discredited by their association with the corrupt
and unpopular Opportunists. Those other socialists—like most of the Parisian
Blanquists, who had enlisted with the Boulangists to overthrow the regime—
staggered forth wholly confounded by the ignominious collapse of the general’s
cause. The Parti Ouvrier, by contrast, had benefited mightily from its neutral-
ity, maneuvering unscathed across the no-man’s-land between Boulangists and
Republicans, recruiting the walking wounded from Boulangism’s battlefields,
and eventually mobilizing the survivors into a triumphant Marxist blitzkrieg
across France’s corpse-strewn ideological terrain.

The Guesdists’ abstention from the Dreyfus affair can thus easily be
explained by exactly the same calculation that had justified their disengage-
ment from the Boulanger crisis, and that abstention was legitimated, at least
within the POF, by Guesdist successes during that earlier episode.107 Today’s
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historians need seek no anti-Semitic motives for Marxist abstentionism—
unless such motives can be textually demonstrated. The historian-critic of the
Guesdists might credibly contend that humanitarian duty toward Dreyfus
should have preempted Marxism’s single-minded mustering of the working
class—characterized as workers were either by indifference to the captain’s
fate or dispute over his guilt. The same critic could safely suggest that the
immediate defense of the liberal-democratic Republic should have prevailed
against the Marxists’ long-term aspirations to a working-class revolution
against it. But no critic can credibly argue that the Guesdists’ abstentionism
indicated sympathy for the anti-Dreyfusard cause, which the Parti Ouvrier
detested, or that their stance implied support for the anti-Semites, whom the
POF despised. Guesdists simply put (their) first things first, thereby spurning
both racist ultras and antiracist Dreyfusards.108

Nor were the French Marxists alone in subordinating the “human
rights” of others to their own political imperatives. For Guesdists, the
Realpolitik underlying the affair was soon cruelly revealed, as the POF fought
desperately during 1903 to raise France against the czarist empire’s murderous
Kichenev pogrom. The French Marxists discovered—to their dismay, but not
to their surprise—that none of the prominent Dreyfusard “Ministerialists”
would join them in attacking France’s anti-Semitic ally.109 No historian would
seriously suggest that the Ministerialists’ recalcitrance disclosed latent anti-
Semitism. Quite simply, raison d’état prevailed . . . once the Dreyfusards were
the state. Sauce for the Dreyfusard goose is, however, also sauce for the Gues-
dist gander. However reprehensible the French Marxists’ abstention from the
Dreyfus affair must seem today—since the Holocaust, after the re-establish-
ment of liberal hegemony, at the “End of History”—the Guesdists of 1898
deserve the same historicist understanding one necessarily accords the erring
Ministerialists of 1903. Both Dreyfusards who, confronted by the Jewish dead
at Kichenev, flinched from antagonizing Nicholas II, and Guesdists who,
encountering Dreyfus’s tragedy, refused to intervene, pursued pragmatic agen-
das free of anti-Semitism.

So much for the Dreyfus affair. Are there other blemishes on the Gues-
dists’ record that better validate the charge of Marxist anti-Semitism? What of
the Parti Ouvrier’s vociferous hostility to speculation and financial swindling—
capitalist malignancies so often, at the fin de siècle, embodied in the baleful
figure of “Rothschild”? What are we to make of Lafargue’s rabble-rousing edict
that “the real Republic will not exist until the day that Rothschild is . . . before
the firing squad”—the edict that would earn the Guesdist leader both a term
in the Saint-Pélagie Prison and lasting infamy among historians, who have
adduced it to “prove” his anti-Semitism?110 Had Lafargue urged the eminent
banker’s execution because Rothschild was a Jew, or because he was an eminent
banker? And what of Lafargue’s assertion that “it is not by starving part of the
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population for the sake of a handful of speculators that the agricultural crisis will
be overcome”? Such comment, according to one of the most impressive studies
of French anti-Semitism, attested “common ground” between the Guesdist
leader and the anti-Semites—because of the “close similarity in [their]
rhetoric.”111 Was Lafargue using code, with “speculator” really meaning “Jew”? Or
was he simply denouncing the “free” market? Anti-Semitism or anticapitalism?
Only a close, considered, and exhaustive interrogation of the Parti Ouvrier’s tex-
tual record can resolve these questions.

Such interrogation reveals some troubling rhetoric. A fall in dividend
payments at the Bank of France, for instance, was described as likely “to cleave
the souls of the Jews of finance.”112 Why not the gentiles of finance, as well?
What of Le Socialiste’s attack on one of its many journalistic enemies as hav-
ing been employed by that “swindling Jew Reinach”?113 Why not simply “the
swindler Reinach”? Worse yet, Guesdists very occasionally seemed to link
capitalism as a system with the Jews as a people, thereby apparently second-
ing the fundamental trope of left-wing anti-Semitism. Lafargue, for instance,
once identified the Jews as the “leaders of capitalist society” because of “their
financial genius.”114 As if gentile financiers never sparkled on the Paris Bourse,
or bought their way through the Chamber of Deputies! And, most tellingly,
during the aftermath of the scabrous Panama affair, the National Council of
the Parti Ouvrier denounced the French bourgeoisie for “surrendering the
labor and savings of the nation to the cosmopolitan exploitation of financiers
like Hirsch and Cornélius Herz”115—a denunciation of the ruling elite that
might well have come from any of France’s left-wing anti-Semites, not least
because of its (profoundly un-Marxist) distinction between a “French bour-
geoisie” and “cosmopolitan exploitation” embodied in two Jews.

This apparent “anticapitalist anti-Semitism” was, however, vanishingly rare
in Guesdist discourse, and, more significantly, was massively overbalanced by
incessant affirmations that financial swindling owed absolutely nothing to the
Jews qua Jews. Guesde exemplified the POF’s “party line” by pointing out that 

neither the Barings, who have scoured the English market for a century, nor
the Mackays, the Goulds, and the Vanderbilts who exercise, in the midst of the
American republic, the imperial powers of the billionaire, have the least ances-
tor in common with our Rotschild [sic]. That hasn’t stopped them and won’t
stop them from acting as highwaymen on the roads of commerce, industry, and
savings in exactly the same way as the Semite of the rue Laffite.116

Guesdists inveighed against “the Rothschilds, the Erlangers, and the other
Jews and Christians of the gold international”117 as a globalized financial elite
that ran the world totally without reference to race, not as Drumont’s “inter-
national Jewish conspiracy.”
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Even the Parti Ouvrier’s slips into apparent socialist anti-Semitism were
far less anti-Semitic than they might appear to us today, if they were anti-
Semitic at all. How so? In the nineteenth century’s unsavory parlance, a “jew”
(in this sense often uncapitalized) could be anyone devoted to moneygrub-
bing—whether Jewish or Christian, “Semite” or “Aryan,” Shylock or
Scrooge.118 Toussenel, so often identified as the archetypical socialist anti-
Semite, actually begins his Juifs: Rois de l’Epoque with this very point: “I call,
like the people, by the despised name of Jew, every dealer in money, every
unproductive parasite, living off the substance and the labor of others. Jew,
usurer, dealer are for me synonyms.”119 Toussenel set out to savage “jews” as
defined by usury (the book is at least as derogatory about the English as about
ethnic Jews), although his hysterical essay dreadfully miscarried by presup-
posing that all ethnic “Jews” (and all the English!) were money-obsessed
“jews.” Such an indiscriminate conflation of the ethnic and the social, for us
today, suffices to discredit the equation of “the despised name of jew” with
financial predators. But this nineteenth-century usage did not, at the time,
necessarily indicate anti-Semitism. Even French Jews of the belle epoque,
some utterly committed to their own ethnic community, casually and
unashamedly adopted the era’s, to us, anti-Semitic terminology.120

Historians have played fast and loose with this semantic anachronism,
unthinkingly translating our own wounded sensitivities to the fin de siècle.
Michel Winock, for instance, begins his popular account of “the Left and the
Jews” by depicting a Republican deputy of the 1890s denouncing “juiverie.”
Winock presents the terminology as anti-Semitic, although there is nothing
in the quotation to suggest that the deputy might not, in fact, have been
attacking financial swindling, whether by Jews or gentiles.121 Other historians
have been more aware of anachronism, but have still insisted that the use of
“jew” as synonymous with “financier” implied anti-Semitism, even when the
usage arraigned Christian bankers and spared nonexploitative “Israelites.”122

Such hypersensitivity is understandable, since Auschwitz. Who would today
describe sharp practice as “jewing” somebody? But the words of a nineteenth-
century ideologue should not be read as if they had been written in the after-
math of Hitler’s hateful crimes—crimes that would have absolutely horrified
Lafargue or Guesde, if only because (but not only because) the Nazis coddled
the “jewish” Deutsche Bank while murdering millions of nonexploitative
“Jews,” many of them Marxists.

Close reading of the Guesdists’ canon, in its contemporaneous context
rather than in Hitlerized retrospect, makes it very clear that the Parti
Ouvrier’s occasional use of “Jew” in an apparently anti-Semitic sense almost
always referred, not to ethnic Jews, but to financial speculators, of whatever
race or religion. Guesdists thus denounced “the Jews, circumcised or not” who
ruled as financial masters over all nations as “the kings of the epoch, accord-
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ing to Toussenel’s apt expression,”123 while at the same time repeatedly affirm-
ing that, among France’s speculators, the nation had “lots of Jews and Chris-
tians, who don’t need to be circumcised to be Jews.”124 The Parti Ouvrier was,
indeed, quite explicit about this terminological ambiguity, on one occasion
laboriously explaining that

the Jew, in France, for peasants, gets mixed up with usurers and bourgeois
capitalists. There are certainly some Jews among those who oppress our
peasants, but how many more uncircumcised and Christians. The Jews, in
France, have become mixed into the general population far more quickly
than in Germany, and it’s only in the upper echelons of finance that one
finds pure examples of the race. Thus it is that during the struggles in the
countryside anti-Semitic slogans aren’t understood. When [anti-Semites]
cry “Down with the Jews!” [peasants] take the word in the broad sense of
usurer that it has in the language, and see nothing Semitic in the epithet.125

When confronted by this misunderstanding, Guesdists denounced the con-
fusing usage that had occasioned it. The Parti Ouvrier thus angrily con-
demned anti-Semites for designating financiers with “the utterly incorrect
denomination of ‘Jews.’”126 Historians must be at least as alert to lexical ambi-
guities as Guesdists were. We, too, when encountering the word “Jewry” in fin
de siècle discourse, need to ask ourselves whether it referred to ethnicity, or to
finance, or to both.

The decisive fact about this aspect of the Guesdists’ ideological record,
however, is the sheer rarity of such usage. Guesdists devoted millions of words
to savaging capitalism, but few to assailing “juiverie,” and then in the term’s
nonracialized “economic” sense. France’s real anti-Semites devoted millions of
words to attacking the Jews, but attacked capitalism rarely, and then as ethni-
cized “Juiverie.” The Marxists and anti-Semites of the belle epoque inhabited
wildly divergent discursive universes—the one economistic, the other racial-
ized. Their terms excluded each other, even on those rare occasions when they
overlapped.

During their own period, Guesdists mounted exactly the same argu-
ment—but in defense of Marx against anti-Semites who had appropriated his
otherwise long-forgotten writings on the “Jewish question.” Marx, it will be
remembered, had played with the multiple meanings of “Jew” and “jew” to
demonstrate that Jewish emancipation inhered in “jewish” bourgeois civiliza-
tion, since capitalism generalized “juiverie.” He had then argued that true
emancipation, both for Jews and gentiles, required liberation from
juiverie/capitalism. Guesdists swore, rightly or wrongly,127 that Marx had not
been anti-Semitic in so arguing, since the capitalist “juiverie” he assailed was
no more Jewish than it was German or Christian. The French Marxists fully
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accepted Marx’s judgment that “the Jews have been emancipated because
Christians have become jews,”128 and they fully subscribed to Marx’s dream of
a panracial revolution against “juiverie.” But the Guesdists’ reading of Marx,
with its careful distinction between “Jew” and “jew,” “proved” that his texts
were not anti-Semitic.

But what about the Rothschilds? Historians have highlighted the nine-
teenth century’s penchant for first reducing capitalism to finance, and then
reducing finance to the great Jewish banking family. French anti-Semites
mercilessly exploited this reductive logic, tapping into petit-bourgeois and
peasant dread of financial concentration to arraign even the most inoffensive
Jew as being one with the much-hated Rothschilds. Mastered by ignorance or
stupidity, fin de siècle socialists sometimes added links to this dishonest chain
of “reasoning,” condensing both capitalism and the Jews into the rue Lafitte’s
spectacular exemplar of both. But what about the Guesdists? Did they, too,
personalize finance in a Jew, and the Jews in Rothschild? 

French Marxists certainly perpetrated the former reduction, albeit very
infrequently. On one unfortunate occasion, for instance, the Parti Ouvrier
explicitly justified such reductive personification of finance capital, explaining
limply that “socialists attack Rothschild because he personifies modern
finance.”129 As if Marxists had not struggled for decades against exactly such
simpleminded reduction of social evils to evil personalities! Charles Bonnier, in
another unhappy instance, targeted a memorable polemic specifically against
the Rothschilds, whom he colorfully described as “a family . . . protected by all
the laws of all the European codes that would all have to be overthrown before
you could get at them, yet at the same time perfectly free of all restrictions and
all limits, obeying no code, no customs, sovereign master of the globe.”130 “Sov-
ereign master of the globe”—silly imagery more characteristic of Drumont’s
Gothic imagination than of Marxism’s rationalist political economy. The
Guesdists’ assaults on that “villainous Jew from Frankfurt”131 thus all too often
highlighted the Rothschilds’ race, as with yet another scorching attack on
“Rothschild, that Jew”—described as having “ripped off France whether as the
grandfather, the father, or the son [a reference to the three generations since the
emigration from Frankfurt].”132 There was no reason, of course, why Guesdists,
as anticapitalists, should have exempted the ultracapitalist Rothschild from
socialist critique. Working-class Jews themselves denounced him as a predator,
not least because of his predations upon other Jews.133 Unfortunately, when the
radically anticapitalist Guesdists highlighted Rothschild’s ethnicity, they
played into the hands of anti-Semites who were following a radically different,
and sometimes radically procapitalist, agenda.

For this very reason, most of the Guesdists’ many references to the
Rothschilds were nonracist or even explicitly antiracist, with French Marxists
hastening to affirm that their real enemies were all the “Rothschilds, whether
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circumcised or uncircumcised.”134 In other words, the Parti Ouvrier fought a
class, not a race. As Guesdists never tired of pointing out, not all financiers
were Jewish. The POF did agree with anti-Semites that a “plutocracy,” a
“financial banditry,” ruthlessly plundered France, but the French Marxists
always insisted that these malefactors of great wealth included “Catholics,
Protestants, and free thinkers”135 as well as Jews. Indeed, the Guesdists mali-
ciously suggested that Christian financiers were far more predatory than even
the most exploitative of Jewish moneylenders!136 The Parti Ouvrier, forgetting
its occasional slips, then denied ever having conflated finance capital with the
house of Rothschild. When that ideological jackdaw Drumont, for instance,
tried to steal Guesde for his anti-Semitic cache of characters, alleging that the
Guesdist leader had once demanded that Rothschild be put against a wall and
shot, the Parti Ouvrier reacted with fury. Guesde, the POF pointed out
angrily, had actually written that “when the Revolution comes, Rothschild and
his like, whether Jews or Christians,” would have to be imprisoned to protect
them “from an enraged people.” Marxists like Guesde, Le Socialiste remon-
strated, “refuse to play the anti-Semites’ game and know perfectly well that
war against bourgeois society could not be reduced to a campaign against such
and such an individual.”137 The French Marxists may have very occasionally
wavered from this wise guideline, but it nonetheless governed their war
against the anti-Semites, if not always their war against Rothschild. For the
POF it was not the case, as philo-Semitic philofinanciers have argued, that “it
is a short step from hatred of international bankers to hatred of Jews.”138

In any case, the Guesdists, unlike almost all other French radicals,
whether of Left or Right, accorded financiers only secondary significance in
France’s class structure, and dismissed finance as being unimportant, com-
pared to industry. During their many dissections of French capitalism, they
repeatedly argued that “finance is not . . . a cause, but an effect,” as “financial
centralization derives from industrial centralization.”139 When Guesdists
indulged in the simpleminded but irresistible rhetorical convenience of per-
sonifying France’s mode of production, capitalism was embodied not in
bankers (some of them Jewish), but in France’s industrialists (all of them gen-
tile, and most of them Catholic). Capital was figured forth in the person of
Eugène Motte (textile magnate of Roubaix, deadly political enemy of Guesde,
and patron of Notre-Dame-de-l’Usine) or in the Schneiders of Creusot (steel
lords, hardfisted adversaries of the labor movement, and devout Catholics).
The Guesdists always sought to “prove,” during their many debates with anti-
Semitic enemies, that France’s real exploiters were Christian Frenchmen, not
“alien” Jews.140 According to Le Socialiste,

[O]nly finance—and that in part only—is in the hands of those Semites that
one denounces as the workers’ calamity. But far from preying upon workers,
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far too impoverished by their employers to have any savings . . . finance only
menaces and wounds those who live on [the workers’] backs. As Guesde
wrote in 1886 in relation to the Rothschilds, is there a single worker to be
found on the highroads of the stock exchange and in the forests of specula-
tion where finance carries out its robberies?141

Where workers “were really being robbed,” the Parti Ouvrier affirmed, “there’s
not a single semite [sic] . . . not at the coal mines of Anzin, [not] among the
blast furnaces of Creusot, [nor] in the black country of Montceau-les-
Mines.”142 Those who exploited workers, according to the POF, were incor-
porated as “Christ et Cie,” not as “Moïse et Cie.”143 Guesdist anti-Semitism?
Hardly.

Whether lorded over by Jews or gentiles, the “feudalization” of the
means of production by les gros advanced irresistibly, according to Marxist
political economy. Unlike the anti-Semites, however, Guesdists welcomed this
capital concentration. In the Marxists’ historical imaginary, the logic of unin-
tended consequences ensured that capital’s endless self-aggrandizement led
inexorably toward socialism. French Marxists thus rejoiced in finance-capital’s
ever-expanding domain; they delighted in capitalism’s universalization of “juiv-
erie.” In Guesde’s own words,

It’s for us, it’s for the new [socialist] order, that the financiers of all races and
all religions and irreligions are working. . . . Anti-Semitism, even in its
indictment of a category of wealth owners, is thus essentially reactionary. It’s
struggling against an inevitable evolution that, while crossing the desert of
financial panics and bankruptcies, is leading our species toward the promised
land of socialized property.144

This Marxist faith that capitalism led toward a final entry into socialism’s
“promised land” completely severed the Guesdists, with their trust in progress,
from the anti-Semites, with their dread of decadence.

The sanguine Guesdists loved to cite Engels’s famous diagnosis that
anti-Semitism was a pathology of backwardness. According to Marxist diag-
nosticians, the anti-Semites’ putrescent presence always indicated a patholog-
ical “reaction [among] medieval social categories destined to disappear in
modern society.”145 Future eruptions of the anti-Semitic plague, Guesdists
trusted, would thus be confined to benighted nations “where production is still
in the hands of peasants, of the landed classes, of artisans, and such groups not
yet having emerged from the Middle Ages.”146 At the fin de siècle, in the
Guesdists’ political geography, anti-Semitism still throve in the backwoods of
Eastern and Central Europe, had become virtually inconceivable in such
hypermodern societies as Britain and the United States, and, as modernity
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advanced, would soon decline toward similar insignificance in France.147

Modernity immunized against anti-Semitism.
This antithesis between arrogantly modernist Marxism and putatively

reactionary anti-Semitism suffused the Parti Ouvrier’s many attacks on Dru-
mont. When the anti-Semitic ideologue, for instance, appropriated the Four-
mies massacre for his anti-Semitic purposes, Le Socialiste caustically pointed
out that Drumont’s real constituency was among the ultrareactionary officers
who had perpetrated the killing, not among the progressive workers who had
been its victims.148 “Drumont,” the Guesdists angrily charged, “sums up every-
thing that is radically antisocialist. He’s an ultraconservative.”149 This charge
rang true. Drumont had begun his spectacular career as an impassioned advo-
cate of “heritage,” lamenting the nineteenth century’s demolition of vieux
Paris. Not for Drumont the wonders of progress. He even detested new fan-
gled electric lighting! Guesde, like Drumont, had been born in the heart of
ancient Paris. Yet not a word of his voluminous writings betrays the slightest
nostalgia for the antique alleys of his natal Isle Saint-Louis. Instead, in
Guesde’s vision of past and future, the march of progress, even its destructive
parade through the wreckage of France’s rich heritage, cleared a terrain for the
erection of socialism. The electric lights blinking on across Paris, for Guesde,
brilliantly illuminated that vast metahistorical construction site.150

In the same way, when surveying capitalism’s fortifications, the Marxist
leader and the anti-Semitic journalist measured them similarly, but drew up
very different plans for their future. Their surveys? Guesde fully accepted
Drumont’s sketch of “the great banking house, the big factory . . . , the depart-
ment store, all [casting] their shadow on the horizon like a feudal castle of the
past, and small firms, like the small dwellings of old, afraid of their terrible
neighbors.”151 But Guesde and Drumont’s plans differed fundamentally. Like
his petit-bourgeois constituents, Drumont cowered before capital, at the best
raising a desperate jacquerie to raze its citadels. By contrast, Guesde mar-
shaled the working class to seize the castles of capitalism, planning to reno-
vate them into the airy edifices of utopia. Quoting Engels’s characterization
of the anti-Semites as concealing their conservatism “behind a socialist fig-
leaf,” Le Socialiste denounced “Drumontism” as “essentially reactionary.” “It
struggles,” the Guesdist newspaper concluded contemptuously, “against the
inevitable evolution that leads our species . . . toward the promised land of
socialism.”152 That “promised land” again! Over the heavily fortified horizon of
capitalism lay the Guesdists’ Zion.

More prosaically, French Marxists mocked anti-Semitism’s backward-
looking political economy. The anti-Semites’ only alternative to capitalism, a
“return to corporatism,”153 supposedly demonstrated both their economic illit-
eracy and their ultraconservatism. Guesdists, for instance, reproached Dru-
mont for ignoring “the complete transformation that, by the substitution of
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collective mechanical apparatus for the individual tool of preceding centuries,
has occurred in modern production,” and faulted him for his pigheaded loy-
alty “to the small-scale production of yesteryear, with its craft work in which
the boss ‘was also a worker.’”154 Anti-Semites, Guesdists charged, wished to
retreat into Arcadia. History, however, was irreversible. One went forward, or
one went nowhere. Violent reaction could not compensate for the anti-Semi-
tes’ economic ignorance and social stupidity. “Fill the streets . . . with the
corpses of Jews,” Le Socialiste admonished, “and the great engines of modern
production, the power of large capital, will remain just as burdensome, just as
deadly.”155 As a prediction of anti-Semitism’s twentieth-century betrayal of its
petit-bourgeois constituency, the point was well taken. But Le Socialiste’s jour-
nalist could hardly have imagined that his macabre image of corpse-strewn
streets would one day become grisly reality.

The most difficult, but also the most cogent, proof of Guesdist resis-
tance to anti-Semitism requires reading their record for absence. A discourse’s
not said, after all, tells us at least as much about it as does its said.156 When a
historian, for instance, demonstrates that “most” socialists pandered to anti-
Semitism during the Panama scandal,157 his observation provides a criterion
against which to judge the Parti Ouvrier. The judgment? Not guilty of pan-
dering. Across the many articles that Guesdists wrote during the Panama
affair, there was not a single instance of blaming Jews as such for that sham-
ing episode. The French Marxists did harp upon the scandal, both during its
course and subsequently. The very word “Panama” came to serve them as
metonym for squalid politics. But they blamed capitalism for that squalor, not
the “usual suspects” among Jewish financiers. If Guesdists—like professional
anti-Semites such as Drumont and Guérin, or “Aryanist” socialists such as
Auguste Chirac and Albert Regnard—had indeed hated the Jews as a “race of
speculators and swindlers,” then the Parti Ouvrier would undoubtedly have
highlighted the misdeeds of Baron de Reinach and his disreputable Jewish
associates. They did not, instead targeting capitalism as the occult force
behind Panama’s peculations.

And what of the positive “other” to the Semites: the “Aryans,” that
mythical master-race beloved of racist anthropologists? For the belle epoque’s
anti-Semites, Aryan soulfulness countered Jewish calculation and valiant
Aryan warriors thwarted cowardly Semitic dealers, while the Aryan’s cultural
creativity nullified the Jew’s aesthetic “aridity.” Overwhelmed by this weird
hallucination, some socialists, particularly Blanquists sliding toward fascism,
fancied that their own “Aryan socialism” safeguarded France against both the
“Jewish capitalism” emanating from the Rothschilds’ rue Lafitte and the “Jew-
ish socialism” radiating from Marx’s London. Even the “Integral” socialist
milieu that crystallized around Benoît Malon, otherwise a seedbed for social-
ist Dreyfusards, succumbed to Aryanist contamination. Racist ideologues like
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Regnard and Chirac were welcome in Malon’s circle, but, in sharp contrast,
never once appeared within the Parti Ouvrier’s jealously guarded domain158—
if only because Chirac and Regnard’s “spiritual” Aryan socialism had been
carefully crafted to challenge Marx’s supposedly “Jewish” historical material-
ism.159 During a period when dramatic Aryan-versus-Semite dichotomies so
often structured the play of politics, Guesdists ostentatiously spurned the
“Aryan” saints, heroes, and geniuses who strutted the ideological stage, just as
Marxists ignored the “Semitic” seducers, villains, and parasites so loudly
booed by less discriminating political audiences. Racism’s voguish cast of
characters never featured in the Parti Ouvrier’s dramaturgy—dominated as it
was by class actors.

Just as Aryanism never sullied Guesdist discourse, so the POF abjured
the virulent antireligion of some left anti-Semites, with their accusation that
the Jews had begotten Christianity, and that their jealous God now reigned
over Christian civilization’s sickening synthesis of church, state, and cash box.
During the Second Empire, radical young intellectuals—well versed in the
classics and revolted by Louis Napoleon’s ugly amalgamation of Catholicism,
Caesarism, and plutocracy—had ascribed all three debilities to Jewish
monotheism, to Jehovah’s unconditional triumph over antiquity’s wholesome
(and Aryan!) polytheism. The Jewish poison seeping through the Christian-
ized Roman Empire, quasi socialists like Gustave Tridon contended, had drib-
bled undiluted down the centuries, eventually infecting Europe’s nineteenth-
century body politic and throwing up a putrid mess of arid theocracy,
authoritarian politics, and usurious exploitation. Did the POF agree with Tri-
don and his fin de siècle disciples? Not for a moment. Guesdists certainly
despised Christianity, and many Marxist intellectuals had matured within the
same atheistical Bohemian milieu that had spawned anti-Christian anti-
Semitism. But French Marxists never once blamed their time’s miseries on
supposedly Jewish Christianity.160 For Guesdists, both Judaism and Christian-
ity manifested superficial false consciousness; they were symptoms to be
explained, not pathogens to be blamed. When Guesdists sought an etiology
for Europe’s many maladies (including Judaism and Christianity, but also
anti-Semitism and anticlericalism), they identified capitalism as the plague
bearer.

Nor, in Guesdist polemic, was there the slightest hint of aesthetic anti-
Semitism—that paranoid conviction, so typical of the times, that Jewish
patrons, Jewish critics, Jewish publishers, and Jewish gallery-owners greedily
commercialized culture, and thus degraded art and literature into tasteless
merchandise. Guesdists believed that France’s cultural life had been corrupted,
that artists and writers served Mammon rather than the Muses. “Genius and
erudition as much as shoes and cattle,” the Parti Ouvrier grumbled, had been
debased into mere commodities.161 And French Marxists repeatedly
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denounced this commodification as having bred “mental degeneration and
moral rot.”162 Yet, despite endless diatribes against fin de siècle “bourgeois cul-
ture,” the Parti Ouvrier never once suggested that the Jews were to blame. Not
for Guesdists the anti-Semites’ fulminations against “Jewish art.” Guesdists
knew very well from whence came their time’s cultural debility. It issued solely
from the bourgeoisie’s exploitation of art and artists.

Finally, Guesdists, despite their pretensions to high theory, worked to
popularize the Marxist message. They lived as pamphleteers, as journalists, as
soapbox orators. Were they ever tempted by the anti-Semitic sensationalism
that awarded the Assumptionists’ La Croix and Drumont’s Libre Parole their
hundreds of thousands of fascinated readers?163 Never. Not one of anti-Semi-
tism’s melodramatic tropes surfaced in the Parti Ouvrier’s ocean of polemic. If
informed by Le Socialiste alone, a French worker of the fin de siècle would
never, for instance, have “known” that a lurid Jewish underworld of pimps and
brothel owners ran the “white slave trade”—enticing naive French women
into prostitution and selling “Aryan” children to the brothels of Buenos
Aires.164 Nor did the Guesdist press ever retail the fin de siècle’s horrific tales
of Jewish ritual murder. A reader of Le Socialiste would never have “discovered”
that Jews bled Christian children to death during their Passover rites—sup-
posedly in Hungary and Ukraine, but perhaps also in France’s own Châteller-
ault. The grotesqueries that ensured anti-Semitism’s tabloid popularity found
no echo in the Parti Ouvrier’s rationalistic public discourse, for all that Gues-
dists occasionally embellished their journalism and oratory with vivid anti-
capitalist (but never anti-Semitic) illustration and anecdote.

Having addressed supposed evidence of Guesdist anti-Semitism—the
POF’s equivocal role in the Dreyfus affair, the movement’s critique of finance
capital—and considered the anti-Semitic temptations offered to French
Marxists but rejected by them, what does the Guesdist record actually tell us?
The answer is straightforward: Guesdists despised the anti-Semites and repu-
diated anti-Semitism. Morès, Drumont, Barrès, Guérin, and even the enor-
mously popular Henri Rochefort—all were insulted, ridiculed, and refuted.165

Guesdists conceived their conflict with the anti-Semites as a war to the death,
with victory for Marxist collectivism auguring a sticky end for national-social-
ist anti-Semitism. Reporting, for instance, on the POF’s successful foiling of
the Marquis de Morès’s attempted seduction of Lille’s workers, Le Socialiste
crowed that, henceforth, there would no longer be “race war, but only a class
war that will be pursued toward all and against all”166—and particularly against
the anti-Semites. The Parti Ouvrier thus vaunted Marxism as the last best
barrier against the rising tide of anti-Semitism, wherever it still advanced.
Boasting of the Parti Ouvrier’s success in facing down the anti-Semitic mobs
of the Dreyfus affair, Le Socialiste launched the slogan “Anti-Semites of All
Lands, Beware!”167
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This Guesdist hatred of anti-Semitism was to be expected, given the
anti-Semites’ hatred of Marxism. Crusading to save France from the interna-
tional Jewish conspiracy, a supposed amalgam of “Jewish quack socialists and
bankers,”168 French anti-Semites repeatedly denounced the POF’s Marxism as
wholly “Semitic in conception.”169 Wittingly or unwittingly, they charged,
Guesde and Lafargue served the Jews. All the major anti-Semitic ideologues
advanced this argument. Drumont may have located the headquarters of La
France Juive on the rue Lafitte, but he also viciously attacked the “German
socialism inaugurated by the Jews Lassalle and Marx,” that “exploitative and
lying socialism of the Jews, so different from real socialism.”170 “Real social-
ism,” for Drumont, was his own “national socialism” of class collaboration and
ethnic exclusion, while “German socialism,” the “socialism of the Jews,” was
the POF’s class-conflictual and cosmopolitan “collectivism.” Barrès, for his
part, subscribed to exactly the same anti-Semitic anti-Marxism. According to
the great theorist of national socialism, the Parti Ouvrier had founded its alien
ideology upon “unverifiable fictions that have issued from the imaginations of
a few messianic Jews.”171 Catholic anti-Semites of the nascent Christian
Democratic movement seconded the national socialists. Militant abbés démoc-
ratiques like the Abbé Garnier, fighting for France and their faith in the mill
towns of the north, violently attacked the POF as their race’s enemy, no less
than their God’s.172 Finally, that greatest national-socialist threat to French
Marxism, Biétry’s “Yellow” trade-union movement, scourged Guesdism as a
Semitic front organization. According to Biétry, “[W]here [Marxist] social-
ism passes, there the way has been cleared for the Jew.”173 For anti-Semitic
crusaders like these, victory for anti-Semitism augured the death of Marxism.

The racism of Drumont, Barrès, the Abbé Garnier, and Biétry may have
developed initially as a critique of capital, albeit in capital’s fantastical form as
racialized “Juiverie.” But these anti-Semites soon abandoned their always
equivocal war against “plutocracy” (waged in vague alliance with “other”
socialists) to lead determined assaults on “Jewish Marxism” (in not-so-vague
alliance with plutocrats). These self-proclaimed “national socialists” had dis-
covered that an anti-Semitism that mobilized against plutocratic wealth, if
only against Jewish wealth, lost bourgeois sponsorship. Why forfeit the favors
of the rich, when workers continued to prove so recalcitrant to anti-Semitism,
and their meager and episodic support so unrewarding? Selling racist anti-
Marxism to peasants and shopkeepers proved far easier than peddling anti-
Semitism to proletarians. And anti-Semitic anti-Marxism could be marketed
as an infinitely more profitable commodity than anti-Semitic anticapital-
ism . . . when retailed to wealthy bourgeois.174

Guesdists cannot speak against their traducers of today, as they once
attacked their own time’s “straight-faced jokers who pretend that socialism
and anti-Semitism are one and the same thing.”175 But imagine Guesde’s ghost
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returned to confront Lévy and his fellow “jokers.” As past master of the con-
férence contradictoire, a revenant Guesde would easily discredit the tendentious
allegations made against his movement. As if scripting such an encounter, the
Parti Ouvrier reprised its record at the beginning of the twentieth century,
vaunting its decades of “anti-anti-Semitic” militancy.176 The movement had
every right to do so. Across the decades, amid the tempest of the Third
Republic’s politics, whatever the temptations to anti-Semitism, Guesdists
rigidly obeyed the antiracist guidelines they had early established for them-
selves. Hear Lafargue at the inception of his movement: “The socialist party
divides men solely into capitalists and socialists; all those who want to pre-
serve the present social order are our enemies; all those who desire the expro-
priation of the capitalists . . . and the socialization of the means of production
are our friends, whether they are from Prussia or Lorraine, whether they are
Semitic or Latin.”177

Trivial deviations from this antiracist imperative—occasional unthink-
ing jibes, sporadic lexical ambiguities—cannot sully the Parti Ouvrier’s cleav-
ing to its Semitic friends or obscure the Guesdists’ hatred of their anti-Semitic
enemies. Scholars who have foregrounded supposedly anti-Semitic trivia in
the Guesdists’ record while ignoring that record’s “anti-anti-Semitic” sub-
stance would emerge chastened from their encounter with Guesde’s infuriated
ghost.

“Brave and Wise Jews”: Guesdists and the “Jewish Race”

So much for the Guesdists’ embittered encounter with the French anti-Semi-
tes. But what of their encounter with France’s Jews? Here, the Parti Ouvrier’s
rejection of racist identity politics sometimes overshot the mark, carrying far
toward philo-Semitism. Listen again to Lafargue. “Personally,” the Guesdist
leader opined, “I have the most profound admiration for the Jewish people,
who have been insulted and trampled upon across the centuries, but who have
never been defeated, who have never submitted, who have finally rebounded
from their long and abject oppression and overwhelmed Christian Europe
with their billions.”178 The “facts” of the matter, the Jews’ stubborn particular-
ity and increasing power within “Christian Europe,” resembled the scenario
advanced by Drumont. But the same historical facts were given absolutely
opposite meanings by Marxists and anti-Semites—evoking admiration from
the former, abomination from the latter.

The Guesdists placed the Jews at the very heart of their Marxist meta-
narrative—which extended from the days of Christ, usually identified as a Jew
and frequently lauded as a protosocialist, to the epoch of Marx, also identified
as Jewish even while saluted as the patron saint of socialist modernity.179 Why
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this surprising “racial” discrimination in the Parti Ouvrier’s otherwise class-
obsessed historiography? The anomaly arose to some extent because Guesdists
enjoyed taunting anti-Semites—often maliciously pointing out that the
Christian Drumont and the Marxist Guesde shared discipleship to Jews.
More seriously, French Marxists evolved their “philo-Semitism” because they
believed (as did anti-Semites!) that the Jews had been the entrepreneurs of
modernity. The “economic role [of the Jews],” Guesdists asserted, “has
been . . . eminently useful, and one should not forget them when considering
societies’ economic development. In effect, they encouraged the advance of
feudal society toward bourgeois society.”180 For the Parti Ouvrier, of course,
modern times were a profoundly positive experience—infinitely preferable to
the benighted feudal past, and foreshadowing a radiant socialist future. Dru-
mont, on the other hand, detested modernity, loathing the Jew’s “progressive”
historical role as much as Guesdists admired it.

The French Marxists, it must be emphasized, explained the Jewish apti-
tude for modernity with historical sociology, not biological racism. The Jews’
medieval exclusion from most trades, according to the Parti Ouvrier’s many
history lessons, had limited them to lives of “speculation, scholarship, and cal-
culation”181—thereby uniquely adapting them to impending modernity. As a
consequence, “no race,” according to the Parti Ouvrier, was “more meditative,
indeed more expansive, and more given to discussion.”182 Clever Jews, Gues-
dists maliciously suggested, necessarily prevailed over muscle-bound Chris-
tians—once Jews and gentiles competed in a world of speculative, scholarly,
calculating modernity. The Parti Ouvrier relished this ironic linkage between
medieval persecution and modern mastery. Highlighting how Christianity
had itself created the Jewish financial power so reviled by Christian anti-
Semites, Le Socialiste wickedly suggested that “it’s therefore our Christians
who have created the wicked Jew.”183 For Guesdists, anti-Semites represented
medievalism’s futile reaction against the modern Semite’s “intelligence and
aptitudes, and the skills that place the Jews in the first rank of all the branches
of knowledge that are open to them.”184 No wonder furious anti-Semites—
subjected to this contemptuous denigration, confronted by this philo-Semitic
historiography—indicted the Guesdists as “Jewish socialists”!

The Parti Ouvrier brazenly seconded the indictment. On one occasion,
for instance, having enumerated the many prominent Jews who had animated
nineteenth-century socialism (preeminently Marx, of course), Le Socialiste then
quoted Engels, who had reportedly written that “as for myself, isn’t there a cer-
tain [reactionary] press that has transformed me into a Jew? It’s true that if I
had to choose, I’d certainly prefer to be Jewish rather than a marquis.”185 Both
of the POF’s great mentors were thus presented as “Jewish”—Marx by birth,
Engels by choice. It was within the POF’s much-admired SPD, however, that
Jews figured most prominently—a prominence frequently highlighted in the
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Guesdist press, sometimes to the disadvantage of France’s own Marxism. “The
German socialist party,” Lafargue commented sadly, “counts in its ranks
numerous brave and wise Jews. We’re sorry that there are so few Jews among
us here in France; for Jews are clever, intelligent, untiring, and devoted.”186 The
Guesdists’ only qualm about characterizing Marxism as “Jewish” seemed to be
their fear that they themselves were not Jewish enough!

Was this occasional philo-Semitism generally characteristic of Gues-
dism, or merely a response to particular circumstances? It has been suggested
that the decisive moment in the French Left’s abandonment of its residual
anti-Semitism came with the discovery, during the 1890s, of a Jewish prole-
tariat—if not in France itself, then in Russia or Britain.187 Quite suddenly, in
the Left’s political imaginary, militant Jewish workers battling czarist reaction
in Vilnius and organizing the impoverished in East London eclipsed rapacious
Jewish financiers—bankers to tyrants, the embodiment of global capitalism.
This transition may indeed explain some variation in the Guesdists’ answer to
the “Jewish question,” as they moved from the 1880s’ assumption that all Jews
were bourgeois (even if some, like the eminently bourgeois Marx, had aban-
doned their class for socialist militancy) to the 1890s’ recognition that many
Jews were thoroughly proletarian.188 Not that Guesdists, when identifying Jews
as members of the enemy class, had thereby been anti-Semitic. Far from it.
Even during the 1880s, when “Jew” did seem to mean “bourgeois,” Guesdists
knew very well that bourgeois did not mean Jew. The Parti Ouvrier detested
anti-Semitism just as much during the 1880s as during the 1890s, simply
because Drumont et Cie stupidly directed popular anticapitalism against Jews
as a race, rather than against bourgeois as a class. But so long as the Parti
Ouvrier believed that all Jews were bourgeois, it had little incentive to defend
them from anti-Semitic attack, even while the POF itself attacked anti-Semi-
tism. In 1886, for instance, when Lafargue derided anti-Semites as envious of
Jewish wealth, and as planning to steal it for themselves, he still seemed to take
it for granted that all Jews were wealthy.189 He impugned the anti-Semites, but
did not defend the Jews—whose role in the bourgeoisie’s internecine battles
left him indifferent. Anti-Semitism was anathema to the Marxists because it
deluded workers, not because it attacked Jewish bourgeois.

Once Guesdists became aware that many Jews were proletarian, how-
ever, the Parti Ouvrier gained another compelling reason for attacking the
anti-Semites: the Party’s absolute devotion to proletarian unity. Anti-Semi-
tism not only diverted workers from their true enemy, the POF suddenly real-
ized, but turned them against one another. Anti-Semitic divisiveness therefore
had to be utterly expunged from French working-class culture, and proletar-
ian Jews incorporated wholesale into the socialist movement. As soon as the
Parti Ouvrier noticed Jewish workers, it dutifully shepherded them toward the
enfolding shelter of the socialist genre humain.
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But when did Guesdists abandon the myth of universally bourgeois
Jewry for recognition that many Jews were proletarians? Surprisingly, hints of
this transition had already appeared during the early 1880s, at the very incep-
tion of the POF. In one of the first of many Guesdist critiques of racial pol-
itics, L’Egalité demonstrated that races would never behave as coherent his-
torical actors, simply because they were so fissured by class conflict. Jews were
adduced as an extreme case, given that “the Semitic race is the one that is
least connected with the peoples among which it lives, the one that has
remained the most compact and the most united.”190 Yet, according to L’E-
galité, even this stereotypically exclusive “Semitic race” was far too class-
divided to empower Jewish political solidarity.191 By implication, a Jewish
working class opposed Jewish bourgeois, although its location and dimen-
sions remained frustratingly obscure. By the 1890s, however, Guesdists were
making the point far more explicitly. “Classes exist within the Jewish race,”
Guesde characteristically argued before the Chamber of Deputies. Jews, too,
according to the Parti Ouvrier’s leader, possessed both “a wealthy class and a
proletarian class.”192

As one might have expected from the cosmopolitan POF, its first
engagements with real Jewish proletarians occurred, not in encounters with
France’s (admittedly tiny) Jewish working class, but through the Guesdists’
wide-ranging internationalism. During the 1890s, French Marxists developed
a passionate concern for Russian Jewry—supposedly largely proletarian, and
certainly subjected to systematic racial persecution. At the same time, the
POF developed links with radical Jews in London’s East End and New York’s
garment district—both immigrant milieus having become fertile seedbeds for
fin de siècle Marxism.193 By the mid-1890s, Guesdist texts were replete with
references to a worldwide Jewish proletariat, including occasional mentions of
France’s own working-class Jews. As the Parti Ouvrier now pointed out,
“[T]here are thousands upon thousands of Jewish proletarians, and these Jew-
ish workers are the worst exploited and the most miserable of all.” Guesdists
drew the necessary political conclusion. “And it’s in the face of this fact [ Jew-
ish proletarianization],” Guesde chided, “that we socialists are asked [by anti-
Semites] to consider anti-Semitism to be a struggle against capital . . . ? What
a joke!”194 How, Guesdists demanded, could socialists possibly attack poverty-
stricken artisans, just because they shared a “racial” identity with the pluto-
cratic Rothschilds? French Marxists couldn’t launch such attacks, of course.
Guesdists had long ridiculed Drumont for coddling Christian bankers; now
they reviled him for insulting Jewish workers.

France’s own Jewish workers nonetheless remained a shadowy presence
in Guesdist discourse, even during the 1890s—always there, but never com-
pellingly personified in the tailors, cobblers, and seamstresses of the Marais.
By contrast, the Parti Ouvrier focused obsessively on Russia’s Jews during
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their tragic pogrom years.195 This obsession arose, at least to some extent, from
the Guesdists’ hatred of France’s recently concluded Russian alliance. How, a
furious Parti Ouvrier demanded, could supposedly enlightened France ally
itself with undoubtedly reactionary Russia, when the Russian empire was
committing mass murder against its Semitic subjects? Guesdists, as always,
easily answered their own rhetorical question. In the POF’s account of East
European ethnic politics, Russia’s Jews had massively mobilized behind
socialism. The persecution of Jews by imperial Russia and France’s ugly com-
plicity in that persecution, according to the POF, stemmed less from racism
than from antisocialism—from the two regimes’ reactionary reflex against “the
active participation of the youth and the workers of the Jews in the socialist
and revolutionary movement.”196 At the same time, Russia’s Jews and France’s
socialists were supposedly naturally united against reactionary Russia and
bourgeois France. This intricate amalgam of antinomies served Guesdism
well. The more sympathetically the Parti Ouvrier depicted suffering Russian
Jewry, the more effectively the POF discredited the hated authorities in Paris
and St. Petersburg, along with their despicable alliance.197

The Parti Ouvrier, indeed, came to believe that Jews, certainly in Rus-
sia but perhaps elsewhere as well, would someday play a starring role in that
ultimate redemptive drama: the revolution against capital, the attainment of a
postcapitalist utopia. Proletarian Jews would champion the coming revolu-
tion, Guesdists were sure, while its victory would redeem their race from mil-
lennia of degradation. According to Le Socialiste,

[T]he socialist proletariat—in struggling for the emancipation of all the
exploited, of all the oppressed—will put an end to the terrible suffering of
that martyr nation that has given Spinoza to philosophy, Marx to socialism.
It will be the great historical revenge of this people to contribute . . . by its
energy and its revolutionary tenacity to freeing humanity from nationalist
barbarism.198

In the Guesdists’ political imaginary, a revolutionary alliance of history’s vic-
tims—an alliance between workers exploited by capitalism, women oppressed
by patriarchy, and Jews martyred by nationalism—would ensure socialism’s
impending victory. Fulfillment of these pariahs’ previously unrealized poten-
tial would then guarantee socialism’s historical superiority over capitalism. In
the Parti Ouvrier’s vision of the future, once socialist revolution had finally
given workers, women, and Jews “the means to develop their abilities,” they
would “soon be in the first rank [of the new society].”199 No wonder France’s
anti-Semites—pitilessly hierarchical in their social and gender values no less
than in their racial prejudices—identified both Marxism and feminism as part
of the “international Jewish conspiracy.”
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By the 1890s, then, once the Jewish proletariat had been fully recog-
nized, the Parti Ouvrier’s answer to the “Jewish question” had become utterly
unequivocal:

Whether Jew or Christian, once you’re a worker, the capitalist system crushes
you under the same burden. If one accepts the famous definition of
Alphonse Karr, it has to be admitted that, within that race damned by the
Church, the workers are . . . the Jews, and the bankers such as Hirsch and
the Rothschilds are the Israelites. Let M. Drumont concern himself with the
Israelites, without forgetting their Christian friends. As for us, we’ll stick
with the Jews.200

Some socialists (not Guesdists, of course!), the Parti Ouvrier sorrowfully
admitted, had almost lost their footing in the anti-Semitic tide, “so violent had
been the flood against the Jews.” Nonetheless,

the class war [has] recognized its own. With the international socialist work-
ers’ party are all the workers of the Jewish race, exploited in the East End of
London, in the slums of New York, and elsewhere. . . . They bring their aspi-
rations to our international congresses, and [those aspirations] are the same
as those of all other socialists. The bankers and Jewish high society are iden-
tical, except perhaps for [the Jewish capitalists’] greater intelligence, to the
Christian capitalists. One shouldn’t make any distinction between [ Jewish
and Christian capitalists], and their fate must be the same.201

The POF thus doomed all bankers, including Christian bankers, while
embracing all workers, including Jewish workers—having finally recognized
that there were, indeed, such beings as Jewish workers.

At the fin de siècle, pogroms were not, unfortunately, confined to Kiev
and Kichenev. France, too, suffered murderous ethnic violence, particularly
throughout the trans-Mediterranean departments. The maniacal racial
spasm that racked the country during the Dreyfus affair convulsed Algeria
with extraordinary violence as inflamed colons mobilized fanatically behind
anti-Semites; as mobs of French settlers rampaged through sullen Arab souks
and centuries-old Jewish mercantile settlements, baying “La France aux
Français!”; as Algeria’s Sephardic Jews—alienated from the Arabic and
Berber majority, repudiated by the European settlers—suffered pillage, rap-
ine, and murder. This racist tumult troubled Guesdists greatly, not least
because the Algerian colons, even at their most virulently anti-Semitic,
avowed themselves leftists, even “socialists.” Weirdly, having elected Dru-
mont himself to the Chamber of Deputies, the Algerian French then repu-
diated their famous representative because he insisted on sitting on the right
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of the parliamentary hemicycle, rather than on its left!202 How did Guesdists
respond, when confronted by this grotesque tragicomedy?

Outraged by Algeria’s wave of racist atrocities, the POF reeled back in
horror from what it described as “these repugnant and cowardly ferocities that
dishonor . . . the name of France.”203 Guesdists vowed to combat 

the odious campaign carried out by the anti-Semites and nationalists against
an entire category of our citizens, to the exclusive advantage of reaction and
clerical capitalism. First [they’ll destroy] the Jews, then freethinkers and
socialists. We’ve already seen as much in Algiers, where Drumont’s gangs of
shady characters have murdered . . . one of our comrades, the citizen
Arganaud.204

“First they’ll come for the Jews, then for the Communists, then for. . . .”
Already, by 1898, at least in Algeria, the Parti Ouvrier understood the cumu-
lative logic of national socialism—the logic that would eventually murder so
many Marxists, in conjunction with hecatombs of Jews.

Fighting fire with fire, the Guesdists counterattacked. Algerian anti-
Semites, they raged, were not even French, but merely “a cosmopolitan
whirlpool of Maltese, Spaniards, Italians, and Levantines.”205 Max Régis, Dru-
mont’s youthful second in Algiers and John the Baptist to twentieth-century
“Algérie Française,” was scathingly identified as “Massimiliano Régis” and his
mongrel mob of supporters sardonically portrayed as “authentic products” of
Drumont’s “workshop La France aux Français.”206 These tactics, in retrospect,
evoke qualms. Undermining the anti-Semites’ nationalist credentials was one
thing, the tacit appeal to “true” Frenchness in an Algerian context quite
another.

The POF nonetheless nurtured an Algerian socialism blind to ethnic
difference. Reporting on a regional socialist conference at Mustapha, for
instance, where an anti-Semitic delegate had moved abrogation of the
Crémieux Decree that had enfranchised Algeria’s Jews, Le Socialiste rejoiced
that the meeting had almost unanimously rejected the motion—a repudiation
of anti-Semitism that supposedly demonstrated that “questions of religion and
race had nothing to do with socialism.”207 Unfortunately, the delegates gathered
at Mustapha did not really represent Algeria’s working-class settlers, among
whom the POF’s inclusive and cosmopolitan doctrine failed miserably. A rue-
ful Parti Ouvrier eventually came to view Algeria as emblematic of racism’s tri-
umph over socialism—on one occasion, for instance, characterizing anti-
Semitic, ultranationalist, and anti-Guesdist Nancy as a “second Algiers.”208

Nonetheless, at the turn of the century, the Parti Ouvrier still hoped
that Algeria would someday come to its senses. “The Algerian proletariat,”
wrote Henri Ghesquière, one of Guesde’s closest aides,
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incited by the clerical anti-Semites, on the one hand, and by the homilies of
the bourgeois republicans, on the other, is divided; the hatreds . . . of nation-
ality and of religion are very powerful; political, religious, and national pas-
sions have created savage, brutal, and bestial mentalities that divide the
workers, throw them against each other so that proletarians, divided and
maddened, pay with their blood for the divisions of which they are the vic-
tims. These hatreds will cease under the influence of socialism, and the pro-
letarians of all nations and of all religions, finally reconciled, will march
together . . . toward the Social Republic, which will make all men into equal
and free brothers.209

Foreknowledge that the colons and Muslims of Algeria would eventually
become “equal and free brothers” only on the model of Cain and Abel would
have thoroughly dispirited a clairvoyant Ghesquière. Clairvoyance about the
long-term relationship of twentieth-century Arabs and Jews would have dis-
illusioned him completely.

In conclusion, what can legitimately be said of the Guesdists’ engage-
ment with fin de siècle racism, and particularly about their encounter with the 
French anti-Semites? The answer is clear: Guesdists were not racists, and were
consistently anti-anti-Semitic. In the Parti Ouvrier’s ideological paradigm,
“blood” explained nothing. Guesdists reduced racial identities to insignificant
epiphenomena of class, as they so reduced national identities, while discount-
ing anti-Semitism as a distorted manifestation of class conflict, as they so dis-
counted nationalism. According to the Parti Ouvrier’s Marxist theory, racial
identity, like national identity, lurked throughout history as treacherous but
trivial “false consciousness.” It had to be exposed, opposed, and extirpated, but,
overall, was not to be taken very seriously.

Why, indeed, should Guesdists have taken race seriously, given their
Marxist millenarianism? As limned in the Parti Ouvrier’s messianic vision, the
coming world revolution would efface whatever differences still divided Cau-
casians from Asians, blacks from whites, Jews from gentiles. Socialism would
unify the “genre humain,” melding it, the Internationale’s “human race,” into a
universal community, finally fused against all racial distinctions. True to
Schiller’s generous familial metaphor, “all men [and all women too!] would be
brothers” in the cosmopolitan concord of communist humanity. Thus, just as
racists sought to establish “blood brothership” within their particular race, so
French Marxists aspired to the brotherhood of humanity as a whole. Socialism
would extinguish “difference”—the difference between races no less than that
between classes. The Guesdists’ stance on racism and the “Jewish question” thus
not only paralleled the POF’s most cosmopolitan answer to the “national ques-
tion,” but corresponded to the Marxists’ responses to the “religious question” and
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the “women’s question.” The socialist revolution, Guesdists were sure, would
definitively resolve all these divisive questions, rendering them irrelevant, passé,
and immaterial.

Given these universalist protocols, Guesdists welcomed Jews (like
blacks or, given the opportunity, Algerians, Vietnamese, and “coolies”) into
their ranks, but repulsed Jews (or any others) who themselves repudiated uni-
versalism. At the entrance to the socialist enterprise, the billboards read “no
racists need apply,” with Jewish zealots barred as firmly as Aryan fanatics.
Bemoaning the “arrogant” separatism of the Jews, the poisoned fruit of their
atrocious suffering across the ages, Guesdists nonetheless anticipated Jewry’s
subsumption into socialist humankind:

Victims or servants of every oppression, [the Jews] will never lose their dis-
tinct character except within a liberated humanity. In place of the leaguing
of minds through murder, the only solution offered by the anti-Semites, we
will unfailingly advocate unity through class solidarity, through aspiration,
through hope—the superior unity that will inevitably be achieved through a
collectivist society.210

French Marxists thus spurned the nascent Jewish ethnic politics of the fin de
siècle. Zion, for Marxists, including Marxist Jews, meant the New Jerusalem
of socialism, not a reclaimed Jerusalem in Palestine.211 In principle, the
humanistic POF welcomed Jews as humans, but not as Jews.

This Marxist hostility to “difference” fares badly today, when every pass-
ing postmodernist denounces humanism as masking Eurocentrism, hetero-
sexism, patriarchalism, and classism (po-mo’s most recent lexical barbarity).212

Historians have raged against the Second International’s antiracist protocols
(voted with enthusiastic Guesdist support), which categorically condemned
anti-Semitism, but which also denounced philo-Semitism—with both
answers to the “Jewish question” faulted as irrational, inadmissible, and . . .
racist.213 Philo-Semitism racist! Confronted by this abomination, Zionists
have rebelled against the Marxist tradition, thereby exemplifying today’s clash
between identity politics and Marxism. Just as radical feminists denounce
socialist-feminists as misogynist because they refuse “Wominism,” just as
Black Power militants damn Marxists as racist because they disavow Black
separatism, so Zionists condemn socialist cosmopolitans as anti-Semites
because they reject Jewish particularism.

The Guesdists’ universalism is thus the ultimate ground for their indict-
ment as anti-Semites. The very occasional, usually ambiguous, and always
unrepresentative “anti-Semitic” asides in the Parti Ouvrier’s vast canon have
been largely irrelevant to the case, compared to the much more fundamental
charge that Marxism annuls Jewish identity—or, for that matter, any other
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racial, national, or religious identity. Philo-Semitic historians have bemoaned
the ways in which, “since the end of the nineteenth century, Jews in many
countries have confused their own emancipation with the emancipation of
mankind as a whole by blindly enrolling in the socialist ranks.” No wonder
such historians can conclude that the POF, which advocated exactly such
enrollment, fell into the arms of the anti-Semites “on the basis of class
logic.”214 The Guesdists’ conviction that “in the socialist army, there are nei-
ther Jews nor Christians, for there is no place there for religious or racial ques-
tions” thereby becomes, not the attack on racism it seems, but evidence of
covert anti-Semitism—because it logically precludes “proclamations in favor
of the Jewish race.”215

For Jews, a self-chosen positive identity, even a self-chosen positive racial
identity, has played a vital role in their long and heroic struggle against perse-
cution.216 Fin de siècle Jewish ethnonationalism certainly mustered in reaction
to the period’s rampant anti-Semitism, with Theodor Herzl’s Zionist “procla-
mations in favor of the Jewish race” being as historically “rational” as the Parti
Ouvrier’s absolute antiracism. Then, as now, both Zionists and Marxists
feared, hated, and fought the anti-Semites. But then, as now, they also feared,
hated, and fought each other. In common with the anti-Semites, Jewish par-
ticularists denounced Marxist cosmopolitanism, while antiparticularist Marx-
ists condemned every assertion of foundational ethnic identity, whether nega-
tive à la Drumont, or positive à la Herzl. Guesdists deplored ghettoization,
whether imposed by anti-Semites or chosen by Jews.

There are many reasons for questioning Marxist cosmopolitanism. But,
in accusing Marxists of anti-Semitism, philo-Semites run the absurd risk of
assimilating real anti-Semites like Drumont to antiracist cosmopolitans like
Guesde. Drumont acknowledged, even insisted on, Jewish particularity, and
had no desire whatsoever to assimilate Jews into a common humanity. In this,
he was utterly different from the POF’s leader. Zionist militants, black power
advocates, and postmodern multiculturalists who are fighting to conserve eth-
nic “difference” against today’s capitalist (or yesterday’s socialist) globalization
should differentiate antiracists like Guesde, aspiring to the ultimate unifica-
tion of the “genre humain,” from racists like Drumont, striving for “La France
aux Français.” Inclusive cosmopolitanism, however inimical to ethnic identity,
is one thing, genocidal exclusion quite another. For the sake of us all, they
must be distinguished.217
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The year 1882 marked a decisive moment in ideological history. Within the
space of a few months, Europe witnessed the foundation of Jules Guesde’s
Parti Ouvrier and Paul Déroulède’s Ligue des Patriotes—respectively,
France’s first Marxist party and the first of the paramilitary leagues that
would mutate into “national socialism.”1 Few question the POF’s role in the
making of mass Marxism. But the first stirrings of fascism, that ideological
earthquake, have also been recently traced to the seismic depths of the
French fin de siècle. The Marquis de Morès’s thuggish butcher boys of the
Ligue Antisémitique, their gaudy cowboy-shirt uniform prefiguring and out-
doing the black and brown to come, their ideals articulated in Morès’s “doc-
trine du faisceau” (anticipating Mussolini’s usage by decades), were genuine
protofascists, even proto-Nazis. Edouard Drumont popularized the militant
anti-Semitism that would shake the Third Republic during the Dreyfus
affair, and then savage the world during the Third Reich. And Maurice Bar-
rès, that modern “master of thought,” high priest in the cult of “la terre et les
morts,” is now irretrievably implicated in the genesis of national socialism.2

Marxist socialism and national socialism nascent together from the belly of
the belle epoque—indeed a decisive moment! 

This portentous conjunction has been noted,3 but not explored. The
oversight is unfortunate, as such exploration leads toward rich treasures of his-
torical understanding. Ever since the inception of “Left” and “Right” in the
revolutionary hemicycle of 1789, those ideological opposites have defined
themselves by defying each other. Their historical meanings emerge from
their “difference,” that sacred word of contemporary hermeneutical divination.
Divination of socialism and national socialism’s intersecting, intertwining, and
interlocking histories, dialectical understanding of their mutual conditioning,
insight into their complex “unity of opposites”—such method offers a “dia-
logical” comprehension of Marxism and ultranationalism far more illuminat-
ing than exploration of those movements “in themselves.”4 Certainly the Parti
Ouvrier’s answer to the “national question” was formulated during its long war
against national socialism,5 while the national socialists’ integral nationalism
was shaped by their assault on Marxism.
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How, then, did Guesdists make sense of the fin de siècle’s “birth of fas-
cist ideology”? They often interpreted the new Right as senselessness. In this
Olympian mode, the Parti Ouvrier ridiculed the national socialists, whose pol-
itics, according to Guesdist caricature, consisted solely in “shrieking the word
patrie, while rolling their “r ’s and their eyes.”6 The Guesdists often returned to
this comic device, on one notable occasion portraying “General” Cluseret, a
Blanquist leader who had moved from social radicalism to ultranationalism, as
“ce modèle des Frrrançais” who was about to embark on “une grrrande tournée
[speaking tour] patrrriotique.”7 The medical Guesdist Pierre Bonnier, for his
part, diagnosed the ultranationalists as “victims of patriotic fever,” as “a class of
the mad . . . that one identifies as the persecuted-persecutors”—an analysis
conducted in the imaginary asylum housing the restrained and raving Paul de
Cassagnac, Henri Rochefort, and Francis Laur.8 Marxists thus equated ultra-
nationalist politics with sadomasochistic madness long before the canonical
work of Wilhelm Reich and Erich Fromm. Guesdists would have agreed with
John Dunn’s characterization of “a world of self-righteous nations” as consti-
tuting humanity as “a species of rational psychopaths.”9

None of the new Right’s heroes escaped such mockery. Paul Déroulède of
the League of Patriots bore the brunt of Guesdist disdain. “Déroulédindon”10

(Déroulède/turkey, or Déroulède the ninny) was routinely vilified as “a cretin by
nature and a bad poet by vocation.”11 Some of this invective was genuinely funny,
as with a knockabout “Letter to Paul Déroulède” published in Le Socialiste, which
slyly commiserated with the ultranationalist leader on the day-to-day difficulties
of “keeping one’s eyes always toward the East,” Déroulède’s metaphorical guide-
line for remembering Alsace-Lorraine.12 Boulanger himself, admittedly a soft
target, was repeatedly reduced to a figure of fun, as with the POF’s gleeful dis-
closure that the ubiquitous lithographs of the “brave general” had been manufac-
tured . . . in Germany!13 Captain Marchand, for a brief moment Caesar to Paris’s
Rome, was spurned by Guesdists as a self-glorifying broker for Sudanese slave
traders.14 And Maurice Barrès himself, darling of the intellectual ultras, was con-
temptuously dismissed as one of “those souls who can transcend the narrow lim-
its of their individualism only by attaining [the narrow limits] of the nation.”15

Ad hominem ruled. But Marxist barbs had a weightier point. The Parti Ouvrier
ridiculed the ultranationalists’ muddleheaded “cultural politics,” mocking their
“heroic” assaults on pubs that sold German beer, or their “epic” attacks on Wag-
nerian productions at the Opéra.16 When safeguarding good beer and grand
opera, the Parti Ouvrier genuinely shielded civilization against the barbarians.

The Guesdists would have liked to relegate ultranationalists to the
lunatic fringe, but could not. Déroulède’s Leaguers, after all, marshaled not
only for comic opera assaults on the Ring Cycle, but for the seizure of power.
History itself told against dismissal of ultranationalist politics. A hoary legacy
of revolutionary barricades may have shadowed Paris’s streets, but those cob-
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blestones had also witnessed the triumphant tread of Louis Napoleon’s
lumpenproletarian “Society of 10 December,” the protofascist mobilization
that had first evoked Marx’s prescient musings on ultranationalist dema-
goguery. As late as the 1880s, plebeian Bonapartism continued to bubble up
as a subterranean source of the ascendant new Right. Even the Republican
nationalism descendent from Michelet sometimes evinced a “blood and soil”
fanaticism liable to national-socialist appropriation.17

Worse, France’s socialist sects themselves proved sickeningly susceptible
to ultranationalist contagion. Benoît Malon’s protean “Integral Socialism” may
have inspired Jaurès and Lucien Herr, but it also fostered Albert Regnard and
Auguste Chirac’s anti-Semitic “national socialism.” And what of the Blan-
quists, those descendants of the most authentically “French” of France’s many
socialist traditions? Blanquism bifurcated during the 1890s, one remnant
evolving toward Marxism and eventual merger with the Parti Ouvrier, but
another devolving into a racist populism that, in parts of working-class Paris,
even in revolutionary Belleville, merged seamlessly with the paramilitary Ligue
des Patriotes. The resultant Parti Républicain Socialiste Français, violently
anti-Semitic and ultranationalist, may have receded from historical memory,
but, in its day, in the movement’s Parisian strongholds, its leaders—Ernest
Roche, Henri Rochefort, and Alfred Gabriel—utterly eclipsed the Parisian
Guesdists and their Left-Blanquist ally Edouard Vaillant.18 The “new” nation-
alism, ultranationalism, integral nationalism, national socialism—their terrify-
ing ascendancy was no joke. Guesdists had to take them very seriously indeed.

And take them seriously they did. Guesdists obsessively followed the
fortunes of their ultranationalist enemies, seeking to fathom the new Right’s
strengths and weaknesses, and thereby forestall its incursions into the POF’s
working-class domain. The ascendancy of French protofascism, however, dis-
orientated the Parti Ouvrier. Whether on the defensive or on the attack,
whether in theory or in practice, no coherent “party line” evolved from the
POF’s violent engagement against national socialism. Instead, Guesdists mul-
tiplied a kaleidoscopic array of conflicting understandings and contradictory
strategies. These apparently haphazard yet systematically recurrent reactions
to the new Right inflected the POF’s historical development, reflected funda-
mental aporias in Marxism, and foreshadowed socialism’s travails during the
“era of fascism.” They deserve scrutiny.

“Up against the Wall!”:
Guesdists Encounter the National Socialists

One scholarly reaction to the Parti Ouvrier’s record has scrutinized the Gues-
dists as closet national socialists.19 Marxists as cryptofascists? Surely not! Yet
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surprising similarities knotted the Parti Ouvrier and the ultranationalists
together in the ideological tangle of the French fin de siècle. The POF’s
sometimes nationalist socialism could, on occasion, faintly echo the rhetoric
of genuine national socialists.20 More significantly, the two movements
evolved similar critiques of liberalism. Guesde’s extreme Left and Barrès’s
extreme Right both contended that the Third Republic had degenerated into
a plaything for irresponsible bourgeois elites, and both Marxists and national
socialists bemoaned “the condition of the working class” under Republican
rule. At times, in their critiques of “the establishment,” Marxist socialism and
national socialism apparently melded into a unitary antiliberal front.

Beleaguered French liberals certainly concluded that the extremes that
led from the Republican center toward left and right met at the other end of
the ideological circlet, a conclusion that prefigured the twentieth-century the-
ory of “totalitarianism.”21 Liberals discredited their national-socialist enemies
by identifying them with the dreaded Marxists, while simultaneously defam-
ing revolutionary socialists by equating them with the despised anti-Republi-
can Right. Extreme Right equaled extreme Left! This contention utterly infu-
riated Guesdists, who responded in kind.22 According to the Parti Ouvrier,
Barrèsian ultras agreed with the liberals on everything that mattered. Ultra-
nationalism and liberalism were both fronts for capitalism, the Parti Ouvrier
argued, because national socialism, like liberalism, “denies or ignores the divi-
sion of society into classes. It denies or doesn’t wish to see the existence of
exploiters and exploited.”23 Ultranationalism equaled liberalism! National
socialists completed the polemical pattern. According to the new Right, lib-
eralism and socialism were Siamese twins born from the depraved coupling of
the Enlightenment with the French Revolution. From this parentage sprang
all the ills of modernity. The rationalism of liberals and socialists debased spir-
itual ideals; their egalitarianism undermined healthy hierarchies; their cos-
mopolitanism disrupted communal solidarity. Liberalism equaled socialism!24

An overly scrupulous historian might summarily dismiss all these tenden-
tious equations.That would be a mistake. Liberals and fascists have allied against
socialism. Think of Mussolini coming to power in coalition with Italy’s liberals.
Marxists and liberals have coalesced against fascism. Think of the popular-front
dynamic that eventually forced even Stalin and Churchill into alliance. And fas-
cists and Marxists have cooperated against ruling liberals.25 Here we may think
of the Parti Ouvrier. During the 1880s, France witnessed a particularly close
symbiosis between the nationalist ultras and the ultras of anticapitalism. Despite
their contempt for “Déroulèdindon,” the Guesdists participated with Déroulède’s
Patriotes in the mass demonstrations of December 1887 against Jules Ferry.
Assailed by national socialists and socialist nationalists, the beleaguered Ferry and
his Opportunist ministry understandably viewed the revolutionary Right and the
revolutionary Left as complicit, even as identical.
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The period’s ideologically indiscriminate anti-Opportunist agitation
culminated in the Boulanger affair, as the Republic tottered under the assault
of General Boulanger’s massed supporters. Unlike other socialist factions, the
Parti Ouvrier distanced itself from the fray. Yet troubling ambiguities under-
mined the Guesdists’ supposedly evenhanded neutrality, ambiguities best rep-
resented by Lafargue’s conviction, so distressing to the violently anti-
Boulangist Engels, that Left Boulangism might be appropriated for socialist
ends.26 On the ground, in some of the POF’s regional bastions, Guesdist sus-
ceptibility to Boulangism became even more obvious. The powerful Parti
Ouvrier section in Bordeaux, for instance, succumbed without resistance to
Boulangist temptation, agitating against foreign workers and aligning itself
with the militarist Ligue des Patriotes. At the end of the affair, however, dur-
ing the early 1890s, the Parti Ouvrier successful appropriated the Left
Boulangist legacy—a triumph signified by the POF’s association with Clovis
Hugues, one of the most prominent Boulangists within the working-class
movement. Lafargue, rather than Engels, had evidently best judged the social-
ist potential of Left Boulangism.27 Yet the equivocal relationship between
Guesdists and Boulangists also highlighted how easily ultranationalism could
penetrate French socialism’s still promiscuous body.

Promiscuous coupling sometimes led to sedate cohabitation. Guesdists
in the 1889–93 Chamber of Deputies worked so closely with recently elected
“Left Boulangists” that Marxists and “National Party” virtually merged.
Tellingly, it was during this fleeting moment of connubial concord that Bar-
rès effusively praised Guesde and Lafargue for their integrity and intelligence.
Guesdist parliamentarians, for their part, sat amicably with Rochefort’s anti-
Semitic “Socialistes Patriotiques.”28 Liberals in the Chamber of Deputies—
still terrified by their near-death experience during the Boulanger crisis, mud-
spattered by the ongoing Panama scandal, fearing nemesis in the upcoming
parliamentary elections—understandably equated the socialist Left and the
left of the “National Party.” This apparent symbiosis of Marxist socialism and
national socialism recurred at the beginning of the twentieth century, in the
aftermath of the Dreyfus affair, as intransigent Guesdists and integral nation-
alists assailed the alliance of Dreyfusard Opportunists, Radicals, and Ministe-
rialist socialists that then governed France. Whether against Ferry, Constans,
or Combes, Guesde and Barrès seemed as one, at least to liberal victims of
their venom.

Further illustrating this apparent complicity, several prominent national
socialists had begun their careers as associates of the POF. Pierre Biétry,
before rising to leadership of the protofascist “Yellow” unions, worked closely
with the POF in eastern France, his early militancy in the Franche-Comté
vociferously acclaimed by Le Socialiste, which then referred to him as “our
comrade Biétry.”29 And Georges Vacher de Lapouge, the internationally
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renowned advocate of proto-Nazi “scientific racism,” first encountered politics
as a Parti Ouvrier militant in Montpellier. Henri Vaugeois, the founder of the
Action Française, had flirted with Marxism in his youth. Even Alexandre
Zévaès, for a time Guesde’s chosen successor, ended his political career in
Gustave Hervé’s postwar national-socialist movement.30 Biétry, Vacher de
Lapouge, Vaugeois, Zévaès—the POF can seem a seedbed of French national
socialism. What affinities permitted these compromising connections?

Most obviously, both Marxists and national socialists attributed France’s
ills to the cash nexus, that noxious bourgeois tincture in which “money is
everything.”31 This diagnosis of modernity’s malaise, solidly founded on
Marx’s explorations in “commodity fetishism,” suffused Guesdist polemic.
The Parti Ouvrier bemoaned a world in which “everything is merchandise,
everything can be bought and sold: ideas as well as manual labor, love as well
as domesticity.”32 This corrosive critique of “commercial civilization,” however,
long antedated Marx. The romantic Conservatism born at the end of the
eighteenth century had reviled capitalism’s “economic rationalism,” and this
Conservative “culture critique” has continued unabated until the present.
Throughout the nineteenth century, France’s own Legitimists had cheered
rebellion, even socialist rebellion, against the “Orleanist money-grubbers” who
had overthrown the organic ancien régime. The fin de siècle monarchist
workers’ movement led by Firmin Bacconnier sustained this reactionary tra-
dition, denouncing the market for reducing all human relations to the alien-
ating abstractions of balance sheets and account books. In their turn, ideo-
logues of the Action Française recuperated Bracconnier’s paleoroyalist
denunciation of bourgeois market society for their own neoroyalism, faithfully
translating the tradition for twentieth-century national socialism.33

These Conservative critiques of commercialization could sometimes
sound remarkably “Marxist.” Hear Drumont denouncing the malignancies
incurred when wealth, “concentrated in a small number of hands, governs as
it pleases the economic life of whole peoples, enslaving its workforce and glut-
ting itself on profits acquired without labor.”34 Amplifying Drumont’s fury, the
Anti-Semitic Congress of 1896 voted a resolution “totally rejecting capital-
ism, the modern form of [usury].”35 France’s venerable tradition of Catholic
anti-Semitism further empowered this strange Conservative “Marxism.” Lis-
ten to La Croix of 1886: “King Capital . . . capital freed from all limits, from
all control . . . there is the site of corruption.”36 Secular ultranationalists sec-
onded ultramontane vituperation. Barrès repeatedly employed quasi-Marxist
invective, denouncing the ways in which the triumphant bourgeoisie had re-
created man as a “slave to the relationship between labor and capital.”37

France’s ruling Opportunists, he fumed, were simply “a financial society orga-
nized for the exploitation of France.”38 “Nationalism,” proclaimed the great
nationalist, “engenders socialism.”39 Maurras agreed: “We [of the Action
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Française],” he affirmed, “are nationalistic, and consequently social.”40 “Left
Maurrasians” like Thierry Maulnier have urged that their hero had indeed
aligned himself with socialism.41 No wonder France’s bourgeois oligarchs
indicted ultranationalism as being one with Marxist collectivism.

The national socialists’ apparent anticapitalism emanated from profound
sympathy with the worker, that “pariah of our great industrial cities, weighed
down by the labor which consumes him, worn out before his time to enrich his
master.”42 Drumont repeatedly affirmed such proletarian sympathies, testifying
that “on every occasion, we have valiantly supported the cause of the perse-
cuted, of the deprived, of the oppressed, of the exploited, of the humble, of the
suffering.”43 Likewise, for Barrès, “to desert the cause of the disinherited” would
have been “to betray the cause of the nation itself.”44 His program affirmed “the
democratic interests of the workers, of the unfortunate, rather than . . . bour-
geois oligarchy.”45 Even the socially conservative Ligue de la Patrie Française,
otherwise a perfect expression of the more nationalist elements among that
“bourgeois oligarchy,” ensured that the “socialiste national” Giard sat on its
directing committee—thereby supposedly bonding the LPF to the prole-
tariat.46 When pursuing this “ouvrieriste” strategy, France’s ultranationalists
might well have denominated themselves the Parti Ouvrier Français . . . had
not the title of “French Workers’ Party” already been taken by the Guesdists.47

The new Right’s Conservative “anticapitalism” and empathy for the
downtrodden impelled repeated national-socialist assaults on the Third
Republic’s free-enterprise establishment. Deploying a strategy characteristic of
the Right since democracy’s first stirrings, French ultranationalists elaborated
a “democratic” attack on “liberal democracy.” France’s uncomprehending pop-
ulace, ultras raged, had been cynically manipulated by liberals into a cruel trav-
esty of popular government. In Drumont’s mordant words, “[T]he proletariat,
showing a remarkable blindness, works with its own hands to assure for the
Bourgeoisie that political power . . . which the Bourgeoisie immediately uses
against those who gave it to them.”48 This critique paralleled the Guesdists’
own attacks on Republican politics, where hardly an issue of Le Socialiste passed
without tirades against the “bourgeois Republic” and its proletarian dupes. No
wonder the Action Français cheered Guesdist denunciations of liberalism’s
“Rights of Man and the Citizen,” commenting enthusiastically (albeit menda-
ciously) that virtually no one on the Right would have dared employ such
extreme language against the founding ideals of the French Republic.49

Establishment ideologues like Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu thus made few
distinctions between extreme Right and extreme Left, predicting that national
“socialism” would necessarily evolve into the real thing, into Marxist collec-
tivism—a view sometimes shared by optimistic Guesdists. Assessing the
Right’s electoral triumph during 1900, Lafargue confidently forecast that
ultranationalists,
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once they have witnessed [their leaders’] impotence, will turn to socialism.
Far be it from us, therefore, to insult them and treat them as “savages.” . . .
Instead, we must redouble our efforts to propagate the emancipatory themes
of revolutionary socialism. To work, comrades! Nationalism is one of the
harbingers of socialist triumph!50

Guesdists offered ultranationalists a “France, living by and for herself, freed
from the capitalist system”51—the sole formula, according to French Marxists,
that could author a genuine national socialism. “Totalitarianist” logic appears
compelling. National socialism and Marxist socialism indeed seem alike.

This logic fails, however. No common positive identity yoked Marxists
to national socialists. Drumont and Barrès may have episodically sympathized
with Guesde and Lafargue’s antiliberal passion, while Guesdists may have
occasionally hoped that national-socialist antiliberalism would mutate into
“real” socialism. But these conjunctions were more apparent than real. The
Marxist Left and the ultranationalist Right shared little but hostility toward
the ruling liberals. If nothing else, Guesdists, even at their most nationalist,
remained internationalists, and were often enough genuinely cosmopolitan.
National socialists—by contrast, and by definition—were not only nationalist,
but integrally nationalist. They subordinated all other identities to ethnic iden-
tity, defined the national self against hostile others, and hunted down France’s
“enemies within,” seeking to cleanse France of those like the Marxists who
represented “alien doctrines.” Guesdists understood this incompatibility. As
self-conscious universalists, as disciples of a German theorist domiciled in
England, French Marxists necessarily damned national socialism’s absolute
particularism, its conviction that “German truth and English truth have noth-
ing to do with French truth, and . . . can poison us.”52 Guesdists would never,
could never, avow Barrèsian “national egotism.”53

The intensity of this conflict between class universalism and national
particularity was, paradoxically, accentuated by surprising parallels between
class and nation, and by similarities in their respective hegemonic projects.
Both classes and nations, scholars have argued, may subsist without ideologi-
cal consciousness (as Marx’s prepolitical “classes in themselves” and in their
national equivalent as the prepolitical “ethnies” explored by Anthony Smith),54

and both require sustained political militancy to develop self-awareness and
historical force. Modern history has thus manifested some movement, and a
far greater number of missed moves, from “classes in themselves” to “classes
for themselves,” and a few transitions, and a vastly greater number of failed
transits, from “ethnies” to nations. Barrès’s nationalism and Guesde’s Marxism
thus fought each other as competing primary identities, as alternative hege-
monic projects. For Barrès, the nation trumped all other identities, including
class. For Guesde, class prevailed over all other allegiances, including that of
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the nation. Neither would tolerate a flaccid pluralism in which national and
class identities coexisted without preordained hierarchy.55 Nationalist particu-
larism versus class cosmopolitanism—the conflict was irreconcilable.

Even the apparently shared antiliberalism of Marxists and ultranation-
alists actually diverged toward distant extremes, never meeting at any point on
the ideological compass. French Marxists faulted the ruling Republicans for
betraying the values of 1789. According to Guesdists, the coming socialist rev-
olution would finally realize the ideals of “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity” so
sadly travestied by liberals. Marxism’s “Social Republic,” unlike the liberals’
Third Republic, would be libertarian, egalitarian, and fraternal in ways impos-
sible under capitalism. National socialists, for their part, condemned France’s
Republicans for realizing the ideals of the Great Revolution.56 According to
ultranationalists, “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity” meant license, mediocrity,
and treason. The coming “national revolution” would restore a healthy regime
of authority, hierarchy, and community. Marxist socialism and integral nation-
alism: common antiliberalism? yes; commonality? no.

Once diverted from attacks on liberalism, once focused on each other,
Guesdists and national socialists fought like cats and dogs.57 Their fracas fea-
tured vividly in the POF’s historical memory. Looking back on the Party’s
record from the perspective of its last days, French Marxists prided themselves
particularly on “the struggle that [we have] sustained . . . against anti-Semi-
tism and chauvinism.”58 This “antifascist” self-identity encompassed not only
the Party’s past, but its imagined future, where Guesdists foresaw a final bat-
tle between aspiring socialism and a decrepit capitalism defended by the reac-
tionary Right. Some future Boulanger would seize power, intending to shore
up the tottering social edifice, only to open the way to revolution.59 Après le
déluge, nous! Marxists and national socialists both presaged a fight to the
death. According to the ultranationalists, Marxist socialism preyed upon
France like a “poisoned beast whose bites had gangrened the social body,” a
beast that the ultranationalist Right would slaughter, “leaving its carcass to rot
before the contemptuous people” while moving on to “disinfect the cities that
[socialism] had occupied.”60 On the other side of the barricades, Guesdists
dreamed of exterminating “the Régis, the Drumonts, and the Guérins,” who
would be put where they belonged: “up against the wall!”61

In the everyday politics of faubourg and estaminet, socialists and
national socialists vied for the same constituency, the “popular masses.” Ultra-
nationalists entered this contest determined to tear the working class from
socialism’s embrace. Throughout national socialism’s fraught history, from its
violent birth during the 1880s until its bloody demise during the 1940s, its
French champions fought to “nationalize” the proletariat.62 Proletarians who
worshipped in the cult of “la terre et les morts,” they knew, forswore interna-
tionalist Marxism, while those enlisted in the Marxists’ class war abjured
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ultranationalism.63 For their part, Guesdists concluded that “national social-
ists” were both thoroughly false nationalists and thorough antisocialists. The
ultranationalists’ obsession with “the internal enemy” legitimated this conclu-
sion. Much of their “socialism” amounted to little more than a “crude anti-
Marxist device.”64 Barrès, for one, sometimes seemed more anti-Marxist than
anti-German, or even anti-German because anti-Marxist, seeking to impose
class collaboration “by means of hatred of our neighbors.”65 In their anti-
Marxist persona, ultranationalists even discarded revanche. For all his integral
nationalism, Drumont was indifferent to Alsace-Lorraine. For him, the Aryan
peoples of France and Germany had been lured into war by Jewish high
finance, and should unite against the greater racial enemy, including the Jew-
ish Marxist enemy. According to Jules Lemaître of the Ligue de la Patrie
Française, “[N]ationalism does not mean war. We have too much to do with
enemies at home.”66 “Such patriots,” the Guesdists fumed, “think of
Revenge . . . only against their countrymen.”67 The warriors of national social-
ism supposedly trained solely for civil war.

If the national socialists’ nationalism was fraudulent, the Parti Ouvrier
concluded, then how much more so was their “socialism.” The Guesdists
could reach this dismissive conclusion because they defined socialism in their
own interest, and, today, after a century of Marxist militancy, it is difficult not
to concur with them. Socialism has become synonymous with the intertwin-
ing Labor, social-democratic, and communist movements. Like the Parti
Ouvrier, these movements have construed socialism as the workers’ cause in
the class war fought between labor and capital. In their “minimum program,”
when on the defensive, such socialists have protected workers against capital’s
abuse. In their “maximum program,” when on the offensive, they have aspired
to total victory, to the “socialization of the means of production.” Most schol-
arship today implicitly accepts this Marxist conception of “real socialism.”

Yet things were less simple at the fin de siècle. Then, in France, any
movement that doubted the verities of laissez-faire economics and sympa-
thized with the poor could claim to be “socialist.”68 The Catholics who con-
structed “Christian socialism,” the social liberals who turned themselves into
the Parti Républicain Radical et Radical Socialiste, the ultranationalists and
anti-Semites who first fabricated national socialism—all advocated class col-
laboration rather than class war, all defended the private ownership of the
means of production, and yet all considered themselves to be authentically
“socialist.” Guesdists fought desperately to dispel this ideological ambiguity,
categorically denying the socialist credential of Christian socialists, Radical
Socialists, and national socialists. They succeeded. By the 1890s, “socialism”
was increasingly identified with the POF’s collectivist anticapitalism. As the
new Right had always loathed collectivism, ultranationalists increasingly
defined themselves against a “socialism” that they had once, before the Marx-
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ist ascendancy, claimed as their own—often, under the new circumstances,
abandoning the very term.69 The Parisian “national movement” that tri-
umphed in 1900, for instance, was overtly antisocialist, in sharp contrast to its
Boulangist predecessor of 1889, although the positive programs of the two
movements differed very little. The League of Patriots, for its part, mobilized
behind both Boulangists and anti-Dreyfusards, but, at the turn of century, had
abandoned the inchoate radicalism of its Boulangist phase for sharply defined
reaction . . . against socialism. And Barrès’s successive election campaigns in
Nancy contrast tellingly. As a Boulangist in 1889, he had violently challenged
France’s bourgeois oligarchy; as an anti-Dreyfusard in 1898, he directed his ire
against Jews and Marxists.70 By the turn of the century, the early border
clashes between Marxist socialism and national socialism had escalated into
total war. This battlefront between Marxism’s socialism and the increasingly
attenuated “socialism” of the national socialists warrants reconnaissance.

To begin with first principles, ultranationalists mocked Marxism’s
“materialism.” In so doing, they claimed a noble legacy. From the romantic
Restoration to the neoromantic fin de siècle, nationalist idealism repeatedly
clashed with the hardheaded materialism of liberal or Marxist “economism.”
Nationalism had been born in revolt against the cosmopolitan rationalism of
the Enlightenment, had been nurtured to maturity by prophets of romanti-
cism such as Herder, and had metamorphosed into integral nationalism dur-
ing the antipositivist rebellion of the belle epoque. The rift between the
exalted Mazzini and the down-to-earth Marx exemplified this century-long
clash of concepts. Despising the novel cult of the nation as much as he loathed
traditional theology, Marx had derided Mazzini as “Theopompous.”71 As heirs
to nationalist idealism, albeit heirs who would have horrified the humane
Herder and Mazzini, Barrès and his followers thus detested Marx’s French
disciples, and were detested in return. The philosophical politics of Marxism
and national socialism fundamentally contradicted each other. For Marxists,
“material” reality determined the derivative domain of ideas and motives,
while for Barrèsians, creative ideals and the heroic will forged reality itself.72

National socialism strode forth as sublime ideal, as the embodied national
will, not as a calculus of economic interest. The Dionysian élan of Nietzsche
and Bergson animated the new nationalism, not the Apollonian analytics of
Condorcet and Marx.

National socialists thus “put politics first.” For the new Right, institu-
tional debility accounted for France’s social sickness, and a nationalist seizure
of power would set the nation to rights. Déroulède’s Ligue des Patriotes
attributed France’s crippling economic disorders to the Third Republic’s per-
verse political order; Boulangists promised to assuage the “Great Depression”
by revising the constitution; the leagues of the 1890s championed Bismarck-
ian “state socialism.” All ultranationalists invested their hopes in a hero who
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would intervene “from above” to solve “the social question.”73 Marxists repu-
diated this “primacy of politics.” For the Parti Ouvrier, the Third Republic’s
inequities derived from capitalism’s inequalities. Social revolution alone,
Guesdists urged, could institute a just political order, or would even abolish
politics altogether. Here lay a foundational difference between national social-
ism and Marxism: the providential politics of the national will versus the
political economy of the labor movement. Barrès, for one, always emphasized
the utter incompatibility between his “spiritual” nationalism and “materialist”
Marxism, while Guesdists disparaged the new Right’s ideology as “pure moral
rhetoric.”74

According to the Parti Ouvrier, the ultranationalists’ moral rhetoric dis-
guised neo-Conservatism, or masked a Conservatism with little of the “neo”
about it. “Socialists” funded by business interests? “Revolutionaries” under-
written by the Duc d’Orléans? For skeptical Marxists, a self-advertised social-
revolutionary movement subsidized by ironmasters and patronized by the
royal pretender lacked a certain credibility. Guesdist skepticism should be
endorsed. The national socialists of the belle epoque fought their ideological
war not as socialists (as the term is today commonly understood) but as “Con-
servative revolutionaries.” Theirs was the “national revolution” that would
eventually furnish Europe’s Nazis and fascists with intellectual rigor and insti-
tutional armature. Barrès thus had almost nothing in common with Karl
Kautsky and Antonio Labriola, but much with Ernst Jünger and Giovanni
Papini. Guesdists could convincingly affirm that the ultranationalists’ “filthy
polemics, their calls for violence and murder, are totally different from the
methodical and reasoned preparation of the proletariat for an . . . inevitable
social transformation.”75

“Inevitable social transformation”? For French Marxists, history was
going their way; modernity marched toward socialism. For national social-
ists, by contrast, the times tumbled toward a precipice; modernity threatened
the world with decline, degeneration, and decadence.76 The surging metro-
politan world of tentacular cities, teeming masses, and world-spanning
enterprise—the milieu of modernity, the subject of modernism—repelled,
even terrified, ultranationalists. Unlike the sanguine Guesde, national
socialists like Barrès feared and hated the new world of “industrial develop-
ment which encloses the people in cities and creates an immense horde of
workers.”77 Great cities, an “immense horde of workers”—exactly the milieu
that Marxists counted on for their eventual historical triumph! Further
exemplifying the ultranationalists’ “reactionary socialism,” as Marx had con-
temptuously characterized this mentality, even Biétry’s “Jaunes,” the
national-socialist labor movement, abjured industrial society, nostalgically
recalling the age of the compagnonnages, of artisanal workshops, of master
and man joined in communion. This “national socialism,” if it meant any-
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thing, meant “the reconciliation of ancient France with democracy,”78 the
reconciliation of “the people” with ancient aristocratic traditions, and per-
haps with the ancient aristocracy itself.

Rather than following the Marxists confidently into cosmopolis, then,
national socialists retreated sullenly toward an antique France of artisans
rooted in tradition, peasants rooted in the soil, and elites rooted in their pays.
In metahistorical terms, the belle epoque’s ultranationalists were thus gen-
uinely reactionary. They fought their ideological battles as revolutionary Con-
servatives, as reactionary modernists, as restorationists who aimed to repair
the ancien régime with the tools of modernity.79 Needless to say, the revolu-
tionary Conservatives’ reactionary metahistory in no way precluded fascina-
tion with the techniques and technologies of “modernization.” France had to
have the most modern artillery, Barrès et Cie urged their countrymen, but the
guns’ field of fire should defend a traditional “organic” society against cos-
mopolitan, egalitarian, and libertarian modernity—whether internal to France
as socialist revolution, or external as globalizing capitalism. French protofas-
cists exemplified a synthesis between reactionary ends and modern means.
Even Drumont, for all his antimodernism, made brilliant use of the new
media techniques of the second industrial revolution.80

This dissonance between the Parti Ouvrier’s Marxist socialism and the
ultranationalists’ national socialism is best exemplified by the movements’
emblematic thinkers: for the Guesdists, Karl Marx, one of the greatest theo-
rists of modernity; for the national socialists, Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, the
nineteenth century’s most profound critic of the modern. Both social philoso-
phers had criticized “modern times,” but Marx had criticized them from
within, faulting capitalism for failing to realize modernity’s full potential,
while Proudhon had rejected every aspect of the modern project, from indus-
trialism to democracy, from cosmopolitanism to feminism. Barrès, Drumont,
Biétry—all venerated the great antimodernist thinker from the Jura, while
Sorel’s turn to the Right from Marxist socialism toward national socialism
explicitly discarded Marx in favor of Proudhon. By contrast, Guesdists
detested every aspect of the Proudhonian legacy: its “mutualism,” as opposed
to their “collectivism”; its devotion to “the people,” as opposed to their deifi-
cation of the proletariat; its racist nationalism, as opposed to their humanist
cosmopolitanism; its “family values,” as opposed to their gender radicalism.81

Marxist modernity versus Proudhonian antimodernity—a metahistorical
chasm gaped between Guesdists and ultranationalists.

The French Marxists recognized this gap between their historical phi-
losophy and that of the new Right. National socialists, Guesdists understood,
hated modern capitalism not because it was capitalist, but because it was mod-
ern. Witness Joseph Sarraute, commenting confidently on Karl Lueger’s men-
acing rise to power in Vienna:
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[I]n their rebellion against history, [the anti-Semitic Right] are attempt-
ing . . . to arrest social evolution and reverse it into the era of artisanal pro-
duction. As socialists, [by contrast] we have no desire to clip the wings of
progress. . . . We favor the utmost development of the productive forces: the
source of well-being. It’s in their increase, in their abundance, in their super-
abundance, that we’ll discover . . . the arms and the soldiers necessary for the
liberation of mankind. Modern industry separates us from the anti-Semites.
All modern life, its material achievements and its mentality, separates them
from us. They want to go back. We, forward!82

According to the Parti Ouvrier, the supposedly “new” nationalism of the Right
actually reeked of “putrefaction.” It was no more than “the old France rotting.”83

Future versus past, progress versus reaction—what better distinction could be
drawn between the Guesdists and the belle epoque’s integral nationalists?84

“Financial Banditry”:
Class and Capital in Marxism and National Socialism

A better distinction can be drawn. Guesdists fought their battles as class warriors;
France’s protofascists as class collaborationists. In their foundational self-image,
Guesdists identified themselves as “the men and the party of class conflict,”85

while nationalists, even before the malign concoction of integral nationalism, dis-
avowed class war. Nationalism’s originating ideologues—from Fichte to Mazz-
ini, from Herder to Michelet—all had condemned class conflict within the
nation, all had affirmed “patriotic solidarity” between the classes. The national
socialists of the belle epoque, however, enormously amplified this class collabo-
rationist legacy. The belle epoque’s protofascists fought desperately to unify their
nation’s nationals—whether worker or bourgeois, whether of the elite or the
masses—against the foreign foe and against the “alien within.”86 For national
socialists, war against “others” and solidarity with compatriots constituted a
dialectical unity: war enforced solidarity, while solidarity empowered war. Driven
by their hatred of the alien, spurred by their passion for community, ultranation-
alists detested class conflict as much as they loathed cosmopolitanism.

Without exception, luminaries of the new Right schemed to reestablish
the amity between master and man sundered by liberal laissez-faire and social-
ist utopianism.87 Barrès came to his anti-Semitism, as he had come to his
ultranationalism, because ethnic identity politics appealed to every class, and
thus reconciled labor to capital. Sorel’s meteoric move from Marxism to
national socialism was motivated by his insight that France’s ethical renewal
could come only from nationalist renaissance, rather than from syndicalist
class war, given that nationalism could inspire anyone, while class conflict
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alienated everyone except the proletariat. Biétry devoted his enormous ener-
gies to constructing a “labor” movement that would work not only for labor,
but for all the French, including employers. And Morès, in his persona as a
“socialist gentleman,”88 hoped to reconstruct France’s long-lost unity by rec-
onciling the working class to the aristocracy. National socialists of every vari-
ety—whether intellectual, proletarian, or aristocratic—based their ideal of
national unity on class collaboration, and founded their program of class sol-
idarity on ultranationalism.

To savor this redolent concoction of class collaboration and nationalism,
attend to the anti-Semitic gathering where, Drumont enthused, “one could see,
fraternally mixing with the workers, brought together with laboring men by an
impulse of patriotism and justice, gentlemen of old family whose names evoke
the most glorious pages of our history.”89 Aristocratic “gentlemen” and prole-
tarian “laboring men” harmoniously united—a nationalist fraternity perfectly
calculated to reduce any Marxist to apoplexy! The Parti Ouvrier, as the Work-
ers’ Party, confined its mission to the proletariat—excluding the bourgeoisie
and the aristocracy from its comity, and neglecting, when not altogether ignor-
ing, the peasantry and the petite bourgeoisie. National socialism rejected such
social preference, organizing itself instead as a “broad church” open to every
class. What the ultranationalists smugly characterized as their “practical social-
ism” (as opposed to the Marxists’ “utopianism”) was “practical” because it
empowered collaboration between common people and the elite, between the
masses and the aristocracy, between labor and capital.90 Insofar as one’s under-
standing of socialism implies class conflict, French protofascists should be con-
ceived of not as “national socialists” but as “national solidarists”91—as crusaders
for organic solidarity incarnate in a cohesive national community, as believers
in a Volksgemeinschaft uniting all France’s classes.

Militants of the new Right also praised themselves as “practical” because
they abjured egalitarianism. In Maurras’s canonical words, integral national-
ists aimed to reestablish “the rules of hierarchy inscribed in the constitution of
nature and the spirit”92 whereby nature decreed the rule of the strong while
spirit ordained the primacy of the select. Obeying the dictates of “realist”
social science and the imperatives of idealist philosophy, the nationalist new
order would be commanded by an “active upper class,”93 by a resurgent aris-
tocracy, albeit an aristocracy redefined to include the “healthy bourgeoisie.”
Elites would lead while the masses followed, capitalists would accumulate
while laborers labored, management would command while the shop floor
obeyed. When Maurras wrote that “a socialism that has been freed of demo-
cratic and cosmopolitan elements can fit nationalism like a well-made glove
fits a beautiful hand,”94 his image was unintentionally apt. Hands manipulate
gloves, not vice versa. Maurras’s antidemocratic national “socialism” gloved the
mailed fist of the Conservative revolution.
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That fist menaced the POF. The Parti Ouvrier, France’s protofascists
fumed, seduced proletarians from the national community, turning workers
against their employers. This seduction had to be resisted, class war repudi-
ated, Marxism smashed. Workers should realize that their misfortunes arose
not from capitalism but from “capital [being] concentrated in the hands of a
foreign race”;95 they should understand that their salvation lay not in the Parti
Ouvrier’s “collectivism” but in redistribution of Jewish wealth. The social war
that national socialists fought was thus, most often, “war against the Jews.”96

Drumont exemplified this amalgam of anti-Semitism with anti-Marxism.
Although he never found his Hitler, he always longed for “a man of the peo-
ple, a socialist leader” who would achieve a “peaceful solution of the question
of the proletariat” by convincing workers that “their real enemy was not their
employers, but the Jews.”97 National socialism would then achieve its ultimate
object, the “integration of the proletariat into the nation.”98 This project
revolted French Marxists. The Parti Ouvrier ferociously contested all those
“who wished to substitute ‘class collaboration’ for class conflict.”99 For Gues-
dists, class collaboration always manifested “conscious or unconscious . . . trea-
son among workers.”100 “Treason” is here the operative word. Ultranationalists
hated class war as treason against France; Marxists detested class collaboration
as treason against the proletariat.

This radical opposition between Marxist socialism and national social-
ism became all the more evident once the movements’ ideals manifested in
practice. France’s protofascists abhorred the Parti Ouvrier’s own “practical”
answer to the “social question”: the “socialization of the means of produc-
tion”—understood by national socialists, with some prescience, as an all-pow-
erful state “acquiring a monopoly of the means of production, transport and
exchange.”101 What was their alternative to Marxist “collectivism”? In sum, not
much. At their most radical, national socialists recalled Proudhon’s mutualism,
particularly during the campaign for “la mine au mineurs” launched by the
anti-Semitic luminary Francis Laur. In Laur’s program, the state would have
bought out the coal mines’ plutocratic concessionaires (there was never any
question of expropriation) and conferred the right to mine on the associated
miners, who would thus become shareholders in their own enterprises. The
Guesdists hated this idea. They dreaded a social order in which mutualist self-
employers would evolve into stock-owning bourgeois. Worse yet, Guesdists
fretted, worker proprietorship would disaggregate the working class. Steel-
workers would fight with miners over the cost of coal, coal miners would
struggle against forestry workers over the price of pit-props, foresters would
brawl with metalworkers over the value of saws. According to a horrified Parti
Ouvrier, worker-owned “corporative property . . . would lead to the same evils,
the same disorder, as [capitalist] property.”102 French Marxists likewise con-
demned “profit-sharing,” the most common national-socialist answer to the
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“social question.” According to the Parti Ouvrier, profit-sharing merely bribed
workers (with a small portion of the vast wealth they had themselves pro-
duced) into acceptance of capitalism. Ultranationalists like Alfred Gabriel
happily agreed, advertising national-socialist profit-sharing as guaranteeing “a
close alliance between labor and capital.”103 Again, war over class war utterly
severed Marxists from ultranationalists.

When confronted by the national socialists’ program, Guesdists mobi-
lized their standard critiques of “reformism,” arguing that such social reform was
impossible under capitalism, or, if possible, would only prolong workers’ misery.
Prefiguring the charge of “social fascism” concocted by the Third International,
the Parti Ouvrier equated the ultranationalists with the Third Republic’s other
“social reformist” movements. In essence, Guesdists suggested, national socialists
differed not at all from Christian Democrats, Solidaristic Radicals, or “Ministe-
rialist” socialists. All sought to save capitalism from its self-destructive dynamic,
all hoped to “humanize” market society, all promoted class collaboration to
achieve those ends. Social Catholics, social liberals, social democrats . . . and
national socialists—all were the same, all were pernicious. This revolutionary
reductionism should not be casually dismissed. In their opposition to class war,
in their hostility to Marxist socialism, in their detestation of laissez-faire, the
belle epoque’s array of social reformers were similar, and even shared moments
of communion. Barrès, after all, praised the reformist socialists associated with
Benoît Malon because they, like Barrès’s national socialists, “practically” opposed
Marxist “utopianism.”104 Guesdists seized on such testimonials. National social-
ists, the Parti Ouvrier contended, were typical “bourgeois reformers” who
“denied or did not wish to see the division of society into classes.”105

The very different “utopias” imagined by Marxist socialists and national
socialists further divided them. Guesdists dreamed a social order of universal
freedom and empowerment based on common ownership of the means of
production. After the workers’ revolution, modernity’s vast productive capac-
ity would be “socialized,” so that everyone became “coproprietors of all social
wealth.”106 This collectivization of property ownership defined Marxist “col-
lectivism.” National socialists, however, valued, even venerated, the “private
ownership of the means of production,” and viewed the collectivist project
with horror.107 According to France’s protofascists, “collectivism” epitomized
degenerate democratization. A “social democracy” manifest in socialized pro-
duction would destroy the economy’s indispensable hierarchy, just as political
democracy had ravaged the vital hierarchies of the polity. For French proto-
fascists, proprietors’ right to their property was sacrosanct, as was their right
to “manage.” There was nothing “collectivist” about this “national socialism.”
What then, if not collectivism, did the ultranationalist have to offer? 

It is tempting to answer “little or nothing.” In keeping with their “pri-
macy of politics,” national socialists prophesied a “national revolution” that
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would put things right without significant social fiddling or economic tinker-
ing. As with an earlier national revolution, “everything [political] would have
to change so that everything [socioeconomic] could remain the same.” Inso-
far as the ultranationalists did envisage a nationalist political economy, they
vacillated, much like their liberal enemies, between modernist celebration of
entrepreneurial capitalists and reactionary nostalgia for widely dispersed pro-
prietorship. In both visions, national “socialism,” if it can be so described,
lauded individual property ownership, thereby reinforcing the similarity
between ultranationalists and liberals. The illusion that national socialists were
genuinely socialist in any anticapitalist sense, the illusion that so frightened fin
de siècle liberals and that still misleads liberal historians,108 arose from the
ultranationalists’ repudiation of laissez-faire economics and their enmity
toward “speculative” capital. Neither of these negations, however, challenged
the private ownership of the means of production. Both were advanced to
reinforce capitalism, not to overthrow it.

What about laissez-faire? As Adam Smith pointed out long ago, capi-
talists honor laissez-faire in the breach rather than in the observance. Collu-
sion to fix prices, conspiracy to manage markets, machinations to dominate
workers and manipulate consumers—these constitute the modus operandi of
real capitalists. Certainly the behavior of French capitalists during the fin de
siècle validated Smith’s cynical realism rather than Paul Leroy-Beaulieu’s
hopeful naïveté (or mendacity). French entrepreneurs battened on protective
tariffs, relied on public funding for vital infrastructure, and rejoiced in an
“industrial policy” thinly disguised as armaments expenditure. The belle
epoque’s capitalists even gradually abandoned their lengthy love affair with
individualized labor markets. The “nation,” they proposed, should enforce
labor peace by subordinating workers to the “national interest,” manage the
labor market by establishing national-corporatist linkages between labor and
capital, and ensure a docile and plentiful labor force through national train-
ing schemes. The new Right enthusiastically seconded these proposals.
Guesdists, however, despised them. National socialists, they contended,
aimed not to liberate labor but to marshal workers into “forced labor in cap-
italist barracks.”109 National-socialist anticapitalism? The French ultranation-
alists were only anticapitalist in the fevered imagination of France’s laissez-
faire ideologues, or in the tales of market-fundamentalist historians. With
their program of state-managed markets and corporativist labor relations,
Barrès and his friends actually exemplified the capitalism that would prevail
almost everywhere between the 1890s and the 1980s. Like the Christian
Democrats and Solidarist Radicals, they were far more in tune with the capi-
talist times than were devout free-marketeers like Leroy-Beaulieu.

Nonetheless, for all their acceptance of capitalism, national socialists on
rare occasions did bemoan the concentration and centralization of capital.
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They sometimes worried about modernity’s concentration of capital invest-
ment in titanic steel mills and vast engineering works, and occasionally fret-
ted over its centralization of capital ownership in all-encompassing trusts and
monopolistic corporations. When developing this antimodernist critique,
however, ultranationalists dreamed only of curbing these monsters of capital,
never of their nationalization. Despite his occasional rhetorical radicalism, in
spite of his self-proclaimed “socialism,” Barrès, for one, never proposed a sin-
gle socialization, not even of the mines or the railways.110 His “nationalists”
would “nationalize” nothing. Even national-socialist labor leaders declined
socializations. “We want to transform the status of wage-earners,” Biétry
insisted, “not in the direction of collectivism, but in the direction of the exten-
sion of individual property.”111 Whether this neo-Proudhonian project was to
be achieved through expansion of small-scale enterprise or through employee
share-ownership, there would be absolutely no tampering with the rights of
private property. The contrast between ultra-Left and ultra-Right could not
have been more stark. Marxists intended to abolish private ownership of the
means of production; ultranationalists fought to preserve it, or even extend its
domain.

In fact, most national socialists, most of the time, never thought of
reversing capital’s accelerating self-concentration and self-centralization, and
often welcomed these trends. Instead of quixotically assailing the titanic blast
furnaces at Le Creusot or denouncing the monstrous capital structure behind
them, the new Right hailed their owners as heroes of national labor. Schnei-
der of Creusot’s steel and cannon, after all, armored France against her ene-
mies. Concentrated enterprise, the centralization of capital investment, cor-
porate capitalism—for the ultranationalists, these were not problems in
themselves. Instead, large-scale capital supposedly took two radically different
forms, one beneficent, the other malign. The beneficent form manifested in
“productive” capitalists like the Schneiders, who constructed wealth-produc-
ing companies, furnished workers with livelihoods, and empowered the nation
both economically and militarily. The malignant form manifested in “specula-
tive” capitalists like the Rothschilds, who inflicted misery on workers and con-
sumers, provoked periodic economic crises, and dilapidated the national econ-
omy. For ultranationalists, this distinction between producers and parasites
was both economic and ethnic—convinced as national socialists were that
“national capital is being rapidly soaked up by [ Jewish] exploiters.”112 The dis-
tinction between “good” and “bad” capitalists thus reinforced the Right’s
“blood and soil” fanaticism. “Productive capital” was French; “speculative cap-
ital” was Jewish.113

Distinctions between productive and unproductive capital, between
heroic entrepreneurs and parasitic speculators, between “national French cap-
ital” and “cosmopolitan Jewish capital,” resonated in fin de siècle France. Like
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small businessmen everywhere during the deflationary decades of the tri-
umphant gold standard, French petits bourgeois believed, in the resonant
words of William Jennings Bryan, that they were being “crucified on a cross
of gold.” Hard-pressed farmers, near-bankrupt tradesmen, overborrowed
shopkeepers—all believed that predatory financiers, “les gros,” ruthlessly
manipulated the credit system against small businessmen, “les petits.” Given
this mentality, advocacy of “free silver,” that now-forgotten slogan of revolu-
tionary monetarism, recurred in ultranationalist programs. Monetize silver,
“funny money” fanatics advised, and credit would inflate, interest rates plum-
met, and business boom. Only the “yellow international of gold,” that cos-
mopolitan Jewish cabal, would suffer. Nor was this credit chiliasm restricted
to ill-educated peasants and hysterical petits bourgeois. Some of the time’s
most influential industrialists reviled the all-powerful credit conspiracy that
supposedly ruled France. According to the well-funded publicists and econo-
mists of “national economics,” the haute banque’s investment strategies
reflected the pernicious cosmopolitanism of a Jewish financial elite. Parisian
investment banks led by the rue Lafitte allegedly discriminated against
national producers, favored foreign speculations, and thereby drained France
of her substance. As for agriculture, France’s increasingly desperate landown-
ers eagerly seconded the time’s anti-Semitic and ultranationalist political
economy. They attributed declining agricultural prices and collapsing rent-
rates to the machinations of the urban (read Jewish) financiers whose specu-
lations had created the fin de siècle’s long agricultural depression, and who
now preyed on its victims by offering extortionate loans that led only to fore-
closure.114 The paranoia of peasants and petits bourgeois, the ambitions of
French industrialists, the despair of French agrarians—all empowered the
national-socialist indictment of “parasitic” capital.

The national socialists’ distinction between “the gilded Bourgeoisie
which has entered into the Jewish system” and that “other part of the Bour-
geoisie, the worthiest and the most French, which works for its living”115 sun-
dered them irrevocably from French Marxists. Ultranationalists not only
lauded “working capital” as opposed to “speculative capital,”116 but campaigned
vigorously against the Marxist socialism that conflated the two. “What enemy
is socialism always pointing out to the proletariat?” the new Right angrily
demanded. It was “capital.” Yet who was the proletariat’s real enemy? It was
“the Jew.”117 National socialists reviled the Marxists who indiscriminately
attacked capital, given that, freed from Jewry, “capital would once more
become an instrument of labor rather than of speculation.”118 France’s proto-
fascists explicitly repudiated the “Jewish” socialism of the POF because “we
[national socialists] attack international finance so that we may have France
for the French.”119 La France aux Français! That epochal slogan promised
France to French workers, but also to French capitalists.
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Guesdists, for their part, despised the national-socialist distinction
between malignant-because-parasitic Jewish speculators and beneficent-
because-productive French entrepreneurs. Well aware that the triumph of
“France for the French!” meant defeat for “Workers of the World, Unite!” the
Parti Ouvrier counterattacked violently, reviling the national-socialist equa-
tion of “Jew” with “speculator,” while denouncing the ultranationalists’ attri-
bution of all capitalism’s ills to “cosmopolitan finance capital.” For Guesdists,
the “France of the French” so lauded by nationalists spawned its own preda-
tors and parasites. “All speculators,” Lafargue asserted disdainfully, “whatever
their nationality, race, or color, share identical interests [and] belong to the
yellow international. . . . The Bontoux and the Rothschilds may be of differ-
ent races and religions . . . but they are in total accord when it comes to appro-
priating capital.”120 According to a contemptuous Parti Ouvrier, national
socialists sought only to aid one cabal of speculators against another. The
ultranationalists’ ethnic biases validated this accusation. When the POF, for
instance, proposed an impost on financial transactions that would replace
regressive consumption taxes, the Parti Ouvrier was assailed by ultras of the
Ligue Antisémitique. The proposed tax, they raged, would disadvantage good
French bankers and brokers. Le Socialiste responded sardonically: “[S]o it’s
only French and Christian financiers who have the right to steal from the
French and the Christians!”121 For Marxists, there could be no such double
standard. All finance, indeed all capital, was theft, whatever its ethnic or reli-
gious allegiance. As if “Aryan” banks charged lower interest rates than Jewish
ones! “There are some journals,” Lafargue sneered, “that imagine that you can
moralize finance. The anti-Semites are among their number; according to
them, if it weren’t for the Jews, Christian financiers, who are as sweet and sim-
ple as tender doves, wouldn’t . . . rip off anyone.”122 Lafargue’s Marxism con-
clusively demonstrated that, whether one borrowed from Jewish Rothschild or
gentile Crédit Lyonnais, interest rates would be equally onerous, debt collec-
tion just as ruthless, foreclosure no less brutal.

Overall, then, Guesdists attributed the discontents of modernity to cap-
ital in general, not to cosmopolitan finance in particular, and certainly never to
the Jews specifically. The Parti Ouvrier disavowed the national socialists’ attri-
bution of social disorder and economic malignancy to Jewry, even if “Jewry”
meant, as it so often did during the nineteenth century, speculation and usury
rather than ethnicity and religion. “The capitalist, for a socialist worker, is nei-
ther Jew nor Catholic,” Charles Bonnier insisted. “He is not even a man or an
individual; he is the representative of a system that must be destroyed.”123 In
both theory and practice, this priority to social system rather than to identity
politics dug an impassable abyss between Marxist socialism and national
socialism, radically separating the Guesdists’ program of socializing the means
of production from the ultranationalists’ strategy of “ethnic cleansing.”
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Insofar as national socialists did advance a rudimentary political econ-
omy, the Parti Ouvrier denounced them for demonizing finance capital.
According to the Marxists’ own economic theory, finance hardly mattered. It
exploited only exploiters, and the Parti Ouvrier held no brief for the indus-
trialists, agrarians, and petits bourgeois despoiled by financial speculation.
What about the workers? During their sorry lives, France’s proletarians, the
real victims of capitalist exploitation, would never encounter Rothschild.
“Those who attack financial exploitation,” scoffed Alexandre Zévaès, “are not
workers, but those who live off the workers. How often, on the highroads of
the stock exchange, where our great financiers practise their banditry, do you
find a single worker?”124 Propertyless proletarians could safely ignore the frat-
ricidal battle between profit and interest, supposedly the real agenda govern-
ing the national-socialist campaign against “Jewish speculation.” “High
finance,” Guesdists contended, “intervenes only in order to steal from the
thieves of proletarian labor. Thus . . . anti-Semitism, even as antifinance,
doesn’t have the slightest chance of making inroads into the mass of the dis-
possessed.”125 Workers would war against capital, whether industrial capital
or finance capital.

When the Parti Ouvrier did deign to notice conflict between interest
and profit, Guesdists took a sour pleasure in the carnage inflicted among
French property owners by speculators. From the embittered perspective of
the factory floor, Guesdists were sure, workers would see that, as the
“exploiters of our exploiters, vampires upon the vampire class, the masters of
money are . . . the avengers of labor.”126 There was considerably more to Gues-
dist enthusiasm for finance capital, however, than mere Schadenfreude. French
Marxists were certain that the awesome predators of global finance unwit-
tingly impelled the world’s economic ecology toward postcapitalism. The
bloody logic of capital, they argued, spelled social death for les petits, who fled
helplessly before the ravening banks and brokerages that drove history toward
the full development of capitalism and hence toward the socialist succession.
Confident in their “scientific socialism,” Guesdists mocked national-socialist
proposals to stem this exterminationist logic with “free credit.”127 “To hope to
decentralize finance,” Guesde taunted, “is as sensible as wishing to arrest . . .
the tides of the ocean.”128 The King Canutes of national socialism would soon
be submerged by the waves of money they sought to check.

Guesdists, for their part, had no desire whatsoever to build breakwaters
against capitalism’s tidal waves. Globalizing finance ruined the petite bour-
geoisie, destroying that “shock absorber”129 class situated between labor and
capital and forcing petits bourgeois into the all-encompassing proletariat.
Without a “middle class” between itself and its working-class enemy, a minus-
cule bourgeoisie would one day cower defenseless before socialist revolution-
aries. Better yet, finance capitalists “socialized the means of production” even
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before the revolution. By concentrating production and centralizing capital on
a global scale, financiers were erecting the infrastructure of utopia. In the Parti
Ouvrier’s metahistorical vision, the “economic concentration that is occurring
in a feudal form, to the benefit of a few, can, and will, finish in a social form
benefiting all.”130 In the Parti Ouvrier’s historical imaginary, national socialists
represented those about to be expropriated by finance capital, while Guesdists
represented proletarians who had already been expropriated, who had no
desire whatsoever to cling to an effervescent present or retreat toward an irre-
trievable past and who instead aspired to a transcendent future. Unlike the
new Right, the Parti Ouvrier would not swim against the tide. Capitalism’s
currents bore the working class straight toward the shores of socialism.

“M. Déroulède, Russian Agent”:
National Socialism as Conspiracy

Overall, then, Guesdists hated the national socialists, denouncing them at
every turn, when not dismissing them as madmen. But the Parti Ouvrier
still needed to explain why national socialism existed at all, even as madness.
Irrationality, after all, demands rational explanation. What, then, accounted
for the upsurge of ultranationalist and anti-Semitic militancy that had so
unexpectedly interrupted history’s smooth movement from bourgeois liber-
alism to working-class socialism? This question troubled Guesdists. From
their Marxist perspective, national socialism’s vaporous ideology, no sooner
floated, should have evaporated in the furnace heat of capitalist globaliza-
tion. Given that ultranationalism lacked substance of its own, the Parti
Ouvrier concluded, it must survive solely as false consciousness designed to
mislead the masses. “Designed”? According to the Guesdists’ favorite inter-
pretation of national socialism, the movement endured only as an antiso-
cialist conspiracy.131

But whose conspiracy? Guesdists blamed the bourgeoisie. In their
denunciations of ultranationalism, its venal ideologues—some selling them-
selves to bourgeois bidders, others mad and manipulated—were subsidized to
concoct fantasies that would divert workers from socialism. This conspiracy
theory of national socialism, for French Marxists, elegantly explained anti-
Semitism. According to Guesde,

“Le juif, voilà l’ennemi” offered by those salesmen of speech more or less free
[a dig at Drumont’s Libre Parole], has emerged from the same pack of tricks
as “le cléricalisme, voilà l’ennemi.” . . . While the proletariat, like a dog with a
bone, devours the priest and the Semite, it will leave in peace . . . the owners
of the mines, the factories, the soil, and the other means of production.132
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In this interpretation, national socialists served capital by deflecting workers
from the deadly-serious war between capital and labor toward a farcical battle
“between those with foreskins and those without.”133

Guesdists applied the same reductive logic to Caesarism, attributing it
to capital’s frantic erection of barricades against the forward march of labor.134

French Marxists here recalled Marx’s musings on “Bonapartism,” thereby
foreshadowing what would become, two generations later, one of the best
analyses of fascism. In this interpretation of the ultranationalist ascendancy,
Bonapartism surged forth from “the bourgeois and capitalist regime” as “reg-
ularly and unalterably as the flux and reflux of the tides.”135 Just as the Ther-
midorean bourgeois had commissioned Napoleon Bonaparte against
renascent Jacobinism, just as the bourgeois of the Second Republic had
engaged Louis Napoleon against insurgent radicals, so the bourgeois of the
Third Republic sought their own savior. French workers were to be seduced
from socialism by a charismatic “man on horseback,” or, if unseduced, would
be ridden down.136

On rare occasions, however, Guesdists nuanced this instrumental inter-
pretation of French protofascism, admitting that the ultras might seize some
autonomy from their capitalist patrons. The Parti Ouvrier followed the Marx
of the Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte in suggesting that a “man on
horseback” might someday ride to his own purpose. The regnant bourgeois,
Guesdists gloated, would have no one but themselves to blame if one of their
bloody antisocialist protégés ran wild, trampling bourgeois and proletarians
alike as he careered toward glory.137 French Marxists, however, never once sug-
gested that a Bonapartist horseman might override the logic of capital. Like
Marx confronted by the Second Empire, like interwar Marxists facing fas-
cism, Guesdists assumed that a national-socialist “Napoleon IV” would be no
less subject to capital logic than the liberals he displaced. A successful
“national revolution” against the “bourgeois Republic,” Guesdists assumed,
would simply substitute one form of bourgeois governance for another.

Historians have harshly criticized the Parti Ouvrier for reducing the
anti-Semitic Right to mere bourgeois manipulation, and conspiracy theory, in
itself, certainly fails to explain protofascism.138 Nonetheless, this Guesdist
viewpoint made some sense. For all Boulanger’s plebeian bluster, his ensnare-
ment by a plutocratic cabal soon became public knowledge. Despite its pop-
ulist rhetoric, the Ligue des Patriotes quite evidently depended on the largess
of a few indulgent millionaires. And, most tellingly, Biétry’s national-socialist
labor movement survived on subsidies from self-interested employers. Threat-
ened by the “forward march of labor,” frightened bourgeois indeed rushed to
purchase ultranationalist insurance-policies. Guesdists were thus hardly sur-
prised when Paul Leroy-Beaulieu of the Economiste Français, the house organ
of French capitalism, hailed the ultranationalist victory in Paris during 1900.139
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Bourgeois investment in ultranationalism had paid off. The world capital of
revolution had been retaken from the Left.

French Marxists were sure, however, that ultranationalist insurance-
agents faced bankruptcy. Had not Boulanger’s working-class constituency
abandoned him, as soon as his compromising connections had been revealed?
Had not Biétry’s “Yellow” labor movement collapsed into scandal, once its
corrupt “company unionism” had become evident? This critique deserves
respect. Reliance on bourgeois backers did confound the belle epoque’s
national socialists, as similar dependency would later frustrate the Strassers
and Labriolas of radical fascism. Torn between the conflicting interests of pro-
letarian supporters and plutocratic underwriters, national socialists suffered
ideological whiplash, at one moment seducing workers by denouncing capi-
talism, at the next soliciting capitalist subvention by praising free enterprise.140

National socialists would always struggle to reconcile their elitism with their
populism, their Conservative authoritarianism with their radical passions,
their bourgeois backers with their plebeian followers. In most places, at most
times, they have, fortunately, failed these tests.

Whatever the national socialists’ covert intimacies with France’s bour-
geoisie, they nonetheless fully intended to overthrow the much-hated “bour-
geois Republic.” Even the most conspiracy-minded Marxists had difficulty
viewing the tumultuous events of 1888 and 1898 as mere pantomimes
scripted by capitalism’s playwrights. The Parti Ouvrier therefore originated an
alternative conspiracy theory. National socialism, Guesdists urged, was a front,
not for the bourgeoisie, but for aristocratic reaction.141 The new Right fronted
for the old Right. “At the head of every anti-Semitic demonstration,” a suspi-
cious POF alleged, marched “the royalists . . . and the clericals.”142 The Parti
Ouvrier repeatedly instanced the Marquis de Morès, that erratic crusader for
aristocratic ultranationalism, as exemplifying such leadership. At the same
time, in Berlin, Pastor Stöcker’s court reactionaries pioneered the German
anti-Semitic movement; in Russia, the antiquated czarist autocracy patron-
ized pogroms; in Austria, anti-Semitism originated with the Prince of Licht-
enstein’s ultras.143 Wherever anti-Semitism rode forth, whether coursing down
Parisian boulevards or lurking through Bohemian forests, it had supposedly
been dispatched from chateaux crumbling on the remote borders of moder-
nity. In fin de siècle Vienna no less than in belle epoque Paris, national social-
ism exploded as a final feudal insurgency backed by “large landed property
that has been relegated to the margins by the triumph of industry.”144

Further embellishing this already baroque polemical construction, Gues-
dists ascribed ultranationalism to clerical conspiracy. “France for the French!”
the Parti Ouvrier alleged, really meant “France for Rome!”145 This charge found
a ready audience in the fevered political climate of the fin de siècle. Some
national-socialist ideologues like Drumont were indeed deeply devout, if only
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because Catholicism represented their beloved “old France.” Others like Barrès
and Maurras attacked Republican anticlericalism because it divided France,
supposedly enfeebling the nation against foreign foes while empowering its
insidious Semitic enemy. Both the religious Drumont and the atheist Maurras,
however, hoped that Catholic Integralism’s ascendancy would launch integral
nationalism’s hegemony. At the same time, just as the new nationalists redis-
covered the old faith, so traditionalist Catholics discovered national socialism.
Emergent “Social Catholicism” mimicked the new Right, not least in its anti-
Semitism and chauvinism. Given that the editorial team at Le Socialiste closely
followed both the Assumptionists’ anti-Semitic La Croix and Drumont’s cler-
ical Libre Parole, the Parti Ouvrier understandably made few distinctions
between Christian Democrats such as the Abbé Garnier and Drumontists such
as Morès.146 Garnier’s Union Nationale, after all, had enthusiastically aligned
itself with the anti-Semitic leagues, which in turn battened on traditional
Catholic anti-Judaism.147 Given these alignments, Guesdists mordantly sug-
gested that fanatics for France like Drumont and Morès actually served “the
Black International, Catholic and Roman,”148 while integral nationalists like
Barrès actually “took orders from an Italian”149—points that cynically mobilized
France’s traditional Gallican nationalism against the ultras, whether ultramon-
tane or ultranationalist. According to the Parti Ouvrier, the covertly clerico-
aristocratic new Right deviously worked to resurrect the ancien régime.

This polemic foreshadowed theories that emphasize continuity between
nineteenth-century “reactionaries” and twentieth-century fascists. The time’s
ultra-Conservative politics validated such understanding. At the fin de siècle,
the traditional Right’s monarchs by divine right metamorphosed into the new
Right’s charismatic leaders; the traditionalists’ hereditary aristocracy mutated
into the national socialist’s racial elite; the old Right’s dogma of religious com-
munion evolved into the ultranationalists’ myth of ethnic belonging. The
ancient ideology of authority, hierarchy, and community still beset liberty,
equality, and fraternity, but the Right’s reactionary convictions had been
retooled for a modernity of mass politics, capitalist industrialization, and sec-
ular identities.150 Nonetheless, this theorization of the new Right, for all its
inherent credibility, posed a serious problem. It patently contradicted the Parti
Ouvrier’s portrayal of ultranationalism as a carefully concocted “bourgeois ide-
ology.” How could Drumont and Barrès possibly represent both capitalism
and neofeudalism? With some contortion, Guesdists resolved this apparent
contradiction. They argued that the bourgeoisie, in its senescence, had
retreated into the authoritarianism, elitism, and dogma that typified the
ancien régime’s bankrupt legatees.151 Historically transcended bourgeois thus
joined backwoods nobles in a common front against modernity. Capitalist
reaction against socialism, for Marxists, thus melded into the real thing, into
the “Reaction” of the traditional counterrevolution.
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The Parti Ouvrier reinforced its reduction of national socialism to con-
spiracy with a final “discovery.” Ultranationalists, the POF alleged, were paid
agents of imperial Russia. They were not so much on the Right as from the
East. The leader of the Ligue des Patriotes, for instance, was repeatedly
named and shamed as “M. Déroulède, Russian agent,”152 while the anti-
Semitic leagues, for all their shrieking of La France aux Français! allegedly
owed their true allegiance to “the fatherland of the knout.”153 That national
socialists worked for the Russian embassy, the Parti Ouvrier contended, con-
firmed that they were stooges of the bourgeoisie and puppets of the reac-
tionaries. Russia, after all, served “the bourgeois Republic” as an economic
dependency and military ally, while simultaneously flaunting itself as the last
“ancien régime.” Nationalist zealots thus stood nakedly revealed as agents of
capital, reaction . . . and a foreign power.

These interpretations of national socialism as a proxy for antisocialism
comforted embattled Guesdists, whether they portrayed the new Right as a
bourgeois front organization, as a tool of reactionaries, or as the Parisian
branch of the czarist secret police. Russia, French Marxists believed, would
inevitably succumb to modernity; St. Petersburg’s French agents were doomed
by the metahistorical fate that hung over the czar. France’s own nobles and
clergy could hardly hide from history; their national-socialist protégés would
also be trodden down by progress. And capitalism itself confronted world-his-
torical defeat; bourgeois subsidy would not for long sustain ultranationalists.
The new Right’s ramshackle edifice of lies, illusions, and corruption would
soon “collapse under the derision of the masses,” the masses “that were in
revolt against the [capitalist] present, not in favor of the feudal past, but in
favor of the socialist future.”154

“Stupidly Nationalist”:
The Guesdist Class Analysis of National Socialism

This self-confidence nonetheless faltered before daunting reality, as hundreds of
thousands of the fin de siècle French mobilized behind ultranationalism. The
membership of the Ligue des Patriots, for instance, far outnumbered recruitment
into the Parti Ouvrier, with the LdP’s effectives estimated at over 200,000 in
1887.155 Barrès’ triumphs in the industrial northeast humiliated the Parti Ouvrier,
which vaunted itself as representing the entire French proletariat. And the explo-
sive growth of Biétry’s Jaunes eclipsed the Guesdists’ own labored efforts to pop-
ularize Marxist syndicalism. Guesdists may have mocked anti-Semitic ultrana-
tionalism as the “socialism of fools,” but they still needed to explain why so many
of their fellow citizens were so foolish. In seeking to answer this question, Gues-
dists applied the penetrating logic of Marxist class analysis.
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French Marxists usually began such analyses by stressing that the new
nationalism appealed to losers. Exploiting Barrès’s own imagery of “uprooted-
ness,” the Parti Ouvrier asserted that national socialism attracted capitalism’s
“déracinés.”156 These wretched victims of modernity had been torn from accus-
tomed routines and customary communities, had withered in the late-capital-
ist world of high technology, high finance, and high exploitation, and now,
lost and terrified, surrendered helplessly to ultranationalist irrationality. The
time’s ever-increasing horde of “uprooted”—a sad residue of urban drifters,
disorientated peasants, and hard-pressed shopkeepers—ensured that the
national-socialist constituency would, for a time, “grow by leaps and bounds,”
as modernity’s victims, “even leaving aside the students of the Lycée of Nancy
[a sneering reference to the protagonists of Barrès’s Les Déracinés],” included
all those “who have lost their footing and no longer can understand anything
about the present.”157 Members of the ruling class themselves might join this
unhappy throng. “Aged and stupefied by luxury,” Le Socialiste suggested con-
temptuously, decadent bourgeois succumbed to ultranationalism as easily as
did bankrupt petits bourgeois. Bewildered by the globe-spanning economy
that funded their parasitism, bilked by capital’s peak predators, doomed by
capitalism’s ultimate socialist logic, bourgeois ran mad, becoming “stupidly
Nationalist.”158 According to this interpretation, national socialism was any-
thing but a cunning bourgeois plot. Instead, insofar as the new Right recruited
among the wealthy, it represented the bourgeoisie’s nightmare struggle to
escape the (self-)destructive logic of its own mode of production.

Nonetheless, Guesdists had difficulty in identifying a genuine bourgeois
constituency for the new Right. The French ruling class, after all, continued in
its vast majority to support Orleanist or Republican liberalism. One element of
the capitalist elite, however, validated Guesdist political sociology: bourgeois
young people, and particularly the young men of the lycées, the faculties, and
the grandes écoles. The gilded youths of the Latin Quarter flocked to fin de siè-
cle national socialism, confirming, according to the POF, their status as “the
most reactionary part”159 of the bourgeoisie. The new Right, in turn, enthusi-
astically welcomed youth’s adherence. Having reluctantly concluded that work-
ers were too burdened to sustain the national revolution, Barrès eventually
turned to what he described as the “proletariat of graduates,”160 investing his
hopes in the angry young men of the schools who enjoyed the time, income,
and energy necessary for unrestrained militancy. Not for nothing did Barrès
become known as “the prince of youth.”161 Given the Guesdists’ characteristic
disdain for “bourgeois students,” French Marxists relished this identification of
national socialism with a rowdy, raucous, and irresponsible constituency.
Whether escorting naked “models” to artists’ balls or assaulting their leftist
teachers, the scapegrace young bourgeois of the Boul’ Mich’, Guesdists
sneered, perfectly personified the decadence and irrationality of their class.
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Yet national socialism, as a mass movement, could hardly be built on
bourgeois foundations. France’s wealthy elite was too small, and too cosseted,
to fill the streets with marching millions. The Parti Ouvrier itself always
emphasized just how few the capitalists were who ruled France. So, if not a
congeries of decadent bourgeois, who were the national socialists? Turning
from the rarefied heights of French society to its teeming depths, Guesdists
discovered national socialism’s true constituency in the twilight world of
“lumpenproletarians.” According to the French Marxists’ social paradigm, fol-
lowing Marx’s own dubious usage, the lumpenproletariat swarmed as an
inchoate mass of “marginals,” a residual “class” composed of servants, prosti-
tutes, criminals, and beggars. And, just as Marx had attributed the street-
fighting ferocity of popular Bonapartism to these “lackeys,” paupers, and
felons, so Guesdists identified the outcasts of bourgeois society as the natural
constituency of thuggish national socialism. To the intensely “respectable”
Guesdists, nothing seemed more natural than that the mad and bad of the
National Movement should consort with the vicious apachés of the Parisian
slums. Confronted by murderous anti-Semites storming through the streets,
Le Socialiste relegated their exploits to the crime page: they were nothing but
a “gang of thugs and pimps.”162

Unfortunately for Guesdist theory, attributing national socialism’s mass
militancy to the criminal underclass, a tiny proportion of the population,
lacked sociological credibility. The attribution, however, well served Guesdist
polemic. The hardworking, self-improving, “respectable working class” to
which the POF appealed, and which appealed to the POF, detested the
netherworlds of crime and dependency. Catering to its constituency, the Parti
Ouvrier systematically vilified “those milieus” and willingly relegated “the
beings who belong there” to the nationalists, who in turn willingly accepted
them. Barrès reveled in the louche vitality and picaresque imagination of
Paris’s criminal Bohème. Exploiting this compromising connection, Le Social-
iste assured its disgusted readership that Barrès’s new Right recruited its fol-
lowers among “the pimps and prostitutes of the Moulin-Rouge.”163

Nonetheless, Guesdists still had to explain the vast crowds that
acclaimed Boulanger, the militant masses who cheered the anti-Dreyfusards,
the flood of recruits into Biétry’s national-socialist labor movement. All
could not be pimps, prostitutes, and “apachés.” But they might still be
“lumpenproletarians,” given the indiscriminate inclusiveness of that identity.
What of the “lackeys” in Marx’s omnibus characterization of the lumpenpro-
letariat? At the fin de siècle, servants indeed constituted a mass constituency
for the taking. The belle epoque’s myriad maids, housekeepers, and cooks
almost matched factory workers in numbers. And servants did gravitate
toward ultranationalism, while shunning socialism. Biétry’s Jaunes, typically,
recruited heavily “below stairs.” Because of their extreme dependency, and
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because of their frequent ill-treatment, France’s isolated and alienated ser-
vants subscribed with particular enthusiasm to anti-Semitism. Drumont et
Cie proliferated gratifying invective against wealthy Jews, but stopped short
of the too-dangerous Marxist critique of employers in general. The gestural
politics of the new Right thus sold well to the servant classes, who could
afford nothing better. Overall, then, the Guesdists’ relegation of national
socialism to the politics of “lackeys”164 carried some weight as political soci-
ology. And, as polemic, relegating ultranationalism to the servants’ quarters
effectively discredited the new Right among France’s industrial workers, who
detested service and despised servants.165

Seeking national socialism’s mass base beyond France’s slums and scul-
leries, inquisitive Guesdists toured the countryside. They had long contended
that the new Right served aristocratic reaction. But the Parti Ouvrier went
further, suggesting that an army of Sancho Panzas trotted behind ultrana-
tionalist Don Quixotes. The lords of national socialism, according to the POF,
recruited their retinues among ignorant peasants from “remote villages.”166

Why? Because, according to Le Socialiste, “the Jew is equated [by the most
backward peasants] with the usurer.”167 Anti-Semites thus tapped a receptive
audience of bumpkins when they blamed rural misery on the Jews, even if “the
Jews,” to ignorant peasants, meant moneylenders rather than an ethnicity.
Peasant simplicity, according to the Parti Ouvrier, succumbed easily to
national-socialist blandishment.

This version of Guesdist political sociology rang true. In their populist
persona, national socialists traced France’s essential “populace” to the village,
thereby amplifying nationalism’s long-entrenched “folklorism.” National
socialists glorified country life, while contrasting it to the “rootlessness” of the
predatory Jews who supposedly ruled the ascendant metropolis. The verdant
hills of the Vosges, the pleasant valleys of the Meuse and the Moselle, the
ancient paysages of Lorraine—their fields and villages, according to Bar-
rèsians, embodied la France profonde, promising authenticity to a forlorn
nation that had sold its soul to the Semites. These Arcadian panegyrics res-
onated among the troubled fin de siècle peasantry. Biétry’s Yellow unions
recruited massively among agricultural workers, among the rural proletarians
who stubbornly refused socialist mobilization. No wonder the Guesdists con-
temptuously reduced national socialism to the archaic peasant mentality that
Marx had vilified as the “idiocy of rural life.”168

Nonetheless, when French Marxists diagnosed the national-socialist rot
that gangrened French politics, they most often traced it to the decomposing
middle class. Given that national socialism was essentially antimodern, the
Parti Ouvrier concluded, it would necessarily attract that most antimodern of
modern classes, the petite bourgeoisie. Shopkeepers doomed by the depart-
ment store, artisans condemned by the factory, all the “independent” small
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businessmen destined to bankruptcy by large-scale capitalism—this multitude
of losers supposedly constituted the new Right’s real mass constituency. This
theory achieved some credibility. Certainly many petits bourgeois champi-
oned the time’s ugly xenophobia. During the belle epoque’s economic and
social crises, as prices fell and markets contracted, failing small businessmen
blamed “alien others” for their plight. How could a shopkeeper compete with
the ragged foreigners huckstering their cut-rate goods on every sidewalk?
How could French cobblers and tailors survive when starveling East Euro-
pean immigrants so undercut their prices? To marginal small businessmen, La
France aux Français! sounded more like a commercial strategy than a political
slogan.169

More significantly, petit-bourgeois victims of modernity snapped up the
anti-Semitic red-herring trailed across their road to oblivion. Admittedly, the
Parti Ouvrier frequently linked the anti-Semitic new Right with the petits
bourgeois of backward central and eastern Europe, rather than with the
French middle class. Informed of Karl Lueger’s triumph in Vienna, for
instance, Le Socialiste reflected that 

the mounting victories of the anti-Semitic league are easily explicable. That
league is the refuge of the continuously expanding number of the defeated
from small industry and trade. Appropriated by the Don Quixotes of that
league . . . the [petit-bourgeois] victims of the battle against capital adopt
this transitory form [of politics] before their complete enlightenment, the
consequence of which will be enlistment in the proletarian army.170

There were even rare occasions when the POF suggested that French petits
bourgeois, unlike their fellows in Austria or Germany, would repudiate anti-
Semitic ultranationalism altogether, if only because,

having seen the Catholic Rouvier succeed the Jew Raynal, the freethinker
Burdeau succeed the Protestant Ribot, having seen, in a word, the races suc-
ceed each other in power . . . without the establishment changing in the
slightest or its own situation change at all, [the French petite bourgeoisie]
isn’t going to swallow the anti-Semitic line.171

More often, however, the Parti Ouvrier attributed the new Right’s racist pop-
ularity in Paris and Lorraine, no less than in Vienna and Hesse, to the “malaise
of a class . . . being expropriated, the petite bourgeoisie.”172

Here, at the intersection of anti-Semitic ultranationalism and middle-
class malaise, the Parti Ouvrier engaged one of the fundamental dynamics
in modern French politics: the rupture of “the People” of 1792 and 1848 into
a proletariat and a petite bourgeoisie, and the political devolution of some
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elements of the latter from nineteenth-century Jacobinism toward twenti-
eth-century fascism.173 Certainly fin de siècle petits bourgeois often blamed
Jewry for the commercial concentration that threatened their entrepreneur-
ial existence, although the great Parisian department stores they feared most
had all been founded by good Catholics.174 Barrès thus aimed his rather
opportunistic anti-Semitism squarely at the petite bourgeoisie, which he
insightfully characterized as “ferociously dedicated to private property [and
thus hating the Marxists who challenged personal-property ownership], but
jealous of the great fortunes [and thus detesting the Jews who personified
plutocracy].”175 The Ligue des Patriotes, during its final national-socialist
metamorphosis, also recruited its most fanatical supporters among Parisian
petits bourgeois, mobilizing them against Marxism, against the foreign
foe . . . and against the Jews. Insofar as its obscure political sociology can be
discerned, the Ligue Antisémitique Française likewise mustered petits bour-
geois, with its “shopkeeper socialism” directed against department stores, but
also against consumer cooperatives—socialist associations supposedly “in
cahoots with the German collectivism [i.e., Marxism] which is dominated
by Jews scheming to gain control of our commerce.”176 Jules Guérin him-
self—thuggish leader of the LAF, bankrupt oil refiner, and self-proclaimed
victim of the petroleum trust—perfectly personified the tormented small
businessmen whose disempowerment by capital, according to the POF,
empowered the new Right.177

Did a common hostility toward large-scale capitalism align petit-bour-
geois national socialists with the Guesdists, as has been alleged?178 Not at all.
In the Guesdists’ own words, although anti-Semites, “at first sight,” seemed to
share a common cause with Marxists (“opposition to the large-scale plutoc-
racy that is sweeping up all small-scale capital and small-scale savings”), the
two movements, “in reality,” were separated by “enormous differences.”179 On
the one hand, exploiting the roiling hatreds and unrealistic hopes of an “ago-
nized and expiring petite bourgeoisie,”180 national socialists reviled and
resisted mercantile concentration, interpreting it as a perverse consequence of
Jewish malignancy. On the other hand, embodying the rationality of history,
Marxists welcomed the concentration and centralization of merchant capital.
At the very least, the Parti Ouvrier, representing working-class consumers,
enthusiastically embraced the belle epoque’s “modernization of retailing.”
Cooperatives and chain stores meant cheaper prices, even if they meant fewer
shopkeepers.181 As the POF’s leader in Nantes, Charles Brunellière, half-jok-
ingly suggested, workers would never subscribe to the shopkeepers’ anti-
Semitism. Why? Because workers’ wives had “pointed out to them that, the
more big stores there are, the lower the cost of living!”182 More seriously, Gues-
dists believed that the “disappearance of the middle class” constituted “a
necessity for the collectivist transformation of society.”183 Obliteration of the
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petite bourgeoisie would remove the “tampon”184 that had hitherto cushioned
the bourgeoisie against working-class insurgency, while simultaneously
swelling socialism’s proletarian constituency. National socialists stood athwart
this process of proletarianization; Marxists cheered it on.

Guesdists thus understood the force and futility of middle-class
national socialism. It reflected the “naturally” irrational politics of a class in its
death agony. But could the Parti Ouvrier engage with this terminally ill mid-
dle class and its deathbed hallucinations? Some Guesdists despaired of petits
bourgeois. “One could not,” according to Charles Bonnier, “ask for reason
among those who are doomed to the abyss.”185 Other Guesdists, sometimes
even the same Guesdists in other circumstances, were more sanguine. Bon-
nier, having dismissed the petite bourgeoisie in 1899, only a year later specu-
lated that the POF might have gained its votes during the Parisian municipal
elections of 1900, if only socialist stupidities had not pushed the middle class
toward ultranationalism.186 Whatever the Parti Ouvrier’s strategy, however, it
consistently emphasized the fundamental distinction between rationalist
Marxism and irrationalist national socialism, its irrationality born of the petite
bourgeoisie’s convulsive death throes.

Finally, what about ultranationalism among workers? Marxists of the
Second and Third Internationals sometimes denied its very possibility. As the
“universal class,” proletarians supposedly had no need for nationalist false-
consciousness, and certainly no need for national socialism. Marx himself,
however, had reluctantly recognized working-class vulnerability to national-
ism, and the politics of the fin de siècle confirmed his forebodings.187 France’s
ultranationalists had no intention of nationalizing the means of production,
but they had every intention of “nationalizing” the working class. As Barrès
summed up his ultimate purpose, national socialism was intended to “bind
[the workers] to the idea of the nation.”188 When France’s protofascists cried
out to workers, “[Y]our only enemy is the Jew. Let’s hang him from the near-
est lamppost!”189 they expected to be heard.

And workers were listening.190 Paulin Méry’s violently anti-Semitic
Ligue pour la Défense du Travail National recruited successfully among
Parisian proletarians, particularly in the industrial northeast of the city, a con-
gested and polluted terrain that should have been a Guesdist bastion, but was
not. Even in Lille, the Parti Ouvrier’s strongest citadel, working-class ultrana-
tionalism challenged Guesdism. Not all France’s workers, it transpired, adored
modernity, championed egalitarianism, and spurned capitalism. Some, instead,
mourned the corporatist past, embraced the hierarchical fanaticism of integral
nationalism, and admired their boss, or themselves aspired to property owner-
ship. The butchers of La Villette—a cohesive community of masters and men,
and the storm troopers of the LAF—exemplified the resultant working-class
national socialism. Beyond the capital, Barrès’ national-socialist constituency in
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Nancy remained a standing rebuke to the POF’s hegemonic pretensions. And
Biétry’s Jaunes spectacularly manifested an anti-Marxist working-class men-
tality of class collaboration, ultranationalism, and anti-Semitism.191 In the
mines, on the railways, among Lorraine’s steelworks, and certainly throughout
France’s myriad artisanal workshops, millions of workers opted for national
solidarity with French capitalists rather than for class solidarity with the work-
ers of the world, and many thousands opted for national socialism at its most
extreme.

In any case, who were “the workers”? Did the term designate horny-
handed “sons of labor,” the archetypical manual laborers of mine and factory?
Or, as Marxist theory insisted, did the working class encompass service, tech-
nical, and clerical employees? If it did, then national socialism could aspire to
a massive working-class constituency. The commercial revolution’s expansion
of retailing and finance, the second industrial revolution’s proliferation of
managerial and clerical labor, the state’s multiplication of civil servants—all
vastly inflated the fin de siècle “white-collar” working class. Marxists hoped
that sales assistants, bank clerks, technicians, bookkeepers, customs officers,
and postmistresses would recognize themselves as proletarians and enlist in
the class war. But these hopes were dashed. Like the traditional petite bour-
geoisie, white-collar workers mobilized more in favor of the nationalist Right
than the socialist Left.192

Did Guesdists recognize this broader proletarian susceptibility to
national socialism? Not for a moment. The Parti Ouvrier knew that workers
abjured the “socialism of fools.” Petits bourgeois could be foolish; peasants
were fools by definition; but workers, also by definition, were wise. Where
anti-Semitic nationalists attained power, as in Vienna, Guesdists blithely dis-
missed their victories. Once Austrian workers were enfranchised, the POF
predicted, Lueger and company would slink back into their rat holes.193 Else-
where, closer to home, in Lorraine or at La Villette, where such excuses would
not suffice, the Parti Ouvrier largely ignored working-class ultranationalism.
Solicited by Drumont or Barrès, Guesdists assumed, workers would “simply
shrug their shoulders” and dismiss the “ridiculous idea” that capitalism’s
inequities and inequalities could be attributed to “the presence on French soil
of a few thousand Israelites.”194 Nonetheless, working-class national socialism
continued to advance into the French political culture. The Parti Ouvrier’s
stubborn avoidance of a “reality check” represented a troubling triumph of
doctrinal optimism over sociological realism.

So, according to the Parti Ouvrier, “who were the [proto]fascists?”195

Were they the unruly offspring of the haute bourgeoisie, rioting through the
Latin Quarter before settling down in daddy’s business? Did they slink forth
from Montmartre’s sinister underworld, pimps and thugs for hire whenever
reactionaries sought rent-a-crowds? Might they have emerged blinking from
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the benighted countryside, decayed aristocrats leading village simpletons back
to the Dark Ages? Or were they a stampeding herd of frenzied petits bour-
geois, lemmings doomed to drown in metahistorical oblivion? The Parti
Ouvrier advanced one theory after another to account for the fin de siècle’s
upsurge of ultranationalism, but never managed to synthesize these apparently
contradictory interpretations. Taken as a whole, however, the Guesdists’ dis-
persed analyses suggest a more fruitful sociology of national socialism,
although one never fully realized by the Parti Ouvrier itself.

If the POF had advanced all its sociological interpretations of ultrana-
tionalism simultaneously, the resultant composite would have demonstrated
that every class could succumb to the new Right, albeit in different ways and
for different reasons. Encountering ultranationalism’s amalgam of elitism and
populism, for instance, bourgeois and aristocrats would embrace the elitism,
peasants and petits bourgeois the populism. Offered “reactionary modernism,”
bourgeois and the “new working class” of technicians and employees would
empathize with the modernism, and aristocrats, peasants, and petits bourgeois
with the reaction. Enticed by corporatism, capitalists would delight in its labor
discipline, proletarians in its solidarity. The fin de siècle’s protean new Right
would thus have appeared as a universal creed, as a catchall movement. This
all-inclusiveness might, at first sight, have rendered Marxism superfluous—
since national socialism, apparently, emerged without reference to class.196

Guesdists, however, could have accepted that the new Right indeed occurred
across the class spectrum, but could then have used their Marxism to explicate
the varied national socialisms emergent in different class contexts. The ultra-
nationalism of the haut-bourgeois Ligue de la Patrie Française, for instance,
might have been contrasted with that of the plebeian Jaunes, thereby eluci-
dating both the cross-class coherence of the new Right and its internal con-
tradictions. Unfortunately, this rewarding political sociology lurked latent in
the Guesdists’ confused engagement with ultranationalism, but ultimately
failed to materialize.197

In sum, how did the Guesdists understand the fin de siècle’s nascent
new Right? Confusedly. At their most insouciant, French Marxists dismissed
ultranationalists as lunatics. At other times, the Parti Ouvrier sympathized
with national-socialist antiliberalism. Most often, however, the POF reviled
ultranationalism as antisocialism. Even in this dominant mode, however, the
Guesdists were inconsistent. Was national socialism merely an antisocialist
plot? Or did ultranationalism embody its own ideological purpose? Guesdists
oscillated between these conflicting “heteronomic” and “autonomic” interpre-
tations of the new Right. Nor was this oscillation their only confusion. If
national socialism was a plot, who had contrived it? The bourgeoisie? Or aris-
tocratic reactionaries? The Parti Ouvrier advanced both conspiracy theories,
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without much effort to reconcile their evident contradiction. On the other
hand, if ultranationalism genuinely represented some of the French, who were
they? The bourgeoisie? The lumpenproletariat? The peasantry? The petite
bourgeoisie? One after another, the Parti Ouvrier attributed the new Right to
these classes, but without any serious attempt to synthesize the attributions.

The intensity and frequency of these themes shifted across the decades.
The Parti Ouvrier’s war against ultranationalism was understandably more
intense at the peak of the Dreyfus affair than during the 1880s’ mobilization
against the Opportunists, and Guesdist hatred of national socialism necessar-
ily escalated during the 1890s as the national socialists themselves became
more hostile to the ascendant Marxists. Nonetheless, the content and pattern
of Guesdist polemic remained constant. French Marxists despised ultrana-
tionalism even while tacitly tolerating it during the campaign against Ferry;
they trashed its metahistorical solidity even while fighting it in the streets dur-
ing 1898. The Guesdists’ conflicted discourse, indeed, reiterated that of Marx
confronting Bonapartism, and foreshadowed that of interwar Marxists strug-
gling against fascism.198 These continuities suggest structural rather than con-
junctural explanation. Such explanation is ready to hand: French Marxists
vacillated over national socialism because they were confused about ethnic
identity. At their most dogmatic, Guesdists dismissed ethnicity as a misty
revenant from the dead past, and thus relegated ultranationalism’s acolytes to
history’s capacious wastebasket. Alternatively, in the Guesdists’ (often justi-
fied) paranoid mode, they attributed national identity to capitalist manipula-
tion, and thus contested national socialism as a ruling-class plot. Finally, at
their most perceptive, French Marxists accepted nationalism as inherent in
capitalist modernity, and thus strove to appropriate the national socialists’
authentic constituency for the POF’s own (rather inauthentic) socialist
nationalism. Guesdists leaped with impressive agility among these mutually
contradictory alternatives. Many of their consequent insights into the origins,
character, and potential of protofascism were profound, and foreshadowed
some of the most brilliant interwar theories of fascism. But these insights
failed to cohere. Given Marxism’s perplexity about ethnicity, the Parti Ouvrier
necessarily lacked systematic understanding of embryonic national socialism,
or a coherent strategy of engagement with its militants.
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Like all ideological paradigms, Marxism has sparked dazzling illumination
among its adepts, but also inflicted ignorance and incomprehension. The doc-
trine’s perception of nationalism has exemplified this dialectic between blind-
ness and brilliance. From Marx and Engels themselves, through their disciples
during Marxism’s century-long ascendancy, until today’s remnant faithful,
Marxists’ insights into ethnicity have been focused and penetrating, but also
one-eyed, figured through “the vision of a Cyclops.”1 Their focus and pene-
tration, however, have been impressive indeed. No other school of thought has
so clearly highlighted the nexus between ethnic identity and capitalist moder-
nity. The “combined and uneven development” of the world market, spatial
patterns of exploitation and exclusion (“the only thing worse than being
exploited by capital,” as East European used to say, “is not being exploited by
capital”), the intricate geography of class domination, class rebellion, and class
collaboration—all have determined modernity’s experience of ethnicity, and
all have been best illuminated by Marxists. Yet Marxism’s penetrating focus
has depended on blinkered vision. Governed by their ideological partis pris,
Marxists have all too often reduced ethnicity to class, neglected the
“inter”national dynamics of the world system, and underestimated national-
ism in its contest with socialism. The “grandeur and misery” of Marxism’s
answers to the “national question” have constituted an organic whole, with the
miseries inherent in the grandeur.

How well did Guesdists, for their part, answer that national question?
In many respects, very well indeed. Because their cosmopolitanism awarded
critical detachment, they understood nationhood far better than nationalist
contemporaries who took the nation-state for granted. French Marxists knew
that nations were “constructed”—that they were neither the free choice of free
citizens nor primordial entities emergent from the historical abyss. Not for
Guesdists Renan’s liberal “everyday plebiscite” in favor of nationality; not for
them Barrès’s mystic pulsations from la terre et les morts. Better yet, Guesdists
engaged with “globalization”—building on the Manifesto’s prescient portrayal
of how “national one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become more and
more impossible.”2 As heir to Marx’s dialectics, the Parti Ouvrier knew that
the apparently independent national elements of the world-system actually
defined each other, that the international whole determined its national parts,
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and that the whole might some day subsume its ephemeral national moments
altogether. Best of all, however, French Marxists fully understood how moth-
erlands and fatherlands could abuse their offspring. At the beginning of the
twentieth century, Guesdists already anticipated Verdun, already feared fas-
cism. The Parti Ouvrier’s vision of nationhood could be brilliant indeed.

Yet the Parti Ouvrier’s understanding of ethnic identity also generated
systematic ambiguities, absences, and contradictions—many of which had
characterized Marx’s own conflicted interpretation of ethnicity, some of which
have persisted until today’s protracted “death of Marxism.” Most fundamen-
tally, Guesdists never reconciled Marxism’s alternative understandings of
nationhood. On the one hand, French Marxists insisted that modernity
doomed every particularism, including nationality. Capitalism supposedly
debilitated national economics, undermined national polities, and obliterated
national cultures. In this formulation, capital constructed cosmopolis. On the
other hand, the Parti Ouvrier contended that capitalism engendered a multi-
tude of divisive particularisms, including warring nations. At the least, Gues-
dists argued, bourgeois brainwashed their subjects into racial exclusion and
nationalist aggression, thereby accomplishing that “divide and rule” so vital to
ruling-class hegemony. At the most, capitalism demanded national embodi-
ment—capital’s only conceivable institutional incarnation. In this formula-
tion, the bourgeoisie marched across the world as the all-conquering nation-
state. So, which was it to be? Global uniformity or divisive particularism? A
more dialectically sophisticated Marxism than that of the Guesdists might
have synthesized these alternatives. But such a synthesis had remained beyond
Marx’s impressive grasp, and still nonpluses Marxists today. The Guesdists’
confusion at the fin de siècle is understandable. Then, as now, cosmopolis and
conflict intersected in kaleidoscopic disarray—daunting the most sensitive
theorization.

As in theory, so in practice. Like Marxists before and since, Guesdists
oscillated dizzyingly between abstract cosmopolitanism and grounded social-
ist nationalism—the former empowered by the obvious absurdities of nation-
alist exclusion, the latter by the inescapable realities of the belle epoque. At
one extreme, French Marxists simply denied ethnicity’s relevance, confident
that socialists could ignore nationhood and race. Capital’s ruthless reduction
of all humankind—Jew or gentile, black or white, French or German—to the
common denominators of capital and labor would supposedly consign races
and nations to the historical dustbin. This classic conviction, so often mocked,
deserves respect. At the least, the Parti Ouvrier demonstrated that France’s
nation-state had been recently born, suggested that it might soon die, and
offered insight into the nexus between the capitalist world-system and its
(fleeting?) national embodiments. Neither the liberals’ civic nationalism nor
the protofascists’ ethnic chauvinism attained such acuity.
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Yet Guesdists had great difficulty in sustaining socialist cosmopoli-
tanism, however acute it may have been “in theory.” The POF’s con-
stituency—the sober, self-improving, militant working class of France’s grimy
industrial towns—had been systematically subjected to the fin de siècle’s
“nationalization of the masses,” and had, to some extent, succumbed. “Sub-
jected,” from the Guesdists’ perspective, was exactly the right word. Accord-
ing to the Parti Ouvrier in its cosmopolitan mode, proletarian nationalism
represented false consciousness. How so? Still representative of the nineteenth
century, French Marxists ignored the embryonic “culture industry” and
neglected the nascent welfare state—“ideological state apparatuses” that
would soon drive the pulsing heart of popular nationalism. Yet Guesdists
already knew that France’s recently established system of universal primary
education indoctrinated children with unthinking national identity, and the
Parti Ouvrier fully understood the malign ultranationalist workings of “social
imperialism.” Guesdists desperately hoped that proletarians would see
through the bourgeoisie’s nationalizing propaganda. But French Marxists
nonetheless had to withstand the tidal waves of popular nationalism that
flooded across their time, and were sometimes swept away.

Worse yet, from the Guesdists’ cosmopolitan perspective, the “national
economics” that challenged both Marxism and Manchesterian liberalism
appealed mightily to workers. As pioneered by Mélinistes and Barrèsians, pro-
tectionism promised to protect both the “national bourgeoisie” and France’s
proletarians. Economic dikes, nationalists pledged, would be erected against
the worldwide flood of labor that threatened French workers with cata-
strophic inundation—by an influx of footloose Italians and Belgians at the fin
de siècle, by East Asian “coolies” or even American monkeys during the
upcoming twentieth century. At the same time, economic nationalists guaran-
teed that workers would profit from protective tariffs—with their jobs
defended and their wages maintained against foreign competition. When
offered the choice between hardheaded national economics and Marxism’s
dimly imagined global commonwealth, many workers understandably chose
the former. Guesdists bitterly criticized labor exclusion and trade protection,
but nonetheless sometimes advanced their own shamefaced national econom-
ics. Seeking to outbid Barrès, they then contended that their socialism alone
could defend the French economy against piratical global capitalism.

Finally, Guesdists occasionally succumbed to economic nationalism
because their own socialism empowered nationhood—in foreshadowed prac-
tice, if not in theory. The Parti Ouvrier’s practical goal, the “socialization of the
means of production,” when imagined by Guesdists, always degenerated into
the “nationalization of the means of production.” Marxism’s cosmopolitanism
may have pointed toward a worldwide socialization of global capital by the
united “workers of the world.” But, like Marx himself and all Marxists since,
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Guesdists had absolutely no idea how such a project might be implemented.
When they envisioned a socialist “transformation of the means of produc-
tion,” their vision instead evoked a French revolution that would “nationalize”
France’s capital. Long before Stalin’s Soviet Union, “socialism in one country”
lurked within the Guesdists’ cosmopolitan dreams, foreshadowing a “national
socialism” far more authentic than the Barrèsians’ fatuous fakery.

So, when cosmopolitanism failed them, how did Guesdists respond?
With “Vive la France!” Appropriating nationhood rather than resisting it, dri-
ven by the “socialist nationalism” implicit in their own project, French Marx-
ists sometimes manifested a patriotism more worthy of Blanqui than of
Marx.3 In this mode, Guesdists sought to embody La Grande Nation. The
First Republic’s triumphs, they were sure, foreshadowed the victories they
themselves would someday win—as the world once again looked to Paris for
revolutionary inspiration. Cozily wrapped in both the tricolore and the red
flag, French Marxists thus weathered the nationalist tempests of the
Boulanger and Dreyfus affairs, warmed by the conviction that Marxist social-
ism alone incarnated “true France.” Paradoxically, however, this episodic
nationalism never muffled the affirmation that “workers have no fatherland.”

Overall, then, Guesdists subscribed to incompatible programs, ranging
from idealistic cosmopolitanism to pragmatic socialist nationalism—switch-
ing erratically from one alternative to the other. Within single articles, as
polemic shifted from denouncing enemies to seducing compatriots, journal-
ists could move from indicting nationhood as pernicious false consciousness
to vaunting socialism as France’s national salvation. One decisive determinant
stabilized this otherwise self-contradictory amalgam of ultracosmopolitanism
and socialist nationalism: a continuity of hatreds. From the Guesdists’ jaun-
diced perspective, they confronted the same intolerable regime in 1905 as they
had in 1882 (the much-detested “bourgeois republic”), just as they continued
to experience the same iniquitous international order (a pandemonium of
imperialist powers). Here the obvious historical contrast is with Guesdism’s
heir: the French Communist Party (PCF). Communists, like Guesdists, com-
bined cosmopolitan antinationalism with vehement socialist nationalism, but
their periodic oscillations from one alternative to the other were far more
extreme than anything evident in the POF’s history. Why? Because the PCF’s
international and domestic circumstances themselves changed so dramati-
cally—ranging from the sectarian cosmopolitanism of the Comintern’s “Third
Period” (when “socialist nationalism” became an oxymoron) to the ultrapatri-
otism of the resistance years (when cosmopolitanism seemed a swear word).4

Contrast the Communists’ France of 1928 with that of 1942! 
Guesdists suffered nothing equivalent. The Parti Ouvrier experienced,

at the most, the Third Republic’s transition from appeasement of Germany
during the 1880s to alliance with Russia during the 1890s. For Guesdists,
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however, nothing much had changed, given that they despised Nicholas’s
“empire of the knout” at least as much as they detested Bismarck’s Reich.
Whether their polemics were launched during the 1880s or during the 1890s,
French Marxists, in their cosmopolitan mode, denounced the “bourgeois
republic” for imperialism, militarism, and warmongering, while, at the same
time, as socialist nationalists, indicting the Republic for supinely abandoning
the national interest (whether to placate Berlin or to please St. Petersburg).
The only inflection of this discourse evolved from the POF’s electoral suc-
cesses during the early 1890s, when the Guesdists’ liberal enemies and social-
ist competitors took to accusing the ascendant Parti Ouvrier of pro-German
treason. In response, Guesdists understandably accentuated their socialist
nationalism (redenominating themselves as the Parti Ouvrier Français, among
other things). Nonetheless, such socialist nationalism had been readily evident
during the 1880s, long before this inflection, while the Party’s ultracos-
mopolitanism was hardly eclipsed during the 1890s. Overall, neither internal
nor external circumstances between 1882 and 1905 changed sufficiently to
substantially modify the POF’s intricate answer to the “national question”—
an answer characterized by consistent ambiguity and internal contradiction
rather than “development,” or even by the disorientating fluctuations experi-
enced by twentieth-century Communists.

The Parti Ouvrier, however, was consistent only in its inconsistency. It
never conceived a “nationalist internationalism,” much less a “national cos-
mopolitanism.”5 Bedeviled by self-contradiction, misled by a reductionist class
theory, Guesdists ended by grossly misjudging nationalism’s force, most obvi-
ously during their war against the belle epoque’s rampant racism and nascent
national socialism—a misjudgment that foreshadowed both Marxism’s near-fatal
errors of the 1930s and the “death of Marxism” at our own “End of History.”

If Guesde could be resurrected to witness Marxism’s death throes, how
might he respond? Unable to opt for a vanishing Marxist socialism, would he
subscribe to the bourgeois antiglobalism of Le Pen? Most certainly not. He
had detested Barrès’s very similar “préférence nationale,” and had particularly
hated the Barrèsians’ Le Penist preference for national capitalists. Would a
revenant Guesde opt instead for the anarchism of today’s “deep Green”
antiglobalization movement? Perhaps. But perhaps not—given that he had
always favored globalizing modernity, and had abhorred the belle epoque’s
own anarchists. Instead, forced to chose between today’s ideological contes-
tants, Guesde might well side with liberal champions of global capitalism, as
Marx himself had done when choosing between globalization and its
parochial enemies.6 Whatever his choice, however, a resurrected Guesde, sur-
veying our twenty-first century, would despair for us—deprived as we have
been of the globalizing socialism for which his Parti Ouvrier had once fought
so bravely.
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Terminology in the study of ideology is itself ideological. A term, after all, can
mean different things, depending on time, place, and provenance. What, for
instance, is a “liberal”? To today’s American “conservative,” the word describes
a softhearted (not to mention softheaded) believer in “social engineering,” if
not “socialism”—someone who would be characterized as a social democrat on
the other side of the Atlantic. To a continental European, by contrast, a lib-
eral is a true believer in the free market and the minimal state. Without clear
definition, confusion reigns unchecked. It thus behooves a scholar writing
about ideological conflict in the alien past, and within the intricate French
political culture, to clarify his terms.

Here, at the moment of definition, there is a temptation to play Humpty
Dumpty, and decree meaning. As Humpty instructed Alice, “[W]hen I use a
word, it means just what I choose it to mean.” This study, however, uses terms
that have been defined in relation to each other, and its terminological frame-
work thus needs explication. This ideological frame has been constructed, first,
around the definitive “difference” between liberals and Conservatives—the
all-important (although often denied) conflict between historical Left and
Right.1 “Liberals” and “Conservatives”? These are both conflicted terms, and
emphatically in need of definition. First, then, in this book “liberalism” desig-
nates the ur-ideology of modernity—the political convictions of those who
have fought for “liberty, equality, and fraternity,” for the “rights of man and the
citizen,” for the ideal “that all men are created equal” and that all men (and
perhaps all women, too) have an equal right to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.”2

When considering the Third Republic during the belle epoque, one
might designate such liberals as “Republicans”—a term that usefully amalga-
mates defenders of the time’s status quo (the “Opportunists” of the 1880s)
with the more radical “Radicals,” who believed that the project initiated in
1789 still had some way to go before its full Republican realization. France,
like Wilhelmine Germany, or for that matter Edwardian England and Giolit-
tian Italy, was torn between moderate liberals (why not think of them as
“National Liberals,” after their German counterparts?) and radical liberals
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(the self-designation “Radical,” too, recurs across the continent)—although
both French factions claimed the Republic as their own.

Unfortunately for terminological convenience, “liberal” during the
Third Republic did not equal “Republican.” Not all liberals supported the
Republic; not all Republicans were liberals. Those among the French who
waxed nostalgic for the Orleanist juste milieu maintained their traditional roy-
alism—looking across the channel for their model of the perfect liberal polity,
complete with a property suffrage and a constitutional monarchy. At the same
time, Maurice Barrès and his protofascist followers were determinedly Repub-
lican, but also violently antiliberal. This book perforce uses the term “liberal”
to designate those (including Orleanists, Opportunists, and Radicals) who
favored a polity where free men (and perhaps free women) strove together
within free institutions . . . for free enterprise.

“Free enterprise” . . . Marxists, too, were Republicans, but decidedly not
liberals, or at least not liberals if liberalism meant supporting “free enterprise”
(aka capitalism). Instead, Marxists designated themselves as “socialists” or
“collectivists.” More conflicted terms! France had many varieties of “social-
ism,” and ideological wars were fought over copyright on the concept.
Throughout much of the nineteenth century, a socialist might have been any-
one with a vague commitment to “social justice” or an uneasy sense that free
markets failed to guarantee the “economic harmonies” worshipped by laissez-
faire orthodoxy. Aristocratic Conservatives, Christian Democrats, even Radi-
cal liberals all claimed socialist credentials—until the advent of the Parti
Ouvrier. Marxism’s ascendancy during the 1890s altered the terminological
terrain, as “socialism” came to designate the “socialization of the means of pro-
duction”: that revolutionary ideal which French Marxists called “collectivism.”

The advent of collectivism constituted the decisive rupture between lib-
erals and socialists, albeit a rupture prefigured many times since Babeuf ’s
“Conspiracy of Equals.” At that ruptural moment, Marxists arrogated the
French Revolution’s legacy—pledging to realize “liberty, equality, and frater-
nity,” but assailing the liberal attempt to marry these ideals to capitalism’s eco-
nomic tyranny, inequality, and exclusion. The promise of 1789, the POF
vowed, would soon be realized—but only through another world-historical
revolution, this time against “bourgeois liberalism.” French Marxists were thus
on the Left, like liberals, and like most liberals embraced the Republic, albeit
a “Social Republic.” As “collectivists,” however, Marxists were not scions of
France’s squabbling liberal family.

The terms “collectivist,” “Guesdist” (after Jules Guesde, the POF’s most
prominent leader), “Parti Ouvrier,” “POF” (Parti Ouvrier Français—as the
movement eventually came to be known), and “French Marxist” designate for
our purposes the same ideological milieu: a militantly antiliberal socialist Left,
the French Marxism of the belle epoque. These terminological equations in
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no way denigrate the many non-Guesdists who also appropriated Marxism:
luminaries like Edouard Vaillant, who deployed Marx’s concepts with such
skill; Benoît Malon, who incorporated Marx into his syncretist socialism; or
Jean Jaurès, who so respected the sage of the British Museum. The POF, how-
ever, alone among France’s several socialist parties, self-consciously identified
itself as “Marxist,” and as nothing else. The nation’s other socialist move-
ments—Vaillant’s insurrectionary “Blanquists,” Malon’s Lib-Lab “Integral
Socialists,” Jaurès’s eclectic “Independents”—claimed other legacies and criti-
cized aspects of Marx’s work, unlike the unconditionally Marxist Parti Ouvrier.

So much for the Left—those who observed the precepts of the French
Revolution, from the most moderate defenders of bourgeois-liberal order to the
most extreme socialist revolutionaries. What about the rebellious Right? What
about the Third Republic’s “Conservative revolutionaries”? The term “revolu-
tionary Conservative” may seem oxymoronic, but only if the “conservative”
(lowercase c), defined as a defender of the status quo (any status quo—whether
liberal, socialist, or Conservative), is confused with the “Conservative” (capital
C), conceived as an adherent of Conservatism—that very specific antiliberal and
anticollectivist ideology of authority, hierarchy, and (exclusive) community. The
latter is the ur-ideology of premodernity; the defining “Other” of the Left.

Confusion between “conservatism” and “Conservatism” is particularly
characteristic of the English-speaking world, if only because liberalism is
there so completely hegemonic, and Conservatism as an antiliberal ideology
so vestigial. Ultraliberals in the United States identify themselves as Conser-
vatives, when they are really conservatives (lowercase c) defending the liberal
status quo against America’s hapless social democrats (who have come to be
identified, to confuse matters further, as “liberals”). Across the Atlantic, the
British Conservative Party has long been thoroughly liberal, and therefore (in
the context of Britain, that first hegemon of global liberalism) “conservative”
rather than “Conservative.” As a consequence, in these heartland societies of
today’s neoliberal world-order, and in hegemonized satellite-societies like
Australia, it has become virtually impossible to conceptualize, or even recog-
nize, “Conservatism” as antiliberal ideology.3 Indicatively, Steven Holmes, in
his admirable Anatomy of Antiliberalism, devotes an entire book to criticizing
the politics of authority, hierarchy, and community, but can find no name for
this obviously Conservative political tradition other than “non-Marxist
antiliberalism.”4 The book at hand is more positive, calling a spade a spade,
and a Conservative a Conservative—even, or particularly, when that Conser-
vative was a Conservative Revolutionary, as Conservatives had to be under the
conservatively (note the lowercase c) liberal Third Republic.5

The antiquated Legitimist Right that, at the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, still lurked through the Breton Bocage hardly concerns this book. The
“new Right” or new Conservatism nascent at the fin de siècle (albeit prefigured
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by Bonapartism) takes center stage, however—dedicated as it was to charis-
matic Caesarism rather than to divine-right monarchy, to racial elites emergent
from the people rather than to hereditary aristocracy, and to the ethnicized
nation rather than to Christendom. Terminology is here a fraught issue. While
fully cognizant of contemporary variations in meaning, this book equates
France’s new Right, best characterized as a “national socialism,”6 with the fin
de siècle’s “integral nationalism,” “new nationalism,” and “ultranationalism.”

The anti-Semitic and chauvinist sects of the French fin de siècle are,
then, understood not only as “national-socialist,” but as genuinely fascist, or at
least as genuinely protofascist. Fascism as a full-fledged phenomenon obvi-
ously emerged only as the “totalitarian” consequence of total war, and evolved
into maturity only through civil war between Bolshevism and anti-Bolshe-
vism—thus manifesting in its full horror only during the terrible years
between 1914 and 1945.7 But France, after her own année terrible of 1870–71,
prefigured that era. The shock of defeat in the Franco-Prussian War por-
tended the malign Central European legacy of 1918; the brutal repression of
the Commune augured the counterrevolutionary “White” terror of the “Red
Years.” Those on the ultranationalist Right who played to fin de siècle France’s
ethnic chauvinism and political paranoia (fortunately still largely confined to
ultranationalist Paris and the traumatized borderlands) foreshadowed the
black and brown terrors to come. Their militancy inaugurated the Noltean
“Era of Fascism.”8

This “national socialism” should be kept clearly distinct from the Marx-
ist Left’s occasional “socialist nationalism.” Socialist nationalists may have tra-
duced Marx’s cosmopolitanism, but they still pursued the class war against
capitalism and aspired to a collectivist “Social Republic.” National socialists,
by contrast, fought for a “national community” that would authoritatively bind
master and man together in hierarchical harmony. Class conflict versus class
collaboration, egalitarianism versus hierarchy—despite their common hatred
of the ruling liberals, socialist nationalists and national socialists resided at
opposite extremes on the ideological spectrum, on the extreme Left and on
the extreme Right, respectively.

Here, then, is the terminological framework of this book: a fundamen-
tal dichotomy between liberal Left and Conservative Right, with the liberals
challenged on their own left by insurgent collectivists and the Conservatives
giving birth to national socialism. These warring ideologies offered conflict-
ing answers to the insistent “national question”—answers that decisively
determined Marxism’s fraught encounter with French nationhood during the
belle epoque.
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The primary sources for this book are constituted by the Parti Ouvrier’s pub-
lic discourse between 1882 and 1905. That means, above all, the Party’s offi-
cial weeklies—first L’Egalité and then Le Socialiste. Other newspapers to
which the POF’s leadership contributed as national spokespersons for their
movement have also been consulted, particularly Le Cri du Peuple, as well as
periodicals such as L’Ere Nouvelle and Le Devenir Social. The Bulletin Mensuel
de la Fédération Nationale des Elus du POF offers the Parti Ouvrier at its most
“reformist,” while the Bulletin Mensuel de la Fédération Nationale des Syndicats
et Groupes Corporatifs Ouvriers de France allows insight into its syndicalism.

There is a large pamphlet literature associated with the POF. These
works have been consulted insofar as they were distributed through the Bib-
liothèque du Parti Ouvrier Français and were advertised in the Party’s national
press. Records of party congresses are invaluable sources for the POF’s most
official viewpoint, while speeches in the Chamber of Deputies allowed some
of the movement’s “loose cannons” to express views never allowed into more
“party line” venues.

The texts of Marx and Engels offer a benchmark in any study of Marx-
ist discourse. Citations of the “masterworks” have been consolidated as refer-
ences to the now definitive English-language Collected Works.

The conceptual and contextual works that have sustained this book are
listed in the bibliography.
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Class (Aldershot: Gower, 1985), pp. 24–36 (Vogler misses the national-socialist option
of managing national labor for national capital). Guesdists, of course, never imagined
Vogler’s third alternative, that is, managing national labor for international capital—
and would have been utterly dismayed if they had foreseen Tony Blair and his fellow
“Third Way” management specialists.
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Appendix A

1. For a forceful statement of the continuing utility of the Left-Right differ-
ential, and of its historical foundation in the ongoing war between egalitarians and
anti-egalitarians, see N. Bobbio, Left and Right: The Significance of a Political Distinc-
tion (Cambridge: Polity, 1996). There is a similar argument applied to France in G.
Rossi-Landi, Le Chassé croisé: La Droite et la gauche en France de 1789 à nos jours (Paris:
Lattès, 1978), esp. pp. 191–201.

2. There is a impassioned defense of terminological clarity in ideological dis-
course, with particular reference to the meaning of “liberal,” in The Editors, “There’s a
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word for that, and we want it back,” Economist, 6 November 2004. This urging by
today’s foremost journal of global liberalism parallels the usages advocated in this
appendix.

3. Thereby making it extraordinarily difficult to “think” the great post-1789
distinction between Left and Right (a distinction either denied altogether in these
lands of liberal monoculture) or (given the absence of a surviving Conservative tradi-
tion) limited to an impoverished dichotomy between a liberal “Right” (a nonsense
denomination for long-term and comparative historical understanding) and a residual
socialist Left.

4. S. Holmes, The Anatomy of Antiliberalism (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1993).

5. Alternatively, Conservatives might be conceived of as “counterrevolutionar-
ies,” but only if “revolution” is assumed to be always on the Left—a comforting
assumption, no doubt, for the more radical among liberals and socialists, but one that
is not very useful for comparative historical understanding. “Revolution” is best under-
stood simply as the overthrow of an established political order, even if that established
political order is liberal (Weimar in 1933, with its “Nazi revolution”) or socialist
(Czechoslovakia in 1989, with its “Velvet Revolution”).

6. A characterization urged by George Mosse in his “Toward a General The-
ory of Fascism,” in Masses and Man: Nationalist and Fascist Perceptions of Reality (New
York: H. Fertig, 1980), p. 164; and Eugen Weber in his Varieties of Fascism: Doctrines of
Revolution in the Twentieth Century (New York: Van Nostrand, 1964), p. 25. The term
is both premonitory, linking “la terre et les morts” to “blood and soil,” and substantive,
indicating the movement’s nationalist populism.

7. This study rejects the silly idea that there could be no fascism before Mus-
solini used the term in 1919. As if there was no liberalism before the Spanish civil wars
of the early nineteenth century first popularized the word! Or as if no one could have
died of AIDS before virologists designated the disease.

8. As suggested, albeit without reference to the traumas of 1871, in E. Nolte,
The Three Faces of Fascism: Action Française, Italian Fascism, National Socialism (New
York: Mentor, 1969), pt. 2, chap. 1. The conceptual and terminological clarifications
above should make it clear why this study accepts the “Sternhell thesis” on France’s
protofascist precocity, albeit without accepting other aspects of Sternhell’s work (Ger-
manic Central Europe, pace Sternhell, had its protofascists, for instance).
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MARXISM AND NATIONAL IDENTITY

Socialism, Nationalism, and National Socialism 
during the French Fin de Siècle

ROBERT STUART

Post-Marxists argue that nationalism is the black hole into which Marxism has 

collapsed at today’s “end of history.” Robert Stuart analyzes the origins of this implo-

sion, revealing a shattering collision between Marxist socialism and national identity

in France at the close of the nineteenth century. During the time of the Boulanger 

crisis and the Dreyfus affair, nationalist mobs roamed the streets chanting “France for

the French!” while socialist militants marshaled proletarians for world revolution. This

is the first study to focus on those militants as they struggled to reconcile Marxism’s two

national agendas: the cosmopolitan conviction that “workingmen have no country,” on

the one hand, and the patriotic assumption that the working class alone represents

national authenticity, on the other. Anti-Semitism posed a particular problem for such

socialists, not least because so many workers had succumbed to racist temptation. In

analyzing the resultant encounter between France’s anti-Semites and the Marxist Left,

Stuart addresses the vexed issue of Marxism’s involvement with political anti-

Semitism.

“This is an enormously learned, thorough book on an important topic—nationalism

and xenophobia versus international solidarity in the French nineteenth-century labor

movement. It will become a standard reference for years to come.”

— Marcel van der Linden, International Institute of Social History 
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national socialism have roots in the far (Marxist) Left? Insofar as French Marxists have
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book fills a gap. Enormously useful is Stuart’s correction of the easily held view that

these French Marxists were anti-Semitic; he demonstrates that they were not.” 
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